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icholas Negroponte, Professor of
Media Technology at MIT's
Media Lab, is somewhat of a
hero of mine, not the least because in his
book Being Digital (1995, Alfred A.
Knopf), he mentioned specialty magazines as being aparadigm (of asort) for
the information-rich future. The role of a
magazine such as Stereophile is to act as an
intelligent (we hope) filter applied to the
breadth and depth of human activity.
Those who define themselves by their
interest in the publication's specialty can
therefore go to just one source to find
everything of relevance.
I'm not suggesting that Negroponte
was telling the digerati to go buy paper
magazines. However, in all the acres of
ink Ihave seen spilled on the subject of
how the Internet was going to make
paper publishing obsolete, it was only
Negroponte who — correctly, in my view
— defined the need for filters to be
applied to the increasing, and increasingly
unmanageable, mass of data to which we
are exposed in our waking hours. And
having one's avocation — what else is an
editor if not an information filter? —
affirmed by athird party always gives you
acase of fuzzy warm feelings toward the
one doing the affirmation.
In Being Digital, Negroponte compares
the past — where information had to be
stored on aphysical carrier ("atoms," in
Nicholas-speak)
which was then
"pushed" at the consumer—with the
future — where the information itself
("bits") can be pulled from the Internet
without any physical media being
involved. The implications of this difference for society are enormous.
Compare, for example, the infrastructure of discrete and different businesses
involved in getting the bits representing a
musical performance into your hands in
the form of aCD with the ease of downloading from the Internet the MPEG
Layer 3—encoded bits that represent the
same performance. MP3 may not offer
the claimed "CD quality" described by
Paul Roeber in this month's "Letters" column, but there are sure of alot of financial margins (and livelihoods) missing
from the chain once you remove the need
to push atoms around the world.
Negroponte developed this theme in
his column in the July 1998 issue of Wired.
He took ahard look at the future of retailing, writing, "You enter astore. You see
something you like. You write down the
Stereophile, September 1998
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product name and manufacturer. You go
home and order it over the Internet. As a
result, you didn't have to carry it, you
probably got abetter price, and you may
have avoided sales tax.... Have Ijust
described the exception to tomorrow's
retail, or the rule?"

choice (though the traditional consequence of this restriction, the fixing of
artificially high prices, does not seem evident). But given that Negroponte's look
into the future (if any) of specialty audio
retailing assumes total freedom of consumer choice, what will keep our favorite
hi-fi huts in existence?
Again Negroponte supplies the
High-end audio retailers
answer, and echoes the conclusion drawn
at aseminar on the friture of retailing that
who merely trade in
Iattended at the 1995 Conference of the
Professional Audio/Video Retailers
sealed equipment boxes,
Association: The Internet purchasing scenario will apply to commodities or somewho do not add value
thing where the retailer cannot add value
to the product. But if the retailer am add
to everything they sell
value, that retailer will continue to flourish. Take books, for example. If all you
in return for their margin,
want is the book itself, then ordering it
online from amazon.com is the sensible
are doomed.
thing to do. But if you want to browse,
make book discoveries, have cof+fee
To me this scenario, using adealer's
with friends, or, as Idid last week, listen
facilities to decide what to purchase but
to Stereophile copy editor Richard Lehnert
buying elsewhere for less money is nothgive apublic reading of his superb poeting more than theft. In his column, howry, that is why you go to the bookstore.
ever, Negroponte develops the case that
Negroponte argues that the social aspects
for many kinds of goods, this is the logical
are the bookstore's real service, not the
way things for things to happen. He does
selling of books, which merely provides
the financial infrastructure.
point out that "manufacturers of toys,
In The Art of War, Sun Tzu warns of the
cars, and clothes, etc., seem less than
eager to advocate that [the customer] dis- dangers of fighting your enemy on territory he already occupies. High-end audio
intermediate [lovely word! --- Ed] the midretailers who merely trade in sealed
dleman and instead buy directly from
them." Why? "Though [disintermediaequipment boxes, who do not add value
to everything they sell in return for their
tion] would be more profitable for the
producer and less expensive for the cusmargin, are doomed. They cannot compete with the warehouse chains that spetomer, it would also alienate the single
cialize in merchandising packaged medilargest outlet for toys, cars, clothes, etc. —
the retailer!" he explains.
ocrity to undiscriminating consumers,
And how! Ithought to myself as Iread
with price being the only factor affecting
a purchase decision. But retailers who
that Wired paragraph. And as high-end
audio is also like "toys, cars, clothes, etc."
realize that what they're actually selling is
in that it is almost exclusively available
their experience, their component
from retailers with storefronts, Icould
knowledge base, their skill at setup, their
just imagine the reaction of one of those
love of music, and the ability to make
retailers to a would-be customer who
their customers' audio purchases sing in
decides what to purchase in his soundtheir homes — these enlightened souls
room but then buys it over the Internet.
have no need to fear the future.
The Tasmanian Devil would be agentleWhen the retailer adds value to what
he sells, price is reduced to astill-imporhearted soul by comparison!
tant but not the most important factor
If you read Barry Willis' August
"Industry Update" piece on the attempts
affecting what acustomer buys. And a
retailer who adds value is no longer afishby some manufacturers to prevent retailerman dependent on anew catch of cusers from selling outside of their "designattomers each day from apossibly dwined" areas (VoI21 No.8, p.33), you will
have realized that high-end audio retaildling pool, but becomes instead afarmer,
ing already departs from the ideal of preparing the ground with this year's cusallowing consumers total freedom of tomers for next year's business.
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If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golde
years of audio and combined these designs ane
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.
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ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
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ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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Letters
Surf's up!
Editor:
Kudos to the Stereophile web site, which is
both well crafted and quick loading! It is
refreshing not having to wait to find out
if asite is worth surfing or not.
Gino Ruiz
Ann Arbor, MI
www.stereophile.com
Editor:
Ken Hohenberger
Great web site!!!
kh911@javanet.com
People who know...
Editor:
HI-FI '98 was my first Show. Ihad a
great time. Thank you. Very helpful
people! Thanks for the Stereophile back
issues, CDs, and LPs! Iloved Moth
Audio, Cary, Pass Labs, Avantgarde
Acoustic, Vandersteen, B&W —Joseph
Audio is awesome!
And people who know use Manley!!!
EdwardJ. Yuriar
Riverside, CA
Our best Show ever?
Editor:
One of your best Shows ever. Lots of
new and useful technology on display. It
was too bad most good rooms needed
tickets. This meant Icouldn't see some of
these due to schedule conflicts.
14 Cowan
San Jose, CA

.
1-

Was it the best sound?
Editor:
HI-FI '98 was great! Feel free to put my
vote in for "Best Sound" for the Hales/
Balanced Audio Technology room. Paul
Hales was very humble, considering his
achievement! Sorry to not see more
Krell and Wilson, though.
Mrs. Hayley Newman-Bacon
mtngirl@pacbeltnet
You weeded out the junk sounds
Editor:
I was impressed by so many goodsounding small to floorstanding loudspeakers at HI-FI '98. A lot of the junk
sounds seemed to have been weeded
out at this Show.
Vincent Marascio
San Diego, CA
Stereophile, September 1998

He liked home theater in LA
Editor:
Iliked the addition of home theater to
the Show.
Mark Rosenthal
El Segundo, CA
He didn't
Editor:
Iam not interested in home theater and
would have liked to have seen agreater
emphasis on stereo componentry at HIFI '98 — as in the past!
Lowell A. Howard
Torranc4 CA
Schmi-Fi '98
Editor:
Hi-fi, scluni-fi! As good as some of the
equipment demonstrations were at HIFI '98, none could convey the delicate
sweetness of Deborah Liv Johnson's
voice, the startling dynamics of Robert
Silverman's piano, or the robust overtones of the Uptown Mandolin
Quartet. For these subtleties (and
more), Ihad to attend the Show's live
musical events. For me it was these performances that put the "hi-fi" into HIFI '98.
Steve Szunuki
Sierra Vista, AZ
Best sound?
Editor:
The live music events were still "Best
Sound at the Show" (the PA system
notwithstanding). Glad to see so many
LPs — Ibought all Icould carry. And it
was an excellent chance to hear 24/96
for myself.
See you next year in Chicago.
Dennis Yante
Malabar, FL

Letters to the Editor should be sent to
The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Fax:
(505) 983-6327. E-mail: Letters@
stereophile.com .Unless marked
otherwise, all letters are assumed to
be for possible publication. If you
have problems with your subscription, call (800) 666-3746 or visit
www.stereophile.com

Not enough analog?
Editor:
As per my friendly wager with Michael
Fremer at HI-FI '98, Ispotted only
eight functioning turntables out of a
total of about 13 on display. A sorry state
of affairs.
Ed Scheicker
s.ed@eudoramaitcom
Thanks, Maura Rieland
Editor:
Show director Maura Rieland went out
of her way to ensure that my friend in
his wheelchair was able to attend HI-FI
'98 with me. It was my friend's first
Stereophile Show, and we both had more
fun than words can express. Thank you.
Brad Earles
Bighgan@aotcom
No thanks
Editor:
Stuffed-shirt exhibitors and writers
need to make your Shows more accessible to people who aren't 40, bald, and
white.
Steve Uurtamo
Tucson, AZ
Great show, mom!
Editor:
Great show! As always, Ifelt well cared
for by Stereophile. At the 1995 Los
Angeles Show, Maura Rieland embodied the care that was taken with respect
to treatment of Showgoers. This time
out, Idid not see her. However, Idid see
acouple of young men with the same
last name and the same concern for the
atmosphere of the Show. She's their
mom, and they're proud of it!
There were hundreds of exhibits of
wonderful equipment playing heavenly
music. There were occasional good
deals on CDs and accessories. Still, there
was not quite the excitement that Ifelt
in 1995. And this year, Ididn't see that
buffed-out guy with the long blond hair
who made his way to one of your covers in the ensuing years. Oh well, Ican
still tell any ladies who question my sanity that Fabio is an audiophile too.
Here's to the chance that two-channel stereo will continue to be the standard for high-end audio reproduction! I
hope Iwill be able to continue to tweak
increments of increasingly wonderful
9
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and abutton to turn them off.

It's not about a pile of features you'll never use.
It's about delivering the best sound for the dollar.
The NAD 317 integrated amplifier is built simple to
provide -foremost -afaithful and musical performance.
And, as with all NAD products, it maintains areputa-

•

tion for true value, performance and simplicity.
Oh... it has one more feature, the ability to make you
smile when you find out the price.

NAD 317 Integrated Amplifier

l
e pure. and simple.
onics of America

6 Merchant Street

80 watts into 8 ohms, bridgeable to 240 watts,
6 line level inputs (including 2 tape in/outputs),
pre out/main in, all discrete circuitry,
defeatable Soft Clipping'', remote control with NAD Link.

Sharon, MA 02067

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com
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sound out of my system without having
to throw long green down on adding 3.1
more channels!
Gary Okada
tractrix@pacbelInet

I guess this Tower store wasn't
"selected."
Alan A. Jimenez
Torrance, CA
AlanJimentz@compuserve.wm

Sound in surround
Editor:
It was great to hear the Lexicon Logic 7
demo at HI-FI '98. After taking acenter
seat, Iasked the poor, unsuspecting person doing the presentation if Icould play
one of my stereo CDs, which might
finally play on asurround format that
would do it justice. We skipped to
Debussy's Gollitves Cakewalk, and the
eccentric sound of Isao Tomita and his
wacky Moog synthesizer (Tomita's
Greatest Hits, RCA 5660-2-RC) did
amazing things. All kinds of panning
effects came from all areas of the room
and every direction — stuff I would
normally expect only from adiscrete
surround format. Iwas so happy to
hear how well it worked that Iinsisted
he continue to play it despite the desperate pleas from my two friends to
stop the insanity.
I've reached a new altered state
thanks to Tomita in Logic 7— anew
aural dimension (dementia?). There's
no turning back. My mission in life is to
buy aLexicon and all of Tomita's CDs.
I wonder what Vangelis and JeanMichael Jarre would sound like.
James Baumgarten
brainrap@surenet

Hmmph!
Editor:
Hmmph! Just when Iwas about fed up
with reviews of gigabuck components,
the seemingly endless carousel of writers, car audio, and blind testing...just
when Iwas considering the "thanks, but
enough ... cancel my subscription"
mantra, the July 1998 issue of Stereophile
shows up and takes all the hot air out of
my proverbial balloon.
Idon't think Ihave ever enjoyed an
issue cover-to-cover as much as Idid
this one. As an English teacher, Isimply loved George Reisch's comic foray
into ancient Greece and the power of
semantics. (I will use this article in my
classes this year.) Fremer's "audio
Olympics" was likewise a blast, and
Rick's visit with Dave Brubeck was
both insightful and interesting. In
addition, Iam currently hunting for a
place that will let me demo the Ultech
UCD-100 CD player that Brian
Damkroger was so taken by.
No other journal seems to be able to
provide such a wide variety of wellwritten material. Needless to say, Ithink
I'll maintain my subscription ...just
leave Tellig where he is, and nobody
gets hurt.
Tim Fossett
lbssett@infoave.net

See what J. Gordon Holt thought of the surround-sound demos at HI-FI '98 elsewhere
in this issue.
—JA
Specially selected?
Editor:
Having borrowed acopy of Stereophile
from afriend, Ithought I'd go out and
buy the next issue to see if Ireally liked
it before Isubscribed. Where to get it?
There, in "Where to Buy Stereophile," I
read "at selected ... Tower Records
stores."
Okay! Iwent to my local Tower and
looked through the rack. Stereo Review?
Sure. Audio? Yup. But not what Iwas
looking for.
Iapproached the acne'd youth behind the counter:
"Do you have Stereophile?"
"Uhhhh ... Audiophile?"
"No, Stereophile."
"Uhhhh ... no."
Ishouldn't have been surprised. After
all, with so much rack space taken up by
about 20 different magazines about tattoos, how could a record store find
room for apublication about music?
Stereophile, September 1998

Keep it up
Editor:
Keep up the quality of the best stereo
magazine going.
John J. Phsta
Wnghtstotvn, NJ
No, it's trash!
Editor:
Ithink that Stereophile is, very simply
put, trash! Everything in this stupid magazine is all trash, having nothing to do
with stereo equipment. Especially ads.
And Sir, these are not even the words
that Iwould really like to use. Ihave
subscribed twice before, but this is the
last time. Ihave chosen to cancel my
subscription with the hopes of never
ever resubscribing again.
I am going to resubscribe to the
magazine that knows alittle about what
it's doing. It is called Stereo Review.
Friends of mine who get Stereophile are
also planning on dropping their subscriptions. Too bad, your loss.
Gary Miller
San Bruno, CA
User453580@aotcom

Birefringence, anyone?
Editor:
I'm wondering if anyone can explain the
observation that when aCD is exposed to
astrong magnetic field (such as ademagnetizer), the lines of reflected color on the
music side seem to become sharper, narrower, and brighter.
Doug Stine
Wausau, WI
eyeteeth@dwavenet
Lossless packing, anyone?
Editor:
I have recently been introduced to
MPEG Layer 3(MP3). In this format,
audio data is compressed to about one
twelfth its original size, yet it supposedly plays back with full CD quality.
Why, then, does the industry not
make CD players that have MP3
decoders built in? Aside from the processing power required and the additional cost of implementation, this
seems like agreat way to increase the
quantity and quality of music recorded
with the CD format. For instance, one
could record music at much higher
sample rates and bit levels while reducing the amount of space it takes. Ithink
we could expect analog quality on aCD
with this format.
Never mind ...I just read about
Meridian Lossless Packing on the
Stereophile web site. This sounds like it
may be abetter solution.
Paul Roeber
Austin, TX
proeber@tecas.net
24/96 on DVD, anyone?
Iam one of many Stereophile readers
who has purchased the new two-channel 24/96 DVDs from Classic Records
and Chesky. Ihave played them on my
Sony DVD-7000 player as well as on a
Yamaha 24/96. The Yamaha was at my
friend's store with low-end associated
equipment, while the Sony was through
my Class A system. While they both
sounded good, the Sony was vastly
superior, and Iknow it is not capable of
24/96 operation.
Iam considering an upgrade DVD
player from Muse or some other member of the consortium, but Iam concerned about noise-floor limits. Do you
really mean that no decoder is capable
of a24-bit output (see "As We See It,"
June '98)? If this is the case, Iwill ride
it out with the Sony, which sounds
spectacular when its downsampled,
48kHz-sample-rate data output is connected to my Wadia 27i.
DJ. Barr, Audiologist
djbarr@ionlinenet
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Anthem
INTEGÉ--,ATED 2

Introducing ANTHEM's most powerful product
yet -a 130 watt integrated amplifier with
several distinguishing characteristics...first of
all, it's a Hybrid design! Combining the
musicality and finesse of vacuum tubes, with
the solidity, control and effortlessness of
solid-state, the INTEGRATED-2 is uniquely
capable of providing music enthusiasts with
an extremely high value, performance-oriented
product which successfully merges the
strengths of both technologies. Indeed, this
product is in aclass of it's own.

• Hybrid design
- 16 dB two tube preamp stage
(mil-spec 6922's)
- 130 watt solid-state power amp
(Motorola bi-polar devices)
• Remote

Control

(VOLUME

up/down;

MUTE; SSP bypass loop)
• Headphone Amplifier
• SSP Bypass loop (a throughput)
• Separate access to Preamp and Power
amp stages (Pre Out; Amp in -to facilitate
a convenient and

economical

upgrade

path and/or bi-amping)
• Mute/Operate; Mono/Stereo; Tape/Source
• 4 position input selector; balance control;
motorized Volume potentiometer
• 3-color LED for indication of operational
status

(turn-on

warm-up;

mute;

SSP

bypass
• hall-of-fame parts quality including REL-CAP
KIMBER, SOLEN, HOLCO, RODERSTEIN,
NOBLE, etc....

Why settle for a product which
compromises one sonic aspect for
the other...you can have the best
of both worlds with the ANTHEM
Integrated-2...delivering both the
power and the majesty audiophile
music lovers have been searching
for,

at

a price

never

before

thought possible!
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Contact Sonic Frontiers for
the

dealer

Ontario,

nearest you
F.;oad. Oakville

Canada,

Tel: (905)829-3838
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Fax: (905)829-3033

E-Mail: SF1@sonicfrontiers.com
Web Site http://www.sonicfrontiers.com/ANTHEM

Letters
Computers are killing music?
Editor:
Hey, Fm writing you in analog, get it? By
pen in hand. Imust put my two cents
into this concept of computers killing
music. Since my wife and Imust use
computers at work, why the hell do I
want an obsolete-the-day-I-buy-it box in
my house? You can tell Michael Fremer
that rit be buying another phono cartridge rather than adisk drive or scanner.
I'm upset by this 16-bit/44.1kHz vs
24-bit/96kHz business. To tell you the
truth, it gets me mad. Vinyl is still holding up. Ihave 30-year-old albums Istill
play, so Idon't think we will be investing huge dollars in aCD player/transport/DAC, [even though] CDs are
convenient and some new music is
available only on this format.
George and Kim Gould
Winslow, AZ

brush Laura Nyro. Not somebody with
that kind of soul. Fll just take her raw,
with the ticks and pops and twangy guitar jangling the air around whatever kind
of microphone they put on the other
end when they recorded her. Now that
she's no longer with us, Iwant to feel as
close to her soul as Ican get.
Maybe later in life, when Iwant to
get away from soul and listen to
Mantovani or 101 Strings ... yeah,
maybe then, when Ireally don't feel like
getting up off my big lounge chair to
turn over the record... yeah, maybe
then I'll like CDs better. Now Ilisten to
them when Ijust have to hear something Idon't have on vinyl.
David Del Bourg°
Woodland Hills, CA
ddelbourgo@nuig.com

Digital boat anchors?
Editor:
Digital or analog?
A curse upon you all. Ijust purchased a
turntable and $200 worth of new
Editor:
records. My digital processor is not
I'm listening to a used LP of Laura
heavy enough to be used as a boat
Nyro's Smile Ijust picked up for acouanchor.
Louie
ple of bucks: Since she died, Igo back to
ortec@ais.com
her recordings more and more often. I
think she was much undervalued. Even
after a good cleaning, the record has Which one to start with?
Editor:
ticks and pops. Iwon't buy the CD,
I do not, as yet, own any of the
though. Couldn't. Not of Laura Nyro.
Iwrote aletter afew years ago saying Stereophile CDs. Do you have asumesfon or favorite Stereophile recording that
that I'd hit the 50% vinyl mark (how
John McLeod
many hours Ispend listening to vinyl vs Imight start with?
johnmcleod@worldneLatt.net
CDs). It's probably up to 80 or 90%
now. Idon't have an extremely expenWhen you consider the sweat and pain that
sive turntable, either. With all due
went into each project, they're all myfavorites.
respect to the people who write
Stereophile saying that vinyl is some sort But Hyperion Knight's Gershwin outing
of craze — literally a craze, because
(Rhapsody, S7PH010-2) probably has the
best tunes, Robert Silverman's intense reading
those like Michael Fremer who insist on
of the Liszt Piano Sonata (STPH008-2) is
its superiority are crazy —you're missperhaps the deepest musically, and our latest,
ing something, guys.
Duet (STPH012-2), featuring virtuoso vioSome of these skeptics might have
linist Ida Levin, is our most passionate. And
even compared vinyl at its best to digital
the three live recordings made at the 1995,
at its best, and decided that they prefer the
1996, and 1997 Santa Fe Chamber Music
latter. Istill think they're missing someFestivals—Festival (S7PH007-2), Serenthing. True, in many ways vinyl is more
raw than CDs. The media itself is subject ade (STPH009-2), and Encore (STPH0112)— are the most varied. All can be ordered by
to damage, which causes hissing and popcalling (800) 766-0020, or by visiting the
ping. But beyond that, it is more raw
because you hear more: you hear more of Stereophile web site: tvwwstereophile.com
—JA
what is inside the music, you also hear
more of the front-end recording process.
Best of the issue?
Sometimes, when you listen to vinyl, you
become painfully aware that everything Editor:
Please add this to the stack of letters saywas funneled through amicrophone and
ing that Rafi Zabor's essay on Shoits associated electronics.
stakovich's Symphony 10 (June '98)
CDs tend to smooth everything out.
was absolutely delightful. The "Building
You hear less of everything, "wanted" as
aLibrary" series is, often enough, the
well as "unwanted" sounds. It's like an
best thing in each issue. Hilary Paprocki
airbrushed photo — alabaster-smooth
h23 @compuserve.com
skin, no zits. Sorry, Ijust couldn't airStereophile, September 1998

Picking on Dick
Editor:
Thank you, John Swenson, for your
well-written and comprehensive article
on the Grateful Dead's more recent live
releases ("Building aLibrary," July '98,
p.133). It's really nice to see someone
treating the Dead seriously, though I
believe they will eventually be recognized among the other greats.
Like hordes of others, though, I'd like
to point out that Dick's Picks, VoL9 was
not the first show without Brent
Mydland, but the eighth. (It was also
Hornsby's second show as aband member.) When in doubt, there's always
"DeadBase." And what happened to
Dide's Picks, I44.6?
Tim C. Ziesmer
(another picky DeadHead)
Occidental, CA
MojoFrog@aoLcom
Dick's sixth pick
Editor:
While Ienjoyed John Swenson's July
article on the Dick's Picks series very
much, there was one notable omission.
Swenson remarked that the 1980s had
yet to be covered in the series, but this is
amistake: Dick's Picks, VoL6 is an '80s
release, recorded at the Hartford Civic
Center on October 14, 1983. It's not a
Pick to write home about exactly, but
the second set is very enjoyable, with the
only "Scarlet Begonias"/"Fire on the
Mountain" so far released by the Dead,
and anice "Estimated Prophet"/"Eyes of
the World." Moreover, the omission is a
bit puzzling, since in the interview Mr.
Swenson conducted with Dick Latvala,
this show is explicitly mentioned.
Andrew Botterell
Cambridge, MA
abotts@miLedu
Picky!
Editor:
Iwas more than impressed with the fact
that you published an article on the
Grateful Dead. The July '98 Stereophile
was an issue that Iwas to cherish forever, or so Ithought.
I'm a19-year-old biguine audiophile.
When it comes to the Dead, Iam even
more so, considering the fact that they
are my sole source of musical enjoyment. Iget real sick and tired of reading
about all these remastered classical
pieces that Icouldn't care less about. I
imagine that the majority of serious
DeadHeads are also audiophiles. Ithink
that often, when someone thinks of a
"DeadHead," they think of adirty hippie
with dreadlocks —not always the case.
So when Ipicked up the Stereophile
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The performance of integrated amplifiers is compromised for
all-in-one convenience. Integrated amplifiers are not equipped
with the heavy-duty, high current, high voltage power supplies
available in the best separate power and preamplifiers. First of all,
there just isn't enough space. More importantly, there are
technical limitations. In an integrated amplifier, such supplies
would generate unacceptable levels of heat and hum. And the
high signal levels found in the power output stages create asource
of noise, crosstalk, and preamplifier instability. Obviously, heat
and noise-generating elements shouldn't be operating in close
proximity to the preamplifier circuits. However, this is
exactly where such elements, scaled down-to be sure, are found
in integrated amplifiers.
Demonstrably superior quality, along with flexibility, is what
Adcom now offers in two significant new components:
The GFA-5802 power amplifier and GFP-750 preamplifier.
In the GFA-5802 we chose a classically simple circuit
topology. Two high capacity transformers provide superb
isolation between sensitive input stages and high current output
sections. A massive toroid transformer with dual secondary
windings, high current regulators, and enormous quick response
storage capacitors provide all the current necessary for
unparalleled clarity even under the most difficult operating
conditions. MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor) devices are widely praised by knowledgeable
audiophiles for their unique combination of solid state
dependability, dynamic capability, and tube-like smoothness. Each
channel uses eight carefully matched pairs to produce 300 watts

per channel into 8ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4ohms.
The GFA-5802 also includes switch-able balanced (XLR) and
unbalanced (RCA) inputs and dual sets of heavy duty, gold
plated, five way binding posts ideal for biwiring.
The GFP-750 is a purely passive attenuator/switcher or, at
your option, an active preamplifier. In passive mode, the signal
sees only input switching and the high resolution attenuator. In
typical Adcom fashion, the GFP-750's massive high current power
supply features alarge toroicl transformer with multiple secondary
windings for each channel. Specially chogen storage capacitors
insure responsive voltage supply to all active elements. For active
gain functions, it offers true differential balanced audio
signal paths, with MOSFET devices. The GFP-750 feattires remote
control, balanced (XLR) and single ended (RCA) inputs for CD as
well as single ended inputs for four additional line level analog
sources. Independent balanced and single ended outputs allow
easy interface with almost any amplifier.
We've achieved something that you can appreciate even
without a technical background. Value. Adcom components
provide real value by raising the performance level our customers
can expect from their investment. We don't subtract quality for
convenience, we add performance to build value.
Goodbye integrated.
Hello Adcom.

ADCONT

Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.
lo "Limber Lane •Marlboro, NJ 07 746
Tel: 732-683-2358 •Fax 732-683-2358 •Web: hap://www.adconleom

Letters
article, Ifound to my dismay that it consisted primarily of sedists that Icould
have found on the backs of the CDs that
Ihave displayed next to my components. I would have preferred that
someone at Stereophile who is as anal
about quality as some of us had written
an article comparing the quality of the
recordings. Iknow what songs are on
the discs, and Icertainly don't need to
read big adjectives in between the list of
songs describing the way the band
played each night.
It's nice to see the willingness, but cut
the BS and get to the stuff that we
couldn't find on the back of the jewelcases.
Chris Clemens
SobrDH@aotcom
Voodoo or Vodou?
Editor:
Iwas abit taken aback by criticism of
Larry Birnbaum's article on RAM
("Voodoo Like You Do," November
1997, p.99). As aterm, "vodou rock"
isn't that bad at all. "Vodou" is an
African and Haitian term that refers to
the popular religion of these countries.
This religion, aside from its ceremonial
practices, is also associated with rhythm
and song. RAM, as aband, takes these
rhythms and songs and combines them
with western "rock" or "pop" or "world"
music to form asynthesis that represents
the coming together of different cultures in anew time. The fact that we're
using Congo or Mahi or Ibo rhythms
from Africa may or may not be initially
important to the reader. Sometimes
writers have space constraints. "Vodou
Rock" would really be confusing only to
someone who thought Vodou was a
movie genre.
In tracing my personal cultural and
musical roots, Icome across all the elements that make up RAM's music.
Whether they be American, Haitian,
European, or African roots, Ican find all
of these influences in my lineage.
Though Iam not from the peasant classes, which Vodou is usually associated
with, Iam met with great respect when
Itravel around the countryside of Haiti.
The people see that Ihave alove for
"our" traditions, and they appreciate the
messages that RAM delivers. At first
there was admittedly agreat deal of confusion because Iwas perceived as a
white man, but as time went by and
they learned more about me and the
band, they saw less of the color and
more of the work.
RAM is aband, not arevue, but nevertheless Iam the spokesperson. That is
how Ichoose to run the band. It's diffiStereophile, September 1998

cult to administrate a 13-16-person
band, and sometimes the press and the
media can have adamaging effect on
artists or bands, so Ihandle that responsibility. A lot of the social/political phenomena surrounding the band were
touched upon by Mr. Birnbaum, including the polemics between compas and
racine during Mr. Aristide's tenure and
during each Carnival, and the destroying of our Carnival float during Mr.
Charlemagne's term.
Idon't know Jacques LaColere or
Magloire St. Aude, but I do know
Candio. He was awell-known Haitian
troubadour and he was also my grandfather. His daughter, my mother,
Emerante de Pradines, recorded several
albums back in the '50s, one of which
was entitled Voodoo. Iam not aware of
André Breton's mini-revolution in
Haiti, but Iremember the first time I
heard the Rolling Stones sing
"Satisfaction" back in 1965. It changed
forever my perceptions of music. As for
Jimmy Buffett and his tax write-offs ...
well, Rome wasn't built in aday.
Iapplaud Mr. Birnbaum for having
the courage to come to Haiti, and for
the work he accomplished in the little
time he had.
Richard Morse
Port-au-Prince, Haiti

very good toast.

Richard Murdey
Vancouver, BC, Canada
nnurdey@chem.ubc.ca

Ican't believe I'm doing toaster tweaks now!
What next?!
Itook the toaster apart, which means the
Bakelite handles come off and the shell too,
leavingjust the guts. Ithen sprayed it with EZOff and, afterfive minutes, took asoft-bristled
toothbrush to every place that was encrusted. It
sounds like Mr. Murdey's thermostat uyn't
kick off until you turn the "doneness" lever to
Light. Ithink with the,quts oft
can tum the
knob beyond the stopping point to lower the
thermostat's threshold. In fact, as mine toasts
just right with the "doneness" kver set all the
way to Light, Ineed to take mine apart again
and make that very adjustment. I'll feel better
with it making perfect toast with the knob set
right in the middle!
-MF
Saab story
Editor:
Carburetor??!! How old is Fremer's
Saab? Most any Saab old enough to have
acarburetor ("Analog Corner," July '98,
p.45) is sitting behind some barn on a
set of bricks. Maybe VPI bricks?
Ron
saabguy@aot corn

Hey Ron, you call yourseffaSaab guy? Idon't
think so! My Saab is aSaab 96, which I
btneet new in 1972 and hazy driven for 26
Get it right, Mikey!
years. And yes, it has acarburetor: atwo-barEditor:
rd progressive-linkage Weber that replaced the
Ijust want to point out an error in
original R)MoCo single-barrel model. Irebuilt
Michael Fremer's July "Analog Corner"
the engine myselfin 1990, bored out the block,
(p.45). While the song "Love Potion
No.9" is aLieber/Stoller composition, I put "thirty over" pistons in, milled the heads,
think most people would remember it got an Iskenderian modeed racing-cam grind
on it, and it screams.
as a song by the R&B group The
I've also owned a Saab Sonett — same
Clovers, who had a hit with it on
engine/carb. Also owned aSaab 900 (preUnited Artists in 1959. The Coasters
GM), and anewer 900 (GM era and avery
did chart with the song 12 years later,
after the group had departed Atlantic, good, much improved car), and I11014) also have
a1996 9000.
but their version made only a very
Isubscribe to Nines, the Saab magazine,
minor appearance on the charts.
and I've gone to the national wnventions for
JeffSchunk
most of the past 10 years. If you, Mr. "Saab
Lv70smusic@aotcorn
guy," had gone to these shows, you'd have seen
hundreds ofcarburetored Saabs! These cars still
Istand corrected!
-MF
,qo great...
-MF
Nuke that toaster, Mikey!
Fine tunes!
After Michael Fremer nuked his toaster Editor:
with EZ-Off ("Analog Corner," July '98, Jonathan Scull's new column is just what
Ineed at this stage of my audio life.
p.45), how long did he wait before hosMay Isuggest that J-10 write about
ing it down (with water?)? Iask because
Ihave the same Sunbeam toaster (built speaker placement in irregular rooms?
Ihave an L-shaped room. The speakers
September 1950), bought at a garage
are at the bottom of the Land point up
sale, but it is broken: it won't pop up
the long part of the L I'm sure other
unless you manually turn down the
common irregular room shapes could
"doneness" lever. Ifigure asimilar cleanbe covered in the same column.
ing of its innards ought to do the trick.
Not all of us have perfect rectangles,
And yes, Iheartily concur —it makes
15

1his is it. A

« If you are looking for
the
mrnost musically enjoyable solid
state amp you can buy with
price no object... this is it.
If, on the other hand,
you're price sensitive and
are looking for the most
economical entry point
to true high end sound...
this is it.
Any questions? »
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quest ions
IA R Peter Moncrieff

For more information call
1-800-254-2510 or
1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services
P.O. Box 3047
Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 514-585-5862
www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison
C.P. 537 Station Youville
Montreal Qc H2P 2W1
514-585-0098
Fax: 514-585-5862
www.plurison.com

the Complete system:
tuner $695
cd player $895
50 wpc integrated
amp $995
unified remote
control $ 50
Also available in black

Letters
its results would yield nothing useful.
Ihappen to be astudent of this field,
as Ihave actually conducted real research while in college earning adegree
in psychology, so Ican speak with
authority on the subject. The tragic flaw
of Mr. Nousaine's experiment was in
how he conducted the trials. Subjects
were placed in the room and played one
Whodathunkit?
system and asked to identify which one
Editor:
they were listening to. Later they would
I enjoyed Jonathan's comments on
enter the same room and hear another
speaker placement in the July Stereophile
system, possibly the same one, and again
(p.53). Unlike many of the rather vague
were asked to identify the system. The
suggestions offered in many columns of
subjects were never allowed to actually,
this ilk, the author provided some specifin real time, directly compare the
ic examples with enough detail to actusounds of the two systems.
ally try them. Irearranged my VanderThis detail is very important, and
steen 2Ce speakers, which had previoushere is why. In another study, trained
Nousaine's atrocity
ly been set up using one-fifth room
professional musicians were played a
width and one-fifth room length. Editor:
Ifeel compelled to write this letter in tone that they were told to remember.
Moving them in had an almost magical
effect on the focus. I'm still experiment- response to aterrible atrocity that has They were not allowed to hum or sing
ing with distance from the speaker. I been committed. Normally, Iwould the note and thus "rehearse" it, but simhaven't found the best compromise directly address the magazine that pub- ply to remember the pitch. Later, keepbetween imaging and "involvement"; in lished the article, but Iknow my rebut- ing timbre and volume the same, they
fact, it seems to vary among CDs tal would never see the light of day in its were played another tone and asked to
pages. Hopefully, readers who read both identify if the pitch they heard was the
(haven't tried vinyl yet).
The biggest overall improvement, magazines and may be confused or on same or different from the pitch they
surprisingly, was in the bass. Iended up the fence about the issues involved will had previously heard. What the removing the speakers afoot farther into read this letter and understand the level searchers found was that even the besttrained musicians were unable to be stathe room and the bass was suddenly of misinformation that is being spread.
Iam writing in response to Tons tistically accurate within ahalf step of a
tighter and deeper. Whodathunkit?
Nousaine's article in the June '98 Stereo standard scale!
Keep publishing columns like
Later, the same subjects were given a
Jonathan's and I'll likely renew my sub- Review, "To Tweak or Not To Tweak,"
scription.
Bob Reid in which he conducted adouble-blind different regimen of listening tasks. This
nvid@unligio..untedu listening test of two systems. One sys- time they were played a pitch, and
tem was basically an off-the-shelf mid-fi immediately after were played another
system, and the other system was what pitch. Again they were asked to report if
Fine discrepancies
he considered to be an "audiophile" sys- the second pitch was the same or differEditor:
There is adiscrepancy between Jonathan tem. Both systems featured the same ent from the original pitch. This time, the
Scull's article on speaker placement and pair of speakers — PSB Stratus Minis — subjects were accurate to within 0.5Hz!
After studying these findings and
what George Cardas says on the Cardas which Tom hooked up manually each
web site. Cardas states that the distance time he changed which system was conducting my own research, Icame to
between the speaker plane and the wall playing. He "randomly" selected which the seemingly obvious conclusion that
behind it should be 0.447 times the system would play, and participants when humans make sonic comparisons
room width, whereas J-10 gave the rela- were instructed to determine (if they that are not immediately adjacent to
tion as 0.618 times the room height. could) which system was playing: "A" or each other chronologically, they are not
Assuming that the listening room is a "B." Naturally, the "experiment" result- actually comparing the two things they
Golden Cube with awidth/height ratio ed in inconclusive results, with no statis- heard, but are comparing the memory
of 8:5, Cardas' ratio is equivalent to 0.715 tical differences found in the listeners' of what they heard prior to what they
abilities to discriminate between the are hearing currently. Keeping all other
times tlse room height.
Isidore Mak two systems. [The inference drawn was sonic cues the same —ie, timbre and
So who is correct?
Issmak@aoLcom that] there is no reason to buy expensive volume, etc. — the human memory's
audio equipment because you just can't pitch accuracy is not that great.
To make an analogy using Tom
Glad you allfmnd "Fine Tunes" usdist hear the difference.
Here is aclassic example of an exper- Nousaine's bogus "experiment," what
Regarding the supposed discrepancy between
Girdas' figures and mine, George was relining iment being tailored to achieve specific Tom asked his subjects to do is the
to amodel that didn't bother with the' ceiling, results. It is also evident that Mr. equivalent of asking a symphony
while Iwas refiring to another nwdel on his Nousaine has no regard for the great orchestra to tune their instruments for
body of work already conducted by the evening's show based on anote they
web site that did.
actual psychoacoustic researchers who heard earlier that day. Only afool would
actually know what they are doing. A expect anything more from that pointThe works
simple preliminary literature study on less exercise than total disharmony! Yet
Editor:
In the July issue, Jonathan Scull starts a the topic would have revealed to Tom this is what Tom Nousaine and the pubseries of articles on speaker placement. that his experiment was flawed and that lishers and staff of Stereo Review expect

you know.
Thanks for Stereophile. Iread it every
day on the subway. Often Ihave read
each issue several rinses before the new
issue arrives.
Peter MacHare
GAge Park, MD
Petermachare@usdagov
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This critical yet often overlooked issue
prompted me to create some Windowsbased software to automate what
Jonathan is describing. As an avid reader of and subscriber to Stereophile, I
thought readers might find this both
useful and interesting, since Ihave made
the softwarefiee for anyone to use.
Speakerwonc is software that computes
correct speaker and listener positions,
automatically. Not shareware, it is fully
functional with no strings attached. You
can download thisfree software from the
Moon Audio web site: members.aol.
com/moonaudio, go to the bottom of
the page to download.
Chris Moon
Lunac@aoLcom
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ittle compares with the power and majesty of an orchestra. And nothing
compares to the sonic picture of the event as stunningly portrayed by the
Grande Utopia or its sibling, the Utopia. The technological breakthroughs that made them possible -W sandwich cone laminate, Telar 57
high frequency driver and the luscious exotic hardwood cabinets -are
now available in three new Utopias -the Mezzo, the Mini and the Sub
Utopia. Smaller in size and scale, these new loudspeakers earn the designation"Utopia" with their natural performance of music. Batons are
optional.

Grande Utopia
S70 000

Mezzo Utopia
S13000

Utopia
S30000

Mini Utopia
S6500

For more information call 1-800-318-9711 or 1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.audioplusservices.com
-Canada: Plurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2W1 450-585-0098
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.olurison.com

Letters
'98) really put things in context. While
a3-20Wpc amp can make beautiful
music with the right gear — some might
argue that it can do it only in small(ish)
rooms, but do these people with their
kilowatt amps and their 1ohm speakers
listen to their music in 1000-hectare
cornfields? — there are those "audioTwice as loud?
philes" who dismiss such an amplifier as
ridiculous. Do they really believe that
Editor:
John Atkiiison's recent reference to a the more watts, the better?
Stereophile should do a comparison
10dB increase in amplifier power being
"twice as loud" ("Letters," May '98, between two similarly priced amps, but
from different ends of the wattage specp.21) reminded me that in 1967, the
Chai
audio section of the BKSTS (which sub- trum.
kenhomesc15.th.com
sequently became the British section of
the Audio Engineering Society) put on
Bigger is better
several demonstrations of audio quality
in aroom at the Hotel Russell as part of Editor:
the London Audio Fair. The aim of one Bigger is better — only /really mean it!
In the June issue's "Letters," aSergio
of these demonstrations was to determine what change in level people
Rivera from Miami wrote about his disthought represented "twice as loud." gust over the trend for the new
Visitors to the room were invited to set megawatt amplifiers. Iknow alot of
the level of avolume control so that others feel the same way. But Ido think
when aswitch was thrown, the sound that Mr. Rivera, et al, as well as many
became twice as loud or twice as soft. A manufacturers, miss the point.
Let me explain.
hidden calibration enabled the differMr. Rivera asks who is asking for all
ence in dB to be recorded.
Personally, Ihave never been able to this power. Well, Idon't know. But if no
understand what "twice as loud" means, one is asking for it, they should be. In all
even subjectively — but many British my years of listening to and owning
audiophiles took part in the experiment, some of the most lunatic-fringe equipand the average results of the survey ment in the universe, Ican tell you that
were around 8dB.
David Pickett there are alot of factors that contribute
Director of Recording Arts to realism of sound. But in my opinion,
Indiana University School ofMusic nothing does more to take away from
Bloomington, IN that "you are there" feeling than when a
pickett@bhrmleininusic.indiana.edu soundstage collapses at an orchestral
peak because the amplifier didn't have
enough headroom to make it through
Bigger isn't better
that peak.
Editor:
The point of these megawatt babies is
Okay, Iknow the watt is the measure of
the rate at which energy is transferred. not to see how loud one can play them,
And Iknow that dynamic loudspeakers because heaven knows if there even
can only be so efficient [at converting exists aspeaker that can take acontinuelectrical power in to acoustic power out. ous onslaught of this kind of power. The
But seriously, do we really need 1000W point is that for those fractions of secto drive aspeaker? That's one kilojoule onds when apeak calls for such power,
worth of energy every second—enough the difference between listening to hi-fi
energy to lift a 220-lb person by 1 and having an involving musical experimeter every second! One Krell power ence is dependent on whether or not
amplifier is actually specified at 8000W that power is there.
The reason Isay that certain manuinto a1ohm load.
Maybe speaker manufacturers are to facturers miss the point is this: It is true
blame too. Just because there are these that the more power an amplifier has,
monster amplifiers around is no excuse the more difficult it is to make that
for designing speakers with no imped- amplifier sound good. My guess is that
ance and the sensitivity of abrick. These this is due to the number of output
speakers should just be classed as poor devices needed to produce such power,
designs. Imean, when you buy tires for in the world of audio, while we can
your car, would you choose one that argue whether or not bigger is better,
we all know that more is definitely not
you need +500 horsepower to drive?
Sam Tellig's recent writings on "flea- better. There are many manufacturers
sized" amplifiers ("Sam's Space," July who are nuking these high-powered
us to accept as scientific proof that
humans cannot hear the difference
between high-end components and
mid-fi components.
Ted Smith
Sound by Singer, Ltd.
New link, NY
sbsav@interportnet
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monsters, but, simply put, they just
don't sound good. In order to achieve
the needed power at peaks, they have
given up some very important things
such as inner detail, definition, microdynamics (especially at low to medium listening levels), etc.
But there are some wonderful-sounding, hugely powered amplifiers out
there. (I put everything over 500Wpc in
the "hugely powerful" category.) My
hat's off to folks like Audio Research,
VTL, and Pass, all of whom, Ithink,
have licked it. Of course, there are other
manufacturers who, to my ear, have
missed the point as described above.
Ispeculate that this technology, like
every other, continues to advance, so it is
easier today to make great-sounding
megawatt amplifiers than it was in the old
days. That's why, Ifeel, that this may
appear to be atrend. But it may really be
an example of the advancement of the
audio art. Hopefully, these pioneering
efforts will lead to affordable designs of
over-500Wpc amplifiers that sound good.
So Isay to those trendsetters in the
industry: Keep up the good work. Make
the megawatt amplifier aproduct with
lots of competition. That will create a
variety of quality choices in all reasonable price ranges.
Yes, Iadmit it — Iam also obsessed
with how fast my car does 0-60, how
many square feet my house is, how
many LPs Iown, and how large acertain part of my anatomy is. But Iswear
to god, though Ilove being able to brag
openly about how many watts per channel Ihave, this stuff really does sound
better!
Bebop X Lat4
Mill Valley, CA
blynn@wellsfargo.com
Bigger
Editor:
Which makes more horsepower, the
Dodge Viper GTS or the new Krell Reference monobloda
Stephen M. Curling
Vsxl@aol.com
According to the sixth edition of the
Handbook of Electronics Tables and
Formulas (Howard W Sams, 1986), I
horsepower is equivalent to 746W So the
8000W the biggest Krell puts out into 1ohm
is still only just under 11hp.
Ahorrendous lack?
Editor:
What's happened to Stereophilds classical
music reviews? In the last three issues,
I've noticed ahorrendous lack.
Bob Koons
Edmonton, AB, Canada
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N°39
Compact Disc Processor

A concept not relevant to high end audio? We would argue
that products like the N"39 Compact Disc Processor prove otherwise. Combining the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed N°36 Digital Processor and the N°37 CD
Transport, the N°39 represents value unheard of in asingle box CD player. The benefits of shared
technology are many. From the elegant Madrigal-designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter
Reduction -circuitry employed by the N°37 to the dual differential 20-bit digital to analog conversion
derived from the N°36 digital processor, the N°39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class.
Add HDCD decoding capability, ahigh quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability, and it's readily apparent that true versatility and
value can coexist in one remarkable component. Visit your Mark Levinson dealer for apersonal
demonstration soon and listen to the sound of real value.
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio laboratorlesdnc.
P.O. Boo 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
It you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or tar us at the address
above or visit us on the internet at http:1 /www.madrigel.com/
Adonation to support AIDS research will be made tor every name added to our mailing list.
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Recordings...
Editor:
Sam Tellig didn't exactly say what I'm
about to accuse him of saying, but what
he said was close enough that Ican use
him as astalking horse. Icould infer that
Sam said (in the July 1998 "Sam's
Space") to spend less money on recorded music and more on live music. I've
been hearing that line for about 50 years,
and it's based on the misconception that
listening to recorded music is asubstitute
for listening to live music. It's not: listening to recordings is an end in itself!
Although Ihad heard plenty of live
music, including children's concerts, as a
child, my introduction to symphonies
came by way of a series of 78rpm
recordings sold at budget prices as part of
a promotional campaign. Via these
recordings, I became familiar with
Beethoven's 5and 8, Schubert's "Unfinished," Debussy's Afternoon..., Tchaikovsky's 4 and Nutcracker, Mozart's 40,
Brahms' 2, and others. After that orientation, Iwent to aconcert, heard my first
symphony played live, and was bowled
over, hooked, and addicted for life.
It was the synergy: If Ihad not
"known" the symphony from the recordings, the live performance could
not possibly have hooked me as completely as it did; but, in turn, the glories of the live performances sent me
back to recordings to broaden my
repertoire.
Live vs recorded is not an either/or
situation — each serves different needs.
With recordings, Ican hear what Iwant
to when Iwant to. (If Ihad to rely on
live performances, Iwould never have
heard The Rite of Spring or any
Schumann symphony.) From live concerts, Iget those intangibles that make
Stereophile. September 1998

alive concert infinitely superior to any
session of recorded music — if you can
block out the antics of rude, ill-mannered audiences.
Get it, Sam? Records: a vast repertoire of pieces done by avast stable of
performers, scheduled at my will.
Concerts: alimited repertoire and selection of performers, but offering gratifications that cannot be matched by
recordings. No conflict in my case,
although there are many people who
strongly prefer recordings to live concerts. Ithink they're wrong, but that's
their privilege.
So, enough already with the old
chestnut ... Allocating some of my
sparse resources to make listening to
music in the home more engrossing is
not asilly thing; rather, it is an avocation
from which Iget much pleasure, and
one that does not stop me from going to
live concerts.
Paul Alter
Hyattsville; MD
palter@juno.com
Reality
Editor:
Ihave been amusic lover for along
time, and serious about the High End
since 1993. Ialways bought Stereophile
(whenever possible) as my reference.
My system consisted of aPhilips CD
player/transport (modified), Cello
DAC series 8, CAT SLI preamplifier,
VAC Renaissance 70/70 power amplifier, and Monitor Audio Studio 6speaker.
Interconnects were TARA Labs Decade
and Mango speaker cable, Transparent
Ultra, and AC power cable from
Synergistic Research and XL°. My collection of tubes — RCA red-base 6SNZ
Telefunken 12AU7, I2AX7, and 6922,
etc. — Ibought mainly from Kevin Deal
of Upscale Audio.
But in May Ilost everything. My
house was looted and my warehouse
was burned during the anti-Chinese riot
in Jakarta (Indonesia). The looters took
everything —my audio system, my CD
collection, cables, and books. The only
thing left in my audio room is the Shun
Mook Maple block — the looters did
not know that that was also valuable.
Now Idon't even dare to buy a
Walkman. Who can tell when they are
going to loot again? Many of my audiophile friends wanted to sell off their
equipment, not because their love of
music had faded, but because of our
insecure feeling living in Indonesia.
My sincerest regards to the Seeophile
staff for the great magazine that keeps
my life colorful.
Sandy Wijaya
vip@visionmet.id
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Horrendous sonics?
Editor:
It seems that Stereo/Ai/Les reviews of classical music not only are getting fewer,
but far too many of the reviews have
poor sonics.
There must be many new and old
CDs with much better sonics that your
reviewers can write about. After all, I
imagine most people who buy audiophile equipment don't buy it just to
show it off, but to play the best-sounding recorded music possible — and
because we love music!
Iread the reviews in the audio magazines for help in getting the best CDs,
both in sound and performance. Any
chance of setting a fire under your
reviewers?
K. Ridgeway
Brunswick, ME

I. Read all the ads for expensive
speakers systems in this magazine.
2. Make alist of their best
performance features.
3. Write them down here:

Now you have a description of
Avance speakers. Except ours
cost less.
For proof, please feel free to contact:

`AVANCE

AVANCE USA Inc.
80 King Spring Road, Windsor Locks
CT 06096, USA
1-888-245-7693
Internet: www.avance-international.com
E-mail: avanceiinternet.dk
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Family

the PSB Alpha

of an audiophile legend."

Now the Alpha has become a
redeeliamily of speakersde i
wend, the on

mal Alpha idea to fit
<ale
(a) still smaller spaces,

(b) still smaller budgets, and
(c) the big demands of Home Theater.

I
he ALPHAAlv, ALPHA M INI, and ALPHA MITE are compact, high-performance monitors that fit satisfyingly
into awide variety of music and Home Theater systems, from the simplest to much more elaborate.
Their amazing performance—including tonal balance, frequency and dynamic range, and imaging that
are remarkably close to the best available at any price—stems from the unique combination of
engineering, research, and musicianship that Paul Barton's long experience brings to the design
of all PSB speakers.
The ALPHA MIDI CENTER- CHANNEL and the ALPHA SUB SONIC 1 POWERED
SUBWOOFER are the final elements for enjoying extraordinary Home Theater sound
with extraordinary ease at incredibly low cost.

SPEAKERS

We think this handsome, high-achieving, but eminently accessible family of speakers
will soon be as much of alegend as its famed progenitor. You need to hear them to
appreciate how far beyond expectations they perform.

800-263-4641
http://www.psbspeakers.com

Visit

us at CEDÍA Expo 98 -Booth 2025
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UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
Rumors began surfacing in June that
McCormack Audio might be on the
skids. Long known for their value-oriented high-end products such as amps
and preamps, the company had been
struggling for the last couple of years
(for reasons not connected with the
quality of its products). But asavior has
appeared that looks to put the company
on asure footing.
On Friday, July 10, the assets of
McCormack Audio were purchased at
an auction in Southern California on
behalf of anew corporation, McCormack Audio Corporation of Virginia, in
which Bill Conrad and L,ew Jolurson are
shareholders. Conrad and Johnson are
well known to audiophiles as the principals of audio hardware manufacturer
Conrad-Johnson.
Included in the purchase are all physical assets, trademarks, and trade names.
According to Lew Johnson, "products
will be built and serviced under contract
by Conrad-Johnson Design. The existence of significant inventories of parts
and materials, and work in progress,
should make this possible. These products will be built to exactly the same
specification as earlier production." He
also stated that the new company will
"maintain the existing distribution network as far as possible, both domestically and internationally. The company

will also maintain aseparate sales staff.
"I've always respected McCormack
designs and want to preserve what they
have, not impose Conrad-Johnson on
it." said Johnson. "We believe that we
can provide the financial and business
stability necessary to achieve this end,
and feel strongly that the brand deserves
to survive in the marketplace. I'm really
kind of excited —it's an interesting new
challenge."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
In the July 1998 "Industry Update"
(Vo121 No.7, pp27-31), Iwrote an item
about the healthy growth (from alow
initial base) of the CEDIA-inspired custom-install market in Britain, and the
impact this is having on traditional audiophile-oriented hi-fi dealers. Martin
Dalgleish, head of business development
at Linn Products, took great exception to
the following paragraph:
"Dave [Watson, of Russ Andrew HiFi in Edinburgh] sees the install business
as a natural extension of traditional
activities. The passing years, and especially the changeover from vinyl to CD,
have tended to de-skill' the hi-fi retail
business. In Scotland, Linn sells some of
its Products through the denationalized
Scottish Power chain, alongside everything from light bulbs to fridge/freezers. Meanwhile, as is the way with
mature markets, the volume sales move

Update
steadily away from the specialists and
toward the box-shifters."
The juxtaposition of sentences within
this paragraph is perhaps unfortunate.
My intention was to highlight the
changing nature of hi-fi retail in our
CD-dominated era, not in any way to
imply that Linn and/or Scottish Power
are associated with "de-skilling" or
"box-shifting."
Dalgleish pointed out to me that Linn
is sold through only five Sound & Vision
stores of the +165-outlet Scottish Power
chain. These shops do not stock the
"white goods" (refrigerators and ovens)
found in the general stores, incorporate
separate purpose-built Linn demonstration rooms, and have staffs that are
trained and qualified to the same high
standards that Linn demands from all its
dealers. My apologies for any misunderstanding that might have arisen.
CANADA
John Atkinson
It was announced in Toronto on June 9
that pianist and Stereophile recording
artist Robert Silverman was the first
winner of The Paul de Hueck and
Norman Walford Career Achievement
Award for Keyboard Artistry. The
award was established in 1993 to recognize career achievement in keyboard
artistry, singing, and photography by
Norman Walford, the former executive
director of the Ontario Arts Council

Calendar
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars shouldfax (do not call) Steven Stoner
the when, where and who at (505) 983-6327
at least eight weeks before the month ofthe event
—ie, fi you're putting on something in
November 1998, you shouldget the information
to Steve no later than September 1. Mark thefax
cover sheet "For the attention ofSteven Stoner —
Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters ofhi-fi shows
and audio societies promoting manufacturer visits
should alsofax Steve the details as soon as possible We will fax bade aconfirmation of your
event Ifyou do not receive confirmation within
24 hours, pleasefax us again.
Stereophile, September 1998

CALIFORNIA

• Saturday, September 26, 5:30-7pm:
San Francisco Stereo & Theater Systems
(2201 Market Street, San Francisco)
invites you to attend an evening with
Robert Harley of Fi. Robert will be signing copies of his books, Home Theaterfor
Everyone and the revised edition of The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio, and
answering questions about high-end
audio and home theaten To make a
reservation, call (415) 861-1044.
•Saturday, October 17, 12-6pm; Sunday,
October 18, 1lam-4pm: speaker manu-

facturer Legacy Audio is hosting a
"Meet the Designer" open house to celebrate their new audition site for the
San Francisco Bay Area. Legacy founder
and engineer Bill Duclleston will be on
hand to answer questions at the Oakland Hills showroom of J. Nelson &
Company (4231 Park Boulevard,
Oaldand). For more information, call
(800) 464-6742 or visit wwwjnelson.
corn for directions and amap.
GEORGIA

•Sunday, September 20, 2-5:30pm: The
23
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(OAC), and his partner Paul de Hueck,
production manager for arts programming at CBC television.
In selecting Robert Silverman for the
$10,000 prize, the jurors —pianist Leslie
Kinton, broadcaster and composer Peter
Togni, and Bob Mcphee, general manager of the Edmonton Symphony —
cited his "high level of artistry; his moving interpretations over awide range of
music of all periods and his commitment
and contribution to music in Canada."
Robert Silverman has three CDs
available on the Stereophile label:
Intermezzo (STPH003-2), featuring the
Brahms F-minor piano sonata; Concert
(STPH005-2), featuring works by Bach,
Schumann, Schubert, and Chopin; and
the all-Liszt Sonata (STPH008-2),
which is also available on black vinyl.
They can be ordered by calling (800)
766-0020 or by visiting the Stereophile
web site: www.stereophile.com .
Stereophile CDs are also available in
record stores —if you can't find them,
tell the clerk they are distributed by
Allegro Imports.
Silverman was presented with the de
Huecic/Walford Award on July 8at the
Glenn Gould Studio in Toronto, the
same evening he performed the first of
an eight-concert series devoted to
Beethoven's 32 piano sonatas.
UNITED STATES
Shannon Dickson
One of the highlights of HI-FI '98 was
the joint announcement by Meridian
and Dolby Laboratories of the development and licensing protocol for Meridian
Lossless Packing (MLP), an audio coding
scheme created over athree-year period
by Stuart in conjunction with Peter
Craven and the late Michael Gerzon.
Meridian's Bob Stuart emphasized

that MLP is agenuinely lossless coding
technique that simply "packs" audio
data far more efficiently, resulting in a
much smaller data rate for archiving,
disc storage, and transmission of highresolution, multichannel digital audio.
MLP is primarily targeted at the DVD
medium, in particular the soon-to-beannounced
DVD-Audio
format,
though it has interesting implications
for the immediate present.

Meridian Lossless Packing
is agenuinely lossless
coding technique that
simply "packs" audio data
far more efficiently.
One of the key benefits of MLP is its
lossless character, and the simplicity
with which audio data can be recovered
and decoded. Think of the scheme as
analogous to the PK-Zip and PK-Unzip
utilities used in the PC world, where
large amounts of complex data are compressed for transmission over the
Internet or for archiving, and upon
arrival are unzipped with perfect accuracy. The difference is that for music
playback you need random access anywhere in the file and there is ahard
data- rate ceiling.
One of the drawbacks of the original
CD and DVD specifications was that
they did not mandate lossless mastering
and playback. As a result, audio and
video data can be altered with subtle,
often cumulative errors in subsequent
stages of editing, mastering, and transmission. MLP offers a foolproof
method for encoding, then manipulating and transmitting our precious ones

and zeros any number of times with
confidence that the original data will be
delivered as an exact replica during
playback! As aresult, there should be no
need for elaborate listening tests to qualify MLP—the decoded signal should
be, bit for bit, precisely what the producer intended.
MLP can incorporate up to 64 channels at 24-bit precision, with sampling
rates of from 44.11cHz to 192kHz or
higher. Since the lossless packing applies
to true information in the signal, the
amount of compression can vary with
the audio content. However, MLP also
provides a fixed-data-rate option to
ensure that it always reduces the peak
data rate while saving on file space.
Most likely the biggest long-range
benefits of MLP will be found in multichannel, high-resolution DVD-Audio
mastering and playback. Still, the
potential for improving CD sound for
the remainder of that format's life is
significant.
Other potential applications include:
•up to three or four channels on astandard CD
•two channels at 20-24-bit resolution
on aCD
•882kHz sampling on two channels of
aCD
•higher-quality audio on DVD-Video
discs
Dolby Labs has agreed to handle
licensing of MLP to makers of integrated circuits, recording equipment, CD
and DVD players, and audio/video
decoders. Dolby's involvement provides
Meridian with apowerful partner, and
should help establish this technology as
a standard more quickly and reliably.
Motorola and Zoran have already
agreed to incorporate MLP among their
DSP options. Iwouldn't be surprised to

Calendar
Atlanta Audio Society and ACA Digital
Recordings are hosting aseminar on field
recording techniques and how to achieve
superior playback bass response in home
listening rooms. Dt Tommy J. Anderson
and Fred Horton of ACA will conduct the
session at the Hellenic C,enter, 2124
Cheshire Bridge Road NE, Atlanta. For
more information, contact Chuck Bruce at
(404) 876-5659 or at www.mindspring.
com/-chudcsaudio
• Saturday, October 3, 1-5pm: Music
Audio will host apresentation of the
Revelation and Transcendence lines of
24

loudspeakers by Casey McKee of Hales
Design Group. For more information,
call (404) 252-5360 or visit www.music
audio.com.
ILLINOIS

•Thursday, September 24, 5-9pm: Holm
Audio (450 Ogden Avenue, Lisle) will
host Alan Warshaw of nectrocompaniet for adisplay of the company's
entire product line. A drawing will be
held for an ECI2 integrated amp worth
$1995. For more information, call Mike
or Albert at (630) 663-1298.

IOWA

• Thursday, October I, 7pm: Hawkeye
Audio/Video (401 S. Gilbert Street, Iowa
City) will host Geoffiry Poor ofBalanced
Audio Technology, who will introduce
the VK-20 and VIC-40, BATs all-differential, zero-feedback, solid-state preamplifiers as well as tube components. For
more information, call (319) 337-4878.
LOUISIANA

•Tuesday, September 8, 7-10pm: Audio
Resource (3133 Edenborn Avenue, Metairie) is hosting a'98 CEDIA Kick-Off
Stereophile, September 1998

Ode To Joy!

Beethoven wrote amasterpiece.

"Rotel's products, at all
prices, are so impressive that
it is safe to think of Rotel as

We'll play it for you. Masterfully.
There's music. Then there's music that connects
with the soul. Written with some perspiration

agold standard against
which we can confidently
measure the indusuy's
performance as awhole."
Tom Miller
Audio Adventure Magazine
Vol. 3Issue 9

fi

and alot of inspiration, it transcends the
ordinary to become amasterpiece.
That's how we at Rotel feel about hi-fi. The real
joy of owning an audio system is to experience
the pleasure of agreat performance by
reproducing it exactly as the artist intended.
To achieve that excellence, we build our own
custom transfomers, select high grade
components from around the world, and
design the circuits to ensure superb stereo
reproduction. We then check our results with
critical listening. lt's apolicy we've
adhered to for nearly forty years and
one for which we've earned hundreds
of international awards and critical acclaim.
There are many choices in audio components.
Few, however, that bring so much joy.
Rotel. Real hi-fi.

OBI
Rotel's RT940 Tuner and RA971 Integrated Amp

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
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AUDIO ADVENTURES MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long
in Audio's September issue:

KEF
RDM one
SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO

September 1997

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."
"...clear, precise imaging."
"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."
"...the KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value—and very good
looking, too."
Designed by the same engineers as our
legendary Reference Series, the RDM one
features KEF's patented Uni -Q®
technology. Uni -Q places the
tweeter at the exact acoustic
center of the woofer cone to
create asingle point source for
the entire frequency range—the
ideal to which all speakers
aspire—producing aflawless
soundstage over amuch wider
listening area. Whether on a
bookshelf or stand, the RDM one
no longer confines you to sitting
in acentral sweet spot to enjoy
exceptional performance. Audition
them for yourself by contacting us for the
name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest
you. Ask for afull reprint of the RDM one
review when you call.

o 10 Timber Lane, Marlboro, NJ 07746 Phone: 732-683-2356 Fax: 732-683-2358

Industry
sec MLP-capable DVD and CD
decoders coming to market fairly soon.
Since three or four channels of
Ambisonics B-format signals can be
encoded on aregular CD via MLP, this
technique of recording natural soundfields should get ashot in the ami, as the
process can now be fully appreciated
without having to rely on the inferior
UHJ-matrixed two-channel encoding
system that has handicapped Ambisonics sound in the past.
On the final morning of the Show,
John Atkinson, Tom Norton, and Iwere
treated to ademonstration of MLP at
work in the Meridian suite via their
killer 800 DVD player and an MLPequipped 861 surround processor. Using
regular CD-Rs, Bob Stuart played afascinating selection of multichannel
recordings. These included aspectacular
Ambisonic piece called Pyrotechnics!, by
Ambrose Field of Kent University, and a
beautiful surround version of a
Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto recorded
by Nimbus Records. Based on what we
heard, MLP certainly proved capable of
enhancing the quality and playback
options from the CD format, while providing akey tool for getting the most
from the brave new world of DVDAudio. Meridian Lossless Packing is definitely one to watch.

Adrian co-founded the Professional
Monitor Company (more recently
known as PMC) with ex-BBC partner
Peter Thomas in 1990. Their intention
was to produce professional monitors
based on transmission-line woofer loading. Since then, thanks largely to
Adrian's persuasive marketing skills,
PMC's reputation has steadily spread
around the globe. (Stereophik readers
may recall Larry Greenhill's enthusiastic

Adrian Loader
was unusual in being
agenuine audiophile
working to great effect
within the professional
sound sector.

review of the PMC LB1 in the May
1998 issue; Kal Rubinson reviews the
larger IB-1S elsewhere in this issue.)
Though Ididn't know Adrian well, I
did hold him in high esteem, and felt
we were very much on the same wavelength when talking hi-fi and sound
reproduction. He visited nie twice back
in 1992, when PMC was first coming to
the marketplace, and brought along the
LB! and AB1 for my Hi-Fi Choice
review program. Iprobably carried out
UNITED KINGDOM
the first-ever review of the fledgling
Paul Messenger
company's delightful LB1 minimonitor,
Writing an obituary is never easy. It's
and subsequently got to try the larger
less hard when the subject has led afull
AB1 and "budget" TB1 models, all of
and long life, and can even be acatharwhich led to agrowing respect for the
tic way of saying goodbye. But it's much
subtlety, class, and sheer consistency of
more difficult when abright and rising
talent like Adrian Loader dies, after a these unusually transparent designs.
Adrian and Imet occasionally at hi-fi
short illness, at only 38 years of age.
shows, and, when Imanaged to find him
From a background in BBC engiback in the UK, stayed in touch via teleneering, followed by aspell with UK
phone — very stimulating calls that
pro-audio distributor FWO Bauch,

Update

invariably went on for at least half an
hour. In recent years he'd spent alot of
time in Los Angeles — PMC's "full size"
BB5 monitors have been widely adopted
by the major filin studios —and was a
mine of information on what was going
on in movie-sound land. That the PMCmonitored Titanic soundtrack won an
Oscar was aparticular source of pride, as
was being named, in the last month of
his life, on the Emmy Awards for best
TV-series soundtrack (for Advantage
Studios' sequel to The Lion King).
The Adrian Loader Iknew was arare
combination of engineer and communicator. He was also unusual in being a
genuine audiophile working to great
effect within the professional sound sector. We shared apassion for sound and
for seriously large loudspeakers, and
often discussed avisit to try out two
stacked pairs of PMC's large, active
BB5s in my listening room. To my lasting regret, we never got around to it.
My heartfelt condolences to his wife Jo
and their three children.
THE NETHERLANDS
Peter van Willensvvaard
As Sterivphile readers will be aware, it
looks like a market fight is about to
ensue, with the DVD Forum companies
promoting aversion of DVD as adedicated high-resolution audio carrier
(DVD-A) and Sony and Philips pushing
ahybrid disc (SACD) containing DSDencoded data on ahigh-density layer and
CD-standard data on alow-density layer.
Both high-sampling-frequency fonnats
were presented in separate sessions at
the Amsterdam Audio Engineering
Society Convention in May. There is no
sign of convergence between the groups.
On the contrary, positions are being
taken with increasing rigidity. A Warner
official accused Philips of not being able

Calendar
Party, New Orleans Style for all customers and friends. They invite you to
stop by and speak with representatives
from Mark Levinson/Proceed, Wilson
Audio Specialties, Transparent Cable,
Adcom, Mirage, Meridian, PSB, AudioQuest, Martin-Logan, Runco, ISF, VTL,
Pioneer Elite, Maranta, Velodyne, and
[IFS. Robert Harley of E will be on
hand with copies of his revised The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio. For
more information, call (504) 885-6988.
•Tuesday, September 15, 6-9pm: Audio
Stereophile, September 1998

Resource (3133 Edenborn Avenue,
Metairie) welcomes Alasdair Patrick of
AudioQuest for an evening of cable
comparisons, AudioQuest Music CD
giveaways, equipment demonstrations,
and discussions. For more information,
call (504) 885-6988.
MICHIGAN

• Saturday and Sunday, October 17 and
18, I2-6pm: Superior Sight er Sound
(6266 Pinecroft Drive, West Bloomfield) and Tom Bohlander of Wisdom

Audio will discuss and demonstrate
Wisdom's Adrenaline planar line-source
loudspeakers. For more information and
to RSVP, please call (248) 626-2780.
Audio Nexus 33 Union Place, second
floor, Summit) is hosting the following
seminars from 6to 9pm. Refreshments
will be served. For more information,
call (908) 277-0333.
• Thursday, October 15: Richard
Vandersteen of Vandersteen Audio
27
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to produce hybrid (dual-layer) discs in
quantities. Confronted with this accusation, Philips and Sony officials just
smiled. On the spot, they invited me to
visit their pilot plant here in the
Netherlands, should Ihave any doubts.
So the DVD-A and SACD camps seem
headed for aformat war.
Though DVD-Audio was demonstrated for the first time in Europe in a
hotel well away from the conference
premises, the demos were well attended. Still, direct comparisons between,
say, 96kHz and 192kHz were deliberately avoided.
In certain aspects, DVD-Audio looks
like adream for both software and hardware manufacturers. The format is so
open that almost anything anyone could
want is allowed: sampling rates of 44.1,
48, 882, 96, 176.4, and 192kHz, all at
16-, 20-, or 24-bit word depth, plus
Dolby Digital, DTS, DSD, Music Video
clips, Audio/Video Liner Notes, and
URL addresses for easy access to official
artist web sites. And although aDVD-A
must have two channels of stereo (sample rate and bit depth not specified) so
that it will play back on even the simplest DVD-A portable, the above total
freedom for manufacturers could result
in anightmare for the consumer.
Certainly the most expensive players
will support all possibilities, but what if
you have a less sophisticated model?
How do you choose your DVD-As?
How do you know you're not paying for
what you can't use? Existing DVDVideo players, for instance, don't support
everything aDVD-A can offer; the literature states that, "after aperiod of integration ... most of those players will be
DVD-Audio capable." And although the
option of ahybrid disc featuring aRed
Book CD layer is kept open in the small
print, meaning that it may be done but

isn't compulsory, the DVD group still
hasn't complied with the ISCs wish that
DVD-As play in existing CD players.
Even the option of DSD-encoded data

devised. If a software manufacturer
decides to add CSS to their discs (most
are expected to do so), the digital output
will truncate and downsample the audio
back to 16-bit/48kHz even if the digital
You cannot create
output circuitry itself is capable of highresolution sampling rates and bits.
avirtual sound source
Super Audio CD was less prominently promoted at this AES; you could hear
to the left or right of you,
SACD at the Sony stand, and that was it.
No changes to the format were anbetween the front-left
nounced, so the strategy of simplicity
and front-rear speakers.
and compatibility remains: one multichannel DSD layer plus asecond, Red
For that, you would
Book CD layer so that SACDs can be
played on all existing CD players. The
have to have an
DSD channels will be of use once an
SACD player has been purchased.
extra pair of ears.
Both DVD-A and SACD can carry
on DVD-A is kept open, although the
multichannel versions of a recording,
term "DSD" itself is carefully avoided.
usually referred to as "surround-sound."
To confuse matters even more, arepThis term is misleading. The suggestion
resentative of Samsung interrupted to
is that, as you are surrounded by four to
announce that we needn't worry about five speakers, a sound source can be
the choice between DSD and 24/192
positioned anywhere in the space surPCM — his company is currently workrounding you, and that is not true. You
ing on anew audio carrier disc so capacan position asound between the front
cious that it could carry aprogram in
stereo speakers by amplitude panpotboth formats, with multichannel and all.
ring, and even beyond the left or right
The audio quality of the mike was very
speaker if you play with phase; to some
poor, however, Ithink hardly anyone
extent, you can position a sound
noticed what he said. In aprivate converbetween the rear speakers. But you cansation afterwards he confirmed what I not create avirtual sound source to the
thought Ihad heard, and added that this
left or right of you, between the frontdisc technology will probably be availleft and front-rear speakers. For that,
able in two to three years. Samsung is a you would have to have an extra pair of
prominent member of the DVD group.
ears: one where your nose is, one at the
DVD-A players do carry adigital outback of your head. Then, and then only,
put, but it has become clear that we
would amplitude panpotting work to
shouldn't count on 96kHz or 192kHz
create discrete sonic side images. People
data being output to feed separate highwith only two ears should not expect
sampling D/A converters. As the DVD
surround-sound from multichannel.
group is worried about perfect highHowever, multichannel audio may
quality digital-audio copies, an antihold anew future for Ambisonics, easicopy scheme called the Content
er than ever to realize now that we'll
Scrambling System (CSS) has been
have several identical channels instead

Calendar
will demonstrate his flagship speaker,
the Model 5.
• Thursday, October 22: Albert Von
Schweikert of Von Schweikert Research will demonstrate his new
speakers, the VR-4 Gen2 and VR-2,
along with aselection of home-theater
products.
• Thursday, October 29: Daniel Sperry
of Enlightened Audio Design will
demonstrate the Theater Master series
of home-theater processors.
•Thursday, November 5: Geoffrey Poor
28

of Balanced Audio Technology will
premiere the new VK-20 and VIC-40
solid-state preamps.
•Thursday, November 12: Pat McGinty
of Meadowlark Audio will demonstrate the company's loudspeakers, including the new Vireo monitor.
• Thursday, November 19: Ray Kimber
of Kimber Kable will talk about highend cables, particularly the Select Series.
He also will be giving away two KS1010 interconnects worth $660.
•Thursday, December 3: Sedrick Harris

of Melos Audio Technologies will
unveil several new tube products,
including the MAT-100 100W triode
amplifier, which can be run in either
push-pull or single-ended mode.
NEW YORK

• Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of The Musicalaudiophile Society, The Audiophile Society,
and The Gotham Audio Society, call
David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
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a decoding

matrixed information.
Former Studio Sound editor Richard
Elen, now of Apogee Electronics in
Santa Monica, recently wrote an article
about this for Audio Media, an extended
version of which can be found at
www.apogeedigital.com/ambisonics/
ambidvd.html .

belief in the long-term future of highquality audio, especially as pictureimaging technology matures over the
next few years and makes high-end AV
amore viable and practical prospect.
The TAG Group has considerable
confidence in its engineering, design,
marketing, and management skills, and
believes there's considerable potential to
exploit these in the consumer market.

tional backup resource, while the global
advertising and marketing effort is likely to be on alevel and scale unprecedented in the rather cozy efforts of the
specialist hi-fi world.
The F3 series of hi-fi components is
due to be formally unveiled at the
London Heathrow Hi-Fi Show on
September 17. The products will simulUNITED KINGDOM
taneously be available through 300
Paul Messenger
shops in Britain, Germany, and Hong
On July 1, TAG McLaren Audio invited
Kong. The US launch is scheduled for
the hi-fi press to the McLaren
January 1999.
The TAG Group has
International headquarters in Woking,
The twelve F3-series models are
England for apreview briefing on the
considerable confidence
based on the previous Audiolab prodimminent launch of the company's first
ucts, but incorporate some 1100 specific
in its engineering, design,
range of products, code named the F3
improvements — including 12 new
series. In afrank address at the verymain circuit boards —arising from over
marketing, and managewell-attended conference, CEO Dr.
2000 worker-hours of listening tests.
Udo Zucker outlined where TAG
The cosmetics, too, have been signifiment skills, and believes
McLaren was coming from, why it had
cantly changed, but in such away as to
purchased Audiolab (see "Update" in
maintain the "classic" appeal of the
there's considerable
the February and March 1998 issues),
Audiolab originals. Prices will be some
and where it was planning to take its
potential to exploit these
25% higher than before, typically in the
new Audio division.
range of £750-£1200 per component.
in the consumer market.
Ihad the advantage over many of
Future plans are much more ambithose present, as I've recently done
tious, and will encompass loudspeakers,
some technical writing for TAG
furniture, personal stereos, and AV proMcLaren Audio, had met Zucker severWhile sound quality is akey ingredient jectors. Visuals for the more upmarket
al times, and am already of the opinion
in the mix, other major objectives are
F2 and F1series hi-fi gear will also be
that the new company could do agreat
simply to make hi-fi fascinating to a shown at this September's London
deal for ahi-fi industry that undoubtedmuch wider audience than it is at presshow. The F2 components will cost up
ly needs alift.
ent, and to raise the whole profile of preto £3000 and are scheduled for afall
To counter the skeptics in the audimium hi-fi. Aesthetics is also aprime
1999 launch, while the Fl range is due
ence, Dr. Zucker pointed out that the
purchase incentive —chief industrial
ayear after that, with component prices
watchmaking business didn't look like a designer Peter Stevens believes that "a
of up to £10,000.
particularly bright prospect when TAG
product is good if people want to steal it."
A guided tour of the various TAG
took over the Heuer brand in 1985. But
TAG McLaren is now in the seventh
McLaren facilities at Woking gave me
by investing in top-class design and marmonth of avery ambitious seven-year
more than aglimpse of the awesome
keting skills, TAG Heuer has been
plan. A purpose-built, 45,000ft2 factory,
engineering resources to which the
developed into avery profitable concern
currently under construction in
Audio division will have access. Besides
capitalized at 12 billion Swiss francs (US
Huntingdon, will employ adesign staff the silicon, software, and metalworking
$1.75 billion) on flotation in 1996.
of 45 people. The 800-odd personnel
shops, there is also all the compositeWhy take over an audio company?
and the extensive and very advanced
material know-how that will be used to
Zucker's personal enthusiasm for seriengineering facilities based around the
fabricate the enclosure for the F2 loudous hi-fi is one factor, but there's also his
Woking headquarters represent an addispeaker system, for example. TAG
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OHIO

• Friday through Sunday, October
10-12, 1-5pm: Archive Audio (2481
Brentwood Road, Columbus) is hosting
Tom Bohlander of Wisdom Audio for
an audition of his flagship, the Adrenaline line-source/dynamic loudspeaker
system. Personal auditions may be
scheduled as well. For directions and
more information, call (614) 237-5699.
TENNESSEE

• Saturday, October 17, 10am-5pm:
30

Nicholson's Hi-Fi (115 19th Avenue
South, Nashville) will present Tor
Sivertsen of Conrad-Johnson for two
seminars, at 1lam and 230pm, plus
demonstrations of the new Premier 16
LS ("ART Jr.") tube preamplifier and
new C-J solid-state products. Space in
the seminars is limited; please call (615)
327-4312 foi reservations and more
infonnaKin.
CANADA

•Robert Silverman is performing all 32

of Beethoven's piano sonatas in
Vancouver at the Chan Center for the
Performing Arts. The series continues on
September 20, October 18, November
22, and December 8. For more information, visit his web site, www.sloth.com/
silverman .Silverman's Stereophile recordings of piano works by Liszt, Brahms,
Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and Bach
can be obtained by calling (800) 7660020, or by visiting the Stereophile web
site: www.stereophile.com
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Nautilus '800 Series

Considered by many
to be the finest
full-range loudspeaker
of the last two decades,
the legendary 801
has been reborn
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B&W Loudspeakers of America
54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864
Tel. 978.664.2870
Fax 978.664.4109
http://www.bwspeakers.corn

Synergistic Research„,
-

Your Cable For Life!
*Cables designed to custom match your system.
elèchnology that meets your needs today and tomorrow.
*lifetime up-grade policy through our Passport Protection Plan.
•State-of-the-art performance for two channel and multi-channel systems.

*8 Sereopbile Recommended Components!
*To learn more, including afree on-line diagnostic, visit our web site Cd
wvAv.SynergisticResearch.com or call 1.800.578.6489 for your free Explorer's Guide 2nd Edition.

or

Synergistic Research

SOI Superior Ave, Newport Beach Calif. lc voice 949.642.2800 fax 949,642,2900
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response measurements. From these
they can not only calculate the on-axis
response (by averaging nine amplitude
measurements from ±30° horizontally
and ±10° vertically), but they can also, by
UNITED STATES
properly weighting the other response
Barry Willis
curves, get agood idea of what aspeakFollowing a recent announcement of
er's first-reflection response and the
"diminished expectations" for the near
reverberant sound will be in areal room.
future (see "Industry Update," August
Anechoic chambers are impressive,
'98, p27) and ashakeup of upper manbut audio reviewers like to see sophistiagement — in which Consumer Group
cated listening facilities as well. Harman
marketing honcho Tom Jacoby, son-inHarman Ind has developed has
four listening rooms, ranging in size
law of company founder Dr. Sidney
from 2000 to 4500 cubic feet. Beyond
Harman, was put out to pasture and
alaboratory for the study
these, however, is the new multichannel
audio guru Floyd Toole was promoted
to senior vice president of acoustic and
and development of loud- listening room, used both for multichannel research and for comparative
transducer engineering — Harman Inspeakers likely unmatched testing of loudspeakers, either in mono,
ternational Industries has put the finishtwo-channel stereo, or multichannel
ing touches on a new 10,000-squarein North America.
mode. This 21.5' by 30' by 8.5' room is
foot audio laboratory. (See next story for
anything but ordinary. It is designed in
TJN's reactions.)
its basic form to be very dead, with an
and development of loudspeakers that is
While conducting apress tour of the
RT60 (reverberation time) of less than
very likely unmatched anywhere in
new facility, Dr. Harman described the
100 milliseconds (0.1 second) above
North America. When he came to
lab as "evidence of his company's com150Hz. Typically, diffusive panels are
Harman in 1991, Dr. Toole had plans to
mitment to the future of the industry."
added to increase the reverb time to
build such alab, but these things take
Acknowledging currently sluggish
about 300ms — more typical of agood
time (and there was alittle earthquake
sales — which he attributed to the Asian
home listening room. There is afanless
economic slump — Dr. Harman exalong the way). Now it is areality.
(thus noiseless) Audio Video Source
Dr. Toole's previous work at the
pressed his confidence in the fundamenNational Research Council of Canada video projector, and aperforated screen
tal strength of the industry, calling presthat can be retracted for audio-only tests.
had convinced him of the importance in
ent circumstances a"difficult passage."
But the real treat in this multimedia
loudspeaker development not only of
Harman, which reportedly did $1.47
room is the shuffle-floor. Computermeasurements, but also of listening tests
billion in business last year, is planning
controlled pneumatic platforms allow
with trained, capable listeners. The new
two new additions to its top-end
one loudspeaker to be moved out of
Harman engineering lab therefore gives
Infinity brand of loudspeakers. The
position and another substituted in less
equal weight to both of these arcas. And
Omega line will hit the market later this
than three seconds. In the loudspeaker
since the best way to obtain the most
summer, and the Delta line will arrive
highly resolved measurements of a queue at any given time can be up to
sometime this fall. Harman is also maknine singles, four stereo pairs, or three
loudspeaker across the entire spectrum
ing amajor push into auto sound, said
sets of left/center/rights. Every reviewer
is in alarge anechoic chamber, the new
Loudspeaker Group president Dennis
should have such adevice! To date, autoHarman facilities have three of them. By
Brown. The company does more than
mated substitution of surround loudfar the most impressive is the 60Hz, 4pi
half its business outside the US, he said,
speakers is not possible, but some form
chamber. This 10,000-cubic-foot room
calling JBL the "number one" loudof this may be added in the future.
is lined with 1200 4'-long fiberglass
speaker in Germany, China, and Japan.
Acoustically transparent curtains conceal
wedges. It simulates acoustic free space
the loudspeakers from view during douUNITED STATES
down to 60Hz, and below that frequenble-blind tests. Listeners can control the
cy is calibrated down to 20Hz, ±0.5dB.
Thomas J. Norton
switching themselves via laptop computB&IC, MLSSA, and LMS spectrum anaIt was alarge, industrial-looking builders. The movement of the loudspeaker
lyzers are all available. The chamber can
ing. Idon't know why Iexpected anymeasure the total sound power of a pallets, while not completely silent, is
thing different. After all, the manufacsurprisingly quiet —it sounds like a
loudspeaker in under 20 minutes.
turing heart of Harman International is
moderately loud hiss coming from the
Two other chambers are also availthe largest North American manufacspeakers. When asked, the Harman
able: a180Hz, 4pi chamber (5000 cubic
turer of loudspeaker systems, under its
feet) and an 80Hz, 2pi chamber (7000
folks suggested that this room cost
JBL, Infinity, and now Revel brands.
$125,000 to construct, which sounds too
cubic feet). The latter simulates an infiThe building's interior, however, was
low to me.
nite baffle facing acoustic free space and
anything but conventional.
In the other listening rooms we were
is heavily used in the development of
The Hannan press tour in late May,
introduced to anumber of new Infinity
1998 had begun the day before with a individual loudspeaker drive-units, auto
and JBL products. The JBL Synthesis
loudspeakers, and in-wall designs.
visit to the Academy Theater in Los
Harman considers the smoothness of One home-theater system, while essenAngeles for aspecial showing of The Horse
both the on- and off-axis responses of a tially unchanged, is now available with a
Whisperer. The Academy uses JBL loudnew digital equalizer, the SDECloudspeaker to be very significant. To this
speakers, as most first-class movie theaters
1000/2500. It sounded the best Ihave
end, they measure loudspeakers at 10°
apparently do. It was aterrific presentaever heard it. (The equalizer is not, as of
increments in both the horizontal and
tion (I have more to say about it in the
now, available separately.) Look for sigSeptember issue of Stenvphik Guide to vertical planes —a total of 72 frequency-

McLareres new Audio initiative could
prove to be the most important thing to
hit hi-fi in more than adecade.
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Home Theater), but the heart of the tour
was the visit to Harman's Northridge
plant and research facility in the San
Fernando valley north of Los Angeles.
Ido not use the term "research facility" loosely. Under the leadership of Dr.
Floyd Toole, its vice president of engineering and senior vice president of
acoustical engineering, Harman Inel.
has developed alaboratory for the study
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Thumbs Up for THE a
with the Isolated Shielded Matrix
Stereophile reviewer

Robert Deutsch
recently replaced the
highly-acclaimed Decade
interconnects in his system...
" Late in the audition
period, two sets of Isolated
Shielded Matrix - 'The 2'
interconnects replaced the
Decades, bringing major
benefits in intertransient
silence and freedom
from EMI/RFIinduced hash."
—Stereophile, March 1998
"The 2" Interconnect: Rectangular Solid Core' conductors
and ISM- technology at aremarkably affordable price.

T

here's areason top reviewers like Robert Deutsch and Jonathan

Scull are turning to cables with the Isolated Shielded Matrix (ISM)'".

Rectangular Solid Core° cables with the ISM system are the only ones to
use afloating shield that absorbs and grounds RF/EMI outside the signal
path. So you can actually hear the resonating tone of acello's wood, the
subtle overtones in awoodwind's solo...all the natural ambient
textures that bring amusical performance to life.

Upgrade to ISM
Receive asubstantial trade-in allowance on your Rectangular Solid
Core' cables when you upgrade to "The 2" or "The One" interconnects
TARA Labs' exclusive Floating Ground Station
removes RF/EMI outside the signal path, leaving
the music's higher order harmonics intact.

or speaker cables. "The One," highly acclaimed by reviewers from New
York to Hong Kong, takes ISM technology to the limit. "The 2" interconnects offer an affordable entry into ISM technology.

TARA LABS
ISM—The Next Generation of Cable Technology'
For more information about ISM Technology, contact TARA Labs or your local authorized dealer.
TARA Labs •541-488-6465 •www.taralabs.com
TN! lks:ade, I
he 2, Isolated Shielded Nlatrix, and ISNI are trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.
8 Rectangular Solid Tore and MC are registered trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.
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nificant changes to the Synthesis loudspeakers themselves in 1999. A new
high-end loudspeaker from Infinity, the
Omega, looking like aslightly shrunken
Sigma, sounded very promising. So did
three new Infinity powered subwoofers,
which should be available by October.
The new JBL 4425 Mk.II is aprolike two-way monitor (large woofer,
horn tweeter) destined for the Japanese
market. We heard it biamped, and
while it would probably sound alittle
too aggressive for many American
audiophiles, it is said to be alittle more
polite when powered by asingle amplifier. With that, or alittle re-voicing, I
think it could find amarket here in the
US, where it would probably be priced
at under $3000/pair. Iwould like to
hear five of them in a home-theater
setup. More affordable is the $300/pair
HLS610, which uses a biradial horn
tweeter and a6.5" woofer/midrange. It
sounded surprisingly good for the
money, but could probably use asubwoofer to counterbalance its top end,
which was abit too prominent.
All told, this was an eye-opening trip.
Great engineering facilities do not guarantee great loudspeakers, but if used
with intelligence (and there appears to
be no shortage of that at Harman), they
can't hurt.

stymied engineers for more than 50
years. The myriad devices drawing
power from the supply grid all generate
noises that are thrown back into the
grid. Although some low-fidelity audio
and intercom systems are available that
use house wiring to carry signals to
speakers within the building, no one has
been able to overcome the noise problems that prevented clear communication when using electrical lines over distance. Most engineers assumed that it
was impossible.

Britain's Norweb
Communications has
begun offering Internet
links to its customers
in northwest England
using power lines as
atransmission medium.

Until now. The 51-year-old Mr.
Brown, who spent years working by
himself after hours with scavenged
equipment in his garage, tinkered with
various approaches to the problem. He
finally combined the technique of
"packetizing," or sending data in bundles rather than in asteady stream, over
UNITED KINGDOM
multiple carrier frequencies. His bosses
Barry Willis
at Norweb thought his theory looked
Britain's Norweb Communications has
begun offering Internet links to its cus- promising, and gave him abudget for
tomers in northwest England using two student assistants and about $3000
worth of equipment.
power lines as atransmission medium.
The tiny gamble paid off. In March
You read that right: not phone lines or
1994 Brown successfully made aphone
fiberoptics or coaxial cable, but ordinary
call over local power lines, from his
power lines. The experiment is the
result of years of work by Paul Brown, a garage workshop to his boss at company
headquarters. He then convinced some
Norweb electrical engineer in Kendal,
neighbors to participate in alarger test
Cumbria, who has developed areliable
of his system — an experiment that
technique for transmitting voice and
caused afew power outages, but proved
data over power grids.
it viable. Brown has since been awarded
The concept of wires sharing signals
more than adozen patents for his work.
with electrical power isn't anew one. In
The potential of Brown's technique is
fact, very low-level audio signals are
now being tested on amass scale by utilusually combined with direct current —
ity companies in Europe, Asia, and elseas in amicrophone feed — without contaminating the audio. Radio-frequency where. Among the possible benefits are
phone and Internet service in places that
signals, both analog and digital, are
at present enjoy only electrical service. If
mixed with the DC power voltage in
satellite-dish downleads, and, of course, Brown's system works as promised, fully
audio, video, and data signals ride on a modern communications might be possible in the most remote villages, even
bed of DC in almost all equipment,
those without reliable phone connecincluding telephones.
Alternating current — the type that tions. If it becomes widely available,
telephone and Internet access costs
supplies power to homes and businesses
could decline by as much as 50%.
— presents bigger problems. The chalWith Brown's system, there is never
lenge of using inherently noisy AC
any need to "log on" — any device that's
wiring for clear signal transmission has
Stereophiie, September 1998
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plugged in and turned on is connected.
The system has aconfirmed data-transmission rate of one megabit per second
(1Mb/s). By comparison to the
80-120Mb/s potential of FireWire (the
emerging IEEE 1394 interconnecting
standard), 1Mb/s is asnail's pace, but it's
still 20 times faster than present highspeed modems. And Fire Wire is usable
only over relatively short distances.
Canada's Northern Telecom has
formed ajoint venture with Norweb's
parent company, United Utilities PLC,
to commercialize Brown's invention.
The persistent Mr. Brown, who began
his career in electronics by experimenting with surplus military gear as aboy in
postwar England, has been named
director of power networks for the new
venture. He has also been named an
honorary research fellow by Lancaster
University.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
People seemed surprised when Itold
them that Celestion had come up with
something truly radical and interesting. I,
on the other hand, am surprised at how
quickly acompany can lose adeserved
reputation for innovation. Celestion is
not only one of the oldest loudspeaker
firms in the world, with ahistory stretching back over 70 years (from 1924); it has
also shown an impressive capacity for
genuine innovation in both drivers and
enclosures. Remember 1982's SL6,
which popularized metal-dome tweeters? And the SL600, with its radical
Aerolam enclosure?
Now Celestion has come up with
something just as interesting, and rather
more affordable than those landmark
products from the '80s. The new Cseries might be afundamentally costeffective range based on relatively conventional drive-unit technology, but the
enclosures are something completely
new, to this reporter at least. Front baffle and base apart, they're metal, made
from alarge-section and relatively thick
aluminum-alloy extrusion —not unlike,
say, the casework of Musical Fidelity's
X-series electronics.
Metal-jacket loudspeakers are not
unknown, but they're rare, and usually
confined to tiny "sub-miniatures." To
extend the technique to include two
compact, slimline floorstanding models
is probably afirst. And there's good reason to believe that the extruded-alloy
technique used here is likely to offer
some advantages over the fabricated
sheet steel sometimes used. Extra thickness for comparable mass and a"one35

PARASOUND
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W

d will, sound

ith .over 220 watts and 60 peak amps in each of its 5channels, our THXcertified HCA-2205A is afoundation-shaking, hold-onto-your-chair,
ultra-high-current power amplifier. To get there, we start with a2.0
kVA power transformer and 150,000 µF of filter capacitance. Which
means that when something explodes in amovie you'll get nicely
plastered against your back wall.
But awesome power is only part of the Parasound story. The
HCA-2205A guarantees the flawless reproduction of musical detail
and subtle special effects.

In other so-called high end amplifiers,

music must work its way through capacitors and inductors that block
harmful direct current and maintain stability. Unfortunately, these
parts also smear the sound and limit your bass oomph. Not so with
Parasound amplifiers. Audio design legend, John Curl, has created
circuits that are inherently stable and are DC-protected with active
servos operating outside of the signal path. This means you get movie
dialog that's fully articulate and bass that reaches all the way down into the nether regions.
E‘er

detail has been thought through and refined to reproduce the original event. Look at our use of hand-matched comple-

mentary JFET inputs and MOSFET drivers. You see, Field Effect Transistors offer the warm, sweet sound of vacuum tubes and the crisp,
tight bass of transistors. Our heat sinks are so massive, we've eliminated the need for anoisy fan. So visit your Parasound dealer and get
the power of your dreams. Without having to pour all that concrete. Parasound has always had areputation for superior quality and
our IO-year limited warranty backs it up.

Parasound Products Inc. •www.parasound.corn • 950 Battery Street • San Francisco, CA 94111 •415-397-7100 • In Canada. call 604-988-2966

piece" casting will both aid stiffness, and
the shaping here will "spread" lateral
internal standing waves and reflections.
Viewed from above, the casting forms
two convex sides of atriangular shape
625" wide across the mouth and 9.5"
deep. One of the inherent problems
with metal enclosures is their tendency
to ring (like a bell); according to
Celestion, ringing is very effectively
damped here by the MDF front baffle.
The key to financing the extrusion
tool clearly lies in spreading its use
across four different models: three
stereo pairs and a center-front dialog
speaker. (There are also alarger, powered subwoofer, built from MDF and
matching the curved shape of the C
series speakers, and adipole surround
channel pair.) Other details include
magnetic shielding, simple "audiophilegrade" crossovers, cast-alloy top plates,
and (for the floorstanders) structural
polymer bases with integral terminal/
bus-bar connectors.
The very slim baffle limits the
bass/midrange drivers to asmall 525"
doped-paper-cone device, and a1" titanium dome is used in most models. Of the
three stereo pairs, the stand-mounted Cl
(£299/pair in the UK) has just one of
these plus aport, while the floorstanding
C2 (£699) uses two main drivers, again
with port reinforcement, and is 33" high.
The 41"-high C3 (£999) looks as though
it has five drivers in athree-way configuration, though two of the four covering
the bass range are passive radiators to
extend the bass response.
Press previews are no place to judge
new loudspeakers, but these Celestions
did sound very clean, with little apparent
boxiness. They look rather good too —
slim, elegant, and contemporary.

uct categories are analyzed: video,
audio, mobile electronics, multimedia,
communication and information, integrated home systems, and accessories.
The book also includes adetailed history of the industry, in the forms of
both an essay and athorough timeline;
alist of CEMA members; and contact

The continuing
economic crisis in Asia,
amajor market for many
American manufacturers,
is expected to have
negative effects on this
year's bottom line.

information for related associations.
Copies of U.S. Consumer Electronics
Industry Today are available from
CEMA's Communications department
at (703) 907-7674.
The industry has enjoyed steady
growth for each of the past five years. In
1993, exports totaled $12 billion,
increasing to $1.4 billion in 1994. By
comparison, imports of separate audio
components have declined slightly from
apeak of $4.04 billion in 1995. Imports
totaled $3.9 billion in 1996 and $3.89
billion last year. Value-wise, roughly
twice as much audio equipment comes
into the country every year as goes out.
Overall, the American consumer electronics industry has grown ninefold in 20
years. Factory sales amounted to $8.14 billion in 1977 and grew to $72.11 billion last
yeat The continuing economic crisis in
Asia, amajor market for many American
manufacturers, is expected to have negative effects on this year's bottom line.
UNITED STATES
Component audio systems and CD
Barry Willis
The Consumer Electronics Manufac- players can now be found in 55% of
American households. Surprisingly, this
turers Association's recently released
US. Consumer Electronics Industry Today exceeds by alarge factor the presence of
rack and compact audio systems, which
report indicates ahealthy glow on the
cheeks of specialty audio. US exports of are found in 38% of American homes.
Audio has along way to go to catch
component audio products amounted
to $2.12 billion in 1997, an increase of up with television, however. The one12% over the previous year's total of eyed monster has achieved a market
$1.89 billion. 1997's total represents a penetration of 97%, exactly the same as
25% increase over 1995, when almost radio receivers. Incidentally, more
households have TVs than telephones
$1.7 billion in separate audio products
(96%), an indicator of lifestyle priorities.
went out of the country. The figures are
Personal computers have reached 45%
compiled by CEMA from US
of American homes, a number that
Department of Commerce figures.
should rise as prices fall.
The 122-page book includes highSobering statistic: 3% of American
lights and updated statistics, along with
households are still completely unalook ahead to the trends of tomorrow. In the report, the following prod- plugged.
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A Breathtaking
performance
that must be
experienced!
WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY.
'...Thought the sound was refined e0 dynamic
not to mention eminently affordable (Stereophile
Apri195 -Wes Phillips)
"GA-P 520X Produced asound that was definitely high end. Gershman's Speakers impress
me more every time Ihear them" (Stereophile
December 96 -Robert Deutsch)
Strings, sounded not just yen, good, but
superb ,
ally sing.

Avant Garde
The

!speakers w;il liter-

Inner Ear Report Vo17, #294)

No coloration, rock solid bass control, al da te ,
dt

disappear magically Extraordinary
bring out c,
treasures from your

records

(UHF

Magazine No. 43 1995/

ini,sic sounded so perfect. It nust bett›.
Magic of the Avant Garde
The tcp three best sounding rooms at VICES Ai."
(Audio Art -Taiwan)
"Best sounding speakers at the WCES"
(Audio Land-Hong Kong)
"They were arevelation

sounded superb

top rooms at the Sahara Bi-level ,The
Audiophile Voice -U S.A.

www.gershmanacoustics.com

Gershman Acoustics
Tel.(905)669-5994 Fax(416)250-1830
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"Musically Superior"

When one reviewer proclaims ARCAM
musically superior components at down to earth prices,
it's just one opinion.
When asecond reviewer says
smart, fine-sounding, and future-proof,
ARCAM is where the sensible money should go this year;
it could just be acoincidence.
But, when athird says,
ARCAM 's vibrant and tonally refined midrange
approached the finesse offine tube electronics,
and rivaled vastly more expensive solid-state gear;
maybe... just maybe...
it's the beginning of aground swell.
And, when all the reviewers seem to agree and start using words like
fantastic, amazing, and my new reference,
you could begin to think
it's amovement...

And that's what it is,
the ARCAM Modular, Upgradeable,
More-Performance-For-Your-Money Movement.
And all you gotta do to join, is to sing it
the next time it comes around on the guitar, with feelin'. ..

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARCAM amplifiers and CD players
call 1-8811-ARCAII-LTD or visit www.asIgroup.com
Shown above: The ARCAM Alpha 10 integrated amplifier with optional Dolby-Digital*/ DTS• home theater module. The matching Alpha
1012 power amp accepts a "third-channel" module, making the Alpha 10 Integrated & 10P Power Amp ideal for both high performance
audio and advanced home theater applications. Arcam is distributed in North America by: Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park
Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256, (317)849-7103 and Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LONI PO, (905)880-7170

Sam's

Space

"Yes, tweaking. We design ageneric
circuit. If it's stable, the next year we
tweak the parts, the layout, and the
power supply. We don't tweak the sound
by altering the circuit parameters, we
tweak the sound by alterations in the
transformer design, capacitor design, layout, and parts.... It's very labor-intensive.
"You become very intimate with the
circuit. You literally know what happens if you change acapacitor, awire.
"The key with MOSFET
Once we've established something, we
very, very rarely change the model. We
circuits is tuning. It's
have had some of our models in promuch more critical than
duction for the last six years. It's abit of
the old Quad syndrome."
with bipolars— layout in
What about care in production? Is
that critical too?
particular. With MOSFET
"Absolutely. All the resistors are oriented
in phase on the master board. So
circuits, if you don't get
are the fuses. The output fuse is aquickblow. If you change that to an antiit right, they sound like
surge, you would hear the difference.
adog's dinner."
"The wiring has to be oriented in the
same direction as well. You will find a
mixture of stranded and single-core
"The simplicity of circuit and the fastwiring on the board, and that's not an
ness of the power supply mean that the
accident. They've all been listened to and
amplifier keeps control until it literally
tweaked in the context of the system.
clips. Although the nominal power output
"When you have asubjectively optiis relatively low, we give decent current"
"The amplifier looks very basic," I mized system, you're at apinnacle, and
if you disturb yourself it becomes
remarked. "Is this part of your design
patently obvious what you're doing. We
philosophy?"
don't have subcontractors, by the way.
"Very much so. We are adverse to
We have to make sure of aconsistency
overengineering for the sake of it. We'd
of parts and orientation.
rather concentrate on making our prod"When the design is set, there is amasucts sound good and look good rather
ter and everything is copied from that,
than pandering to fashion.
from the orientation of the fuses to the
"The key with MOSFET circuits is
orientation of the resistors. You should
tuning. It's much more critical than with
always find that the resistors on both
bipolars — layout in particular. The star
earthing [grounding] on the circuit channels are identically oriented. We
believe that's important to stereo imaging.
board is not an accident. With MOS"We have heard variability in other
FET circuits, if you don't get it right,
manufacturers' amplifiers, and we wonthey sound like adog's dinner."
dered, What's going on here? Why are
"So ... tweaking?"
they different from one batch to the
next batch? We think it may be that
they may not be taking care."
Contacts
Its power limitation aside, the sound
of the LFD Mistral is very close to being
1he Sound Organisation (Mark
as good as it gets at any price, with
Ashworth), 5120 Rexton Lane,
either solid-state or tubes. LFD dealers
Dallas, TX 75214. Tel: (214) 692Back to the LFD
are fairly few —six when Iwrote this
6490. Fax: (214) 692-8745. E-mail:
To learn more about the LFD Mistral, I
column, probably more now — but are
mark@soundorg.com .
Also: (Steve
rang Dr. Bews at his manufacturing
well worth seeking out.
Daniels) P.O. Box 2870, Carefree,
facility in Clacton-on-Sea (had to say
As the Britcrits would say, the LFD
AZ 85377. Tel: (602) 488-0028.
"Clacton" again) and talked with him at
Mistral can be "confidently" — oops,
Fax: (602) 488-0029. E-mail:
great length. (I must send John
"heartily" recommended. Hearty chaps,
steve@soundorg.com
Atkinson my phone bill.)
those Brits —comes from patronizing
LFD Audio, 7Lancaster Gardens
Why does the Mistral use MOSFET
all those pubs. (I'm envious.)
West, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex C015
output transistors instead of bipolar
As aYank, I'm alittle less reserved. I
6QG, England, UK. Tel: (44)
devices?
would say that the LFD Mistral can be
01255-422533. Fax: (44) 01255"We have no bias for either, if you
exuberantly recommended. Un vrai al
221069.
-Sam Tellig
excuse the pun. MOSFETs have their
defoudre? Mais, oui!
advantages, bipolars have theirs, and

quality, but with different strengths. I
love the Bryston more and more as it
burns in.
As for the Denon PMA-2000R integrated Ireviewed in June '98, that, too, is
asuperb product—again, in its own way.
More powerful than the Mistral, more
replete with features, very good harmonic presentation —but not quite the same
ineffable lightness of being Ihear with
the Mistral. The Mistral is like some of
the best SET amps. The sound seems
alive in the sense of being illuminated
from within; the amp is full of light as
well as life. (That's not to say that the harmonic presentation is tilted up.) The
Denon seems alittle dark in comparison.
Decisions are never easy, and Idon't
want to dis the Denon —it's a fine
product, and don't forget that it includes
avery good built-in MM/MC phono
stage at no extra charge.
The Creek 4330?
Ithought you might ask. Well, the
Creek costs $500 less than the LFD and
has remote capability, which the LFD
lacks. The Creek is lively and communicative —it gets out of the way and lets
the music come through. But it lacks
the LFD's shimmering, illuminatedfrom-within sound quality: the subtlety,
the finesse. It's abit more raw, more
rough'n'ready — less suited for chamber
music and opera, more at home with
pop, rock, and country music.
The Musical Fidelity XA-1?
So many choices. And good ones,
too. After a long, long period of
drought, reasonably priced, reasonably
scaled hi-fi has not only become interesting again, it's become great!
Now up in price to $599 (I warned
you!), the XA-1 scores with exquisite
styling, stellar build quality even for the
new price, and smooth, rich harmonic
presentation. The LFD Mistral sounds
more open and airy, though — at least to
me. And it beats the XA-1 in terms of
bass extension and dynamic drive. The
LFD is a little more refined, slightly
more detailed.
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anyone who tells you otherwise is probably being economical with the truth.
Neither is intrinsically better than the
other. There's more circuit complication
with bipolars. We use avery simple sixtransistor MOSFET circuit. We wanted
to keep the design simple, and
MOSFETs lend themselves alittle better toward this.
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The new 0M-6 delivers perfect
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imaging through its uniquely

sound technology so radical it will
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revolutionize the way the world

famous Mirage PTlirm tweeters,

thinks about loudspeakers.

nary new' mid-range

Omnipolar® goes beyond bipolar

drivers and twin built-In 150 watt

to create a truly spherical 360

powered subwoofets. The result is

sound radiation pattern with

outstanding spaciousness, sonic

no

wrap-around distortion.

THE N EW SHAPE OF SOUND.

FOR AN EXPERT DEMONSTRATION OR
MORE INFORMATION ON OUR HOME
THEATER SYSTEMS, VISIT THE AUTI
M IRAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA.

accuracy and unparalleled realism.
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Michael

I

flew into Los Angeles aweek early
to be HI-FI '98's media mouth. I
•
hung at the hotel as much as possible, but there were radio stations and
record stores to visit. I'd decided not to
schlep records with me from back east,
instead relying on what Icould find in
the L.A. bins.
What luck! Rockaway was having
another half-price sale on used vinyl. I
got unplayed "steamboat"-label Reprise
pressings of the Kinks' Kink Kontrovetsy
and You Really Got Me, and aBritish
Apple original of the Beatles' 1962-66,
for 12 bucks apiece.
At Rhino Igot areal prize: asealed
copy of East Memphis Music—a not-forsale, ultra-limited-edition 5-LP boxed
set that Almo Music issued as asong
demo when it bought the publishing
rights to the Stax/Volt catalog. Sam and
Dave, Otis Redding, Carla Thomas,
Eddie Floyd, Booker T, etc. It even
includes the Talking Heads' version of
"Take Me to the River." Only blight: the
Blues Brothers' "Soul Man" instead of
the original. Not cute.
Ihit Record Surplus, Aaron's, and
Record Recycler on Hollywood Boulevard, where Ifound, among other gems,
an original 45rpm 12" of Robert
Wyatt's rendition of "Shipbuilding,"
which Elvis Costello and Clive Langer
wrote for him in 1982 —a sad, resigned
song about the Falkland Island war
Maggie Thatcher was fighting with
Argentina. The flip side includes the
strangest version of "'Round Midnight"
you've ever heard.
Great records; too bad analog was
almost ano-show at HI-FI '98, overshadowed by the new digital audio and
video formats —all 200 of them (or so it
seemed). Not that there weren't new
products to be seen and heard. Early on
at the Wavac tube amplifier/Kiichel
horn-speaker room, Iwas treated to
some of the best sound at the Show —
open, pure, and effortless analog via a
Basis/Graham combo fitted with a
Miyabi wooden-bodied cartridge
($3995) that uses alnico magnets and "6
nines" (99.9999%) pure copper. All but
the arm/table are imported by tmli
audio out of Dayton, Ohio. The stunning-looking and -sounding $12,430
Stereophile, September 1998

Wavac LCR-X1 phono section was new,
as were some tube amps and preamps
that I'm sure tubeman J-10 will cover in
his Show report. And if not, why not?
Back in the affordable realm,
Thorens introduced the sleek, black
295 Mk.2, a three-speed belt-drive
'table selling for $999, complete with
Czech-sourced arm. Add $100 for a

There's always one —ex-Stereophile staffer and
now PR lady Gretchen Grogan spruces up Mikeys
hair before rushing him off to another TV/radio/
dealer date on behalf of HI-Fl '98.

mahogany, walnut, or white plinth.
Thorens also showed anew $425 acrylic
retrofit platter replacement for owners
of metal ones who want a different
sound. The platter has an "RDS" damping insert across its top surface.
Hopefully the platter will be made
available on amoney-back trial basis so
Thorens owners can decide for themselves if it's worth the money.
As usual, the Musical Surroundings room was ahotbed of new analog
action. Bob Graham of Graham
Engineering finally debuted his
Nightingale ceramic annwand/custom
cartridge combo ($3700). The cartridge
is made to Graham's specifications by
Immutable Music, which manufacturers the Transfiguration line. The cartridge is bonded to the headshell, so
there are no screws or alignment hassles; more important, the arm wires are

Fremer

soldered directly to the generator pins,
eliminating those pesky clips. Whatever
you do, don't try that at home!
Speaking of which, rumor has it that
anew fad is sweeping, or should Isay
sucking, the audiophile landscape: cartridge vacuuming. You hold the nozzle
of afull-power home vacuum cleaner
up to the front of the cartridge body to
draw out the tiny vinyl shards that supposedly get caught in its innards. Try it
and tell me what you think ... but
bequeath me your record collection
first, okay? And good luck getting your
cartridge re-tipped under warranty
when you suck the cantilever out of the
body, or the vacuum sets off eddy currents that whip the cantilever suspension to pieces.
Musical Surroundings also imports
and distributes the Benz-Micro cartridge line, which includes the new Ruby
H high-output version of the Ruby 2.
The H uses avery strong hybrid neodymium/boron/iron magnet that can be
used only with non-ferrous-core cartridges like the Ruby. The Ruby H and
Ruby 2($3000 for either version) incorporate anew handmounted Dynascan
ultraprofile stylus, a solid-boron cantilever, and bodies of Bruyere wood. The
H outputs 800p.V (at 5cm/s) or 600p.V
(3.54cm/s), while the standard low-output 2 generates 33011V (5c-m/s) or
220p.V (3.54an/s). Older Rubys can be
upgraded to 2status for $800.
Perhaps encouraged by the quick sellout of its first run of Model 1400 turntables introduced at last winter's CES,
Basis Audio, also distributed by Musical
Surroundings, introduced the Debut
Mk.V ($8200) and Debut Vacuum Mk.V
($10,600). Both models feature the new
Marathon 18-lb platter and precision
bearing, which utilizes anew hardened,
polished-chromium thrust surface. The
bearing shaft is nonmagnetic nickelchromium steel ground to 0.0001" tolerances. The electrically conductive bearing uses a military-grade silver compound that lowers resistance and helps
drain static buildup. Drive is via the new,
specially selected, Swiss-made Decade
AC-synchronous motor. The vacuum
model features an improved mat profile
and vacuum seal, as well as ahigh-car45

The speaker only
Jim Thiel could create
Introducing the new THIEL CS7.2
lim Thiel's 12 "Speaker of the Year"
and 15 "Design and Engineering"
awards are just afew of the reasons
to own his new model CS7.2.
Audio Magazine's Anthony
Cordesman describes Jim Thiel as
"clearly the kind of speaker
designer who just never stops
improving his products. Each new
generation of Thiel speakers has
sounded more detailed, more
coherent, and more transparent ...
Each added refinement has been
another step toward making the
musical experience more rea
Hear Jim Thiel's new
masterpiece, the CS7.2, at y
nearest THIEL dealer. It's the ne
great loudspeaker from the man'
whose sonic passion has made him
alegend in audio.

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page brochure and the name of your nearest 1111EL dealer.
NIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com

Visit the THIEL Web Site at http://www.thielaudio.com

Analog
bon-steel pump enclosure designed to
capture stray magnetic fields. Watch for a
full review this winter.
In a somewhat more controversial
move, Basis designer A.J. Conti debuted
aprototype tonearm designed to sell for
"below $2250." (We're sure fellow
Musical Surroundings client Bob
Graham was thrilled by the news.) The
design is interesting: it combines aspects
of both the Immedia arm (fluid-filled
damping cup, pivot housing mounted to
'table for direct energy path, pivot
height at stylus tip for minimum warp/
wow) and the Simon Yorke arm (a
flange that rides on and around the
pivot post for added stability, its
adjustable depth setting the azimuth).
The design appears to be simple, elegant, and rugged, though what was
shown was hardly afinished product.
Sonic Frontiers had astatic display
of its new Phono 1 phono section
($1995). It features adjustable gain, convenient loading via DIP switches, and a
roll-your-own-value/brand
resistor
option via solderable posts. The circuit
uses aJFET MC gain stage and 6DJ8s
for MM gain and RIAA equalization.
The transformer is carefully shielded
from the main board, which is isolated

i

from outside vibrations via an elastomer
damping system.
I saw but did not hear Tim de
Paravicini's E.A.R. MC3 step-up
transformer ($995), which includes
three input impedances for use with
most brands of MC cartridges.
During an interview Iconducted for
an upcoming review of the Lyra

The Lydian Beta
incorporates some of the
technology used in the
more expensive cartridges
but saves money by
not having abody.
Parnassus DCt, Scan-Tech's Jonathan
Carr corrected something I'd written
recently about the Lyra Arion movingcoil step-up transformer. I'd said that the
cartridge would be "seeing" the 47k
MM input impedance — not necessarily
agood thing. Carr reminded me that

Corner

the cartridge transformer at the input of
the chain is, like atube amp's output
transformer, essentially an impedancematching device, and that a cartridge
connected to the Arion was really "seeing" an ideally low input impedance
bumped up to ahigh value at the output
to match the preamp's high input value.
Istand corrected. Why didn't one of
you catch me?
While Scan-Tech was not officially at
the Show, it announced areplacement
for the Lydian, the low end of the company's cartridge line. The new cartridge,
the Lydian Beta, incorporates some of
the technology used in the more expensive cartridges but saves money by not
having abody. It does, however, feature
alarge, clear-plastic stylus guard that fits
over the entire cartridge. Build quality
and fit'n'finish of the three units Isaw
looked superb.
Other turntables that saw action at
the Show included an Oracle with
Graham 2.0 arm and AudioQuest's
Fe5 cartridge in the digital-free
Optimal Enchantment room, which
also featured Audio Research electronics, Vandersteen 5 speakers, and
the very custom-modified ATR-100
two-track open-reel recorder, owned by

-

r"-- , ou can listen to
for the next

"Louie Louie" every day

ten years cendwe,earectidee
you'll break down lefure_we_da)
Ten-Year Limited Warranty
Parasound products have always had
a reputation for superior quality and
now our ten-year limited warranty on
parts and labor backs it up. See your
Parasound dealer or visit our website
for the details on awarranty that's sure
to stand the test of time—and taste.

PARASOUND
wolf.

Parasound Products Inc • www parasound com
950 Battery Street San Francisco CA 94111
415-397-7100 • In Canada. call 604-988-2966
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BEAUTIFUL, I
NTELLIGENT, AND AVAILABLE.
BEAUTIFUL, I
NTELLIGENT, AND AVAILABLE.
BEAUTIFUL, I
NTELLIGENT, AND AVAILABLE.

"Highest caliber audio & home theater components seek discerningfinancially secure
music and film lovers..." The VAC Visionary System is aself-supporting
open architecture system for the ultimate audio & video
experience. Call or write today to find out how this
extraordinary system can change
the way you look at home
entertainment
forever.

SVAC
807 BACON STREET, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27703, USA TEL. 919-596-1107 FAX 919-596-2037
WVWV.VAC-AMPS.COM

Modules pictured: CPA-2 Tube Preamplifier, CDP-1 Tube CD Player, PSC-1 Remote Power Sequencer, PAS-90 Stereo Amplifier,
Docking & Base attachments. Many other tube and solid state modules available and under development.
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Left: Alot of new vinyl was on sale at the Show, with Classic Records in the vanguard.
Right: The "Ask the Editors sessions generated some heated debate. Seen here wriggling in the hot seats are (from left to right): Michael Emmet Bob Reina,
Chip Stem, Paul Miller, Kal Rubinson, Lonnie Brownell, and Ken Kessler.

OceanWay Recording, that's used to
record most of the great AudioQuest
jazz and blues titles. Optimal had copies
of the master tapes too.
I also saw Pink Triangle's neatlooking Tarantella/Rega RB300 combo
($1495, imported by Pro Audio Ltd.)
fronting
Naim
electronics
and
Meadowlark speakers. The modestly
priced system sounded rich and convincing. Even more reasonably priced
yet still fine-sounding was agrouping I
encountered in the Denon room: a
DP47S automatic turntable ($650) fitted with aclassic Denon 103D cartridge
($250) into a$1000 Denon integrated
amplifier (apparently the hot ticket in
Japan right now) and driving apair of
budget-priced Mission 733i speakers.
This system really sounded great! Total
cost: about two grand.
Also present and in use: aVP! TNT
Mk.IV/JMW Memorial Arm in the
Joseph Audio room, which had some
of the sweetest, airiest midrange sound
at the Show; aVoyd turntable available
from AudioNote on special order; an
Imrnedia RPM 2 'table/RPM arm/
Parnassus DCt combo in the Nagra/
dCS room, and aMicroseilci 1500 fitted with an Audiocraft AC 3300
(which comes with one of six replaceable arm-wand options) in the AXISS
Distribution room.
On static display in one of the B&W
rooms was Rotel's RP-955: a nonRega-sourced, two-speed, belt-drive
turntable featuring aheavy metal chassis
and diecast platter for $599, including
pre-mounted Audio-Technica cartridge. We managed to get it on aFox
television segment that found its way
onto aNew York broadcast. A friend
saw the turntable on TV and said to herself, "Michael Fremer should see this."
Who should then appear on her screen,
talking up the virtues of analog? Right.
Stereophile, September 1998

Imay have missed a'table or two, but
believe nie, it was not ashining Show for
analog hardware. Or software either —
many of the usual stalwarts left their
vinyl home this time. Idoubt there were
many LP converts at this Show; it was
easy for the CD-only crowd to ignore
vinyl and see it as aheavily marginalized
format —which, of course, it is.
While some of the usual vinyl vendors were in the ballrooms (Acoustic
Sounds. Elusive Disc, Classic Records,
etc.), it was hardly the plastic happening
seen at previous Shows — and especially
compared to the absolute vinyl frenzy I
saw when Iwent to the hi-fi show in
Hamburg, Germany last year.
On Saturday, before hosting "Meet
the Designers (Analog)" seminar, Iwas
browsing the LP bins in one of the ballrooms when Ispotted Joe Regalbuto,
who played Frank Fontana on Murphy
Brown, eagerly thumbing through some
vinyl. So Iwalked over, slapped acopy
of The Tracking Angle into his hands, and
told him Iwas afan and that he might
like my music mag. He said that he was
afan, that he knew the magazine, and
had bought an Oracle turntable (with
Graham 2.0 and AudioQuest Fe5) partly because of my column in Stereophile. I
carefully squeezed my swelled head
through the ballroom door and headed
for the seminar room.
The seminar was only moderately
well attended compared to last year in
San Francisco, where we filled alarge
ballroom with an excited, attentive, and
somewhat contentious crowd. There
were even fewer people at the "Meet
the Editors" event that followed.
Everyone blamed the lackluster attendance on two things: the out-of-theway seminar room, and the excitement
and enthusiasm of the attendees, who
didn't want to miss any of the rooms —
especially the ones running demos of

high-density audio and HDTV. Who
could blame them?
Iran alow-key seminar — a literal
"Meet the Designers" affair in which
each crowd, at least, was as disappointed
with the poor analog showing at the
Show as Iwas.
Software spectacular!
At least there was good news in the newsoftware department. Classic Records
announced anew deal with Columbia
Records to celebrate that label's 50th
anniversary. There will be five or six
vinyl titles from the Columbia/Epic
vaults every other month for the next
year at least, beginning in late summer.
While specifics were not forthcoming,
I'm figuring Sinatra, Davis, Dylan,
Streisand, Santana, and other label luminaries will be among them. What
would Ilike to see and hear? Highway 61
Revisited, Blonde on Blonde, Blood on the
Tracks, Songs of Leonard Cohen, Moby
Grape (hey, Ican dream, can't I?), and
Miles Davis' two-LP set of Live at the
Bladehaivk. And maybe some Monk,
and... oh! Jeff Beck's Truth —but it'd
better sound as good as the killer original British pressing. And how about
The Clash's London Calling from the
original British master tape? And...
Classic also announced some new
Blue Note vinyl — Lou Donaldson's
Lou Takes Off (BST 1591), and a Phil
Woods and Gene Quill Epic reissue,
Woods Talks With Quill (BN 554). Also
announced: areissue of afabulous twoLP Porgy and Bess with Ray Charles and
Cleo Laine, originally on RCA
Dynaflex and which, even on that format, featured superb sound. Classic's
45rpm reissues continue with Festival
(RCA LSC-2423) with Reiner and the
CSO, and The Music of Gounod: Faust
(LSC-2449). They'll have you getting'
down (and up, and down...). Other
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A great musician brings the fire of
inspiration to the flawless execution of
fundamentals.
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The VK-D5 is fully balanced in both the digital and
analog domains. Even the current-to-voltage
converter employs adifferential Flying l-V circuit
using discrete Vishay resistors. Six plate-loaded triodes
in the analog stage deliver up to ten times the current
of typical buffered outputs.

A proprietary servo controls the Phillips transport. A
unique BAT-designed reconstruction filter preserves
signal purity. No buffers. No followers. No op-amps. No
hype. Just exacting engineering in the service of music.
Hear why the VK-D5 has been so eagerly awaited, and
why so many knowledgeable listeners have placed
advance orders. Visit your BAT audio specialist today.
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26 Beethoven Drive
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Techno
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800.255.4228 13' 302.999.8818 fax

Wilmington DE 19807 302.999.8855 Tr info@ balanced.com
Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com

Classic vinyl includes Chris Whitley's
superb-sounding Dirt Floor, recorded by
Craig Street with asingle-point stereo
ribbon mike at 45rpm (on asingle 12"
disc), and aJitni Hendrix mono-mix,
all-analog singles boxed set that threatens to be awesome!
Classic is also going 24/96, with four
new DAD titles now and a whole
bunch coming soon, including the spectacular Glory soundtrack, some John
Lee Hooker titles from Virgin, and the
cream of the Blue Note, United Artists
Jazz, and Roulette labels.
But back to the new vinyl: GrooveNote Records (from Ying Tan of Alto
Analogue, formerly of Classic Records)
issued an original recording called Here's
to Ben—a tribute to sax great Ben
Webster. It's jazz songstress Jacintha,
backed by aquartet and recorded allanalog at OceanWay, and available on
180gm vinyl and gold CD. The set was
heard all over HI-FI '98, and turned lots
of audiophile heads in rooms Ivisited.
(The title is distributed exclusively by
Elusive Disc.)
Analogue Productions' Chad Kassem
has been busy: he's issued two new blues
LPs (also on CD), one by veteran Hubert
Sumlin (I Know You), and asecond tide
from electric guitar monster Jimmie D.
Lane (Legacy). Both were recorded live to
two-track analog at the famed Chicago
Recording Company, and produced by Joe
Harley and engineered by Michael C. Ross.
Kassem's also got his new recording studio,
aconverted church, up and running, from
what Iheard at the Show, the natural
acoustic sounds fabulous. Tides recorded at
this venue are coming soon on LP and CD.
Best sound?
Best sound at the Show? There were a
few standouts for me: one was the Alón
by Acarian Systems Circe/Cary
Audio 1610/Metronome CD player
room. The combo sounded absolutely
spectacular, with awesome bass authority
and dynamics, superb transparency, and
ultra-natural imaging. Icould have stayed
all morning and Idid, playing disc after
disc. Cary's amps are brand-new 100W
peak-envelope-power single-ended triode designs using huge Western Electric
308 tubes, which are now back in production. Gorgeous sound and cosmetics
for $37,500/pair. Sorry.
At the lower middle of the price
scale, Ithought Sonic Frontiers' Anthem system, featuring the Integrated 1
integrated amp ($1699), Anthem CD
player ($1699), and Aerial 7B loudspeakers ($3800/pair), offered superb
sound and build quality at amoderate
Stereophile, September 1998

Left: Look closely, you can see ablue "96" on the Muse processor's display. The 96/24 demo staged by
Chesky, Classic Records, Conrad-Johnson, Muse, Resolution Audio, and Theta, using Thiel speakers, was a
sonic highlight and apointer to the future.
Right: "Gorgeous sound and cosmetics for S37,500/pair," wrote MF of Cary's new double-decker 1610 amplifier.

price. And the Denon integrated amp
with Mission 733i speakers offered
some of the best sound on abudget...
as did Roy Hall's Creek/Epos room.
(What else is new?)
Most spectacular sound was in the
Martin-Logari/VTL/Wadia room, where
the Martin-Logan Statements, three

pairs of VTL Wotans, and Wadia's CD
separates filled aBIG room with super
dynamic sound. Igive the room an award
for worst demo music, though: agiant,
totally unrealistic image of a drumkit
looming Godzilla-like between the
speakers. Ithink the M-L/VTL/Wadia
folks spent big bucks on abig room with
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Fine audio instruments

Analog
an A-1 location, did afine setup sonically
and aesthetically, and wasted it all by playMg uninspired, unfién music. They ended
with adepressing (though fine-sounding)
choral work dealing with the AIDS epidemic. Hello?Send 'em out smiling, Isay!
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Unexpected conversion/
final comments
Most interesting encounter: Iwatched
Max Townshend of Townshend Audio
demo his Seismic Sink stand in the Bow
Technologies room. He played some
music, then pumped up his stand and
played it again. The difference in the
bass was not subdè,ibut as Iwas #yalking
out Iheard two guys talking and laughing: "I've heard of blow-up dolls, but
blow-up equipment stands? That was a
joke. Iheard no difference." Sad.
Ispent about an hour with Linn's
Brian Morris in the Linn room, where,
unexpectedly, Ibecame a"Linnie." The
new Linn Sondek CD12 CD player
($20,000) was ashocker! As was Linn's
entire two-channel system. Iplayed CD
after CD, LP after LP, and did not want
to leave, so dynamic, rhythmically lithe,
and utterly convincing was the sound. I
believe! Ibelieve!
Best picture had to go to Joe ICane's

-.11111.h

Mike's vote for best picture in LA—the 720p
HDTV picture in the Revel room, seen here with
Imaging Science Foundation setup guru Joe Kane.

HDTV picture in the Revel room,
where they showed HDTV footage
shot by ABC-TV You could literally
count the hairs in Peter Jennings' nose.
The shots of Pimlico and the Indy 500
were stunning. See it and you'll want it!
DSD vs 24-bit/961cHz? I've heard the
technical arguments on both sides, and
I'm not here to take sides — certainly
not on that basis. Both formats sound
impressive in the casual demos I've

heard, much better than CDs on good
source material, but the DSD demo
Sony ran at the Show absolutely blew
my mind. Some of Tom Jung's DMP
recordings sounded awful, though.
Why Sony teamed up with him Idon't
know. Jung uses the latest and greatest
technology to record blah music in an
absurd way, in my opinion at least.
Sony played aJung recording in
which the drurnkit was 20' wide and
splayed across the soundstage, the piano
player's left hand was hard left, his right
hand hard right — asome mess that didn't compute into any sort of picture. But
they also played asimply miked chorus
that Jung had recorded, and someone
else's five-mike live recording of a
Tchaikovsky symphony. Both were
insanely good. The Tchaikovsky, in particular, was like being strapped into a
flight simulator: The floors and walls
fell away, leaving me in the concert hall
with arendering of the orchestra that
resembled the best analog, tonally, texturally, and spatially — only better. The
source was ahard disk, not astamped
polycarbonate one, so all bets are off for
now... but if we can get what Iheard in
that room commercially, the future will
sound great! Like analog.
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... so easy on the ears that you can listen deep into the night without the
slightest fatigue .. .listening to music becomes subtly but surely elevating,
elating in the quiet sort of way that nourishes and strengthens the spirit.
And that is what music was meant to do."
-Harry Pearson, Fi Magazine, February 1998

Il_know of no better preamplifier, so if you want the very best, start saving
now. They won't be around forever ..."
-Alan Sircom, Hi-Fi Choice, October 1997

The ART constitutes anew reference for what is possible from audio replay,
and delivers asound quality that others merely hint at."
-Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News, June 1997

...the ART belongs in that very small class of products without peer. .."
-Wes Phillips, Stereophile, May 1998

.the ART preamp made it all so intimate. Every nuance is there,
to touch and be touched."
-Tom Millier, The Audio Adventure, June 1996

... one of akind. The ART establishes new standards for
reproduction of instrumental tonality, dynamics, liveliness, and
even soundstaging ..."
-Myles Astor, Ultimate Audio, December 1997

preciation

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
For more information, write, phone or fax: 2733 Merrilee Drive•Fairfax, VA 22031•Phone: 703-698-8581•Fax: 703-560-5360
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owhere did we leave off? Ithink
you were wandering around the
listening room clapping your
hands. You were, Ihope, listening to the
slap echo and noting how it changed as
you meandered about. That's probably
just when someone near and dear
bumped suddenly into the room and
gave you that peculiar look we audiophiles know so well. Try to explain
what you're doing.
When that fails and you're once again
alone, play some strong, bass-heavy
material and get thee hence deep into
the corners behind the speakers.
That's right, stick that head of
yours right into the corner. Notice
how strongly the bass loads up
there, how exaggerated and out of
control it sounds.
Now back up maybe halfway
between the rear wall and the
speakers and take agood look at
that back wall. Start smacking the
flesh again. Think of the air in the
room as water, and "watch" as the
sound waves are excited by the
dropped pebbles of your handclaps. Continuing to clap, move
back to the two speaker positions
and step between them. Still
pounding the flesh, back up to the
listening position. If this excessive
whackage disturbs you, The XLO/
Reference Recordings Test & Burn-in
CD actually provides a "Clap
Track" that you can set on repeat.
(Your line: "What claptrap!"
Thank you.)
The sound reflects off of the side and
back walls, the in-phase and out-ofphase interference creating sound-pressure peaks and nulls. At the ceiling/wall
juncture behind the speakers aruckus of
sound travels along toward the rear corners, then slaps out to meet again in the
middle. Don't forget the sound reflected
from ceiling and floor.
What to do? Acoustic damping, me
bucko. Absorb or diffract the reflection
points to kill their effect at the listening
position. Here's how to do it. Have a
friend (or, better yet, your Significant
Other) hold aflat mirror up against
both side walls around tweeter height.
Sit in the listening position and ask your
Stereophile, September 1998

friend/SO to move the mirror about
until you see the tweeter of the near
speaker reflected there. Mark that position and, for better results, ask your
assistant to move back until you can see
the tweeter of the other speaker in the
mirror. Mark that point, then consider
checking the ceiling in front of the
speakers the same way.
Unless you have sufficiently high
ceilings, as we do in our loft, tacking
acoustic tiles or foam to all these points
can be of great help. You'll be amazed at
how minimizing these first and second

reflections cleans up and liberates the
sound at the listening position. Then
you can hear the dramatic results of
moving the speakers back and forth,
closer and farther apart, even from quite
small-scale movements. It's the same
with the listening chair. Futz and ye
shall find.
Another method of voicing the listening room was told to me by equipment reports editor Wes Phillips. His email: "I forget where Ifirst heard this
one, but it was at least 10 years ago:
Since resonant modes are nondirectional (le, they exist at both listening and
speaker positions), you can put asingle
speaker in your listening spot and walk

Scull

around the room marking where the
sound changes significantly. This gives
you a grid of bass-rich and bass-shy
areas, and shows you the ranges of
boundary effects and such. It's surprisingly effective at giving general placement info." Ihaven't tried it yet with the
big JMlab Utopias, but it sounds like a
great idea.
Let's say you're not lucky/rich/silly
enough to have your own perfectly rectangular listening room. But let's further
conjecture that you do have a welldefined listening area. Try to work with
the room's strengths while minimizing its weaknesses. Short-wall
placement—aiming the speakers
down the long wall — is commonly accepted as best. But if
you've got the room, pulling the
speakers well out from the long
wall and listening in the nearfield
might work for you. In all cases,
no matter the shape of the room,
try to get the speakers away from
the back wall and rear corners.
Bringing them well out into the
room and listening in the relative
nearfield will minimize the
effects of the room on the sound.
It's not for everyone, but try it
sometime when you're tuning the
system and everyone else is out
enjoying themselves.
Here's atrick from Jeff Joseph
of Joseph Audio. If your room is
square (like many hotel rooms at
hi-fi shows) and its numbers aren't
good for avoiding frequency peaks
and nulls, rotate the system by 90 degrees
and run the speakers diagonally into the
room! If doing this excites the room less
harmfully, you're in business. Our own
Thomas J. Norton has done this on more
than one occasion.
Another tip from Jeff Joseph: If
damping an acoustic hot spot on the left
side wall requires you to place absorbent
material at acertain height, position the
opposite wall's absorbent material afew
inches off of exact symmetry for amore
broadband overall effect. As always, use
your ears and trust your senses. (While
you're at it, give yourself apat on the
back — the pursuit of beauty, meaning,
and emotion in music through high-end
55

You Should
Live So Well

Bring the magic of movies into your own home with a
home theater. Home theater is really about the quality of
your life, and your leisure time. A personal home theater
lets you select what you want to see and when you want to see it
... in the safety of your own home. With picture quality that rivals film, Vidikron
video projectors deliver aviewing experience clearly superior to public theaters. The
proof is waiting for your preview. Call us at 1-800-VIDIKRON.
\
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THE M AGIC O F M OVIES AT HOME...
For Your Nearest Vidikron Showroom Call 1-888-VIDIKRON
For More Information Call (201) 938-0099 or 1-800-VIDIKRON
1Evertrust Plaza, Jersey City, NJ 07302 •www.vidikron.com

audio is a noble one. You could do
worse and grow your mind alot less.)
You'll also need to nudge the speakers aspooge for more toe-in or toe-out.
Look for asoundstage that locks in with
good focus but without cardboardcutout disease, and atreble range that
sounds open, fast, and detailed, but not
bright or edgy. Somewhere in there, the
sense of bass articulation and detail
emerges from the pressure zones that
you've managed to calm. The correct
amount of toe-in should yield asoundstage that's wide but maintains good
palpability of image in the middle. The
exact formula depends on your room
and the dispersion characteristics of the
speakers. Don't be afraid to experiment.

'What Price
Best Sound ?"
The FliFi '97 votes are in,
and for the 3rd year in arow,
JosephAudio speakers
are once again on the
"Best Sound At Show" list.
Only this time,

Remember that one

our new $2299 RMnsi

change in speaker place-

made the top ten.

ment affects another—

Yet, it only costs

much as in setting VTA.

about one tenth
the average price of

While Iwouldn't ask you to obsess, do
remember that one change in speaker
placement affects another —much as in
setting VTA. After you get the toe-in just
right, you may want to move your speakers back or forth ahair to optimize their
placement Then, after all the pushing and
shoving is over, would be the right time
to install spikes under the speakers. (Even
if you use brass spike cups or spare
change to save your floor, spikes should
not be considered optional.)
Another cheap trick — one Ilearned
from the Shun Mook monks —is stuffing cardboard boxes with varying
amounts of newspaper and stacking
them in the corners behind the speakers. (Your long-suffering mate can even
cover them in some nice material.) If
you like what you hear, tuning products
such as ASC's Tube and Studio Traps
suggest themselves, as do many other
room-tuning devices. But trying the
homemade newspaper-stuffed boxes
allows you to check the effect in your
listening room with only modest sweat
equity. If you like what you hear and
live in aclean, dry climate, you might
consider leaving them in place. Here in
New York, the boxes pick up considerable humidity in the summer. And if
you live in the country, don't make too
inviting ahome for varmints.
Remember, use your head, tweak
safely, and always wear goggles when
tripping the light fantastic.
Stereophile, September 1998

the other top ten winners!

Our neulloorstanding RA122si.
The first $2299 speaker to ever
crack the top ten "Best Sound" list!
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Quite frankly, we'll be the first to admit that aMcIntosh audio system is not for everyone. Some
people are so accustomed to compromise they'll actually choose mediocrity. But then there are
those who appreciate the difference in violins, the way agold-nib fountain pen glides on paper,
or the distinct sound of atwelve cylinder engine. For those willing to sacrifice nothing, no level
of excellence is too lofty. For nearly 50 years, we have made McIntosh Audio equipment for them.
Call 1-888-979-7009 or visit our website at www.mcintoshlabs.com

Undercurrents
George
41/ 1111 ANTED: Linn Axis turntable or similar, 5551234."
I'd poured my first cup of morning
coffee and opened the paper to the
classifieds. Though my eyes were hardly open, the word "Linn" set my groggy
neurons a-sparkin'.
Here's my chance! I'll pick up an affordable
used LP12 and spend the next few weeks
comparing it to my aging VPI ET 'table.
Maybe I'll upgrade it and become adevoted
Linnie. Yes, it's timefor achange!
The reverie dissolved with
my first sip of coffee. Oh, it's
an Axis. The Axis is the discontinued little brother of
the LPI2. Ialready had one.
Wait a minute—this is a
want ad!
Hmmm. Ithought of my
poor Axis, on loan for over a
year to my friend Cameron
and now sitting atop his equipment rack, its dustcover sagging under the weight of—
what else? — stacks and
stacks of CDs.
Why not? Ithought. Sell it.
Give it anew lease on !fe
Ifinished my coffee and
called the number. A machine picked up.
"Hello, you've reached..."
An older woman's voice —
someone's grandmother, for
sure. She sounded just like
Gilda Radner's Emily Litella
character from the original Saturday
Night Live. ("Now what's all this about
the presidential erection?" Was Gilda
clairvoyant?) Last time Ichecked, highend audio was still a"guy thing." Had I
dialed the wrong number? Evidently
not: "If you've called about the ad in the
paper," the message continued, "please
call 555-5678."
Okay. Idialed again and got another
answering machine, this time amiddleaged man's.
"You've reached the office of Dr.
Robert Barnes. I'm not available right
now, but..." The usual drill. Iwent on
record:
"My name is George Reisch and Ihave
aLinn Axis that ru sell for about 70% of
Stereophile, September 1998

Reisch

the Blue Book value, whatever that may
be, blah blah blah. Call me back."
Ihung up, thinking feez— if this guy's
amedical doctor, why doesn't he go
the way
and buy a
LP12? Why bother with the
classifieds? And why is he using his mother's
phone number?
An hour later, the phone rang. It was
Emily, who, it turned out, had caller ID.
"Hello? Is this George Reisch? You
called my number while Iwas at the
hut you didn't leave amessage."

grandmother was wondering why I'd
called her, and what greeting may or
may not be on her answering machine.
Somewhere in Chicago, in a bright
operating room, Dr. Barnes —about to
gingerly remove abrain tumor — is distracted by an assistant who figures that a
"Linn Axis" must be some hi-tech surgical device. "Dr. Barnes, Dr. Reisch
called — the Linaccess is now at 70% in
the blue room!" Who? What? OOPS!
Igave up. "I'm sorry," Iapologized. "I
must have dialed the wrong
number—"
"Do you have an Axis for
sale?" Wow. It really was her
ad. "What kind of arm does
it have?" she continued.
"Um ... let's see ... the
Linn Basik, Ithink."
"Is it in good condition?
And how old is it?"
Igave her all the information Icould and hung up in
amazement. Ihad just met a
true-blue female audiophile —
and she was probably 75!
Judging from the letters to
the editor in my stack of old
Stereophilts, there are roughly
two points of view in the
ongoing debate about women
in audio:
I) Yes, high-quality audio
is mostly a"guy thing," and
that's the way it will be. Guys
like gadgets, wires, and technical stuff. Gals don't.
2) Yes, it's a"guy thing," but that's
Her voice was kind, but Istill flashed
bad for the industry. We need all the
back to Mrs. Barry's not-so-kind sixthhelp we can get to promote highgrade classroom: "George Reisch, you
turned in your writing exercise early but quality audio. Besides, as the Grateful
Dead put it, women are smarter. There
you still can't script acapital Fcorrectly.
should be lots of them in the clubhouse.
Now do it again."
Ilean toward the second view, but I
"Well," Iapologized, "I didn't leave a
don't like the "guy thing" terminology.
message because I called the other
number on your answering machine's That makes it seem as if the issue is biological. It's not. It's about the cultural
message —"
"What other number?" She sounded a definitions of gender and the various
behaviors and sensibilities that make up
little alarmed.
each of our individual personalities.
Huh? Doesn't she know what's recorded on
More important, it's about the gender
her annvering machine? Did Idial the number incorrectly after all? Did the newspaper traits that others expect to see in us.
misprint it? Is her caller ID working right? I Families, schools, and the economic
powers that be mold us very effectively.
could see agathering avalanche of confusion, all caused by me: Somebody's Just try to find alistening-room accessory
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Undercurrents
pack for your daughter's Barbie doll.
From this angle, the women-inaudio debate is much like debates about
women in science. You don't have to be
afeminist to admit that the institution
of science is saturated with gendered
concepts and phrases. Nature, after all,
is "Mother Nature." When Francis
Bacon and Robert Boyle promoted the
advancement of science back in 17thcentury England, they spoke of nature
as if they were co-captains of the football team, and as if nature were the
queen of the prom. Here's Boyle:
"There are two very distinct ends
that men may propound to themselves
in studying [science]. For some men
care only to know nature, others desire
to command her... to bring nature to
be serviceable to their particular ends,
whether of health, or riches, or sensual delight."
Bacon rose to power as an attorney
who specialized in witch trials. His
methods in the courtroom, at least in
word, were somewhat medieval. So
were his views about how nature is best
studied or — better —interrogated:
"For like as a man's disposition is
never well known or proved till he be
crossed ... so nature exhibits herself
more clearly under the trials and vexations of art [je; instruments and devices]
than when left to herself"'
According to Bacon and Boyle, science is indeed a"guy thing." And it's
been so for along time —until 20 or 30
years ago, scientists routinely referred to
themselves as "men."
What if science were a"gal thing"?
The main questions of feminist epistemology (as it is called) ask if there are
less macho, less confrontational ways to
think about nature. Do men and
women tend to structure and analyze
scientific problems in different ways?
What would science be like today had
18th- and 19th-century women been
encouraged to pursue it?
If there are masculine and feminine
ways to study nature, then perhaps
there are masculine and feminine ways
to listen to music and audio equipment. Visual perceptions are shaped by
one's training and mental habits, as
Thomas Kuhn argued in his The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(University of Chicago Press, 1970).
Maybe one's perceptions of sound and
music are similarly shaped by one's
personality and gender. I've never
1A classic introduction to the feminist history of science is Carolyn Merchant's The Death ofNature (Harper
& Row, 1980). These quotes are from pp.189 and 169.
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been female, so Ican only guess.
But Idoubt that the women-in-audio
debate has much to do with how different people perceive sound. Ithink the
issue is simpler. Almost everyone loves a
good musical performance, but most
women, Isuspect, are just not as willing
as men to be fooled by the illusion of a
live performance that an elaborate,
high-quality system can create. They
understand the game being played, but
don't find it all that interesting — at least
not interesting enough to turn aliving
room into adedicated listening room.
Whatever is going on, gender is social,
not biological. As aresult, there is bound
to be as much diversity among musiclovers of all genders as there is among
art-lovers, news junkies, or sports fans.
Running into a70-ish woman suffering
from Audiophilia nervosa shouldn't really
have surprised me.
As for Emily, the pieces of the puzzle
soon fell into place. The doctor is
indeed her son, he's an audiophile, and
he does have an LP12. He su 14
1ested that
she replace her ailing Dual turntable
with asimple, high-quality 'table like
the Axis. Since it's no longer in production, the classifieds were the way to go.
(And the mystery phone number?
Emily had forgotten that, some months
before, she'd referred callers to her son's
number regarding adifferent ad.)
But Emily was not merely acting on
advice. She was anatural audiophile.
Emily, her son, and Imet at Cameron's apartment to see the turntable. I
expected that she'd be most interested at
this point in its cosmetics and design,
but no. She was concerned with the
arm —"Is it aBasik or aBasik Plus?" —
and with the cartridge, acheap Grado
that I'd installed to replace its old K9.
"Why isn't the K9 on it? Isn't it any
good? Why did you switch them?"
Iexplained how cantilever suspensions harden with age, and that the
Grados are agreat value, but she cut to
the chase:
"How bright does it sound?"
"You tell me."
She brought along an early-1950s LP
of Harry Breuer and his Magic
Marimba Orchestra (or something like
that). It was mono and in mint condition. Ipositioned Cameron's listening
chair for her (a vintage Mies van der
Rohe armchair —slouching ist verboten!),
cued up the LP, and the audition began.
As the hollow, watery sound of
marimbas flowed into the room, she sat
facing the speakers, clutching her purse
as if riding the subway. She wore avinyl
raincoat, white canvas sneakers (the

same kind worn by another famous
audiophile), and vintage cat's-eye glasses
studded with rhinestones.
"Can you turn it up abit?"
"Sure," Ireplied. It was loud and
sounded great.
"A little bit more?"
Iwas certain that my Axis and Iwere
sharing our last moments together. But
after acouple of tracks, Emily had more
questions. She gestured at Cameron's
speakers and integrated amp.
"But at my house I've got different
speakers and different ... all this stuff. So
you can't really be sure how it will
sound at my house, can you?"
The doctor and Inodded in agreement, humbled by a 70-ish marimba
headbanger who had just plucked out of
thin air one of the main maxims of audiophile wisdom. Emily was aquick study,
but she still had some thinking to do.
"Do you have the box and instructions for it?"
Ididn't. She wasn't thrilled about that.
"I'll call you back."
In the meantime, Ibrought the
turntable to my place. If Ididn't hear
back from Emily, Ifigured, I'd put an ad
in the paper myself.
Mistake! She called three days later,
and once again Iflashed back to elementary school.
"You mean you moved it?! But you
didn't have abox for it! Ihope you were
careful."
Clearly, the bug had bitten. She
wanted that turntable. As for the scolding Ireceived, Istood my ground.
"Of course Iwas careful with it, Emily.
But I'll move it whenever Iwant to —
it's my turntable."
"Yeah, well, only for afew more hours."
That evening, she and her son arrived
to pick up the turntable. Emily soon
spied my VP! ET rig.
"Oh my. So this must be your
turntable. It looks very fancy — Iguess
your junk is my treasure."
"I wouldn't call it junk.' Your Axis is
agreat 'table, and I'm sure Harry Breuer
wouldn't call it junk,' either."
As Iclosed the door behind them, I
wondered: Would Emily go home,
place the Axis on an antique chest, and
surround it with Hummel figurines?
Does she have audiophile-approved
speaker cables thick as afirehose, stenciled with flowers and pastoral scenes?
Are there doilies atop her speakers?
No matter. The thrill she gets from
cranking up Harry Breuer and his
Magic Marimbas is no doubt familiar to
any middle-aged male audiophile with a
copy of Kodo or Kind ofBlue.
ga
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T JUKSTOALL
HI-FI '98

THE HOME THEATER &
SPECIALTY AUDIO SHOW
SINCERELY THANKS ALL THE INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES WHO
MADE HI-FI '98 SUCH ASUCCESS.
The Academy Advancing High
Performance Audio and Video
deserves an enthusiastic round of
applause for the planning and
preparation that went into ensuring
the success of Academy Trade Days,
the third installment of the Music
and Film Seminar Series, and the
Academy Ambassador program.
Thank you for your hard work!
HI-Fl '98 also gives sincere thanks
to the 219 exhibitors, representing
more than 353 brands, who presented
their best for the 10,351 consumer,
trade, and press attendees. The demonstrations were innovative and impressive. The excitement was unmistakable.
We couldn't have done it without you!
Thanks, too, to everyone who voted
for Best Sound at the Show!
Congratulations to Donald Chang, who
won the $500 Grand Prize!
Special thanks go to AudioQuest
and NHT, who to-sponsored the spectacular Saturday night concert featuring
Terry Evans, and thanks to JVC
Music/XRCD for sponsoring The Bill
Holman Band on Friday night.
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HI Fll '99 will be in Chicago at the legendary

For details on reserving exhibit space for HI-FI '99, contact

Palmer House Hilton, May 11 -1t, and we hope
you'll be there too! Watch for more information
about HI-Fl '99 in upcoming issues of Stereophile.

KEN NELSON, Nelson and Associates, Inc.
62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, New York 10705.
Phone: (914) 476-3157. Fax: (914) 969-2746.

StereophArrepid writing team
reports from H1-F1 '98, held June 10-14
at the Westin Los Angeles Airport Hotel

Wes Phillips

tems were in ahuge room on the second floor—and they
as HI-FI '98, the Home Theater & Specialty
needed it to show off the humongous system they'd set up:
Audio Show, the best HI-FI Show ever? Ivote an
Martin-Logan Statements ($70,000/pair) powered by an
enthusiastic Yes! Everything seemed to work like
entire wall o' VTL Wotans ($27,500/pair) —it reminded
acharm—from the little (but oh so vital) stuff like the air
me of Cream's "Farewell" tour, where you couldn't see the
conditioning and elevators, through the general high quality
back of the stage for all the Marshall stacks — using the
of the room sound, to the informaWadia 270/271 ($795048950) as a
tive and groundbreaking seminars
source. Seating position was crucial
and press conferences. This was a
— sit to either side of dead center
HI-FI Show that deserved its alland you heard one channel precaps status.
dominate. Iselfishly grabbed one
Where else could you see demos
of the prime positions and was
of HDTV, audition the Sony/Philips
stunned by both the power and the
SACD, experience dCS upsampling
delicacy of the system. Maybe it
(to 96kHz and 192kHz) teduiology,
was the Z-Systems rdp-1 comand listen to awhole flock of highpensating for room anomalies, but
end 24-bit/96kHz D/A converters
I've never heard more natural
playing the ultra-hi-rez music-only
sound in such acavernous demo
DVDs from Chesky and Classic?
site. Of course, turning the back of
Or hear Meridian's Bob Stuart
the room into one whompin' big
describe his new Meridian Lossless
WP's best sound at HI-FI 98? Stereophile recording artist
bass trap couldn't have hurt. (I
Robert Silverman performing Beethoven.
Packing (MLP) data-compression
peeked behind the curtains at the
system, which Dolby will be licensrear of the hall and was confronted
ing? Or hear the wall of sound that only an 18-piece big band
by mucho de fiberglass batting. Chance, as they say, tends to
can create? Or the gut-wrenching R&B of agenuine living
favor the prepared.)
legend —Terry Evans? HI-FI '98 is going to be one hard act
Ialso loved Music Hall's modest little system: Creek
to top.
CD-43 CD player ($995) and 4330 integrated amp ($495),
Ispent five days in the Westin Los Angeles Hotel and still
and Epos ES12 speakers ($1095/pair). The whole shootin'
didn't get to see or hear everything Iwanted to, but the
match sells for well under $3000, but it had taut, focused
Stereophile crew split the duties and spread out, looking for
bass and alovely lucidity that many more ambitious systems
everything you'd want to know about. Before they report in,
lacked.
however, I'd like to mention afew personal highlights.
Another modestly priced system that was making incredMartin-Logan/VTL/Wadia/Transparent Cable/Z-Sysibly refined music was built around the YBA-designed,

W
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Taiwan-built Audio Refinement gear. The system consisted of the Complete integrated amp ($995) and Complete
CD player ($895), with JMlab's $1400/pair Daline 3.1 corn-

Was HI-Fl '98 the best HI-Fl Show ever?
Ivote an enthusiastic Yes!
—Wes Phillips
pleting (so to speak) the package. This system kept me glued
to my seat —as did the top-o'-the-line YBA/JMIab Utopia
system next door, which
sounded quite seductive, if a
little large for the room. One
industry insider called the
Audio Refinement gear "dangerous," claiming that it's good
enough to make selling more
expensive products much
more difficult.
But the best sound of the
Show had to be Robert
Silverman's reading of two
Beethoven sonatas at the final
Winner of radio station
KKGO's HI-Fl '98 competition
concert (free for Showgoers).
was Amy Dave, seen here with
This was some of the best
Stereophile's Wes Phillips. Amy
Beethoven I've ever heard:
got to go on a$3000 shopping
spree at the Show.
sensitive, dynamic, and richer
than fois gras slathered in truffle oil. Silverman, in my opinion, is criminally underappredated. In aweek where Iheard some of the best that the
High End has to offer, nothing carne close to the clarity and
Stereophile, September 1998

Giving the keynote speech at
the opening press reception,
Gary Shapiro, president of
CEMA, asked the high-end
industry to embrace the future.

IN

delicacy of the opening bars of the
"Moonlight" sonata, in which the
overtones, not the opening motif
itself, carry the melodic line. Those
overtones hovered above the audience like the scent of heaven itself,
while we — weary but not yet
sated — inhaled them directly into
our souls. We then stumbled out
of the auditorium as if awakening
from adream... and came home to
tell you all about it.

Lonnie Brownell & Richard J. Rosen
e're easy. We just want to find good sound and
agood time. Fortunately, we found both at HIFI '98.
It's always been our contention that the best-sounding
rooms are the ones that play real music. A prime example
would be the two Linn rooms. In their video room, alivemusic sampler DVD was playing that featured one of our
personal heroes, Richard Thompson, in astirring performance of "Tear Stained Letter." Linn's music room featured a fairly modest system fronted by the new
$20,000 Sondek CD12 player, which need not
be modest at all, judging from the impressively captivating sound. DCC's reissue of
Deep Purple's Made in

Linn's Sondek CD12 —the ultimate CD player?—has touch controls
embedded in the front of the drawer.

Japan rocked the house — Ian Gillan's piercing wail brought
headbanging smiles all around.
More heavy metal was offered up by Sonicweld. They're
new speaker guys on the block with the Timpanogos,
whose cabinets and supports are hewn from solid slabs of
aircraft aluminum (the drivers are metal too). We imagined
they'd sound cold and ring like abell. Wow, were we wrong.
The sound was the way we like it: deep, tight, and groovin'.

We're easy. We just want to find
good sound and agood time.
—Lonnie Brownell & Richard J. Rosen
The Cary/Alón room was atreat for all the senses. Cary
Audio Design's new CAD-1610-SE amps, with towering
30813 tubes rising from the lower chassis through the upper
chassis, were asight to behold, looking like aprop from
Brazil. Feeling bold, we played "Nitro Express," featuring
Don Walser and Junior Brown,' apiece with a deeply
twangy trucker flavor. Cary's Dennis Had picked up the
gauntlet, playing the equally countrified Tractors. We countered with Southern Culture on the Skids, to which he
replied with agrin, "Here's one by akid from Tennessee." It
was "Fever," from DCC's Elvis is Back. Tinst-hé. The sound
throughout was big, dynamic, and musical through the new
Circe speakers from Alón by Acarian Systems. That
episode proved that high-end audio can be fun, and that single-ended tube amps can deliver 100W of punch. Who says
you can't have it all?
The Price/Performance Ratio Award had to go to
Anthony Gallo Acoustics. The softball-sized Nucleus
Micro satellites with companion volleyball-sized subwoofer
produced afar bigger and better sound than either their
diminutive dimensions or $699 price tag would suggest.
Besides, they're so irresistible, everyone who saw/ heard 'em
wanted aset.
As usual, some of the most musical fun came via the
Rick'ntonnie hotel-room system. This time we were fully
vinyl-capable, with the help of Music Hall's MMF-2
turntable. For 300 bucks including cartridge, everyone you
know can rediscover the joys of LPs. With the JoLida
SJ502A integrated amp, Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box
1From Rig Rode Deluxe (Upstart CI) 25), acollection of modern all-star duets
inns' truck-di-Win' songs.
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Sonicweld's Timpanogo all-metal loudspeaker, seen
here with Josh Heiner.

phono stage, EAD CD player, and Joseph Audio RIV1-7si
speakers, both analog and digital discs came across startlingly well.
We'd hoped to hook up with some of the folks we followed around HI-FI '97 (see Stereophi/e, October 1997, p.70),
and managed to see John and Anne Schneider and Ray and
Pat Tarp. The last time we saw the Tarps was at the Terry
Evans concert on Saturday night. Before the Show, aFender
Stratocaster —autographed on the front by Terry and by
singer Doug MacLeod, on the back by AudioQueses Joe
Harley and Bill Low — was raffled off. Guess who won?
Our pal Ray Tarp, of course! What alucky so'n'so.
As there are two of us, we reserve the right to cast two
votes for Best Sound of Show. Good thing, too, 'cause there
were contenders from either end of the price spectrum:
The Cary/Alón and the Anthony Gallo Acoustics rooms
both offered knockout designs that delivered the sonic
goods in spades.

II

Kalman Rubinson
tthe big news at WCES '98 was the introduction of an
advanced high-bit-rate disc, the story at HI-FI '98 was
the speed with which many have embraced the format.
A fairly comprehensive array of "Advanced Audio Disc" (AA-1)) equipment was on display and in use in the
Advanced Audio Disc Group room, where demonstrations of Classic Records' and Chesky's DVD-Video-based
audio discs and comparisons with CDs continued throughout the Show. This gear included, in no particular order, the
Muse Model Eight transport ($3500) and Model 296 DAC
($3000), the Theta DaViD transport ($4500) and Gen.V
96K Balanced DAC ($5895), Ayre's prototype 24/96 DAC,
Resolution Audio's VT960 transport ($3500) and D92
DAC ($1500), Conrad-Johnson's prototype Premier
17DP DVD player ($6995), and MSB's surprising Link, a
24/96 DAC for $400! In addition, many of these same
devices aided and abetted in demos throughout the Show.
With aConrad-Johnson ART line stage, Ayre amp,
and Thiel speakers, the CEMA demonstration offered a
satisfying display of A-A-D's superiority to CD. Hot off the
press at HI-FI '98 was Classic Records' 24/96 release of
John Lee Hooker's Mr. Lucky. I'm familiar with the original
CD, so I'm confident in saying that the A-A-D sounds
more dynamic, open, and natural, and is the best sonic
argument yet for the value of the advanced format. Even at
the end of along day filled with hours of sonic onslaught,
several of us stayed in the A-A-D room and just listened,
Stereophile, September 1998

The sound of Impact Vento speakers, driven by EAR!s V20 amplifier and a
Lehman digital front-end, impressed the heck out of Kal Rubinson.

enthralled by the music. Just don't ask me to remember
what was in the system!
Icouldn't help but note that industry leaders were also
offering elegant 24/96 DVD players suitable for A-A-D
playback. The Sony DVP-S7700 (no price yet) is the successor to the universally praised DVP-S7000. In addition to
24-bit/96kHz audio DACs, the new player has coaxial and
optical outputs compatible with Dolby Digital and DTS.
Video is not my bailiwick, but the Sony's performance was
outstanding in abrief demo. Sony also showed the impressively versatile TA-E9000ES 32-bit DSP preamplifier/
processor ($1700) with Dolby Digital, DTS, and MPEG
decoding, and the beefy TA-N9000ES power amplifier
($1300), which can be configured in 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-channel modes.

Even at the end of along day
filled with hours of sonic onslaught,
several of us stayed in the Advanced
Audio Disc room and just listened,
enthralled by the music.
—Kalman Rubinson
In the Pioneer Elite room, most eyes were focused on
Pioneer's new "eyeball" speakers or on the video screen —
but what grabbed my interest was the new Elite DVD player, the DV-09 ($2200). It incorporates LegatoLink conversion (love it or hate it), 24/96 DACs, the obligatory Dolby
Digital and DTS compatibility, and absolutely drop-dead
looks. Using Chesky's DVD-Audio sampler, this all-Elite
system sounded most impressive.
Meridian's 800 series of components displayed an almost
dizzying digital virtuosity. Internally resembling small computer mainframes, the 800 Reference CD machine and the
800 Reference DVD Player ($12k-14k, depending on configuration) are distinguished by their drive mechanisms.
Each can be customized by the inclusion of 800-series plugin cards to handle multiple audio and video inputs/outputs,
DSP-based system control, and the decoding of almost any
type of signal. Of course, the clean lines (and sound) of the
pioneering 861 are retained.
One of the more intriguing demos was by Canorus'
Steve Lee, of the dCS 972 DDC sampling-rate converter
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($6000). All present heard progressive improvements in
sound quality as a44.1kHz recording was upsampled to
96kHz and then to 192kHz. How can this be? The system
adds no new information, and the attached dCS Elgar DAC
is already performing considerable oversampling of the
44.1kHz signals. I suspect that noise-shaping, perhaps
serendipitously, may underlie the perceived improvements,
since background noise and ambience changed subtly with
each sampling rate. Nonetheless, such new high-bit-rate
components may get us even better sound from our old
CDs. Very interesting, to say the least. Canoras also
announced that they will support DSD decoding in their
dCS Elgar DAC to play back Sony/Philips' Super Audio
CD, and by developing compatible studio equipment.
The whipped cream at the Show may have been the new
formats, but the real digital meal was the continuing evolution of components for the standard CD. After all, I'm not
going to replace my entire CD collection. (I didn't even
replace my LPs entirely.) The obvious trends in digital are
the appearance of higher-sampling-rate DACS in players
and as outboard devices, the inclusion of analog inputs and
controls, and the penetration of programmable digital signal
processing into many products. These trends are supported
by the appearance of new chips. Seemingly out of place at a
consumer show, AKM showed demo boards for their
24/96 dual-DAC chip (AK4393) and their 24/108
dualADC chip (AK5393). The DAC includes on-chip 8x-oversampling and an array of clock speeds and data formats.
Implementing 24/96 gets easier and easier!
NAD's new Silver Series has clean and classy design and
expands on their traditional engineering strength. The S500
CD player ($1399) has aCrystal 24-bit DAC, both S/PDIF
and AES/EBU digital outputs, class-A analog stages, and
fully balanced XLR analog outputs to mate with the matching S-100 preamp. These are so beautiful, you just want to
stroke them —a first for NAD.
Accustic Arts (sic), from Germany's Schunk Audio
Engineering, showed acomplete line of modem components, including aluscious remote-controlled combination
DAC and preamplifier that combines a20-bit DAC (PCM63-based) with aclass-A analog preamp. With its multiplicity of digital and analog inputs/outputs, including a"hometheater bypass," the DAC/PRE ($4200) can handle any
two-channel system configuration.
Another multitalented component is Lehmann Audio's
new DAC+ ($1995), incorporating an analog input and analog volume control. The attractive features include adjust67
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ment of output gain and coupling along with scrupulous layout and component selection. The DAC+ was partnered
with the Impact Vento speakers and E.A.R. electronics —
this was one of my favorite rooms.
Birdland Audio showed their Odeon m 124-bit DAC
($3500) with delta-sigma converter. This svelte design also
has analog inputs, analog volume control, and attenuated/nonattenuated outputs, allowing it to feed control
amps or power amps.
The Hermes ($3795), athree-input, 18-bit DAC with
vacuum-tube analog stages, was part of the full line of
snazzy components demonstrated by Kora Electronic
Concepts. This was avery popular room, with music-making that many found lively and immediate.
The Oracle CD transport ($6950) was effectively partnered with Pass electronics and Quintessence speakers.
This beauty carries over to the digital realm the striking
design of the Oracle turntables, with their isolation of the
physical drive from electronics and external vibration. A fill
CD-player version ($8950) is also offered.
The new Visionary System Modules from VAC are
remarkable self-docking components (Look, Ma — no
rack!) that were used to great effect in PopeMusic's discrete
4-channel demo. The line includes the CVA-2 DAC with
video switcher, Dolby Digital, and DTS, and the CDP-1 CD
player with class-A triode outputs and HDCD decoding. I
liked seeing the tubes glowing from within the sleek enclosures — the sight complemented the rich, warm church
ambience the tubes created.
Moth Audio's cohort of hollow-state devices only look
old-fashioned. The seeming discrepancy of retro styling and
modern engineering is exemplified by the U-DAC, an
UltraAnalog-based DAC ($3500) with vacuum-tube
power supply.
Rotel showed alarge number of attractive and attractively priced components. Notable for those with shallow pockets is the new RCD-971 high-performance single-disc CD
player. For only $699, one gets HDCD compatibility, dual
PCM-63 DACs, slit-foil capacitors, and meticulous design
and layout rarely seen at this price point. Expected in the fall
is an all-out "reference" player, the RCD-991, with balanced
outputs, front-panel selection of seven dither modes, and a
still-comfortable price of $1299.
Limes long-awaited Sondek CD12 CD player ($20,000)
was playing through Linn electronics and speakers without a
turntable in sight. [There was aturntable in the other Linn room. —
Ed.] Nor, in fact, was one missed, as avisitor's Shostakovich
Stereophile, September 1998

recording was reproduced powerfully and sweetly.
Other high-end offerings included the Jadis JD-3
DeLuxe ($7995), atube-output CD player with outboard
power supply, and Burmester's truly impressive 969 beltdrive transport, which incorporates atriple-chamber housing, multiple suspension elements, and the 970, amatching
24/96 DAC. In the group of imposing components from
mbl were two CD transports, each incorporating mbl's proprietary damped and isolated drive mechanisms. These had
the feel of precision miniature analog turntables. Descriptions, of course, beggar the aesthetics of these devices as
well as their performance via mbl's unique speakers.
Ifelt ablast from the past in finding aSherwood demo
room. The impression offered by the new Newcastle equipment line, however, was far from nostalgic. The line features
aPCM-63-based CD player, the CD980 ($499.95), and a5disc changer, the CDC680 ($299.95), both with sleek styling
and "DTS-compatible" digital outputs. Most imposing was
the AVP-9080R, ado-everything FM tuner/preamp/processor with Dolby Digital, DTS, and MC/MM phono inputs! It
looked much classier than one would expect for $1199.
In the Ambrosia Audio big room that Z-Systems was
sharing with EgglestonWorks, Theta, and the Jeff
Rowland Design Group (and a few others), Igot a
chance to see ZS's new audiophile home-theater components. The rdq-6 ($7500) is a6-channel version of the rdp1Iknow and love. It can be converted from a6-channel, 6band equalizer to an 18-band, 2-channel equalizer. The
rdac-6 ($6750), of course, is acomplementary 6-channel
24/96 converter. Also shown was the 2-channel rdq-1
($3000), asimpler, less expensive, but still quite capable version of the rdp-1.
Speaking of DSP and equalization, TacT demonstrated
the TCS (Theater Correction System), amultichannel (six
in, eight out) version of their semi-automated room EQ system. For $11,500, TacT supplies the unit with PC software,
cabling, and a calibrated microphone. Considering the
TCS's effectiveness and the daunting complexity of its task,
the use of aPC for setup seems reasonable and appropriate.
Jonathan Scull
he name is Scull and Iwalk the tube beat. You'll know
me by the beat-up fedora with apress card stuck in the
hatband.
So what's happening, shamus? This year's Show was
notable for its veritable cornucopia of fascinating tubeware.
Everyone was agape at Cary's elegant, two-tiered CAD-
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1610-SE monoblocks driving the Alón by Acarian
Systems Circes. The 1610 pumps out 100 big single-ended
watts per channel using the newly introduced Western
Electric 308B power tube. That tube... is... HUGE,
stretching aGodzilla-like 14" in length and something over
3" in diameter. In the 1610 it incandesces 240W of plate dissipation at ahefty 1500V. The upper reaches of this impressive tube emerge through acutout in the top chassis; the
upper deck surrounds it like acrown. The 308B tube will
set you back aroyal $1500 each, or abuck avolt in the Cary.
A pair of CAD-1610s fitted with Western Electric 300B
drivers and 274B rectifiers runs acool $37,000. Not just
another pretty face. The Cary/Alón room was always
packed to the rafters.

This year's Show was notable
for its veritable cornucopia
of fascinating tubeware.
—Jonathan Scull
Speaking of unexpected tubes, there were several amps
built around the unusual (to say the least) type 833A triode
transmitter tube. The chubby glass envelope was nestled
upright behind a miniature windscreen in the 100Wpc
Wavac HE-833 monoblocks, and over on its side in the
200Wpc (into 4ohms) Legend Audio Design Triode 200
SE. The $28,000 four-chassis Legend runs the 833A with
2000V on the plate at 600W of plate dissipation with a
KT90 driver. The perfectly gorgeous Wavac components
represent the ultimate expression of founder (now deceased)
Nobu Shishido's audio philosophy: atreat for eye and ear.
Your wallet may be less sanguine, however, apair of HE833s costs aserious $50,560.
Other Wavac electronics include the inexpensive and disarmingly named Music Dandy Series, and the LCR-XI
"phono-equalizer amplifier," all bottles'n'burlwood with yet
another miniature glass windscreen wrapped around the
tubes exposed on the upper deck. It partners the PR-X1
line-level remote preamp, encased in acaressable, curvyedged, sexy-knobbed wooden chassis with tubes glowing
softly within.
French tubeware was abundant. Kora Electronics hail
from Toulouse, atown where they know how to eat. The
sounds of their new line of tubed electronics —the Hermes
converter, Titan monoblocks, and Eclipse remote preampliStereophile, September 1998

fier, all driving their own Odyssey loudspeakers — were
completely seductive. The components are relatively modest in price and drop-dead gorgeous, the tubes hidden within polished, elegant chassis.
The redesigned Jadis components also sounded splendid
on Cabasse Pacific 600 Evolution speakers. We listened to
the $18,495 JA 100 monoblocks with their new input topology and KT90 outputs, driven by the $17,995 JPS 2
Balanced preamp on all-Jadis digital gear. Kathleen had to
drag me out.
Another shockingly good system comprised three pairs of
huge VTL MB-1250 Wotan monoblocks driving the equally enormous Martin-Logan Statement Evolution 2CLS.
Luke Manley and Gayle Sanders largely succeeded in taking
abig system by the neck and making it play music instead of
flapping the walls just to flap the walls. The top and midbass
sections benefited from triode operation —a mere 600W —
while the lower frequencies were in the iron grip of tetrode's
awesome 1250Wpc. Fronted by Wadia, Z-Systems, and
Cardas Neutral Reference cables, it was the best-sounding
big rig Iheard at the Show.
VTL also figured in asmaller system that always filled the
room with music and avid listeners. That would be Joseph
Audio, M&Ms once again carefully positioned atop their
new RM-25si floorstanders, powered by the MB-185
Signature monoblocks and 5.5 preamp.
Continuing in Manley Mania Mode, we enjoyed astop'n'
gab with EveAnna Manley of Manley Labs and listened to
her exciting Stingray integrated amp ($2250) on big
Tannoys. She called it the catch of the day. Here's the bait —
it's acombo of two sweet li'l 50W monos mated to apassive
preamp in a single, highly polished stainless-steel chassis
sporting a24K-gold faceplate. The amp, which does resemble
astingray, features two channels of four EL,84s and Manley
Labs' latest input and driver stages. "The power supply is
extra solid and stiff, aManley hallmark. This amp swims with
the sharks!" Badaboom. Take my stingray... please.
Moth Audio's star continues to rise. This time their idiosyncratic tube creations were powered up and making music.
We listened to the m304TL 35W single-ended class-A "vacuum magnetic" amplifier ($9600), designed around an
unusual transmitter-type tube, and the i300B 10Wpc stereo
integrated ($6900), both driven by Moth's unique front-end
components —a visual and audible thermionic feast.
Suddenly looking more mainstream than not, JoLida
was enthusiastically showing off their new cosmetics as personified by the JD302B (an upgraded SJ302A) for $925,
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Moth Audio's retrolooking amplifier
worked well with
Von Schweikert
Research VR-6
loudspeakers,
thought M.

and the JD502B (an upgraded SJ502A) for $1095. Their
high-value tube line continues to grow with the JD601A
CD player ($450) and the JD401A/TU 9608B tuner ($350
with remote).
Garth Leerer of Musical Surroundings wowed the analog crowds with the Aesthetbc Calisto line stage and lo
phono stage, each of which uses agaggle of small-signal
tubes in its beautifully laid-out circuits. VAC was back with
their forward-looking Visionary System of stereo and multichannel audio components that combine distinctive, userfriendly styling with advanced functionality and the sound of
tubes. The various elements dock'n'lock in their own integrated stands to use aminimum of floor space, eliminate
cable snakepits, and make system expansion asnap.
VAC also announced distribution of J.J. Electronic
Vacuum Tubes here in the States. This line of high-quality tubes, fabricated in the former Tesla factory, includes the
12AXWECC83, 6L6GC, EL34, E34L, EL84, KT88, and
300B. The internal electrode systems are assembled in a
clean-room environment, critical parts are plated with
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Robert Deutsch's Sonic Winners
may have been covering the live music at HI-FI '98 but
Iwouldn't be true to the audio-geek part of my personality if Ididn't say something about the equipment Iwas
most intrigued by at the Show. I'm not going to play the
game of choosing "best sound" —not because Fm wishywashy, but because there simply wasn't any single room that
Icould unequivocally call "bese-sounding. (Or maybe this
is what they call being wishy-washy.) The following were
rooms/equipment that Ifound particularly enjoyable —and
I've decided to give each of them aspecial award.
Best Speaker with Metal-Cone Woofers driven by
Solid-State Electronics from a Company Better
Known for Tubes: Hales Transcendence Eight/BAT.
Best Speaker from aCompany that Used to Have a
Listening Room in Grand Central Station: Acoustic
Research P315 HO.
Best Speaker from aManufacturer who Demos with
Broadway Cast Recordings: Joseph Audio.
Best All-French System: Tie: Cabasse/Jadis, Audio
Refinement/YBA/JMIab.
Best Korean-Made Speaker with aGerman Name: Kiichel.
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materials such as gold, copper, and graphite, tolerances are
held to within ±0.02mm, and vacuum levels are said to be
exceptionally pure at 0.000001 Torr. In addition, VAC's
Kevin Hayes continues to import Golden Dragon tubes
from China.
"Rock Solid Music" by Granite Audio pursued adifferent vision of audio that fits more easily into the home. Their
tubed electronics and speakers are encased in an attractive
artificial granite that's said to offer ahigh degree of damping.
Six stock colors are available; customized hues can be made
to order. Vishay, Alps, Holco, Sprague, and other quality
parts are used throughout.
Up'n'coming Blue Circle Audio was running apair of
vertically biamped BC6 power amps (hybrid 25Wpc singleended, $3700 each) wired to their new top-of-the-line
BC3000 line-stage preamp ($6250). Tim de Paravicini was
out and about talking up his handsome 24Wpc E.A.R. V20
amplifier. This distinctive unit makes use of 10 paralleled
12AX7s per channel as output tubes in "enhanced triode"
mode. Conrad-Johnson had their splendid ART preamp

Best WATT-Lookalike Speaker: Gershman Acoustics X-1.
Amplifier Setup Most Likely to Benefit from Bulk
Purchase of Tubes: Six VTL Wotan MB-1250
monoblocks driving the Martin-Logan Statement.
Best Speaker Endorsed by the Audubon Society:
Meadowlark.
Best Home Theater Speaker Setup that Dares to Use
a Horizontally Oriented Dunlavy SC-IV/A as a
Center-Channel Speaker: Ambrosia.
Most Mind-Boggling Demonstration: Tie: Townshend
Seismic Sink Stand, dCS upconverted CD.
Speaker Most Likely to Give Amar Bose Sleepless
Nights: Gallo Nucleus Micro.
Best Single-Ended Triode Amplifier to Kick Sand in
the Face of Solid-State Bullies: Cary CAD-1610.
Best Speaker to Pair with Digital Equipment from
Camelot: Merlin VSM.
Best Integrated Amplifier from aCompany that Just
Pulled Back from aMerger:Sonic Frontiers Anthem 2.
Best Speaker from aCompany that Just Pulled Back
from a Merger: PSB/Lenbrook Industries Stratus
Bronze.
-Robert Deutsch
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For many, the most impressive sound at the Show was Martin-Logan's
Statement Evolution 2driven by VTL Wotan amplifiers.

Revel's full-range Salon speakers sounded good in aroom that, strictly
speaking, was too small.

in several rooms, and Audio Research debuted the VT100
Mk.II power amp at $4995, along with the LS25 tube line
preamp at the same price. The LS25 is said to be amore
compact version of the big REF 1.
Lamm Industries unveiled the ML2 single-ended
power amp on Kharma Exquisite speakers. The ML2 uses
a single triple-nippled 6C33C in the output stage with
another for voltage regulation, and is conservatively rated at
18W into
8, and 4ohms running in pure class-A. Lamm
daim it's the first single-ended design "capable of reproducing the full range of audio frequencies and re-creating the
original spectral balance and harmonic structure of recorded
material with almost 100% accuracy." The parts bin is
stuffed with top-drawer items: Dale metal-film resistors,
Electrocube and Roederstein film capacitors, Cornell
Dubilier electrolytics, and Hammond chokes. Alas, the
ML2 monoblocks will set you back $14,645 each.
The day after the Show, Kathleen and Ispent alovely
afternoon with Atshushi Miura of Air Tight in company
with US importer Arturo Manzano. We spent quite some
time listening to Mr. Miura's AM-101, an 8Wpc (ultralinear)
or 5W (triode) stereo amplifier using apair of ICT88s in the
output. This heavyweight little tyke, known affectionately as
the Acoustic Masterpiece, brought tears to my eyes as heard
through Odeon La Boheme speakers. Icouldn't believe how
utterly beautiful and involving my test suite of CDs sounded.
It's yours for amodest $1995 without tubes, or $2099 with a
pair of KT88s. If you're alow-power freak, this little charmer
might be your ticket to sonic heaven.

Manley, designer of the amplifiers powering the system,
both were present for the demonstration.
The Statement consists of two 6' electrostatic panels operating from 200Hz to 25kHz, each matched with amidrange
"transition tower" containing eight 7" dynamic drivers in a
dipole configuration. Two subwoofer towers — each consisting of four acoustically isolated but mechanically independent modules containing eight 12" drivers in abipolar
array —provided bass support for the 15-40Hz region. Six
VTL Wotan MB-1250 monoblock tube amplifiers delivered a total of 6200W (for a suggested retail price of
$82,500). These were configured with two amps set in triode mode (600W) for the electrostatic screens, the remaining four running in tetrode (1250W).
Playing my CDs early Sunday morning before the public
demo sessions began, the system had aterrific dynamic range
and full extension at both frequency extremes. Sure, MartinLogan's Statement E-2 had the superb detailing, resolution,
and transparency I've come to expect from electrostatic panel
systems. But its overall dynamics and deep bass response
were more typical of abig dynamic system driven by huge
solid-state amplifiers, not adipole system driven by tubes.
Minor sonic flaws — Iwouldn't be areviewer if Ididn't say
something contrary —included aslightly oversized drumicit
image and atrace of panel rattle during the heaviest synthesizer blasts from amovie soundtrack. For the best results I
had to be seated in the system's sweet spot —15' in front of
the center point between the two electrostatic screens —
where Iexperienced the Statements' deep soundstage, lightning-fast dynamics, and extraordinary transparency.
Next Isaw—in my mind's eye —B&W's new $11,0001
pair, three-way Nautilus 801 dynamic loudspeaker. The
Nautilus 801 evolved from B&W's classic 801, which found
frequent use as astudio monitor for classical recording sessions. This newest model uses new technologies that
emerged from the company's Nautilus concept speaker, but
was also developed for abroader range of studio monitor
work, particularly the big spls needed for rock music.
Voltage sensitivity was increased to 91dB, power handling to
1000W, and maximum output raised to 120dB. The
Nautilus 801's technical innovations —the infinite-transmission-line tweeter housing, surroundless woven Kevlar midrange driver, Raychem isoform decoupling material, mineral-filled synthetic marble polymer shell for the midrange
housing, rigid Kevlar/paper bass units, and the golfball-dimpled surface of the port mouth to decrease chuffing sounds
from turbulence —were the result of an intensive three-year
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Larry Greenhill
ytensest moment at HI-FI '98 was when moderator John Atkinson asked, "What do you think is
the most important component in an audio system?" Sitting between J. Gordon Holt and Jonathan Scull on
HI-FI '98's "Ask the Editors" (Stereophile) panel, Ibegan to
sweat as each of us, in turn, tried to answer the question.
Gordon jolted us all by answering "Mer — aShow-stopper.
Now it was my turn. A roomful of expectant audiophile
faces looked up at me. What could Isay?
My HI-FI '98 experiences —reporting on the Show's
expensive loudspeaker systems — flashed before me. First I
recalled Martin-I,ogan's demonstration of their new
$70,000 Statement Evolution 2(E-2), set up in ahuge room
on the Westin Hotel's second floor. The room was ideally
suited for abig multi-enclosure system. Gayle Sanders, the
Statement's designer, and Vacuum Tube Logic's Luke
74
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The Audiophile Lifestyle.

Living with loudspeakers isn't easy for an
audiophile. Sonic wonder comes at the price
of visual clutter, even for stereo! If you're
planning to add home theater, most choices
for high-end sound are just plain ugly. But
now, there's agraceful system audiophiles
can be proud of. If you love big sound more
than big ugly boxes, Anthony Gallo's new Nucleus
Micros are for you. Derived from the spherical compression technology in our patented Nucleus designs,

our Micros offer the seamless soundstage
that can only come from both genuine
point source radiation and the total absence
of crossovers above 120 Hz. Depth of field
and resolution of inner detail are unbounded. Dynamics are so astonishing that you
can enjoy truly satisfying emotional music,
even at listening levels your neighbors can live with.
Even late at night, in an apartment or condo, even
with home theater.

Satellite spheres you can hold in your hand, and in your heart. They sit on ashelf, mount on astand, or on a
wall. Subwoofers with slam, that actually can fit behind asofa or chair. And the best news is that you can afford
them now, starting at $699 per system. At this price, is the sound really high-end? Believe it.
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The new Alón Circes, driven by Canr's monstrous 100W single-ended amplifier,
was asystem Stereophile writers tended to return to regularly.

The MAXX stands out from rest of the Wilson line, not the least
because the Show samples were finished in yellow!

effort at B&W's Steyning Research Center and abrilliant
new Marten Warren design.
The Nautilus 801 stands 44" tall, weighs 230 lbs, and has
abass cabinet with acurved rear and sides. Cabinet walls are
formed by molding 24 layers of birchwood laminates to produce a 1.5"-thick wall reinforced internally with B&W's
Matrix honeycomb structure. The speaker has a1" metaldome ferrofluid-cooled tweeter, a6" woven-Kevlar cone
midrange, and a 15" woofer, with 250Hz and 4kHz
crossover points. The bass driver is abass-reflex-loaded 15"
driver with much greater power handling but less deep bass
extension than the previous 801.
This power handling was evident in the demonstration at
HI-FI '98. The Nautilus 801s were biamped with four Krell

side panels and rounded head module — containing the
tweeter and mid-woofer —positioned above the bass endosure, this in turn covered by an acoustically transparent
arched screen. The bass module features a 6.5" midbass
mica-and-carbon-filled cone driver and three 8", bassreflex-loaded dome bass transducers. The huge, flaring port
on the speaker's rear panel just below the rear tweeter is
designed to avoid port wind sounds at high volumes.
Like other Kevin Voecks designs, the Salon features steep
crossover points, its drivers operated in their optimal range
to yield the flattest off-axis and first-reflection responses.
Besides the new name, the Salon —now shipping to Revel
dealers — has a brand-new 1.1" metal-dome aluminum
tweeter. This tweeter, whose first breakup mode appears at
30kHz, replaces the textile dome tweeter Iheard in Las
Vegas. It's agood change; the Salon had amuch smoother
overall tonal balance at HI-FI '98 than had the prototypes at
Las Vegas. JGH agreed, and urged the "Ask the Editors"
audience to visit the Revel suite.
Good. Iwas getting warm. But still.., how would I
answer JA's question?
Of course! Go with the feeling! Iremembered my excitement when listening to Wilson Audio Specialties' newest
loudspeaker, the Materials Application X-2 (MAXX). This
three-way, floorstanding loudspeaker was positioned as the
front-channel speaker in Wilson's over-the-top hometheater system, set up in the Show's largest demo room on
the hotel's second floor, fittingly called Concourse A. David
Wilson filled each of the remaining three channels with
other Wilson products: aWATT/Puppy V for the center
channel, X-1 Grand SLAMMs as surrounds, and apair of
huge X-S subwoofers for the deep-bass feed. All channels
were driven by Krell FPB M650 monoblocks.
The MAXX resembles a slightly smaller X-1 Grand
SLAMM; its $38,900/pair price is approximately half that of
the X-1. The MAXX's name was chosen because its enclosure is made of "M" material, a composite six times as
expensive as MDF and much more rigid. Utilizing the same
midrange and tweeter found in the WATT/Puppy V, the
MAXX adds 11" and 13" woofers for bass control. Build
quality and materials are exceptional. A good example is the
satin-chrome-plated brass time-alignment block that allows
one to precisely adjust the speaker's top module vertically
via its serrated edge. The two-channel selections, ranging
from chamber music to Duke Ellington big-band, showed
the MAXX's huge dynamic range and deep-bass extension,
even playing into ahuge room with an audience.

B&W's Nautilus 801 wasn't the only
dynamic loudspeaker at HI-FI '98
that was involving and exciting.
—Larry Greenhill
FPB M350 monoblocks: 750Wpc. The demonstration —
selections from Titanic and the orchestral ending to
Stravinsky's Firebird played at full volume for an audience of
30 — revealed how loud, how deep, and how clear agood
dynamic system can play without compression or distortion.
But B&W's Nautilus 801 wasn't the only dynamic loudspeaker at HI-FI '98 that was involving and exciting. My
mind flashed to the Revel exhibit, set up right down the hall
from my eighth-floor hotel room. Revel's full-range, fourway, floorstanding Salon loudspeaker, shown first as an
unnamed prototype at the 1998 Consumer Electronics
Show, gathered much attention from our staff writers. This
was despite aroom that was ridiculously small for such a
large system —just enough space to accommodate the two
51"-tall, 240-lb speakers, the beefy Mark Levinson
No33H monoblocks, and six listeners practically sitting in
each other's laps.
But it was worth it. Playing selections from the Patriot
Games soundtrack, Iwas impressed by the Salons' bass and
treble extension, their ability to image, and their finesse at
resolving musical detail when playing at lower levels. Priced
at $14,400/pair in matte black, the Salon employs afourway, 24dB/octave crossover at 135Hz, 450Hz, and 22kHz.
Its styling resembles the Revel Gem's, with its bowed black
Stereophile, September 1998
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Hmmm. Maybe the rum is the most important component...
Certainly, agreat room setup helped the Hales Design
Group to display to great advantage their new $8990

Transcendence Eight three-way floorstander. Their huge
room, controlled demonstration, room treatment with ASC
Tube Traps and diffusers, and careful speaker placement, all

Thomas J. Norton's Golden Throat Award...
ost Intriguing New Product: The 150Wpc
TacT Millennium digital power amplifier. This
will either be awatershed product or an engineering curiosity — at this point it's anybody's guess. It
employs aPWM amplification stage to amplify the digital
signal directly and couple it to the loudspeaker without any
D/A conversion. There is no analog feedback or analog processing of any kind. There are four digital inputs (a separate
A/D converter with four analog inputs will be available). It
has its own level control, therefore no preamplifier is
required (though this would seem to be an ideal product to
couple with the new Z-Systems rdp-1 digital controller/equalizer reviewed in our July 1998 issue). A brief
listen to unfamiliar recordings through unfamiliar (Dali)
loudspeakers was not really conclusive (it's impossible to
judge amplifiers reliably at a Show), but indicated real
promise.
Let the Games Begin Award: Meridian announced that
they are teaming up with Dolby Labs to promote the
adoption of Meridian's proposed MLP (Meridian L,ossless
Packing) method of putting high-quality multichannel
audio on aDVD. Sony also demonstrated their Direct
Stream Digital (DSD). I'll have more to say about the latter abit further on. Suffice it to say here that it is unlikely
that both will be adopted for use on DVD-Audio.
Two-Channel Forever Award: The demonstration in
many rooms of 24-bit/96kHz two-channel audio from
DVD-Video. Sonically, this is certainly apromising development, and may cause an uptick in DVD-player sales to
audiophiles. But buyers should not confuse these two-channel-only recordings with the upcoming high-quality, multichannel, DVD-based, audio-only format, the standards for
which are still not settled.
Most Visually Striking (Non-Video) Demo Award:
The Martin-Logan Statement Evolution 2s, driven by
VTL amplification. A real effort was clearly made here to
produce asetup that looked as good as it sounded.
Best Cosmetic Design Award: I'm tempted here to give
the Martin-Logan Statements another gold star, but the
award goes to the new Oracle CD transport/player. Truly
outstanding looks, clearly derived from Oracle turntables,
which is definitely not abad thing. But what might the
future actually hold for super-expensive, CD-only players
in aworld flirting with 24/96 audio from DVD, not to
mention the promise of atrue multichannel, DVD-Audio
format on the near horizon?
Midnight at the (Analog) Oasis Award: There may
have been other such rooms that Imissed, but Icouldn't
help noticing that Vandersteen's Model 5s were being
demonstrated with an analog turntable front-end — and no
CD in sight. It's interesting to note that at last year's San
Francisco show, the 5s were being demonstrated as the left
and right loudspeakers in ahome-theater setup. This probably had more to do with the priorities of the dealers
involved (Optimal Enchantment of Santa Monica this
year) than with Richard Vandersteen yanking our chain.
Most Obvious Trend Award: It's all Krell's fault. When
they introduced their integrated amplifier, they suddenly
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made this product category acceptable in high-end audio
circles. Integrated amplifiers were all over the place at HIFI '98, including new or nearly new models from Sonic
Frontiers, NAD (in their Silver Series), EAR, Marantz,
Denon, and Bow —plus, Iimagine, others that Imissed. A
good integrated amplifier should be well matched not only
to many conventional loudspeakers, but also to last year's
Big Thing: loudspeakers with built-in, powered woofers.
The latter trend also shows no sign of abating.
Best Video Award: The 720-line progressive-scan
demonstration set up by the ISFs Joe Kane in the Revel
suite. A friend viewing the proceedings suggested that anyone who sees this and has the money to afford it will want
it now. HDTV may well soak up a lot of disposable
income. Will this be abane (like computers) or aboon
(high-quality video demands high-quality sound) to highend audio? Time will tell.
Best Affordable Sound: The Acoustic Research P315
HO ($2000 in black ash or cherry, $2500 in cherrywood
veneer). The built-in, powered, 15" subwoofers, driven by
Sunfire-designed amplification, handle the bottom-end
duties. A new diamond-coated titanium tweeter takes over
the top from two 525" midrange drivers in aD'Appolito
configuration. This system sounded far better than many
tweaked-out, higher-priced designs. It isn't forgiving of bad
program material, but sounded wonderful on the CDs I
brought with me — open, airy highs, tight bass, and aclean,
uncolored midrange.
Best Two-Channel Sound: A tie between the MartinLogan Statement Evolution 2 (see above) and the Hales
Design Group Transcendence Eight, driven by BAT
solid-state amplifiers. The sound was very different in the
two rooms, but the quality of the products and the care
exercised in the setups paid off big in both.
Best Multichannel Sound Award: Sony's by-ticket-only
DSD demonstration. The custom recordings demonstrated
in this room were exceptional, and pointed the way to an
intelligent, nongimrnicky multichannel future. Iwas lucky
enough to get the best seat, though others sitting in less
optimum positions seemed to be impressed also. The loudspeakers were supertweetered and otherwise heavily modified adaptations of Sony ES SS-M9s. These loudspeakers
might be marketed in 1999, though afinal decision has yet
to be made. They sounded terrific, but how much of that
was the loudspeakers and how much the DSD process and
recordings is impossible to say. The room was heavily treated with sound panels that combined absorption and diffusion. (I was told they were from RPG.)
Best Non-High-Definition Video Award: The
McIntosh! Faroudja room, where excerpts from Starship
Troopers and Tomorrow Never Dies on aVidikron Vision
One with aFaroudja VP400A quadrupler/video processor
gave the best high-definition demonstrations areal run for
the money —a lot of money.
Best Overall Sound: A tough decision, but my vote goes
to the Sony DSD room: it brought me closer to the sensation of hearing real music playing in areal space than anything else Iheard at the Show.
-Thomas.). Norton
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paid off big unie. Driven by Victor Khomenko's Balanced
Audio Technology VK 1000 monoblocks, the Transcendence Eights' depth of field and soundstaging width
were superb, and easily the equal of anything else Iheard at
the Show. Casey McKee, formerly of Innovative Audio and
now sales manager for Hales, gave awonderful demonstration, playing vinyl recordings, arecent rendition of Boz
Scaggs' "Low Down," and abassoon and double-bass duet. I
particularly enjoyed the subtlety and inner detail of orchestral music and the remarkable wall of sound thrown by the
Eights. Scheduled to ship within amonth after the Show, the
152-lb Transcendence Eight uses all-metal drivers, including
two 10" woofers, a5" midrange magnesium driver, and a1"
aluminum-dome tweeter.
But wonderful sound wasn't limited to big rooms full of
Tube Traps, as Ifound when Ivisited Acarian Systems'
Carl Marchisotto. He was showing the $12,000/pair Alón
Circe three-way loudspeaker in a small room on the
Westin's fifth floor. The system's three drivers use all-alnico
magnet drivers. These include a10" long-throw bass driver
in asealed infinite baffle to achieve bass down to 22Hz,
crossed over at 400Hz to a525" open-baffle midrange unit,
this in turn crossed over at 3500Hz to a1" aluminum dipole
dome on an open baffle. The Circe's external crossover is
triwired with Black Orpheus cable.
Carl was driving the Alón Circes with the $30,000/pair
Cary 1610 single-ended triode amplifier. Using a 14"-tall
Western Electric 308B output tube that extended through
both levels of the two-tiered amplifier chassis, each Cary
monoblock was able to deliver 100W. Driven this way, the
Circes played with effortless dynamics, solid bass response,
and transparent, open highs. The sense of abroad soundstage for choral music was exceptional—my copy of
Reference Recordings' Requiem never sounded better,
equaling anything Iheard at the Show.
Okay, the room definitely played arole, but the speakers
still had to be good. Frank Garbie's Northstar Leading The
Way speakers managed to sound good despite his room's
awful slap echo — which he gleefully demonstrated
between musical selections. Good sonics were particularly
evident in that room from the $12,000, four-way Cabasse
Pacific 600 loudspeaker system. The Pacific 600 employs
Cabasse's TC 21 tri-axial drive-unit, whose units provide
coverage of the low midrange (170-1500Hz), the high
midrange (900-5000Hz), and the treble (4-20kHz).
Frequencies below 350Hz are handled by two 12" bassreflex-loaded woofers. Driven by Jadis JA 100 amplifiers,
Stereophile, September 1998

the Pacific 600s did an outstanding job on percussion and
small ensemble music.
Then Iremembered the exciting new developments in
high-end loudspeakers, designs so fresh that they hadn't yet
been picked up by dealers. My favorite "unknown" speaker
was the $7000/pair Axis from Vince Christian Ltd.,
which I stumbled on when tagging along with Steve
McCormack (formerly of McCormack Audio). Using simple crossovers, first-order slopes, and small-diameter drivers,
Christian has created a fast, detailed loudspeaker with
superb imaging and very low colorations. Drivers used
include a5" woofer and a4" midrange, both woven of carbon fiber, and a1" silk-dome tweeter. The Axis' tall, narrow
enclosure holds six drivers, two of each. Small drivers translate into limited bass response, and Idid think that the Axis
would not be optimal for pipe-organ music without extra
help. Christian agreed, and actually had aset of $2200 modular subwoofers — two stackable cubes per channel —piled
up in the hotel room's bathtub for later use. Even so, the
Axis excelled on solo vocals. Joan Sutherland's version of
"Gualtier Maldè; care nome," from Act II of Verdi's Rigoletto
(London 414 269-2), never sounded better to me.
Ithought about the other surprises at HI-FI '98. Next to
my hotel room — and quite tolerant of my very loud snoring
—were the folks from Granite Audio. Dragging my sore
bones back from afull day of reporting, Iwas drawn to their
room by the stunningly realistic sound of Eric Clapton's
voice. Playing at the time were Granite's model 280 threeway dynamic loudspeakers ($11,700/pair), driven by two
Teslayalc KT88s in Granite's model 860 30W triode/60W
pentode tube amplifier ($4200). The 150-lb speaker features
a10" bass driver, a5" midrange, and a1" tweeter. Listening
to other vocalists —Paul Simon and Doug MacLeod —I was
even more impressed by these loudspeakers' ability to throw
arealistic sonic image of asolo vocalist. Despite the company's 30 years in the business of supplying the pro market,
Granite is just now seeking retail dealers.
Also great on vocals and deep bass was the $9800
Vandersteen Model 5. It employs an internally powered
subwoofer with amotor on either side of its 12" curvilinear
aluminum cone. The driver's two voice-coils are wound on
either end of the single common former that runs through the
driver from motor to motor. The 5was being demonstrated
in aroom using only vinyl source material, and with wonderful results: unusually transparent and free of colorations.
Then there were some miscellaneous but memorable
experiences. The beautifully crafted, 850-lb, 23-driver,
$100,000/pair EgglestonWorks Reference three-way concept speaker interacted aggressively with an echo in the
demonstration room, adding excessive midbass resonance to
male vocals. Brian Kelly, the company's assistant sales manager, agreed that it was difficult to assess this prototype's
sonic potential in this room.
On the other hand, the $19,990/pair Avalon Eidolon
loudspeaker impressed me with its electrostaticlike speed
and definition, even though it is a dynamic system.
Anthony Gallo Acoustics presented anew, $5500/pair
version of its Reference loudspeaker. Two of its standard
bass spheres were hidden underneath asimple frame and
grillecloth to simulate aconventional box speaker. Pulling
down the "sock" revealed the two Gallo bass spheres inside
asimple frame. It also vastly improved the sound.
Surprising as well was the product handout claim made
for the $8995/pair Kiidiel dynamic loudspeaker: "The
speaker Mozart would have owned. And loved." Ihad my
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A pair of Thiel's CS2.3s were driven to good effect by Audio Research
electronics in the GNP room.

doubts about this claim, knowing that the Kóchel uses compression horn drivers to achieve its high voltage sensitivity of
97dB/W/m. Yet Iwas wrong—this loudspeaker sounded
good. Perhaps it was helped by the driving amplifier,
WAVAC's HE-833, a 100W single-ended triode monoblock. Designed by the late Nobu Shishido, this
$50,560/pair amplifier uses acapacitor-free, direct-coupled
design with interstage transformers. It has been rated for
two years running by Japan's Stereosound magazine as the
best-sounding amplifier in the world.
Out of this mélange of experience — great and bad rooms,
huge and small systems, stunning sound, hot new concept
designs, and Show surprises —came the realization that the
expensive loudspeakers at HI-FI '98 were the best I'd heard
in years. Most were set up well in optimized rooms, and were
demonstrated optimally using good crowd control.
No, Icouldn't outdo Gordon's clever statement. So I
voted with my heart for my favorite component at HI-FI
'98: the high-end loudspeaker.

5

Robert J. Reina
omany $4000-and-under speakers, so little space...
The wealth of riches at HI-FI '98 featured amix of
new speaker companies, breakthrough designs at very
low prices, and trickle-down designs from prominent manufacturers of more expensive gear. Without exception, all the
rooms Ivisited exhibited very good to excellent sound.
(Except as noted, all speaker prices in this report are per pair.)
Acoustic Research presented a dynamic, pure, and
detailed sound from the floorstanding P315 speakers, which
sport a plasma-transferred, diamond-coated, 1" titanium
dome tweeter flanked by apair of "Dual Focused Array"
midrange drivers. As the speaker's price includes a500Wpc
amplifier driving its 15" servo-controlled subwoofer, $1995
seems abargain.
The Danish Avance company, fairly new to this country,
showed their entire five-speaker line: from the $999 Epsilon
910AV two-way ported satellite speakers to the flagship
$2099 dual-woofer floorstanders. The speakers feature customized Kevlar cones and textile dome tweeters sporting a
concave baffle, which endows ahornlike dispersion characteristic. A very clean, detailed, and dynamic sound emanated from the flagships, driven by modest JoLida electronics.
For those who can't afford the $11,000/pair B&W
Nautilus 801 speaker Larry Greenhill drooled over in his
fat-wallet speaker report, those clever Brits have trickled the
Nautilus technology down into atwo-way satellite. The
82

$2000 Nautilus 805 features the same tweeter and Matrix
cabinet construction as the Nautilus 801.
Speaking of trickle-down, Definitive Technology has
extended the bipolar-powered-subwoofer technology of its
BP 2000 to the BP 2004. The half-priced 2004 ($1500)
sports afour-driver bipolar array as well as a 125W amp
powering a10" side-firing subwoofer.
In the single-malt suite Music Hall was debuting the
Epos ES15, an $1895 floorstanding version of the two-way
ES12 John Atkinson loved so much. Roy Hall claimed that
the floorstanding variation is more cosmetically appealing to
customers and offers greater bass extension.
Gallo Acoustics blew me away with their Nucleus
Micro speakers (also driven by modest JoLida gear). These
tiny baseballs can be mounted on gooseneck stands, bolted to
the living-room walls, or seated on your desk atop rubber 0rings. The passive, basketball-sized subwoofer can sit in acorner. The sound from these speakers was amazingly big and

Without exception, all the rooms Ivisited
exhibited very good to excellent sound.
—Robert J. Reina
dynamic, and offered some of the most realistic midbass production I've heard at ashow. $699 for the whole setup!
Hsu Research was getting amazingly tight, deep,
dynamic bottom-octave bass from its diminutive and inexpensive HRSW1OV ($575 each) and VTF 2 ($499 each)
powered subwoofers. Each unit includes a150W amplifier.
Impact Technology impressed me with some very
powerful bass and dynamics from its two-way transmissionline Vento speaker ($2800), driven by the sexy new EAR 21
integrated amp.
JMlab, the current plat du jour chez Scull, has entered the
budget realm with the two-way, biwirable, floorstanding
Daline 3($1445) —designed by YBA's Yves-Bernard André
— the also-affordable Audio Refinement electronics line,
the Dalines' sound was refined, affordable, et magneque!
JeffJoseph ofJoseph Audio once again failed to achieve
bad sound at a show, this time with his new RM25si
Signature, atwo-way, floorstanding, dual-woofer, infiniteslope design ($3299-$3699). Well, he did use vinyl.
Legacy Audio was presenting awide-open soundstage
from its Signature 3 floorstanders ($3850-$4150). The
unusual design features three 10" carbon-filled bass drivers:
one front-mounted, one rear-mounted, and the third firing
Stereo/Aide, September 1998

Ron Rose Productions uses the Cabasse Baltic/Stromboli
System as their reference studio monitor speakers.
Pictured Baltic Murale /Stromboli

Polaris Crossover
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The massive Quintessence
Standard Signature speakers
were driven by Pass Labs
X-1000 monos.

down. In addition to 7" midbass and midrange drivers, the
speaker combines a125" soft-dome tweeter with a4" ribbon as well as a1" rear-firing titanium dome.
Linn was getting arich, tactile sound from their ported,
two-way floorstanding AV5140 ($2600-$2800).
Meadowlark Audio's ads are true. Driven by Nairn
electronics, the two-way transmission-line Shearwater
speakers did, indeed, disappear ($2000, $2500 with capadtor upgrade). The Shearwater sports aDanish carbon-fiber
woofer and asilk-dome tweeter.
Mission was full of surprises. Three breakthroughs at one
Show from asingle manufacturer is abit much for Budget Bob:
1) The DM3 Denon/Mission system sets anew minimum price point for a high-end system. Mission has
designed aspecial pair of speakers to mate with aDenon
electronics package including aCD player, tuner, 20Wpc
integrated amp, and timer. 'This level of midrange realism,
bass reproduction, sowidstaging, and dynamics has aright to
cost more than $450 for the complete system, but it doesn't.
Need a3-CD changer and 50% more power? There's the
$599 DM5 system.
2) Like the Mission 7311 speakers but your wallet says
you can go abit higher than 300 bucks? For $500 you can
get the 750LE rninimonitors. With more sophisticated driver technology than the 7311 (fabric-dome tweeter with
neodymium magnet, Aerogel cone woofer) and thicker,
more elaborate cabinet construction (in adrop-dead-gorgeous rosewood finish in the Show sample), Mission may
have another winner here.
3) Mission's X-space is one of the first companies to go
into production using the NXT flat-panel speaker technology. These tiny babies — they fit in the palm of your hand,
including subwoofer —include built-in active amplification
for the $900 price. Ididn't hear these, but the NXT hometheater demo (the screen itself was aspeaker) proved that
the technology is real and viable.
NHT showed their Super Two two-way speaker for $750
— anew low price point from the company's floorstanding
series. The speaker basically adds adownward-firing subwoofer to the midrange and tweeter from the Super One.
Paradigm was demoing their Active 450 LR speakers.
These are powered by a 110W amp for the bass and
midrange and a50W amp for the tweeter ($1850) and the
Servo 15 subwoofer ($1500 each including a100W amp).
Just when everyone thought Paul Barton was sitting on
his laurels but making asplash at the $250 price point with
the PSB Alpha, he drops even lower with the $199 Alpha
Stereophile, September 1998

Mini and the $169 Alpha Mite (that's per pair!). Driven by
NAD electronics, their sound was open and authoritative.
A cheaper addition to the Stratus line, the Stratus Bronze
floorstanding tower, debuted at $1099. This slightly smaller
and less expensive version of the Stratus Silver uses the
same tweeter.
Signet exhibited the AVP Standard, atwo-way powered
speaker featuring aSEAS aluminum-dome tweeter, Solen
high-speed polypropylene capacitors, the company's proprietary 6.5" aluminum woofer, and a150W amplifier in each
speaker ($2200-$2500, depending on finish).
To these ears, the best-sounding speaker under $4000,
with crisp, delicate sound, was Silverline's SR 17 two-way
satellite ($2495).
Denmark's Status was seeking adistributor, and its bookshelf XS-4e was achieving quite impressive sound for it price
($370). The speaker features an elliptical ribbed high-frequency
tweeter, Kevlar midrange, and apolypropylene cone woofet
Two other models, costing up to $700, are also available.
System Audio's 1110 satellites ($749) delivered an open,
crisp, dynamic sound. The biwirable/biampable speaker
features an angled cabinet front to optimize phase response.
Seven other models range from $399 to $4999.
Thiel once again achieved musicality at a reasonable
price with the three-way, floorstanding CS23 ($3390),
which features a1" dome tweeter, 3.5" midrange driver, 8"
woofer, and a9" passive radiator.
Some of the best choral music Iheard at the Show came
from Totem's gorgeous Mani-2 satellites ($4000). The
Mani-2 employs an elaborate push-pull vented configuration in which the inner and outer mid-woofers operate in
the same frequency range. Gold-plated VVBT biwirable terminals are standard. Icould have listened all day to their
silky, seductive sound. And I must mention the
Metronome CD Transport/DAC ($6600 for both).
Distributed by Fanfare International, this was the most
analoglike digital source I've ever heard.
Brian Damkroger
kay, so what's the number?" Los Angeles attorney El Clark and Iwere waiting for the Jeff
Rowland Design Group/EgglestonWorks
demo to begin and chatting about my Show assignment. I
was covering expensive solid-state electronics, so the question was, "What's expensive?"
It's obvious from readers' letters that the pricing of gear is
acontroversial issue, and Iwas asking Show attendees where
85
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The Hales Transcendence Eight speakers, driven by Balanced Audio
Technologies solid-state amplifiers, made terrific sound.

Nagra's MPA (center) can be used as either an integrated amplifier
or as apower amplifier. It can also be used vertically or on its side.
It sounded great with Wilson WATTs/Puppies in the Canorus room.

they drew the line. In some cases the replies were immediate and definitive; in others, it was difficult to get astraight
answer. Bonnie, my "inexpensive solid-state" counterpart,
even ran into agroup who were convinced that it was atrick
question and refused to answer. In the end, though, it came
down to anumber, and for El that number was $2500 per
component. As the Show wore on and the opinions rolled
in, $2000-$2500 emerged as the most popular answer.
There were exceptions, of course — like Calvin Lee, a
bus driver from New Orleans who picked $9500 for an
amplifier and $4000 for apreamplifier. Eric Nelson, asoftware engineer from North Carolina, drew the line at
$4000/component.
Still, $2500 kept coming up. Even Frank, who looked
kind of familiar but would admit only to "being in the film
business," went with $2000 for apreamplifier and $2500 for
an amplifier.
That this clear aconsensus emerged surprised me. It also
surprised me that alarge percentage of those Italked to
were seriously shopping for gear that — by their own definition — was "expensive." Most were looking in the range of
$2500 to $6000 per component.
For those in the market for solid-state gear, there was a
great selection. For example, SimAudio was showing several new components in their upscale Moon series, priced from
$2495 for the 70Wpc I-5 integrated amplifier to $4450 for
the 175Wpc W-5 power amp. Due later this summer are a
700W monoblock and a $4500 two-chassis CD player.
Another Canadian company, Blue Circle Audio, introduced the 25Wpc BC6 stereo amplifier, little brother to the
sublime BC2 monoblocks. Like the BC2, the $3700 BC6 is
aclass-A single-ended design combining atube front-end
and solid-state output stage. Check out the Blue Circle gear
—it's unusual, and lovely in both appearance and sound.
At the other end of the pricing spectrum, Burmester was
getting the best sound I've ever heard from them with a
modest — for Burmester —system: about $150,000, not
including the yet-to-be-priced 970 D/A converter. The mbl
room featured their distinctive gear and spacious, threedimensional sound. Bottom line: about $120,000.
Another German company, Schunk Audio Engineering, introduced their Accustic (sic) Arts line to the US
at HI-FI '97 and has just opened aUS office. Their gear is
reminiscent of mbl's and Burmester's: unmistakably
Teutonic, if alittle more conservatively styled. The system
had a dynamic, powerful sound, and the price — only
$31,000 plus cables and VAT — suggests that Schunk may

not have been told that German hi-fi gear is supposed to be
really, really expensive. Their Concerto speaker — an actively biamped design incorporating three 12" dual-driver isobaric woofers per channel — produced some of the best bass
Iheard at the Show.
Several of the monster amplifiers introduced at last
January's CES showed up in the Westin, powering some of
the more impressive demos and debuts. The Classé
Omegas were driving Dunlavy SC-Vs as the front channels
in an awesome home-theater setup. Just down the hall, the
Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 9s were contributing
to the impressive debut of the new EgglestonWorks
speakers. The Revel Salon and Thiel CS23 speaker demos
were both using Mark Levinson electronics, the former
paired with the No33 Reference Monos. Krell's Master
Reference amplifiers didn't make an appearance, but other
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A large percentage of those ttalked to
were seriously shopping for gear that—
by their own definition —
was "expensive."
—Brian Damkroger
Krell electronics appeared in several places, including the
introductions of the Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX
and Thiel CS72 loudspeakers.
The gorgeous Pass Labs X-1000 monos, silent in Las
Vegas, were hooked up and playing this time around. Mated
with massive Quintessence Standard Signature speakers,
the X-1000s were putting out adetailed, immediate sound,
and astring tone on Yo-Yo Ma's Japanese Melodies CD (CBS
MK 39703), that struck me as particularly nice.
Neat new stuff popped up in unlikely places as well. VAC —
yes, VAC —introduced asolid-state amplifier, the 60Wpc
(x3) PTT60, one of several new additions to their futuristic
Visionary System. To avoid the typical "solid-state" sound he
believes is due to fine-scale distortions inherent in acomplementary pair of devices, designer Kevin Hayes instead
uses only one type of device, and asimple push-pull circuit
similar to those in his tube amps. Even without final voicing,
the demo PTT60 sounded uncannily like some of those
designs. The PTT60, and the companion two-channel
120Wpc PTS120, are due to start shipping in September for
87
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Now...another "Best Buy" from Magnepan
.the lightning transients, the superb dynamic
scaling, the remarkable spaciousness, the nearly
world-class inner detail, the single-driver coherence,
and sheer presencing power—all of which the
Maggie 1.6's have in abundance...in my opinion,
that's what the 1.6's are--the best sound you can
buy for fifteen hundred dollars. ;*
Jon Valin, Fi magazine, July, 1998
'Quoted with permission of FI magazine

...the MG1.6's left an indelible impression and
join Maggies own 3.5's...as the steals of the
speaker world. Uncannily balanced. Unlike
similarly priced speakers, there was no lack of
dynamics or tendency toward leanness. And their
size and appearance shouldn't be a hindrance in
most homes.
*
Myles Astor, Editor, Ultimate Audio, Jan./ Feb., 1998
'Quoted with permission of Ultimate Audio
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$4390 and $4190, respectively.
Other companies associated with tube equipment were
debuting solid-state products as well. For Nagra, it was the
MOSFET Power Amplifier (MPA). The 250Wpc MPA
can be configured as apower amplifier for $12,000; with the
$2500 addition of an optional control panel/line stage —
including aModulometer, of course —it becomes an integrated amplifier. The MPA's cosmetics were the avant-garde
industrial mix you'd expect from Naga; the sound, with a
Nagra-D tape deck and dCS Elgar up front and Wilson
Audio WATTs/Puppies downstream, was fantastic. I
expect to see one in J-10's loft soon, if it's not there already!
Balanced Audio Technology's new solid-state unit was
the VK-40 balanced preamplifier. The VIC-40 "follows the
BAT purist approach of using zero negative feedback ... no
buffers, followers, or Op amplifiers are used in the signal
path." The price is $3995, and $500 each for an optional
remote and plug-in phono stage. Cosmetics and build quality are standard BAT; je; first-rate. The demo system — a
VK-D5 CD player, V1040, VK-1000 monoblocks, Aural
cables, and the Hales Design Group's new Transcendence
Eight loudspeakers—was putting out abig, dynamic sound:
one of the Show's best.
The BAT/Hales room was also the first place Iencountered one of the Show's most ubiquitous products: the gorgeous equipment racks from pARTicular Contemporary
Designs. These racks, the creations of renaissance man
Volkmar Drübbisch, are, quite simply, museum-quality
combinations of practicality, furniture, and modern art. In
fact, pARTicular's Ypsilon model won the Industrial Design
Society of America's "International Innovations Design 8c
Engineering Award," and was accepted into the permanent
design collection of the Chicago Museum of Art.
While I'm at it, Ineed to mention two other racks.
Sm'art Designs' CD racks look like the simple black stands
you find at Target, but have an ingenious back-lighting system that transforms jewelboxes into floating neon squares.
Different filters change the colors, and can be mixed in asingle tower. Too cool! Gotta have one! Townshend's equipment rack caught my ear more than my eye. It goes astep
beyond the Seismic Sink to pneumatically isolate each component shelf. During the demo, the towers were deflated
and the soundstage would collapse. Reinflate the towers,
and voilà! At about $2500 for afour-shelf unit, it's not cheap,
but it is effective.
One of the most interesting products at last January's
WCES was the TacT Millennium, "the world's first all-digStereophtle, September 1998

ital amplifier." The Millennium takes adigital signal, calculates awaveform, and translates that into aPWM signal that
controls the 352kHz switching between power-supply rails.
No TIM, no clipping, no speaker interaction, no anything in
the signal path. Output level is varied by simply changing
the rail voltage. Paired with Dali Grand Diva speakers, the
150Wpc, $9800 Millennium amplifier was producing excellent sound — clean, musical, and involving. The Millennium
will begin shipping in August, shortly thereafter, an onboard
version of TacTs RCS 22 room-correction system will be
available as a$3500 option. The RCS 22 is aPC-based system that sends, receives, and analyzes test signals, using the
data to generate time- and frequency-domain corrections for
system and room anomalies. The stand-alone version is
available for $8000; I'd love to try it in my listening rooms.
DSP equalization was in use in several rooms, most often
in the form of the Z-Systems rdq-6. This is adigital, frequency-based equalizer with 18 adjustable bands —a more
sophisticated version of the "transparent tone control" feature of the Z-Systems rdp-1 digital preamplifier Kal
Rubinson reviewed in the July issue. Whenever Iasked
about the rdq-6, the answer was inevitably some version of
"The room had anasty pealc/suckout at xHz that we had to
fix. Other than that, it's completely transparent." A strong
endorsement, but not as strong as the fact that the unit
found its way into so many Show systems.
Legend was showing aline of lovely electronics, including the $1295 Steradian room-correction system. Unlike
the TacT and Z-Systems units, Legend's works in the analog domain. It's also much more general in its application,
targeting only the major room effects. There's acorrection
for the ubiquitous resonance caused by an 8' floor-to-ceiling spacing, an adjustable correction for volumetric room
loading below 125Hz, and an algorithm to improve channel separation below 500Hz. Legend's electronics are the
result of acollaboration between Legend and Eric Lauchli
of Coda, and are manufactured by Coda. All the Legend
electronics — the Steradian, the High Current preamplifier ($1595), the 250Wpc High Current amplifier ($1995),
and the 450W Monobloc ($4800/pair), are unusually well
built for the price, and definitely worth alisten. Birdland
Audio and Silicon Arts Design, both new to Stereophilees
HI-FI Shows, also piqued my interest.
Finally, anod to the AXISS/Avalon/Audio Unlimited
and YBA/JMIab rooms for their great sound. Audio
Unlimited's unfailingly crowded "analog room" had three,
count 'em, three separate analog rigs feeding Accuphase's
C-290 preamplifier ($15,000) and M-2000 power amplifier
($27,000), the latter driving Avalon Eidolons. YBA's
supremely musical system — CD-1 ($6000), 1Line ($4995),
1HC Monos ($11,500), and JMlab Utopias ($29,500) —
was hidden in the Show's most remote corner, but constantly mentioned as one that was too good to miss.
After five days jam-packed with beautiful gear and great
sound, I'd say that's an apt summary of expensive solid-state
electronics: too good to miss.
Bonnie McKenzie
I
-FI '98 was just how you'd imagine a Disney
audio/video theme park to be: live music performances, seminars on everything from system setup
to room tuning, "Meet the Designers" panel discussions —
all happening every hour. Plus over 150 high-end audio and
video exhibits in one hotel. My assigned ride in this magic
kingdom was to cover "affordable solid-state amps and pre-
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amps." A survey of attendees determined that the cutoff
price for "affordable" electronics was $2000 per component.
Wes Phillips told me to be sure to check out the YBA
room — they were presenting a new "affordable" line.
YBA? Affordable? This Ihad to see. In the room next to their
well-known components, YBA was introducing its Audio
Refinement Complete line. The Complete integrated
amplifier offers 50Wpc for $995; the line also includes the
Complete tuner ($695), Complete CD player ($895), and
Complete remote control ($50). The Complete line is available in all brushed aluminum, or the stunning blackanodized aluminum faceplates with brushed aluminum
controls exhibited at the Show. YBA's commitment to providing the traditional sonic signature of its much-higherpriced components in this more affordable line was clearly
demonstrated with JMIab Daline 3speakers.
Okay, so most of my beat turned out to be solid-state. But
Sonic Frontiers answered aplea from their dealers for
something with the performance of the popular tubed
Anthem Integrated 1(25Wpc), but with more power and a
reasonable price. The company's answer is the new hybrid
Anthem Integrated 2. The power amplifier is entirely solid-

Electronics manufacturers whose gear
has traditionally been very expensive
are coming out with more affordable
high-quality components.
—Bonnie McKenzie
state, while the preamplifier section is all tube. For $1699
you get 80Wpc into 8ohms, four inputs (CD, tuner, two
sets of auxiliaries), atape-monitor loop, and asignal processor (SSP) loop. This unit was showcased with Aerial 7B
speakers, which provided afun, tight, snappy performance.
The Denon room was ahappenin' place. Denon introduced the PMA-2000R integrated amplifier ($999), which
delivers 80Wpc into 8ohms using asingle-stage push-pull
circuit topology made possible by the use of ultra-high-current MOS semiconductors. Iauditioned the PMA-2000R
with apair of $500 Mission speakers and realized just how
good a$1500 system can sound.
An intriguing fact about Denon's average-sized room is
that it housed three entire demonstration systems with plenty of room to spare. In addition to the aforementioned
"large" system, two of Denon's new "personal component"
systems were each on asmall end table. Denon and Mission
have joined forces to provide three micro music systems:
The D-M7 system includes a3-disc CD changer, cassette
deck, AM/FM tuner, and abuilt-in 30Wpc amplifier for
driving apair of Mission 731i loudspeakers ($999 system
price). The D-M5 and D-M3 syitems each feature apair of
Mission MS-5 speakers and include an AM/FM stereo
tuner. The D-M5 provides a3-disc CD changer and 30Wpc
built-in amplifier ($599), while the D-M3 provides asingleCD player and 20Wpc amplifier, all contained in asingle
ultracompact chassis. Ilistened to the DM-3 and D-M7 and
was quite impressed with the quality of sound from these
small systems — it easily filled the room. And the systems
look as attractive as they sound. All components are finished
in burnished silver. The D-M7 speakers are finished in satinblack ash with charcoal grilles, while the D-M5 and D-M3
speakers come in alight wood finish with gray grilles.
Stereophtle, September 1998

Always asource of good Show sound, the Music Hall room featured the new
Epos E515 floorstanders driven by Creek electronics.

Outstanding sound could also be heard coming from the
Symphonic-Line room. Not knowing it fit my definition
of affordable gear, Iwalked by — several times — but finally
had to go in to experience the great sound that was spilling
out into the hall. What asplendid surprise to find out that
what was playing was Symphonic-Line's new, affordable
Odyssey series of components! Designed by SymphonicLine in Germany and manufactured in the US, the Odyssey
line includes the Tempest preamplifier, whose inputs
include phono MM/MC, CD, tuner, two auxiliary, and tape
(weight: over 30 lbs!). The Stratos power amplifier offers
2x150W into 8ohms, class-A/AB, 45A. The Tempest and
Stratos are $995 each when purchased together, $1195 separately. The Odyssey line also includes the Mystique loudspeaker ($995/pair), a2-way, floorstanding, wood-enclosed
speaker with 90dB sensitivity. This system was providing
extraordinary sound.
NAD celebrated its 25th anniversary by introducing the
five new components that make up its Silver Series.
Untraditionally for NAD, all of these come in chassis finished in silver from top to bottom, with hunky, solid front
panels. The pure class-A S100 preamplifier has seven line
inputs, including two tape loops with flexible dubbing controls. NAD offers an optional MM/MC phono card, and
provides both RCA line outputs and fully balanced XLR
jacks, the latter able to deliver up to 20V into 600 ohm loads
($1199). The S200 power amplifier can deliver 225Wpc
into 8ohms and has both unbalanced RCA and balanced
XLR jacks ($1799). The S300 integrated amplifier provides
100Wpc into 8ohms and incorporates afully balanced input
among its five line inputs ($2199). Both the S100 and S300
are equipped with the NAD-Link intercomponent remote
protocol, which will manage the principal functions of most
associated NAD-Link components. All Silver Series components also come with remote controllers. The Silver lineup
also includes the S500 CD player ($1399), the S400 FM
tuner ($999), and the S70 remote control ($199).
Music Hall's Creek/Epos room is always an enjoyable
stop. Roy Hall was showing some very affordable Creek
electronics: the 4330 40Wpc integrated amp ($595), the
A43 50W stereo amp ($695), the 5250 50W integrated
amp ($995), and the A52SE 80W dual-monos ($1095). All
were sounding good and are so affordable that Roy can offer
very good single-malt scotch to add to the listener's enjoyment. Being aMcKenzie, Ithought that was an appropriate
way to spend the end of the third hectic day.
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Monarchy Audio was introducing their new SM-70
zero-feedback power amplifier. For $719 you get 25Wpc, or
75W if you bridge the SM-70 as amonoblock — all in a
black-anodized aluminum chassis with gold lettering and
gold vertical handles on the front panel.
The hefty ATI (Amplifier Technologies, Inc.) power
amplifiers were on display, too. The new ATI502 ($795)
provides 150Wpc in stereo or 450W bridged to mono. The
ATI506, also new, provides 150W x6 channels for $1995.
ATI is currently designing amplifiers that provide 250W x2,
3, and 5channels. The ATI units weren't being played, but
their build quality was way beyond what you'd expect for
the price.
It's pretty exciting that electronics manufacturers whose
gear has traditionally been very expensive are coming out
with more affordable high-quality components. Another
intriguing trend is that some traditional two-channel manufacturers now offer three- and five-channel amplifiers to
either incorporate surround-sound for home theater or for
future surround-audio formats.
A high point of the Show for me was VAC's demonstration of a discrete, four-channel digital tape from
PopeMusic. This session had been miked and recorded to
sound as if heard from the center of the hall. Ididn't get the
sense that Iwas sitting in the middle of the orchestra — the
musicians remained firmly in front of me — but Icould
hear the music's reflections off the wall behind me.

Listening to the surround system was utterly exhilarating —
Iwas immersed in the music, in avery lifelike, threedimensional ambience that was less position-sensitive than
conventional stereo.
Just when you think audio has reached its steady-state
level, they add even more attractions to the theme park.
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Chip Stern

hen Ifirst discovered how profound adifference
agreat power amplifier made to the sound and
resolution of my home audio rig, Iwas duly
humbled. But when Idiscovered how much of adifference
power cords, interconnects, and speaker cables made to the
sound, Iwas ... well, Iwas pissed.
First off, Icouldn't believe what agrungy matrix of noise
and distortion I'd been listening thro4 all these years, and
how much it obscured the purity of music reproduction.
Then there was the numbing realization: Swell—now I
have even more components to invest in.
Like many aural pilgrims, I'd always viewed tweaks with
adegree of skepticism, much as aReform Jew might feel on
being thrust into aprimitive Aztec religious ritual. As a
devoted music listener, Inever regarded gear as an end in
and of itself. This overwhelming devotion to esoteric aural
refinements struck me as tangential, even obsessive — Ifelt
pity for those hobbyists seduced by such voodoo.

Whither Digital Audio Disc Formats?

O

,,, of the issues on my mind as Iflew to L.A. was the
V saga of the contending proposals for an advanced, highbit-rate audio disc. So, early Wednesday morning, Iwent to
the "Advanced Audio Dise demo room hoping for some
news, and tried the door. Locked! Fortunately, Jeff Kalt of
Resolution Audio opened the door and admitted me —to
the feigned grumbling of those present—to ameeting of the
CEMA Advanced Audio Disc Working Group.
My fly-on-the-wall observations are that this team, led by
Kevin Halverson of Muse, with Ayre's Charlie Hansen as
head cheerleader, is being proactive in establishing anew
standard audio medium: the Advanced Audio Disc (A-A-D).
First, the original members (Muse, Resolution Audio,
Ayre, Chesky Records, and Classic Records) had been
joined by representatives of California Audio Labs,
Conrad-Johnson, Madrigal, and MSB, all of whom are
now offering fully compatible 24/96 equipment. Bel
Canto, Meridian, Mobile Fidelity, and Theta will also
support the standard.
Second, Classic Records and Chesky Records are releasing 24/96 DVDs at a remarkable pace. Classic's Mike
Hobson announced his label's exclusive licensing agreements for many of the top stereo titles in the Blue Note
and EMI/Capitol jazz =dogs. Classic expects to release
more than adozen before the end of the year, many more
in 1999. Chesky currently has only asampler, but expects
to release eight discs in the last quarter of 1998 and another eight in January at WCES. These are all A-A-D, even
though Classic labels them "DAD" for Digital Audio Disc
and Chesky calls them "DVD-Audio," the same name as
the yet-to-be-defined WG-4 standard. And you thought
formats were confusing!
Since the A-A-D format is based on the audio portion of
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the DVD-Video specification and is compatible with all
DVD players regardless of their DAC resolution, there
could be as many as 500,000 compatible players in homes
by Christmas. A growing portion of these players, including many low-end machines, will have full 24/96 capability. They will also accept standard CDs, giving consumers
another good reason to replace their current players with
DVD players, regardless of price or audiophile aspirations.
No wonder the A-A-D guys signaled their enthusiasm and
exuberance by agreeing to drop the word "Working" from
the group title. This is the real thing.
On Friday, however, John Aticinson's seminar —"DAD,
DVD, or DSD? High-Bit-Rate Audio in the Future" —
was asplash of cold water in the face. At this session, Sony's
David Kawakami outlined and explained plans for the
introduction of Sony/Philips' Super Audio CD (SACD),
based on their Direct Stream Digital (DSD) data format
and offered on ahybrid disc. The SACD is asandwich of a
standard "Red Book" CD layer and aDSD-format layer.
The laser in the player will see and read only the suitable
layer. Thus, the disc will be backward-compatible with the
existing installed base of CD players. The advantages of
SACD are: 1) the relatively simpler digital signal processing
chain for DSD; 2) the ability of consumers to buy and play
these discs now on their present CD players, and in the
future on new Super Audio Disc players; 3) the inclusion
of multichannel capability; and 4) the maintenance of a
single stock inventory for retailers.
Many on the podium, as well as many in the audience,
were concerned about the emergence of competing standards, especially with the final report on v1.0 of the DVDAudio format by the DVD Working Group 4(WG-4) due
in the near future. Meridian's Bob Stuart, hoping to spare the
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Such arbiters of specs as Stereo Review might counsel you
to distrust your ears and simply ignore the man behind the
curtain. But based on my own auditioning experiences and
my coverage of the accessories beat at HI-FI '98, I've come
to conclude that, yes indeed, the so-called tweaks of the
audio chain arc vita! components in their own rOn.

If "To tweak or not to tweak?"
is the question, then the answer
is clear: Tweak by all means,
without shame or guilt,
but with musical discretion.
—Chip Stern
So, if "To tweak or not to tweak?" is the question, then
the answer is clear: Tweak by all means, without shame or
guilt — but with musical discretion. "I've tried many of the
tweaks and found that some of them did make an audible
difference," J. Gordon Holt cautioned me. "But you have to
make certain that you start out with good, solid components
before adding layers of complexity to your system."
Where to begin? Trudging through the cavernous hall-

market another Beta/VHS wa4 suggested that aformat compromise might be developed. With Kevin Halverson, Stuart
raised the idea of proposing DSD, along with linear PCM, to
WG-4. It seemed as if the possibility of an agreement was in
the air.
However, in aconversation Ihad later with Kawakami,
he made clear that Sony/Philips was committed to the
SACD as they have defined it. Nor will they license DSD
or other portions of the SACD technology to acompeting
DVD-Audio format. ICawakami's arguments were cogent
and based on what Sony/Philips saw as DSD's technical
superiority, and the overwhelming value of SACD's compatibility with existing CD players. "Let the market
decide," he said, seemingly confident of that decision.
So, if we're in for aformat war, what were the results of
the first skirmish? At this time, I'd have to call it avictory
for the Advanced Audio Disc. The victory is A-A-D's
because their discs and players are available right now and
SACD is still in development (I'm listening to an A-A-D
on aCalifornia Audio Labs CAL-20 DVD player as Iwrite
this!) Indeed, A-A-D was all over HI-FI '98, providing consistent demonstration of its quality.
And there is still more that can be achieved with A-A-D.
First, it can handle 1921(Hz sampling, and, in view of the
success of the Canorus dCS 972 upsampling demo (see
my Show Report), this may be significant for back-catalog
reissues. Second, Meridian's MLP (Meridian Lossless
Packing) is alossless compression scheme that can permit
A-A-D to accommodate even more data, including multiple audio channels. This is an important feature that future
listeners will come to expect from music and video sources.
Still, this victory may be temporary. Darnmit, Sony's
DSD demo was one of the most exciting I've heard at an
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ways of the Westin in search of insights into high-end audio
accessories, it occurred to me that, to the public at large,
Monster Cable is still synonymous with sophisticated
cables and interconnects. Upon entering their suite, which
featured Bruce Edgar's Edgarhorns driven by tube amps, I
was transported into aeuphonious time warp that evoked
the earliest days of horn speakers and single-ended triode
amps, asymbolic platform upon which to introduce their
flagship line of Sigma Retro Cables. With their vintagestyled fabric covering, Demian Martin's flexible, lightweight
design will appeal to those consumers put off by massive,
obtrusive cables, and at $2000 for apair of 10' speaker cables
and $1000 for a3' length of audio interconnects, the Sigma
Retros trumpet Monster Cable CEO Noel Lee's intention
to position his company to make agreater impact on the
high-end market.
Lee has also assembled acore design team (including
Martin, Richard Marsh, and Peter Madnick) to launch his
new Entech division of audiophile and videophile components. Some of the cost-effective new products they introduced were the Entech Number Cruncher 2032 (a highresolution, 20-bit 13/A converter), as well as the Home
Theatre Reference PowerCenter HTS2000, which offers
consumers high-quality filtering, surge and spike protection, and dedicated outlets for avariety of audio and video
components.
All of which made me reflect upon acomment my buddy

audio show. Iadmit to abias for classical music; still, Ifelt
that the multichannel DSD replay of the third movement
of Tchaikovsky's "Pathétique" was outrageously good, and
probably the best sound Iheard at the Show: remarkable
detail and presence from the orchestra in the front, and —
paceJGH —a superb sense of place and occasion provided
by the supplementary full-spectrum center and rear channels. No small part of this success was due to the sensible
use of the multichannel format. Would that this was from
adisc and player that we could buy, and not from afootlocker's worth of studio equipment! If the SACD can deliver performance like this along with its touted back-compatibility, it will be hard to top.
Unfortunately, the brief demo of Marantz's prototype
SACD player, the DSD-1, was far less convincing, although
the program material was quite restricted. For what it's
worth, when asked if an SACD player will play CDs, the
Maranta representative said, "It should." Moreover, SACDs
cannot be played in current-generation DVD players,
though Iwas assured by Philips' representatives that it is
technically feasible to develop players that will handle the
DVD-Video format (including the A-A-D), the Sony/
Philips SACD, and, when defined, the DVD-Audio format
as well. Ain't DSP wonderful?
As JA said at the seminar, these are interesting times.
Both the A-A-D and SACD demonstrated enormous
potential. It's possible that the forthcoming WG-4 proposals may further complicate matters, and that we will see a
spring crop of bewildering variety. Let's hope that the market decisions —inevitably made by nonaudiophiles —will
result in something that audiophiles will be happy with as
the next standard music medium. When the smoke finally
clears, we should be alot better off.
-Kalman Rubinson
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Monster's Sigma
Retro exhibit used
Edgarhorns. "A
euphonious time
warp," thought
Chip Stern.

recently made to me about how his system sounded so
much better at night. This is no aural illusion — with less
industry online and less junk surging through your outlets,
you'll naturally hear subtleties and inner details that are normally overshadowed by the noise floor. This is acompelling
argument for power conditioning.
When we heard Jeff Joseph audition his slammin' new
Joseph Audio RM-25si Signature speakers, the new Ultra
Power Wedge ($1499) from Audio Power Industries was
a critical component in his signal chain. As API's Les
Bielberg explained it, by offering aseparate transformer for
each isolated outlet with additional high-frequency filtering,
damping for amplifiers, and three different grounding
schemes, you isolate components from each other, resulting
in amuch lower noise floor for amuch blacker background
and better reproduction of musical nuances.
Along these lines, when we visited the E.A.R. suite to
hear Tun De Paravicini's unique new V20 integrated tube
amp (paired with Impact's Vento transmission-line speakers), Synergistic Research's Ted Denney favorably
impressed the skeptics among us by demonstrating what a
profound difference in resolution, harmonic detail, and clarity one could achieve by employing his Designer's
Reference Master Coupler power cord on one's digital
front-end.
Just trying to keep abreast of all the various incarnations
of cable manufacturers during my five-day jaunt through the
Westin catacombs was daunting — these companies multiply like rabbits. Iencountered any number of progressive
cable companies that were new to me, such as Buffalo, New
York's own Joe Skubinski, whose JPS Labs Superconductor
2 balanced interconnects ($1195/meter pair) and digital
cable ($595/m), Super 2 NC Series speaker cables
($2150/10' pair), and digital, analog, and power AC cords
($350-$450) allowed the Gershman Acoustics GAP 520X speakers to virtually disappear (a neat trick for such alarge
speaker in such asmall room). Then Vincent Garino of
Nordost introduced me to the supple nuances of his SPM
Reference flatline cables, while Renaissance Audio's
Roald Mikkelsen explained the use of aviscous blue oil to
impede extraneous mechanical vibrations in his Silver
Renaissance Blue Signatures.
Down in the Westin's lobby Iencountered one of the
industry's distinguished tribal elders: George Cardas, whose
Cardas Golden Cross cables Iso admire. He explained the
unique conductor geometry of his new line of Neutral
Reference cables (designed to sound exactly the same in
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lengths of from 1' to 301, inspired in part by the requirements of recording pros — such as mastering engineer
Bernie Grundman — for a certifiably neutral cable that
would forgive no sins yet add none of its own.
In talking with Sean Casey of Kilt:giber Kahle, Casey further advanced the notion that cables are indeed components, then introduced me to Kimbees new line of Select
Cables, based on technology derived from the top of their
product line. Ilater got to hear Kirnbees $7000/8' all-silver
pair of KS-3038 Select speaker cables add immeasurably to
the speed, slam, and immense soundstaging of the Cabasse
Pacific 600 loudspeakers.
After I'd bounced off of afew more walls, wire industry
veteran Steven Hill of Straight Wire attempted to sort it all
out by giving me some perspective on the nature of materials, manufacturing methods, and system synergy.
Still, for the uninitiated among you, Icould think of no
better education than the one Igot from Robert Stein at
The Cable Company booth, where Ilearned that consumers can audition various combinations of cables, power
cords, interconnects, and tweaks from this aural lending
library merely by plunking down a10% deposit, and either
keeping the product or returning it to audition other products — all deposits applicable to future purchases.
Iencountered awide variety of refinements for focusing
system response, from aseries of reasonably priced acoustic
room treatments by Echobusters to some incredibly elegant, functional component stands from pARTicular
Contemporary Design. Like works of modern sculpture,
the pARTicular stands are aesthetically pleasing yet transparent in their presentation. Vollunar Drübbisch's contemporary designs, such as the Novus, suspend shelving in an
ingenious manner, the better to uncouple components from
extraneous vibrations.
Kevin Deal of Upscale Audio introduced me to his
extensive range of "new" old stock in adizzying array of vintage vacuum tubes. Then there were those Argent
RoornLenses that Brother Scull enthused about in the
August issue, which employ Helmholz Resonators as areactive room treatment, the Shun Mook and PolyCrystal
cones and whatnots, which act as grounding devices for
vibrating systems; Black Diamond Racing's isolation
stands; and ASC Tube Traps all around me. Ibegan to hallucinate. Tweaks, accessories, refinements — tweaks, accessories,
tenements — oh my
Finally, Ben Piazza of Shakti Audio Innovations took
pity on me. He showed me the way to the next whiskey bar,
pausing only to lay some Shakti Stones on me and explain
how these electromagnetic stabilizers could quell spurious
oscillations that bleed back into the circuitry, only to be
amplified along with musical signals. Uh, sure, I'll check 'em
out the minute Iget home...
Ithen had only to click my heels together twice to beam
back into my Manhattan crib. Placing the Shakti Stones atop
my California Audio Labs CD player and over the transformers on my Mesa Baron, Iwas shocked.
J. Gordon Holt
san audiophile who got hopelessly hooked on surround-sound long before home theater made it fashionable, Ihave wondered how long it was going to
take for others who care about realistic sound reproduction
to discover the blessings of surround-sound for music
(SS£M).
Iwas beginning to think it would never happen. There
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high-end audio electronics company has been forced to
were no surround-sound music recordings available, and
offer at least one model of surround decoder or face irrelonly ahandful of decoders were equipped to extract (by Levance. As aresult, many, if not most (I didn't keep score),
minus-R subtraction) the natural ambience that's present on
of the home-theater systems at HI-FI '98 were capable of
most stereo CDs. But for the past several years, whenever I
playing music in surround-sound as long as it was in a
found ashow exhibitor set up to play music with surroundhome-theater format like Dolby Surround, Dolby Digital,
sound, I'd urge them to give it atrial listen and see what they
or DTS. The second thing that happened was that music
thought of it. The reaction was always incredulity (real or
recordings in precisely those home-theater formats have
feigned) at the improvement in realism. But when Ipopped
begun to proliferate, and were being handed out at the
into these same rooms later, they would invariably have
Show to anyone who agreed to play them.
gone back to playing music in two channels. The only
Much of the credit for the glut of surround software goes
exhibitors Iever caught playing SSfM when Iwalked into
to DTS, whose surround-encoded CDs seemed to be
the room were the ones that made the best L-R decoders:
everywhere. They and Image Entertainment were sharCitation with their 6-Axis system, Lexicon with their
ing aroom, one side of which
Logic 7, Meridian with their
was lined with bins containTrifleld decoder. Otherwise,
ing what looked like countI've wondered how long it was going to
conventional wisdom held
less DTS-encoded laserdiscs
that surround-sound was for
take for others who care about realistic
(drool, drool!), but musichome theater and stereo was
only titles were also in abunfor music, and never the
sound reproduction to discover the
dance there. DTS further boltwain should meet.
stered their reputation as
But hope springs eternal,
blessings of surround-sound for music.
aggressive promoters of surso I did my proselytizing
round-sound with aseparate
thing again at this Show, and
—J. Gordon Holt
demo room showcasing their
guess what? SSfM was everylatest releases and soon-to-be
where. True, most exhibitors
releases. DTS has made lots of pop and novelty recordings
were still salaaming to conventional stereo wisdom, but
that are more fun-and-games
music, but they're also
this time far more mavericks than just Lexicon and
embarking on aprogram to release RCA and EMI multiMeridian were demoing SSfM. (Citation was absent.)
channel classical titles from the 70s' quadraphonic era in
Ralph Glasgal was demoing his Ambiophonics system
DTS format. The gent responsible —Bob Margouleff—
(not to be confused with the Ambisonics system used by
was on hand to play several selections from upcoming titles,
Nimbus Records). Like the L-R systems, this produces surincluding Mozart's Symphony 40 (Previn), the EMI Aida
round-sound from existing stereo recordings; unlike them,
with Muti, Domingo, and Caballé, and Tchaikovsky's Third
the Ambiophonics surround signal is amixture of frontSuite for Orchestra with Sir Adrian Boult
channel sound plus what Glasgal calls the "acoustical signaPopeMusic's Eugene Pope, who's been making highly
ture" of aconcert hall — ideally, the same hall the recording
acclaimed stereo CDs using apair of B&K omni mikes, was
was made in. (An acoustic signature is arecording of areal
demoing his first foray into SSfM — achoral recording
auditorium's reverberation that can be superimposed by
made with what was essentially adoubling of his stereo
computer processing onto any other recording.)
setup. Unlike Bonnie McKenzie, Ididn't think it asmashing
Ambiophonics' demo setup consisted of aclosely spaced
success, but neither was it conspicuously worse than others
pair of panel speakers — actually, custom-made Sound Labs
at the Show that should have been alot better.
with slightly concave diaphragms to focus the sound at the
Sony was promoting their and Philips' Super-Audio
ears — and aheavily padded divider "wall" extending severCompact Disc. Their demo included acouple of original
al feet forward from between the speakers. The rest of the
surround-sound symphonic recordings by Philips — asign
room was lined with four more pairs of expensive panel
that some really big players in the record business are taking
speakers leaning against the walls at outrageously jaunty
SSfM seriously. But why symphonic music, when everyone
angles. To listen, Ihad to stand facing the edge of the dividknows the classical recording business is doldnuntned?
ing wall with my nose inches from asmall screen showing
Because, to paraphrase Philips representative Jan Biesterbos,
the video part of the laserdisc or DVD Iwas listening to (in
"Classical record buyers have always shown the most interthis case, an LD of Eisenstein's Alexander Nevsky with anew
est in the fidelity of sound."
stereo soundtrack).
Iwas so pleased to hear so much SSfM action at this Show
According to Glasgars literature, the audio signal is comthat Ishould probably overlook the quality of the demos...
puter-processed in real time to interact optimally with the
but such charity is just not in my soul. Ishould emphasize
divider panel, whose purpose is to prevent the left ear from
that none of the discrete surround recordings demoed were
hearing the right loudspeaker and vice versa. It was pretty
being presented as technological exemplars but rather as
impressive-sounding, with an exceedingly wide soundstage,
works in progress. Still, alot of the problems Iheard seemed
excellent front/back depth, and an all-enveloping spatiality,
to have more to do with inept playback than bad recording
but it struck me as one helluva roundabout and expensive
technique. It seemed that everyone who was demoing disway of doing what can be done much more simply, and with
crete SSfM had forgotten everything they'd ever learned
greater surround realism, with ambience extraction.
about setting up astereo system.
All the other SSfM demos were of discrete multichanI'm not going to single out any demos because they all
nel recordings, and, unlike previous Shows, this one had
had the same failing: What you heard depended on where
scads of such demos. What had changed in the past year?
you sat. All suffered from front-to-back crosstalk whose
For one thing, stereo receivers had disappeared from
severity depended, quite simply, on your listening seat. If
stores, to be replaced by multichannel models featuring
you sat close to the front so that the surround signal was
Pro-Logic and, usually, Dolby Digital. In addition, every
Stereophile, September 1998
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The "Ask the Editors" sessions were as popular as always, as were the "Meet the Designers" sessions. Seen here answering the audience's questions on
loudspeakers are (left to right): Cary Christie (AR), David Wilson, Siegfried Linkwitz (Audio Artistry), David Smith (Snell), Kevin Voeks (Revel), and Jim Thiel.

below conscious perception, the spatial effect was stunningly realistic. But the farther back you sat, the more prominent
the surrounds and the more intrusive the front-channel
leakage into the back. Most surround demos didn't even
have astable front soundstage. Listening from left or fight of
center biased everything toward that side. There's no excuse
for that, particularly in systems using acenter speaker.
There seems to be no consensus about what SSfM should
be and how it should be recorded. Most of its promoters see
it as the next step toward the ultimate sonic truth, while
some, like DTS's Margouleff, view it as awhole new world
of creative license that could justify the writing of new music
intended specifically for multidirectional performance. But
the one thing that was abundantly clear from all the demos
was that, whatever possibilities we may envision from SSfivl,
we don't seem to have aclue about how to achieve them.
These largely unsatisfying reproductions of 3-D space
were in marked contrast to the consistency and predictability of the film-surround demos that dominated the Show.
Children of the sleazy '70s can rail all they want about the
tyranny of THX, but it has done more to close the gap
between adirector's intentions and the audience's viewing
experience than anything in the history of film.
If SSfM is to develop into acreative tool, it's going to need
some standards too — ones that are different from filmsound standards. For example, without visual images to
anchor the mind's eye, SSfM will have to rely on sound
imaging—the ability to place an apparent sound source
somewhere between the speakers. Audiophiles take imaging across the front-channel "souildstage" for granted, but
discrete surround can give us three more such soundstages,
each capable of placing additional images anywhere at or
between its loudspeaker pair. But should those four soundstages define asymmetrically square listening space? Or one
that's longer than it is wide, like the typical home theater?
Should we try to achieve the best possible surround-sound
from one ideal, optimum listening seat — the audiophile's
"sweet spot" — or should we compromise that ideal so that
several listeners, like ahome-theater audience, can share a
less perfect sound?
Such concerns may seem trivial now, but the need for
some sort of ground rules, at least for astandardized listening setup, will become more urgent as recording engineers
try to do more with surround sound than just throw dishpans and bobby-whistles to the sides and behind us. Maybe
when the technical standards for DVD-Audio are finalized
we can adopt some playback standards too. For the present,
Stereophile, September 1998

though, I'm happy enough just seeing my favorite kind of
sound catching on at last.
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Shannon Dickson
ith the bewildering array of new formats for both
sight and sound media, education and reliable,
up-to-the-minute information are critical for the
survival of audio/video professionals, be they manufacturers, designers, retailers, or custom installers. Staying on top
of the learning curve is also essential for the everyday audiophile pursuing the quest for anuminous sensual experience
(or at least aconsistently rewarding one) with aminimum of
frustration and wasted money.

It was fitting for HI-FI '98 to kick off
with two days of superb seminars for
the trade and press, sponsored by
The Academy Advancing High
Performance Audio &Video.
—Shannon Dickson
So it was fitting for HI-Fl '98 to kick off with two days of
superb seminars for the trade and press, sponsored for the
third year now by The Academy Advancing High
Performance Audio & Video. The Trade Days program was
followed by three Consumer Days of nonstop presentations
and Q&A sessions dedicated to enlightening 'philes of both
the audio and video persuasions.
Kudos once again to Andy Regan, VP of Meridian
America, and his wife, Sue Regan, for their consummate
coordination of the Academy Days events. You couldn't ask
for amore authoritative group of pros than those recruited
by the Regans to cover the latest breakthroughs in the
worlds of high-performance A/V marketing, loudspeaker
design, and room acoustics, as well as the future of digital
audio and the dawn of HDTV.
This year, the fun began earlier than at past Shows — a
seminar-only itinerary filled the day before the official first
day. The Academy added anew wrinkle by awarding certificates proclaiming as "Ambassador in System Design"
those participants who completed at least one seminar in
each of four categories: sales, video, acoustic, and digital.
More important, the consistently high quality of informa99
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Meridian VP Andy Regan chaired the Academy's program of trade-day
seminars, intended to bring sales staff up to speed on the latest technology.

'You can see that this CD player's measurements will make it sound punchy
in the bass, but it's an effect!' The seminars on digital measurements given by
Stereophile's Test & Measurement Consultant Paul Miller drew the crowds.

don imparted made those certificates genuinely meaningful.
Any A/V sales and installation personnel who completed this
course are undoubtedly better equipped to serve their clients.
Back by popular demand from last year's Show was
Floyd Toole, VP of engineering at Harman International. Dr. Toole shared his considerable insights into
that all-important relationship, the loudspeaker/room interface. He gave two different presentations, the first coveting
high-performance speaker design, the second an updated
version of his HI-FI '97 seminar on acoustics for music and
theater rooms. Iwas particularly impressed with how he
blended the second topic seamlessly into the first with the
skill of one intimately familiar with the intricate interactions
involved, yet never lost the forest (or the audience) for the
trees. The in-depth, graphics-rich handouts that usually
accompany aFloyd Toole presentation are themselves worth
the price of admission. Dr. Toole made it clear that "Music
is art, while audio is ascience in the service of art."
Russ Herschehnann, of R. Herschelrnann Designs
and acontributor to Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, was
kept busy conducting several sessions during the Trade Days
in which he shared his practical experience in custom hometheater design. On the final Consumer Day he outlined for
an overflow audience his techniques for "tuning" aroom. In
each of Russ's discussions, he, too, emphasized the paramount importance of viewing loudspeakers and room as an
inseparable system.
Joe Kane and Michael Heiss each brought his unique
brand of enthusiasm and knowledge to separate presentations about cutting-edge developments in digital television.
The advent of HDTV will probably spark the biggest boom
in audio/video electronics sales we've ever seen, but the
birthing process will be anything but painless. Talk about
confusing — the plethora of options, proposed standards,
and delivery methods for the new hi-rez TV world make
the turmoil facing digital audio look straightforward!
Another opening-day milestone was presented by
Meridian's resident digital audio wizard, Bob Stuart.
Although his topic was "Digital Audio Basics," Bob quickly
led the audience from the fundamentals of sampling
through afascinating discourse covering the psychoacoustics
of hearing and the impact of subtle amplitude and timing
distortions on the perceived naturalness of digitally
processed audio. Bob also briefly introduced the exciting
new Meridian Lossless Packing (M LP) technology, covered
in this issue's "Industry Update."
Andy Regan and Stan Adler, president of Adler

Associates, took turns on alternate days conveying to audio
sales personnel the requisite people skills, along with asystematic approach to system sales, adding to the audience's
wealth of new technical knowledge. Custom installers were
treated to a thorough overview by Frank White of
Channel Plus/Multiplex Technology of audio-video
distribution principles, including PC-based systems in multiroom homes.
As in years past, the overall tenor of the three days of consumer-oriented seminars was somewhat different from
those of the Trade Days, but no less valuable. Each day
offered repeats of the popular "Ask the Editors" reviewer
grill sessions, in which attendees query Stereophile and
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater writers on any and all topics. While most of us on the receiving end are more comfortable behind akeyboard, the quality of questions from the
audience invariably makes these discussions interesting and
entertaining.
Separate "Meet the Designers" seminars included key
luminaries from the worlds of home theater, loudspeakers,
analog sources, and electronics. These Q&A exchanges offer
the opportunity to understand what motivates the creators
of our favorite gear and for the audience to get answers
direct from the horses' mouths. Once again Iwas impressed
by the overall level of questions from the audience, particularly at the loudspeaker designers' session, where Jim Thiel,
Kevin Voecks (Revel), David Smith (Snell), Siegfried
Linkwitz (Audio Artistry), Cary Christie (AR), and David
Wilson held court.
Our own Michael Fremer hosted the analog designers'
session, where some interesting insights about the world of
turntables, toneanns, and cartridges were shared at atime
when the momentum of high-quality digital sources is taking center stage. Unfortunately, this session was one of the
few that was lightly attended. It's hard to say whether this
reflects awaning interest in analog sources, or was simplydue to the fact that the meeting occurred after lunch on the
busiest day of the Show.
Stereophik's Lisa Astor hosted aroundtable of women
luminaries of the High End. The panel lamented the "toys
for boys" attitude that's still too prevalent in the industry and
emphasized the need for front-line audio salesmen to listen
to women customers with respect.
Joel Brinkley of SGHT chaired adiscussion for consumers
that provided much of the late-breaking news regarding
developments in HDTV that Joe Kane and Michael Heim
had presented to the trade crowd earlier in the week. And
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AudioQuest and NHT sponsored the Show's free concert on Saturday night. Giving an inspired performance was
R&B legend Terry Evans (far right) and his band.

Paul Miller must still be reciting his discourse on -Perfect
Sound Forever" in his sleep, after three identical presentations at HI-FI '98. Paul is the creator of the suite of very cool
new test protocols that Stereophile and some of the English
magazines, such as Hi-Fi News &Record Review, use to evaluate CD-player performance. Paul demonstrated how to
interpret the results revealed in his colorful graphics, and
explained how measured performance often correlates to
subjective perception. Undoubtedly, his contributions will
make our technical equipment evaluations even more cogent.
Perhaps the most anticipated and controversial session
occurred late Friday afternoon, when "Pflash" Pflaumer of
Pacific Microsonics, Mike Hobson of Classic Records,
Bob Stuart of Meridian, and Kevin Halverson of Muse
Electronics squared off against Sony's David Kawakami.
(Sitting next to Kawakami was DMP Records producer
Tom Jung, who provided anecdotal moral support for Sony.)
Each side was called on to explain and defend its position in
what seems certain to be anew format war. Will the eventual winner of the public's hearts and wallets be the new
DVD-Audio standard supported enthusiastically by practically every company but Sony and Philips, or will it be
Sony's and Philips' proprietary DSD-based Super Audio
Disc — demonstrated to the US public for the first time at
HI-FI '98?
Although show conditions are hardly the best venue for
accurate sonic comparisons, it's fair to say that both the DSD
Super Audio Disc demonstrations and the more ubiquitous
examples of the DVD-based 24-bit/96kHz Advanced
Audio Disc (AAD) heard at this Show sounded superb.
There's little doubt that, when the dust finally settles, we'll
have adigital audio format that's far superior to the CD.
Tom Jung acknowledged as much, but threw his hat into
the DSD ring based on comparisons at his studio between
live microphone feeds and an unnamed PCM 24bit/96kHz encoder with Sony-supplied DSD system.
Hobson quickly countered that quality differences in A/D
processors can easily sway one's opinion, and that acontrolled comparison among the best examples from each
camp is necessary before alegitimate sonic winner can be
declared. (Indeed, I've heard afew 24-bit/96kHz discs from
Pioneer that weren't much to write home about, while the
Chesky and Classic Records Advanced Audio Discs,
processed with aMuse 96kHz A/D converter, sound dramatically better.) Both Mike Hobson and Kevin Halverson
offered to bring one of these high-resolution PCM encoders
to DMP so that Jung can take another comparative listen.
Stereophile, September 1998

Overall, the exchange was cordial, with Bob Stuart offering an olive branch in the form of aproposal to incorporate
DSD capability as an option within the final Working
Group-4's specification for DVD-Audio, due for release this
September, and thereby avoiding aformat war. This would
allow Sony and Philips the freedom to produce DSDencoded DVD-Audio discs if they desired — provided, of
course, that Sony would agree to incorporate DSD technology within the DVD specs. Unfortunately, as of this writing,
Sony has refused this proposal (see Kal Rubinson's report).
I'm afraid we're looking at another Betamax/VHS war.
Surely by the time HI-FI '99 rolls into Chicago next May,
these and many other crucial questions will have been
answered. Your best bet for getting an accurate and thorough lowdown on the impact these decisions will have on
us all will be through next year's Academy and Consumer
Seminars. Iwouldn't miss them.
Robert Deutsch
othe cynical observer of the audiophile scene, being
interested in live music presented at ahi-fi show is like
attending the Miss America pageant and being concerned with what each contestant would do to promote
world peace. Of course, the audiophile mantra is that we're
all music lovers first, and that the equipment is only the
means to that end. ft's agood story, but is it true?
Well, sort of. Ido believe that all of us started with an
interest in music, but some of us were sidetracked by afascination with equipment per se. There's nothing wrong with
that — the equipment is fascinating. The problem is that
music often falls by the wayside. Iknow whereof Ispeak:
I've been known to demonstrate my system with arecording of the sounds of the rainforest.
The value of having live music at ahi-fi show is twofold.
First, it brings us back to our roots. Ultimately, music is what
it's all about. Listening to live music also serves to remind us
how far the reproduction of music still has to go before it
will sound just like the real thing.
The 22 live-music events during HI-FI '98 covered mainstream and esoteric genres. The Uptown Mandolin
Quartet, agroup playing classical music on mandolin-family instruments, definitely falls in the latter category, and you
wouldn't think it would have much appeal for abunch of
audiophile geeks. Nevertheless, at 10am on the Show's first
Consumer day, there were over 30 in the Theater of the
Westin Los Angeles Airport Hotel, listening with rapt attention to this gentle, subtly rhythmic music courtesy of
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Premiering her new Stereophile recording, Duet, at HI-Fl '98, violinist
Ida Levin had the audience counting her fingers.

Martin-Logan. Now, an audience of 30 may not seem
impressive until you consider the fact that this concert was
right at the Show's Friday opening. These people delayed
hitting the rooms with $100,000 loudspeakers and demos of
HDTV to start their day with live music instead.
Saturday at 10am more than 50 people gathered for a
concert by Vlatko Stefanovski and Miroslav Tadic sponsored by M•A Recordings. Guitar players from Macedonia
and Yugoslavia, Stefanovski and Tadic played what they
described as the "old music of Macedonia," music that's
alternately sweet and mournful. You don't have to know
much about guitar music (I don't) to tell that these are brilliant musicians, technically impeccable and at one with the
music. If you missed Stefanovski and Tadic at HI-FI '98 —
or if you heard them there and want to relive the experience
— Istrongly recommend their latest recording, Krushevo
(M•A Recordings M044A).
Technical mastery and the ability to get inside the music
also describe pianist Robert Silverman, well-known to
audiophiles through his Stereophile recordings. Silverman has
just embarked on aconcert tour performing all of the
Beethoven sonatas, and he gave agenerous sample of his
tour repertoire at three HI-FI '98 concerts, each concert
with adifferent program. This is world-class pianism that
balances passion with asense of the music's structure, and
the audience couldn't help leaping to their feet at each concert's conclusion.
Violinist Ida Levin is featured on Duet, the latest recording from Stereophile. At HI-FI '98 she was scheduled to play
some of this repertoire (sonatas by Schulhoff and Enesco)
accompanied by pianist Delores Stevens. Stevens couldn't
make it, and Joanne Pearce Martin stepped in on short
notice, her playing giving no indication of anything but
absolute assurance and familiarity with the pieces. Levin
herself is obviously amajor talent, negotiating fiendishly difficult passages with ease.
Another performer who couldn't make it to HI-FI '98
was blues singer and AudioQuest recording artist Robert
Lucas. To replace him, AudioQuest presented Deborah Liv
Johnson, who is about to start recording with them. She's
one terrific performer, with amost attractive voice and anatural style that avoids the "folkie" mannerisms of most of her
colleagues.
Although Robert Lucas wasn't at HI-FI '98, blues fans
were not neglected. I'm not agreat fan of blues, but even I
had to admire Doug MacLeod, obviously atalented performer and no slouch at putting asong across. Iwas unable
Stereophile, September 1998

The Westin was cooperative in the extreme in supplying sufficient AC power to
the demonstration rooms—even if it did involve some cosmetic modifications
to the hotel's infrastructure

to attend the evening concert, sponsored by AudioQuest
and NHT, by blues vocalist Terry Evans, which I'm told
played to apacked house in the Grand Ballroom. Ialso
missed the concert by The Bill Hohnan Band (presented
by JVC/XRCD), which, according to one of my spies, was
"dynamite."
The Water Lily Gospel Trio have become regulars at
HI-FI Shows, and Ialways leave their performances feeling
that the world is somehow abetter place. The trio consists of
singers Bishop Pat ("Mama Pat") Patrick and Reverend
Michelle Lawyer, with Dorothy Shell playing piano and
making intermittent vocal contributions. They're all wonderful musicians who live and breathe this type of music.
Lawyer has avoice of rare beauty and, when she lets go,
tremendous power. If you heard her sing "The Lord's Prayer"
on Sunday morning and did not have goosebumps when she
hit the high note, I'd suggest being examined for rigor mortis. This was my personal Best Sound of Show.
.
Batty IAMBS
amiliarity breeds, if not contempt, at least acertain
nonchalance. It does not, however, forestall minor
attacks of angst when facing aweek in ahotel full of
audio/video maniacs.
Ihad adream the first night: Iwas trapped in the 40-storey
Hotel Kafka, and from each room on each floor flowed mellow jazz from truncated-pyramid minimonitors as tube amps
glowed on the floor and fat, glistening cables snaked hither
and yon like pythons out of Pandora's Box. And in each
room were several smiling salesfolk, whose hands Iwould
shake and cards Iwould take before moving on ...
Jaded? Me? N000000 ... perhaps just atad weary. Having
lost count of the number of trade shows and conferences
I've attended recently, my capacity for amazement remains
surprisingly undiminished, but my threshold is higher. (Is
this what you call growth, JA?)
So. The standouts? Topping my list was the HighDefinition TV demo put on by Imaging Science
Foundation guru Joe Kane in the Revel suite. With a
broadcast-quality digital tape of an ABC sports'n'features
montage, the 720p picture was startlingly clear — I'm
tempted to say "better than film." One area in which film
has always exceeded video is in its ability to create the illusion of depth perspective — prior to the development of
HD, outdoor shots on video had akind of flat perspective.
That's all changing. Ibelieve HD digital tape may eventually become the medium of choice for filmmakers. Ease of
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ter. He's been able to correlate specific jitter patterns with
editing is one big benefit, and the finished product doesn't
particular chipset combinations, and recently began licensfade or acquire the patina of scratches film gets from rough
ing his test system to manufacturers in various parts of the
handling by projectors. Obvious prediction: Sports will be
world. Miller long ago decided to hoe the hard row of audio
bigger than ever once HDTV really gets rolling. It's amatch
rather than adopt the comfortable professor's life his Ph.D.
made in heaven.
in chemistry might confer. Go figure.
A repeat contender for Best of Show was Ultimate
A lifelong high-performance athlete, Miller's idea of
Entertainment of Phoenix, who put on quite ahomeunwinding after work isn't quaffing pints at the local pub.
theater shindig with self-powered Genelec loudspeakers in
For him, ajolly good time is two hours at the local gym
DTS mode. Dinosaur flicks don't exactly float my boat, but
hoisting the heaviest possible weights or hopping on his
the clip from Tise Lost World was effective nonetheless.
bicycle for a35-mile hill climb, alittle jaunt he completes
Genelec has been around the pro audio world for along
in about an hour and 20 mintime, and is making an auspicious
utes. 1:20 for that distance on the
foray into the upper end of the
flats is world-class cranking,
Topping my list was the
consumer market.
friends. For someone who tips
Overall, audio seems to have
High-Definition TV demo put on by
the scale at 95kg (210 lbs) in top
reached adevelopmental plateau.
shape, it's astounding. He apoloApart from the TacT Millennium
Imaging Science Foundation guru
gized repeatedly for his "deflatdigital amplifier, there was little
ed condition" during aworkout
technology that stood out as truly
Joe Kane in the Revel suite.
at Gold's Gym in Venice. My
ground-breaking, with these exkinda guy.
ceptions: The Sony and Philips
—Barry Willis
It was quite a revelation to
Super Audio CD sounded wonhear Tannoy's Churchill loudderful. There are some sticky
speakers in the Audio Unlimited suite —the same pair
political and market-domination issues involved with
that had resided with me for afew months prior to the
SACD's rollout, but Ifound no fault with its sound quality.
Show. In LA., driven by Air light ATM-3 Triode Mode
The dCS 192kHz upconverter was wonderful too. This sysmonoblocks, an Air Tight ATC-2 linestage, and an
tem plays back ordinary CDs at asampling rate of 192kHz,
Accuphase DP-75 CD player, they sounded marvelous —
rendering delicate harmonics and lifelike presence. The syseven better than they had at home. AXISS Distribution's
tem is so storage-intensive that individual Nagra-D openArturo Manzano informed me that an Accuphase DG-28
reel digital recorders were required for each channel. Call me
Digital Voicing Equalizer had been used to smooth out the
when the system's available on acheap chip.
problematic room. In response to my raves, Stereophile
Developing technologies that caught my ear: NXT's flatWebmaster Jon Iverson quipped, "Anything would sound
panel radiators were quite interesting, if not quite ready for
good with that system." Cheating? Not in my opinion. Is the
prime-time, and have alot of potential for noncritical appliobject of the game great sound or self-flagellation? Don't
cations. Anthony Gallo Acoustics' three-piece minisysanswer that.
tem, the Nucleus Micro, produced ahuge sound from softFolks came from far and wide for this Show. Among the
ball-sized satellite speakers and a basketball-sized subfarthest-traveled were Ricardo Romano of Buenos Aires,
woofer. At $699 retail, this might be the ultimate desk-top
Argentina, who makes Fowler loudspeakers, StandMaster
speaker system.
equipment racks and speaker stands, and CopperMax
Rising star? KR Enterprises, anewcomer from Prague,
cables. High-end audio is in its infancy in South America,
in the Czech Republic, demonstrated its VT-800 MK
Romano said. Jerzy Auerbach, publisher of the Polish highamplifiers, which are claimed to have proprietary "vacuum
end magazine SAT A/V, came all the way from Warsaw. At
transistor" output devices incorporating the best aspects of
the Golden Notes Awards dinner, Mr. Auerbach told us
tubes and solid-state. Iheard the $24,000/pair mono amps
through his interpreter/daughter that "Stereophile is the
at the home of Acoustic Solutions' John Gallas the last
bible." He was delighted to shake the hands of LA and JA.
night of the Show and was duly impressed. They walked
Then there were the Stewart children of Lecompton,
all over his BAT VK-60, aperformer that is no slouch by
Kansas: Mary, age 4, John, 6, and Bob, 14, who told us they'd
any measure.
seen more movie stars at the Westin than they had at
Meridian and Dolby Laboratories caused some waves
Disneyland. No, kids, we're media stars. "We're waiting to
with Bob Stuart's announcement that Dolby would act as
see Fabio," they announced, after their family friend
licensing agent for Meridian's MLP (Meridian Lossless
Melinda Trayford of Martin-Logan informed us that she
Packing) digital-compression system. Although purists
had "once spent aweek at Fabio's house." To an inquisitivebreak out in hives at the very mention of the word "comly raised eyebrow, she added: "My husband was there too."
pression," Stuart assured all present that "MLP gives back
Two raised eyebrows: los niños are the pride'n'joy of Mike
exactly what is put in ... saving huge amounts of digital storStewart of the Uptown Mandolin Quartet
age space... not one bit is thrown away. Think of it as a
By far the best thing Iheard at HI-FI '98 was the sheer
zipped file." Speculation spread regarding an audio-format
exuberance of the Water Lily Gospel Trio: Dorothy Shell,
war with Sony/Philips. Perhaps Ididn't catch everything,
Michelle Lawyer, and "Mama Pat" Patrick, three ladies who
but I don't believe the two systems are incompatible.
can wring tears of joy and gratitude from even the most
Correct me if I'm wrong.
hardened nonbeliever. Audio technologies may come and
Virtual-instrumentation wizard and voluble audio jourgo, but that original and most versatile musical instrument,
nalist Paul Miller of Miller Audio Research —a recent
the human voice, still reigns supreme. Equipment makers:
addition to Stereophile's masthead — gave two fascinating lecLearn how to raise the goosebumps any good singer can,
tures on his 3-D data-visualization display system, which,
and the world will beat apath to your door.
among other capabilities, analyzes and quantifies digital jitStereophile, September 1998
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The Best Sound in Los Angeles

A

sin the past, we invited visitors to HI-FI '98 to vote
for the room that offered what they thought to be the
best sound. The ballot asked participants to list the
best, second-best, third-best, and worst sounds, for which I
allocated 3points, 2points, 1point, and —1 point, respectively. Each exhibitor that got more than 0.7% of the total
votes cast is listed in the table below, along with the brands
demonstrated (as listed in the Show Guide and in our Show
report). My apologies if I've left anyone out.
As Itallied the votes, two rooms ran neck-and-neck for
Best Sound: the Christopher Hansen 2room, featuring the
latest version of the Martin-Logan Statements driven by
many VTL Wotans, and the winner at HI-FI '97 in San

Francisco, the Wilson Audio Specialties room, which this
year featured the Utah company's new MAXX speaker. The
Hansen room eventually nosed aside the Wilson room, but
both offered sound to die for. And though it didn't figure in
the voting, Ithought Denon's installation of ahigh-powered
car system in abright-red '50s "bubblecar" (see photo on p.6)
the most optimistic system!
No fewer than 74 of the 124 demonstration rooms receiving votes were rated by at least one visitor as having "Best
Sound at the Show." This reflects ahealthy diversity of taste in
sound quality.
We'll see you all again in May 1999 at the Palmer House
Hilton in Chicago's historic Loop district. —John Atkinson IS

THE BEST SOUND AT HI-FI '98
Percentage of Votes

Exhibitor

Brands on Show

Christopher Hansen 2, Wadia,
Martin-Logan, Cardas, VTL
Wilson Audio Specialties
Ambrosia Audio & Video,
Essential Sound Products
Balanced Audio Technology

Martin-Logan, Wadia, VTL, Cardas, Z-Systems,
pARTicular
Wilson, Krell
El.,:lestonWorks, ESP, Benz-Micro, Graham, Jeff Rowland
Design Group, Theta, Z-Systems, Equi=Tech, Transparent
Hales, BAT, ASC, pARTicular, RPG, Univocal,
Aural Symphonies
Joseph, Audio Power Industries, VTL, Muse, Cardas
mbl
Thkl, Audio Research, Transparent
Cary, Alón, Fanfare, Western Electric
Vandersteen, Audio Research, Oracle, Graham, AudioTruth
Durdavy, Classé, ESP, Theta, Vidikron, REL, Faroudja,
Equi=Tech, Transparent
JMlab, YBA, Audio Refinement
Avalon, Accuphase, Benz-Micro, Basis, Graham,
Transfiguration, Acrotec, Air Tight
Pass Labs, Quintessence, Oracle
B&W, Rotel, Krell
PopeMusic, VAC, Platinum, Golden Dragon
Tac'T, Dali
BowTech, Townshend, Blue Trumpet Research
Legacy
Legend
Gallo
Manley, Tannoy
Nagra, dCS, Wilson
Sony
Silverline
Burmester
Classic, Chesky, Muse, Ayre, Conrad-Johnson, Resolution,
Theta, Thiel, MSB
Emi-Phi
Aerial, Sonic Frontiers, Anthem, Kimber, Basis, Graham,
Benz-Micro, Equi=Tech
Paradigm Reference, Premien Audiostream
Nova, Conrad-Johnson, ASC, Van Evers, Cardas
Revel, Mark Levinson, 'Umber, ASC
Meadowlark, Naim, pARTicular
Moth, Roach Audio, Von Schweikert Research
Ambiophonics, Sound-Lab, Echo Busters
Keehn Wavac, Miyabi
Sony, Philips, Super Audio CD, RPG
Cabasse, Jadis, Siemel

Joseph Audio
MBL of America
GNP A/V
Cary Audio Design
Optimal Enchantment
Ambrosia Audio & Video
Audio Plus Services
Audio Unlimited
Pass Labs
B&W Loudspeakers
PopeMusic, VAC, Platinum
TacT Audio
Ambrosia Audio & Video, Bow Technologies
Legacy Audio
Legend Audio Design
Anthony Gallo Acoustics
Manley Labs
Canorus, Nagra
Sony (Hi-Fi Division)
Silverline Audio Technology
Burmester Audio System
Classic Records
Emi-Phi France
Ambrosia Audio & Video
Paradigm
Nova
Revel Loudspeakers
Gene Rubin Audio, Meadowlark
Moth Audio
Ambiophonics Institute
tmh Audio
Sony
Northstar Leading The Way

11.5%
10.0%
5.9%
4.75%
3.6%
3.4%
325%
32%
3.0%
2.7%
2.4%
225%
22%
1.9%
1.7%
1.6%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
13%
125%
12%
12%
1.1%
1.1%
1.0%
1.0%
1.9%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.75%
0.75%
0.7%

All of the other exhibitors each scored less than 0.7% of the votes cast.
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Never mind about Castro and the embargo —America is awash in Cu

usic

Larry Birnbaum
ust ahalf-dozen years ago, an eminent but emaciated
Cuban musicologist, visiting New York for the first
time since Fidel Castro's 1959 revolution, lamented that
the world no longer wanted anything his country produced:
Nutrasweet was replacing sugar, Perrier was more popular
than rum, and crack cocaine was hardly less respectable than
tobacco. With each American meal he consumed, he wondered what his wife and children were eating back in
Havana, then at the meatless nadir of the "special period"
declared by Castro after Soviet aid was cut off. As for music,
he said, "It's ashame that
Cuban groups cannot come
to the United States, and
vice versa."
Cut to 1998. Sugar has
yet to make acomeback, but
cigars, especially premium
Cuban brands like Cohiba,
are all the rage, puffed between sips of aged Caribbean rum. Meanwhile, Cuban baseball star Orlando
Hernandez, having fled the
island in asmall boat, has
signed a$6.6 million contract to pitch for the New
York Yankees, joining his
half-brother Livan, last
year's World Series MVP in
the major leagues. Awave of
tourism has boosted Cuba's
still-ailing economy, with
many Americans evading
e..
the State Department's travThe veteran Cuban band Sierra
el ban by flying in through
countries like Mexico or the Bahamas. Cuban officials have
been hosting delegations of US businessmen, eager to
resume trade in everything from tractors to the antique cars
that serve as Cuba's basic means of transportation.
But while Cohibas and Havana Club rum are still contra110

band in this country, Cuban musicians are now relatively
free to come and go, thanks to aloophole in the US embargo —widened in the '90s by court rulings and amore liberal attitude on the part of the Clinton administration — that
allows for cultural exchange programs. American companies
are not permitted to produce new recordings by Cuban
artists, but they may freely license and distribute such
recordings from third-country labels.
The result has been aflood of Cuban music, approaching
the high-water mark reached during the pre-revolutionary
mambo craze. Even Miami, the last bastion of
anti-Castro resistance, has buckled under
international pressure,
hosting recent concerts
by nondefecting Cubans
without so much as a
bomb threat.
"We were at the top
in the '50s; we were really big in America," says
guitarist Juan de Marcos
González, amember of
the group Sierra Maestra
and the leader of the
Afro-Cuban All Stars. "When the revolution
started, Cuban music disappeared from
American culture, because we had no relationship with the American companies. But
now the markets are interested in making
business in Cuba, and Ithink this is the
beginning of the end of the isolation of
Cuban music. One day there's going to be a
relationship between the two countries, and
Maestra
we are going to have the place we had
before."
González cites the chart-topping, Grammy-winning success of Ry Cooder's Buena Vista Social Club album, for which
he helped recruit the musicians. Lovingly produced by
Cooder for England's World Circuit label at Havana's
Egrem Studios, the album features several elderly masters of
Stereophile, September 1998

Ry Coodez (left photo, far right coordinated the players who made the Grammy-winning Buena Vista Social Club album.

the Cuban son, the folk ancestor of modern salsa. During
the same two-week period, World Circuit's Nick Gold also
recorded albums with the Afro-Cuban All Stars and with
septuagenarian pianist Rubén Gonzalez. Despite their nosmagic slant, all three records, licensed to Nonesuch for US
distribution, sold remarkably well worldwide, with Buena
Vista going top-ten pop in parts of Europe. "It's extraordinary," says Gold. "I
guess Cuba is the flavor
of the moment."
Gold also produced
Sierra Maestra's latest
album, Tibiri Tabara,
recorded in London. It
focuses on the classic
son in its urban brasscombo rather than rural
string-band
format.
Sierra Maestra's sound
hasn't changed much in
over 20 years, but its
evolution reflects Cuba's
shifting cultural ideology. Founded by students at the University
of Havana, the band
took its name from the
mountain range that
sheltered Castro's guerrilla army. In the midCuban jazz pianist Chucho Valdés
'705, says Juan de Marcos Gonzalez, the campus was dominated by nueva canción —
left-wing protest music from Chile and Argentina.
"We decided to create aband to fight against that foreign
influence in the university environment," Gonzalez says.
"So we started playing, and it was abig success. Ithink that
Sierra Maestra was the turning point in Cuban music,
because after us everybody started taking care of the Cuban
tunes. Iused to play guitar in rock'n'roll bands, but when we
created the band, Ihad to learn tres [a guitarlike Cuban
instrument with three double courses of strings], because tres
is the lead guitar for son music. But we don't play salsa; we
play Cuban music. What you call salsa is aNew York style
of playing the Cuban music.
"Sierra Maestra was avery popular band in the '70s," he
continues. "We were on the top when we were young guys,
dressing in punk style. But now we are in our 40s, and we
have leveled. Everybody knows us, and we are very respected, but we are not at the top. At the top are bands like
Charanga Habanera, Bamboleo, and aguy called El Médico
de la Salsa. They are young, and they are in fashion, because
they play the new Cuban music. What's happening in Cuba
now, they're trying to mix the sound of America —brass
tiffs like Weather Report, and New York rap — with son.
Stereophile, September 1998
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Ihey all play the same music, very aggressive. What's happening in the music reflects what's happening in the society,
and now life in Cuba is very aggressive because of the
changes in the economy and the problems for people of
lower income."
Under "special period" duress, the Cuban music industry,
once atotal government monopoly, has been grudgingly
semi-privatized —musicians can now negotiate their own
deals with foreign record companies. France's Milan label,
for example, has released albums, distributed internationally
through BMG, by salsa bands like Charanga Habanera and
Latin-jazzers like Frank Emilio Flynn. "It's aproblem for
Cuban musicians that there is no longer alocal record market," says Milan's Emmanuel Chamboredon, "because
records are sold at the US price in dollars. The real business
will start when there will be amarket in Cuba, when instead
of selling 5000 copies of arecord to tourists and afew apparatchiks, you will sell 50,000 records in Cuba, and then the
same number outside Cuba."
International exposure has become an economic necessity, but the Cuban government determines which musicians
can travel outside the country. "For making tours, they still
have to go through the state-owned agencies, Artex and
Egrem," says Chamboredon, "and the big issue is that when
they get paid through the agencies, abig share goes to the
state, and practically nothing goes to them. So it's handled in
avery good Cuban way. It's ajoke that Cuban artists can
perform in the US only on cultural grounds; that means
they must not be paid. But I'm not sure that this is true. Let's
just say they get strong per diems."
Canadian jazz saxophonist and flutist Jane Bunnett frequently travels to Cuba to perform and record with musicians there. But though her country has normal relations
with Cuba, it's not always easy to bring Cuban players to
Canada. "There's still an incredible amount of talent there
that is not known about," says Bunnett. "The state has alot
of power to decide who gets out of the country. For instance,
Ihad to work extremely hard to bring this folldoric group,
Yoruban Babel, to play the WOMAD festival in Toronto in
1990. Those guys were all dockworkers; they weren't even
registered with any music institute.
"There would be 20 different impresarios that handle different people," she explains, "and some of them are more
powerful than others, because of the amount of money that
they bring back into the country. A group like Los Van Van
is an established name, and the Cuban government isn't
really worried about people in that group defecting. But
some of the other people, it's awhole other situation. And
now there's atax, too; these musicians are seriously taxed
when they go back. But Ipersonally think that there's still so
much music there that has not been heard. A lot of people
just know the big salsa groups and don't know anybody else.
It's unfortunate."
US passage of the Helms-Burton law in 1996, intended to
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Boulder 2050 monoblock amplifier

H

ow much power do you really
need? How much power can
you actually use? What's necessary, and what's icing on the cake? And
does anyone really need 1000Wpc?
Well, it depends. Take our JMIab
Utopia speakers. The Utopia is spec'd at
94.5dB sensitivity, so it should be pretty
easy to drive. Or is it? As it happens,
despite the system's highish sensitivity,
the woofer is along-throw, ported design that likes agrippy, controlling highcurrent amplifier. And Ihave yet to hear
amore controlling solid-state amplifier
than the huge Boulder 2050 monoblock. In our size-obsessed world, the
Boulder amp is truly agiant.
The 2050 joins the 2010 Balanced
Preamplifier and 2020 Advance D/A
converter in completing Boulder's 2000series system. (Though only the amps
are under official scrutiny here, all three
pieces were auditioned in our system.)
The entire line is built to obvious costno-object criteria. The luxurious feel of
the controls, the super-high-tech displays, and the very heft and build quality
of the components are most impressive.
The amplifiers arc big, beautiful, and
enormously heavy: 230 lbs each. The
CNC-machined heatsinks down the
amplifier's sides are works of art — and
they don't ring. (I've been shocked at
the ruckus created by running my fingernails along a few big amplifiers'
heatsinks.) In fact, the entire massive
structure was designed to minimize resonances. The nickel-plated steel subchassis houses two fully encapsulated
toroidal power transformers to further
lower vibration. As you will learn, Head
Boulder Jeff Nelson's entire audio philosophy revolves around low resonance,
and especially low distortion.
"The ability to drive real-world loudspeakers without any amplifier dynamic-range limitations was set as agoal," he
explained. "That means no distortion,
even during the loudest orchestral passages or brashest soprano solos. To reach
the goal of wide dynamic range requires
more voltage capability. Starting with
the microphone and back through the
whole recording/playback process, the
audio signal is stored as voltage, not as
Stereophile, September 1998

Boulder 2050 monoblock power amplifier

current or power. Because today's amplifiers are usually specified in watts at a
given impedance, you have to back out
the numbers to discover the amplifier's
actual voltage capability. The typical
high-end power amplifier is 200W into
8ohms. But that's only 40 volts. The
Boulder 2050 will drive 1000W into 8
ohms, or almost 90V — more than adequate for today's real-world loudspeakers. The power supply and transistor
complement were designed around this
1000W number, regardless of impedance, because it's much more indicative
of what speakers need. However, the
supply is big enough for larger peak
power at lower impedances. At 2ohms,
for example, 4000W is available."
Technology
The 2050 amplifiers use automatic
load-sensing, "intelligent" class-A circuitry. Jeff Nelson is closed-mouthed
about the details. "Our circuit looks at
the peak demand and adjusts the bias
instantaneously," he says. "Then it
backs down in agradual analog fashion. That ensures that the operation of

the circuitry is never audible."
The 2050 is the first Boulder amplifier to include amicroprocessor functioning as the supervisor. With the amps in
standby, the supervisor stays alert.
Nelson: "Powering up ahigh-power

Description: Solid-state monoblock power amplifier with 80
bipolar output devices. Inputs: 3pin balanced XLR, pin 2 hot.
Continuous power into 8, 4, and 2
ohms: 1000W (30dBW, 27dBW,
24dBVV). Peak power: 2000W into
4 ohms (30dBVV); 4000W into 2
ohms (30dBVV).
Dimensions: 18" W by 10.75" H
by 26.75" D, plus 12" Dfor power
connector. Weight: 230 lbs each.
Price: $59,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 8. Warranty: 5
years.
Manufacturer: Boulder Amplifiers,
3235 Prairie Avenue, Boulder, CO
80301. Tel: (303) 449-8220. Fax
(303) 449-2987.
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amplifier can be tricky. You have to
reduce the inrush currents so as not to
trip acircuit breaker. The processor
does this very neatly. And it communicates with the 2010 preamplifier via our
`Boulderlink' communications cable
and receives instructions to turn on and
off with the 2010. Up to 16 amplifiers
can be used in one system with automatic sequential turn-on." Itried to
imagine how, sequentially, /might be
turned on by aroomful of 2050s. "Any
problems with the 2050 monoblocks
are reported to the 2010 and shown on
its display." Would those messages
include REVIEWER MELTDOWN?
Up front, asingle button low on the
substantial faceplate sets the works in

motion. A multifunction indicator blinks
red and amber during the 45-second
warm-up cycle as four expensive-sounding relays turn on the amps. The indicators also signal if, headbanger that you
are, you manage to drive these monsters
into clipping. Ifound this idea particularly hilarious — after all, the 2050s are
capable of dishing out 4000W peak and
1000Wpc continuous power into 2
ohms. Still, Kathleen likes playing music
loud. (She tried to clip 'em, honest ... )
Around back are more surprises. The
amps are supplied with abright blue,
industrial-looking mains connector
that's keyed to the electricity in your
part of the world. If you like, the 2050s
can be operated on a220V circuit. The

custom-engineered speaker terminals
are gold-plated and robust beyond
description, and are said to offer agood,
low-impedance connection. Only one
input is available on the rear panel, and
that's balanced XLR, pin 2hot Just above
it sits amale XLR marked LOOP otrr for
passing signal to asecond amplifier in a
passive biamp setup. And Boulder provides beautifully machined and finesounding adapters to allow the amplifier
to be driven by an unbalanced source.
The 2050 is adirect-coupled design
with aservo eliminating any DC voltage
offset passed along by the preamplifier or
other front-end sources. An offset of 3V
or more engages aspeaker-protection
circuit that mutes the output. In addition,

ohms, and 2W into asimulated real
load. The responses are virtually identical — within 0.05dB. The lkHz squarewave response (not shown) is almost
textbook-perfect. The 10kHz squarewave, shown in fig2, is nearly so, modified only by avery slight rounding of the
leading edge and avisibly finite risetime.
The THD+noise vs frequency curves
are plotted in fig3. Except for acommon
rise at higher frequencies — to percentage levels that are still insignificant—this
is outstanding performance. The waveform of the distortion imposed on a
lkHz sinewave, shown in fig.4. Taken at

200W (!) into 2ohms, this is dominated
by a noisy third-harmonic content.
Note that the sensitivity of the measuring equipment had to be set at maximum to take this reading, even at this
high power output. Into higher impedances of 4and 8ohms, the waveforms
(not shown) were barely recognizable,
even at a 100W output. This latter
result makes it clear that the THD+
noise shown in fig.3 is dominated by
noise, at least below lIcHz.
The spectrum of the 2050's output
reproducing 50Hz into a4ohm load is
shown in fig.5. The output power here

Measurements
C ollowing its i/3-power, 1-hour preM- conditioning test, the Boulder
2050's heatsinks were hot but could be
touched for 2-3 seconds without discomfort. All measurements were made
in the Boulder's balanced configuration;
there is no single-ended input, but the
amplifier can be driven single-ended
with external adapters. The voltage gain
switch was left in the high position, as J10 had left it.
The Boulder's input impedance measured 220k ohms, its output impedance
0.017 ohms at either 20Hz or licHz, this
increasing to 0.021 ohms at 20kHz. The
2050's voltage gain is 25.7dB. The signal/noise ratio ref. 1W into 8 ohms
measured 100.1dB over a22Hz-22kHz
bandwidth, unweighted. Over a10Hz500kHz bandwidth this worsened to
89.1dB unweighted (-103.3dB Aweighted). Pin 2of the balanced input is
connected as positive. DC offset measured approximately 4.4mV; though it
fluctuated slowly, the voltage drift was
never significant.
Fig.1 shows the 2050's frequency
responses at 1W into 8ohms, 2W into 4
31!
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Boulder 2050, IkHz waveform at 200W
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Boulder 2050, frequency response at (from
top to bottom at 6kHz): 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 2.828V into simulated
loudspeaker load (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Boulder 2050, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 5kHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, and 1W into 8ohms.
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Fig.5 Boulder 2050, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 840W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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athermal-protection circuit signals when
the transistor rases reach 75°C.
The amplifier is atwo-stage design,
with each channel using one pair of
discrete amplifier modules called 993
gain blocks. These provide input
buffering, voltage gain, and fully balanced operation. According to
Boulder, the 993 modules offer ahigh
slew rate, wide bandwidth, high output current, and low distortion and
output impedance. The output stage
uses 80 (!) output devices and 48 filter
capacitors per chassis for astable, highpower output into any load, even
those below Iohm. Internal switches
allow for 18 or 26dB of voltage gain,
making the 2050 an easy match for

any preamp, single-ended or balanced.
When I inquired about negative
feedback, Ihit abrick wall — or aboulder. Here's what Jeff allowed: "A hallmark of Boulder designs is the proper use
of feedback. Decades ago, feedback got
abad name because designers were asking the circuit to do something it couldn't do, and the amplifier's cry of 'I can't
do it!' resulted in horrible distortions.
Other designers who didn't know how
to solve the problem simply tried to
remove the feedback, which resulted in
acompromised sound. The Boulder
500AE showed the audiophile community, perhaps for the first time, that
proper use of feedback results in an
improved sound. Using feedback, the

gain of the output stage can be reduced
and its bandwidth increased. The resulting design has lower distortion than any
single-stage design."
As in all Boulder products, the amplification stages use nothing but bipolar
transistors. Jeff: "Bipolars are inherently
more reliable and aren't prone to staticrelated damage. More important, the
circuit topologies required for FETs are
awkward, with high levels of pre-distortion required to drive the outputs. I
haven't yet seen one that Iliked."
Low distortion is Rule #1 at Boulder.
Jeff: "We must compare two similar
phenomena — musical overtones and
electronic harmonics. Overtones are
the notes added to afundamental that

is 840W (0, and all of the artifacts are
below -80dB (0.01%); in fact, the distortion is lower in level than the noise.
Fig.6 shows the amplifier's spectral
response to acombined 19+20kHz signal — the intermodulation products
resulting from an input signal consisting
of an equal combination of these two
frequencies —at apower level of 599W
into 4ohms. (The amplifier clips with
this input signal above this level.) This is
also asuperb result, with, again, no artifacts higher than -80dB (0.01%). The
result into 8ohms at 378W (not shown)
is as good or better.

The lkHz THD+noise vs output
power curve for the 2050 into 8ohms is
shown in fig.7. This requires abrief explanation. The clipping level shown here is
under 700W. The actual clipping level
was measured at 677W (283dI3W).
Why is this, when the amplifier is rated
at 1000W? The limiting factor is not the
amplifier, but the test procedure. We do
not measure equipment with arigidly
controlled line voltage. (Those who do
usually use aVariac.) Instead, we prefer
to perform the tests the same way you
would use the equipment: direct from
the wall outlet.
But the Boulder's current draw is so
high that it caused our line voltage to
sag from ameasured 111V with no load
to 103V with asingle 2050 at 677W output into 8ohms (1kHz). That's why the
reading here is lower than the spec, and
why we made no attempt to measure
the maximum output into lower
impedances. The limitations of our test
equipment were also factors —at 677W
into 8ohms, the output voltage is nearly 74V. Take seriously Boulder's precaution on staying away from the loudspeaker terminals during heavy use!
Ihave no doubt that given aregulated
wall supply, the 2050 will meet
Boulder's power specifications. The
2050 is nothing less than abrute of an
amplifier, but abrute with surprisingly
refined performance. Ihave never had
any other amplifier on the bench that
measured better. It is definitely one of
those products for which measurements
are interesting but superfluous.
Still, Iwonder about that class-A rating. While the 2050 got quite hot during the '/3-power pretest, at no other

time during the testing was it more than
pleasantly warm to the touch. A thousand watts of class-A power should run
hot all the time, even at idle. But even in
the heat of aSanta Fe summer, Iwasn't
complaining.
Because of the 2050's huge need for
power input, however, anyone contemplating buying apair should very seriously
consider setting them for 220V and driving them from a220V outlet. No, make
that ttvo 220V outlets —one for each of
the two monoblocks, each of them on
completely separate circuits and wired
for enough current capacity to make
your electrician question your sanity.
Boulder does mention in their
owner's manual that the 2050's performance may be limited by the power
line, and with a120V line this is certainly the case —at least measurably.
(Whether or not you'll actually hear the
difference between 677W and 1000W
is agood question. Perhaps you will,
briefly.) And look carefully to your
loudspeaker's power-handling capability High power with music shouldn't
normally be aproblem with any loudspeakers likely to be used with this
amplifier, but be paranoid about all the
usual speaker-busters, including plugging and unplugging leads with the
amplifiers on. This isn't as big aproblem
with balanced connections, but just the
same, be careful.
With the exception of the lowerthan-expected wide-bandwidth S/N
measurements —which were apparently not afactor in the listening tests —
this is asuperb set of test-bench results.
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Fig.6 Boulder 2050, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 599W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Boulder 2050, distortion (WO vs continuous
output power into 8ohms. (The wall voltage
was 103 volts, explaining why the Boulder
did not reach its specified power level.)
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give it arecognizable character, making
an oboe sound different from aviolin,
for example. And these overtones follow a certain numerical sequence.
Harmonics are also notes, but electronically added to afundamental frequency. These harmonics will follow the
same numerical sequence, as do the
overtones. An amplifier adding these
harmonics can, upon first listening, be
deemed musically pleasing. For afundamental note of C, the second harmonic is the C an octave above it; and
the third harmonic is the G above that.
These added `notes' are on pitch for
90% of all music, so the deception is
complete. That's how triodephiles get
away with it!
"The sound of electronically added
notes is like putting asugar coating on
everything you eat. You lose the different tastes. The individuality of recordings is coated over, and the maximum
musical enjoyment is reduced. It's simply 'too many notes.' To our way of
thinking, electronic harmonics are still
distortion, and we work hard to design
them out. We don't tweak for the best
sound, but for the elimination of distortion, which we feel is the best
sound."

Sound
The Boulder 2050 monoblocks sounded huge, powerful, and commanding.
Their sheer grip and control throughout
the frequency range was astonishing.
Transparency and speed were of the very

The Boulder 2050
monoblocks sounded
huge, powerful, and
commanding.
highest order: asense of pace and timing
without peer. Imaging was crisp, highly
focused, and palpable. Retrieval of detail
was extraordinary The soundstage itself
was wide, deep, and layered — the big
Utopias well and truly disappeared in the
2050s' encompassing electronic embrace.
As regards tonal color and harmonic
development, that depended largely on
which components drove the big
monoblocks. The way the 2050s
allowed upstream components to
"speak" while themselves remaining
totally neutral was almost uncanny. The

YBA preamplifier sounded cool and elegant, slightly removed and cerebral — as
Iknow it to be. The Nagra PL-P was
more crisp and dynamic, more rhythmic, precise, and on time than the YBA
6 Chassis. The low-feedback, plateloaded triodes of the BAT. VK-5i made
awonderful companion for the 2050s,
making music that was liquid, sweet,
round, palpable, and entirely engaging.
Of course, with akilowatt of power
on tap, Ihankered to listen to some BIG
music, and so turned to the Bill Holman
Band's Brilliant Corners: The Music of
Thelonious Monk (JVCJVCXR-0028-2).
My listening notes for track 4, "Round
Midnight": "The midrange is so brilliantly fleshed out it's scary. The horns
have just the requisite bite and burnish.
The highs are soaring, the bass fantastically tight and in control, the pitch differentiation remarkable." The sunshine
and joy in the recording —both of the
music itself and of the obvious delight
the band took in playing it — came
through wholly unimpeded. The
integrity of the sonic construct, the way
it all hung together, was totally convincing. There was nothing out of place, no
ragged edges, no compression. All musical lines were distinct and intact, with
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Boulder
no evident distortion products clouding
the sonics. The entire presentation was
finely detailed, fast, and on time: no jitter, as it were. The music built on this
foundation had akick and swing that
helped it come alive. However, Ipreferred the way VTL:s big, tubed MB1250 Wotans ($27,500/pair) handled
the cymbals on this recording; the
Boulders sounded atouch more "ticky,"
with less burnished shimmer.
Playing "Mr. Eddy's Theme" from
the soundtrack of Lost Highway
(Nothing/Interscope INTD-90090)
proved atotal gas. My notes: "Man, it's
pistonic! The huge, powerful bass is
overwhelming and sinister, resonating
deep inside me where lives the caveman
who dwells in us all." But it sounded
slightly dry in comparison to the VTL
Wotans or Forsell's The Statement, both
of which represent the wet, bloomy side
of music reproduction.
As time passed, Irealized that the
Boulders gave their best when run balanced. Single-ended operation slightly
exacerbated their tendency toward dryness. Nevertheless, as Isee it, musical
truth lies deeply within both "wet" and
"dry" camps. It is, after all, entirely a
matter of taste.
Wanting to hear if these superamps
could handle the small, the nuanced, the
finely formed, Icued up Stereophile's latest recording: Duet: Musicfor Solo Violin &
Piano by Janacek, Schulhe," &Enescu, with
violinist Ida Levin and pianist Diane
Walsh (STPH012-2). The Janácek and
Enescu were recorded in adifferent
venue from the Schulhoff, it was interesting to note the differing acoustics. I

prefer the sound of the two works
recorded at the St. Francis Auditorium.
The integration of the piano and violin
sound was as perfectly captured as I've
ever heard, especially during the powerful climax of Enescu's Sonata 3, Op25.
But the wetter acoustics of the Loretto

The all-Boulder system —
we're looking at
something just over
$130,000 for amps,

preamp, and converter—
proved to be atotal,
glorious sonic knockout
Chapel best suited Schulhoff's Sonata
for Solo Violin, especially the beautiful
second movement, all mysterious and
gloaming. There was richness on tap via
the 2050s, along with the edge and bite
of bow on strings.
The decay characteristics of the two
venues were also wonderfully explicated by the Boulder. The chapel
sounded wet, wet, wet, even though
the violin sounded a touch more
astringent than as recorded in the St.
Francis. There was for me, however, a
musical integrity to the entire affair
that was most satisfying. Iwasn't there
for the recording, but listening to Duet,
I'm sure that's what I'd have heard sitting before the musicians.

Associated Equipment
Iauditioned the 2050 in balanced
mode using Boulder's 2010 Isolated
Balanced preamplifier and B.A.T.'s
more affordable VK-5i. Single-ended
preamps were the Nagra PL-P and
the YBA Signature 6Chassis.
CDs were spun by the Forsell Air
Bearing CD transport, the signal fed
into Boulder's 2020 Advance DIA
converter, dCS's Elgar, and Ensemble's Dichrono DAC, with occasional
blasts on the dCS 972 sample-rate
converter between transport and the
D/As. Ialso tried the dCS 9'72/Elgar
combo straight into the 2050s.
Analog signals were provided by
the Forsell Air Force One turntable
and the La Luce turntable from the
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Netherlands, with Koetsu, van den
Hul, and Clearaudio cartridges.
Balanced and single-ended interconnects included Synergistic Research
Designer's Reference, TARA Labs
The One, and Ensemble MasterFlue". Digital datalinks were almost
exclusively XL0 Limited Edition
with RCA and BNC terminations.
Speaker cables on the JMlab Utopias
were Designer's Reference, TARA
The One, and XLO Limited Edition.
And we're now blessed with all
PolyCrystal racks — abig improvement to our system — about which
I'll tell you more sometime soon.
—Jonathan Scull

2050

Conclusion
Here's the poop. The Boulder 2050
monoblocks sounded best when driven
balanced. And they sounded best balanced when driven by the incredibly
impressive (and incredibly expensive)
Boulder 2010 Isolated Balanced preamplifier. The all-Boulder system —we're
looking at something just over $130,000
for amps, preamp, and converter —
proved to be a total, glorious sonic
knockout. But when running singleended, even with the most pedigreed of
equipment (the YBA Signature 6
Chassis, the Nagra PL-P), aslightfrition
of grain and dryness intruded on my
enjoyment of the music.
But that really is no liability. Isuspect
that anyone with the very long green to
shell out $59,000 for apair of amps also
has the funds to buy the rest of the
Boulder 2000 series. And Ifurther suspect that that person might very well be
interested in buying an entire system
rather than following an upgrade path.
For those Masters of the Universe, my
advice would be to go for Boulder
hook, line, and sinker. Taken as asystem, the three elements that make up
the 2000 Series are about as perfect as
they come.
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the Excalibto- II to
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Rega Brio integrated amplifier
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ou can read all about an automobile, check its gear ratios, and
ponder the engine's horsepower
all you want —but until you put yourself in the driver's seat and take that baby
out for aspin, you have no idea whether
or not it's going to be fun to drive.
Ifound that out in the early '70s
when one of my father's drinking buddies rashly decided to let me drive his
(then) late-model Corvette unchaperoned. It was heavy, and an automatic (0
to boot, but despite its undeniable
power, it just didn't excite me on the
curvy Virginia back roads Isubjected it
to. My roommate's VW fastback felt
zippier and far more nimble powering
into the curves. My dad's good ol' boy
companion was disgusted by my lack of
enthusiasm — he had a Wee. All my
roomie had was aVolkswagen.
Similarly, stereo components don't
always reveal all on the test bench. If 'n
you want to know how good they
sound, you have to set 'em up and play
'em. Sometimes they'll surprise you.
Last fall, our music editor Robert
Baird gave aZozobra' party. The day
before the shindig, he called me in a
panic: "I don't have any music in the living room! Do we have anything that I
can hook up just for the party?"
As it happened, Lauerman Audio
Imports had just sent Stereophile the Rega
Planet CD player (reviewed in Vol21
No2) and the subject of this review:
Rega's integrated amplifier, the Brio.
Those two components and apair of
B&W DM 302s made up the party system — and they made it a swinging
affair. Robert, as is his wont, had about
20 million CDs that he just had to play
us. (If we were lucky, he actually let us
hear all of one track before playing the
next one.) This went on until the wee,
wee hours. Before the night was
through, he even had John Atkinson —
1Ilea is aholiday celebrated only in Santa Fe. We
Santa Feans consider it tuis — even to the point of
scheduling it 'diet Labor Day, when the tourists have
left Roberts house is in the heights overlooking the site
where the crowning glory of licita is staged: a50' ;mime:nil:he puppet of Zozobra —"Old Matt (
tually set afire to measured drumlseats. As he writhes old
moans in flames, about $30,000 worth uf fireworks arc
ignited. It's loud, somewhat pagan. and tremendous fuit.
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normally the soul of composure —jivin'
and skankin' around the living room.
As JA and Igave the party aMondaymorning post-mortem, we both commented on how much we'd enjoyed listening to that "inexpensive" system. We
agreed that reviews were in order —
first the B&Ws, then the Planet, and
now, finally, the Brio. The biggest problem was getting RB to relinquish them
for review. Even undisguised attempts
to bribe him with expensive "namebrand" components were met with disdain. Baird knows agood thing when
he hears it.
Con Brio (kohn bree-oh):
With gusto
The Rega Brio is housed in atextured,
black, cast-aluminum "clamshell" casing — two castings fit together to enclose the innards. The front panel is
strikingly uncluttered: The small power
button is accompanied by agreen LED

Description: Solid-state integrated
amplifier with phono section. Rated
output power (RMS continuous at
IkHz): 30Wpc into 8 ohms, both
channels driven (14.8dBVV); 35Wpc
into 8 ohms, one channel driven
(15.4dBVV). Line-level input sensitivity: 150mV. Phono input sensitivity:
4.2mV. Power consumption: 100W
at maximum output.
Dimensions: 17.2" (437mm) W by
3.5" (89mm) Hby 10.5" (267mm) D.

power indicator and two large knobs —
one for source switching, the other for
volume — both inset with green LEDs.
The rear has RCA inputs for four
sources (phono, labeled as "Disc," and
three line-level), as well as atape loop.
Speaker connections are four widely
spaced binding posts with knurled plastic nuts that accept spades, bare wire, or
bananas. A dedicated mains cable and a
grounding screw (for the phono section) complete the facilities. Nothing is
more complicated than it needs to be.
The phono section is for movingmagnet or high-output moving-coil cartridges only, as is appropriate for an
amplifier in this price range — Ican't
see many consumers hooking up $2000
MCs to a$595 integrated. Itried several
cartridges with the phono section, and it
seemed robust and responsive, suggesting that the Brio would be a good
choice for the vinyl-loving audiophile
on abudget.

Weight: 8lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
19943.
Price: $595. Approximate number of
dealers: 130.
Manufacturer: Rega Research Ltd.,
119 Park Street, Westcliffe-on-Sea,
Essex SSO 7PD, England, UK. US distributor: Lauerman Audio Imports,
519 Noelton Drive, Knoxville, TN
37919. Tel: (423) 521-6464. Fax:
(423) 521-9494.
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Rega
Rega sent me aschematic for the
unit, and it looks to be aclassic transistor
design with few surprises, which these
days is surprising in itself. When I
caught up with company founder Roy
Gandy in the midst of aNew York vacation, he confirmed this:
"We had our designer, Terry Bateman, come up with eight different
approaches using traditional circuitry,

Brio

and we made them all and had about 20
people listen to them over aperiod of
three months — using both blind and
sighted tests. This particular design [the
Brio] repeatedly came up as sounding
good. It's afairly low-tech circuit—it
was based on an old Texas Instruments
transistor circuit, and to make it work
well we actually had to use fairly lowtech transistors.

"As it so happens, our listening and
our measurements were somewhat in
conflict with this circuit. Sometimes
we can produce acircuit that measures
well and sounds good; at other times
we have produced amplifiers that
measure well and sound awful. This
time, however, it sounds quite nice but
it measures quite badly — particularly
the overall distortion levels at high fre-

increasing to amaximum of 021 ohms
at 20kHz. The source impedance at the
tape outputs measured 987 ohms with a
25 ohm or 600 ohm source impedance,
indicating the presence of buffered
amplifiers. DC offset at the main outputs measured anegligible 22mV in the
left channel, 1.4mV in the right
The signal/noise ratio (unweighted
ref. 1W into 8ohms) was 73.8dB with a
22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, 69.8dB with a
10Hz-500kHz bandwidth, and 763dB
A-weighted. The latter decreased to
68.7dB with the level control at maximum, and increased to 78.8dB with it at
minimum. The corresponding phonostage S/N, ref. 1V, measured 88dB
(22Hz-22kHz), 77.1dB (10Hz-500kHz),
and 912dB (A-weighted). The gain of
the phono stage from the phono input
to the tape output was 31dB. The Rega
is inverting from its line input to its

main outputs, and noninverting from
phono input to tape output.
The Brio's volume-control tracking
was reasonable —an important consideration where there is no balance control. The two channels differed from
one another by amaximum of 039dB
at 12:00.
Fig.1 shows the Brio's frequency
response. The variation with changes in
load is visible but not very significant.
The -2dB loss of deep bass in the
20-25Hz region should not be noticeable with the sort of loudspeakers likely
to be used with this amplifier. The
phono equalization indicates asmall
shelved rolloff that extends across most
of the high-frequency range, which may
result in avery subtle lack of sparkle on
LP. Fig2 is the Rega's output with a
10kHz squarewave input. The rise-time
is good. The small degree of rounding
of the leading corners is predictable
from the frequency response, but there's
no overshoot or ringing. The 1kHz
squarewave response, not shown, indicates only asmall backtilt to the top and
bottom edges, also consistent with the
frequency response.
Fig3 plots the Brio's crosstalk, agood
result for both the phono and line
stages. There is close agreement between the channels, and the usual
increase at higher frequencies typically
due to interchannel capacitive coupling.
The THD+noise vs frequency
results in fig.4 are satisfactory but not
spectacular, with rises in distortion
apparent at higher frequencies and
lower-impedance loads. We see here
the first sign that the Rega really is not
designed to drive loads of less than 8
ohms. Fig.5 shows the THD+noise
output waveform of the Rega (at lkHz)
driving 5W into a4ohm load. There is
alargely third-harmonic result, along
with some unusual spikes cropping up
at asecond-harmonic rate. The latter,
which also appear in the 8ohm and 2
ohm results (not shown), might add

Measurements

A

II of the following measurements,
except as noted, were taken with
the level control set to aposition at
which an input of 100mV results in an
output of 1W (approximately 2
o'clock). The overall gain at this position
is 292dB; the Brio's gain with the level
control full up is 40dB.
The Rega Brio was warm, but not hot,
following its 1-hour, '-power preconditioning test. Its line input impedance
measured 65.5k ohms at 1
kHz, acomfortably high value. At lower and higher
settings of the level control this value
increased marginally to 69.6k ohms at
900, and to 722k ohms at maximum
rotation. The input impedance at the
phono input was 46.8k ohms in the left
channel, 47.3k ohms in the right. The
Rega's output impedance was comfortably low: under 0.033 ohms up to lkHz,
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Fig.1

Rega Brio, frequency response at (from top
to bottom at 3kHz): phono stage RIM error;
line input response at 2W into asimulated
loudspeaker load; 1W into 8ohms, 2W into
4ohms, and 1W into 8ohms with the volume control set to -20dB (0.5dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).

Fig.3

Rega Brio, crosstalk (from top to bottom at
lkHz): R-L, L-R, line; L-R. R-L, phono
(10dB/vertical div.).

51,01£00410LE We.1.3

0010

02,

Fig.2

Rega Brio, small-signal 10kHz squarewave
into 8ohms.
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Fig.4 Rega Brio, THD+noise vs frequency at (from
top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into 2ohms,
2W into 4ohms, 2W into simulated speaker
load, 1W into 8ohms, and phono stage at
10mV/I kHz (right channel dashed).
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quencies can get quite high.
"It's very much like avalve amplifier:
The distortion starts quite early, but it's
totally second-harmonic and it happens
in asmooth and very controllable manner. Once we discovered that, we
worked on the design and managed to
make it sound quite abit better by talcmg abackwards step in technology: In
theory, we should have used anice little

regulated power supply at one stage of
the circuit, but we found a simpler
diode produced much better sound."
With spirit
Iwas expecting the Brio to sound good —
I'd already heard it many times at
Robert's house, after all —and it never
disappointed. It's alively, well-balanced
amplifier that rendered up realistic, musi-

cally engaging sound at all times. Ilost
track of all the times it made me dance
around my listening room, tap my toes,
or accompany the band on air guitar or
bass. Rega has named the amp well.
It's a30W amp, however, and you
must choose your speakers accordingly.
During the course of my auditioning I
used the B&W DM 302s, KEF RDM2s, Polk RT-5s, Paradigm Studio 20s,

cally interesting but hardly typical level.
The Rega Brio's phono-stage overload point (1% THD+noise) was
273mV at lkHz (34.7dB above the
5mV reference), 2.73V (34.7dB) at
20kHz, and 15.8mV (35.8) at 20Hz. All
of these are excellent figures.
Fig.6 shows the spectrum of the
Rega's output driving 50Hz at 20W
into a4ohm load. The largest artifact is
the third harmonic (150Hz) at -703dB
(about 0.03%). The intermodulation in

the output caused by a combined
19+201cHz input at 16W into 4ohms
(just prior to clipping with this input
signal) is indicated in fig.7. Here the IM
products at lkHz and 2kflz are -64c1B
(0.06%) and -66dB (0.05%), respectively, while the largest artifact is at 181cHz
(-29.8c1B, or about 3%). The corresponding values for apower output of
16W into 8 ohms (not shown) are
-80dB (0.01%) at licHz, -77dB (about
0.015%) at 2kHz, and -37dB (about

Measurements
some roughness to the sound. The
THD+noise readings for the phono
stage (also shown in fig.4) were performed with an input of 10mV and
taken at the tape outputs. Most of the
result indicated here is actually noise. To
reach the absolute minimum THD+
noise of the phono stage requires an
input of 197mV at lIcHz (a reading of
0.0063% THD+noise) — an academi-
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Table 1 Clipping power
(1% THD+noise at lkHz)

Load
ohms

00

Fig.5

05

15

2C

Rega Brio, IkHz waveform at 5W into 4
ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).
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Rega Brio, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top):
8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2ohms (one
channel driven).
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Rega Brio, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 20W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Rega Brio, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 16W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.9 Rega Brio, distortion (dB) vs dynamic output power into 8 ohms (black), 4 ohms (red), 2ohms
(green), and 1ohm (blue) (one channel driven).
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Rega
and my current references, the B&W
John Bower Silver Signatures. They all
worked well. There were definite loudness limitations with the Silver Signatures and the Paradigms — Icouldn't
play heavily orchestrated works such as
Mahler or Bruckner symphonies as
loudly as is my custom without taxing
the amp. But, as Sam Tellig likes to
observe of his microwatt single-ended

amps, maybe Idon't need to play them
that loud. Or perhaps the true lesson is
to choose speakers that work better
with the amplifier. The DM-302s, RT5s, and RDM-2s all went plenty loud
with the Brio —Mahler and Bruckner
were well served.
Like the Creek 4330R Ireviewed in
August (Vo121 No.8, p.94), the Brio did
asuperb job of presenting the pace and

1.5%). Again, it's dear that the Rega is
most happy with an 8ohm load.
Fig.8 shows the Brio's THD+noise
plotted against output power with one
channel driven, at 1
kHz. The power
supply begins to run out of gas at lower
impedances, with slightly lower output
power into 4ohms than into 8, and
considerably less into 2ohms. The discrete clipping measurements (1%
THD+noise at lIcHz), to the nearest
watt, are shown in Table 1. JA also
checked the Brio's power output under
dynamic conditions using the Miller
Audio Research Amplifier Profiler.
Fig.9 shows the envelope of the Brio's
output power into 8ohms (black), 4
ohms (red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm
(green), using alIcHz toneburst signal
with 10 cycles on and 40 cycles off to
simulate the effect of music. The horizontal magenta line indicates distortion
at the -40dB level (1%), which we
define as the clipping point. With this
toneburst signal (one channel driven),
40W is available into 8ohms corn-

pared with 33W on acontinuous
basis. But only 31.7W is available
into 4ohms, 11.5W into 2ohms, and
just 3.5W into the punishing 1ohm
load. As the earlier results indicated,
the Rega is not happy with low
impedances.
Fig.10 shows the output voltage
rather than power, again measured
using the lIcHz toneburst signal. Each
time the load impedance halves, the
maximum voltage available drops dramatically. One interesting point is that
the looking at the signal waveform on
the oscilloscope screen as this test was
being performed revealed that it wasn't
actually clipped at the 1% point.
Instead, the sinewave started to triangulate. When the waveform did actually clip, this was at the 3% level and the
negative-going peaks were chopped off
before the positive-going peaks.
In general, the Rega Brio is, from a
measurement standpoint, acompetent
but not exceptional performer.
—Thomas J. Norton

Fig.10 Rega Brio, distortion (dB) vs dynamic output voltage into 8ohms (black), 4ohms (red), 2ohms
(green), and 1ohm (blue) (one channel driven).
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snap of music. But it's not punchysounding like the Creek; while not
reserved, it's atouch more polite than
the 4330R. This surprised me at first —
Iwould have assumed that "punchier"
meant "more rhythmic" —but as Ilistened to the Brio, Icame to see (as I
should have intuited all along) that
rhythm is far more than just the emphasis of certain beats. The ability to show
shadings in emPHAsis and dynamics
plays atremendous role in establishing a
rhythmic groove, and this is an area
where the Brio excelled.
It therefore did not come as asurprise
that this is precisely an area that fascinates Roy Gandy. "When you get into
the dynamics of music and you look at
the contradiction between steady-state
measurement and the fact that music is
changing constantly in time, it becomes
obvious that the change in power in a
piece of music within amillisecond can
alter the distortion structure at that
time. It becomes amathematical [differential] — a rate of change — but
there's actually no way of measuring it.
"You can hear this quite clearly in a
musician playing an electrical guitar—
he has to use an amplifier's distortion to
make music. And the amplifier's distortion actually forces him to play acertain
way —change his amplifier and he will
play adifferent way. In music technology, you're dealing with perhaps 100200% distortion; in hi-fi, you're dealing
with 0.01% or 0.1%, at most. But there
are definitely things that happen with
the way an amplifier works dynamically
that produce changes to music. They're
audible; they're just unmeasurable."
Iwas quite aware — at times — that
the Brio adds aslight texture to music.
This was not terribly obtrusive, but it
was noticeable. On Dawn Upshaw's
remarkable reading of Ravel's Trois
poems de Stéphane Mallarmé (The Girl with
Orange Lips, Nonesuch 79262-2), this
manifested itself in the form of aslight
grittiness in both Upshaw's voice and
the instrumental backing. This was a
very subtle effect, however, and did not
subtract from my enjoyment of these
delicate morsels — except when Idirectly contrasted the Brio with the
Creek 4330R, or my reference system.
On live recordings, such as Taj
Mahars An Evening ofAcoustic Music (Ruf
1009 CD), the Brio may even have
added atouch of verisimilitude. Taj has
abit of arasp in his voice to begin with,
and his National Steel exhibited arealistic amount of bite through the Rega that
even the Creek didn't quite manage.
And Taj's tricky forced lines on
125
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"Satisfied 'n' Tickled Too" were unraveled by the Rega with such panache that
they seemed far easier to follow.
Associated Equipment
LP playback: Rega Planar 2
turntable, Rega Bias and Sumiko
Blue Point Special phono cartridges.
CD playback: Arcam Alpha 9,
Audio Research CD2.
Integrated amplifier: Creek
4330R.
Loudspeakers: B&W DM-302,
B&W Silver Signature, KEF
RDM-2, Polk RT-5, Paradigm
Studio 20.
Cables: Siltech interconnects,
WireWorld Gold Eclipse III
speaker cables.
Accessories: CinePro PowerPro
20 AC line conditioner, Salamander Synergy Stand, Sound Organisation two-tier equipment rack.
Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; osphresiophilic
feline.
—Wes Phillips

Let me not forget to give the Brio's
phono section its due. Ilistened to several
cartridges Ithought likely to be used with
a$600 amplifier: the Surniko Blue Point
Special and the Rega Bias, both mounted

The Rega Brio
is reliable and fun, and
never failed to impress
with its tunefulness.
on aRega Planar 2. Both cartridges really
sat up and sang through the Brio.
There's along thread on one of the
Internet newsgroups as Iwrite this
about how dead and unlistenable analog
is, what with all the noise and distortion.
Well, it sure sounds like alively corpse
to me — even with such amodest system. You don't have to be an analog
fanatic to want to listen to the records
you've already invested in, and the Rega
makes astrong case for the format's
tunefulness and vigor. Ilistened to new
records and old for hours, without ahint
of fatigue.

With fire
The Rega Brio is reliable and fun, and
never failed to impress me with its tunefulness. If it were animate, I'd say it was
good-natured, for it seems almost eager
to please. Its modest 30Wpc output
necessitates careful speaker matching,
but this is also true of amplifiers costing
far more.
The Brio faces stiff competition in the
Creek 4330R at precisely the same price,
but for the money you get achoice: the
Creek has remote control of volume and
muting, while the Rega has adedicated
phono section. (Of course, you could
buy the Creek without remote and with
an add-on phono card for $30 less.) But it
comes down to personal preference: The
Creek has superior dynamic power and
an emphatic nature; the Rega seems
more polite while adding afaint overlay
of texture. Both offer performance far
beyond their price point.
Robert Baird, by the way, wanted to
get the Rega back in his living room for
keeps —he sent them acheck before I
finished this review. Ican't wait to see
what he plays for us at this year's burning of Zozobra. Ialready know it will
sound good.

ilFZEL,ACt!
The magic is the amp's
ability to recreate the artform flawlessly" MOON
W5 -TIER vol 9. #3
"It is lyrical, it sings...it is.
Ibelieve, music at the
highest level." MOON
W5 -Ultra High Fidelity
No.49
" .the MOON W5
power amp is one of the
very few products which left me craving its
musical delights long after the music had stopped."
Audiophilia -March98
"I could write paragraphs of adjectives and superlatives, but Iprefer asingle one
Unsurpassed- MOON P5 -UHF No.50
"We believe that the MOON P5 is one of the rare components which offers more bang for
the buck...and exemplary sonic caliber." The Inner Ear Report -Vol. 10. #1

19 years of innovation!.
simAtutio Moon, 3275.
ear (514) 445-0032
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Dynaudio Contour 3.0 loudspeaker

II

twas one of those uncommonly
warm late winter Sundays when you
hardly need acoat. The fine weather
had set aside any critical listening sessions, the door to the kitchen was open,
and Iwas playing my audio system —
then equipped with apair of Spendor
BC-1 loudspeakers —at moderate levels. Playing on the Linn turntable was an
LP that the kids loved —"The Magic
Garden Song," sung by the two female
leads from the children's television
show of the same name.' My wife doesn't often comment positively on audio
equipment, but that day she walked in
from the kitchen to say, "Those voices
sound real—as if two people just
walked in our living room and started
singing."
In the 13 years since, I've reviewed
larger, more expensive, more exotic
loudspeakers than the Spendors, as well
as some outstanding minimonitors. I've
played "The Magic Garden Song"
countless times, as well as source material rich in spoken voice and singing.
But since that day, nothing Icould print
here has been forthcoming from my
wife but slammed bedroom doors and
colorful pleas to lower the volume —
until, that is, the Dynaudio Contour
3.0s arrived.
Ifirst heard the Dynaudio Contour

Description:
Three-way,
floorstanding reflex-loaded loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1.1" (28mm) clothdome tweeter with Magnafluxdamped, aluminum-wire voice-coil;
5.25" (150mm) magnesium-silicate
polymer (MSP) one-piece midrange
driver with a 11
/"(38mm) aluminum
2
voice-coil and a dual-magnet system; 8" (200mm) MSP one-piece
woofer driver driven by a3" (75mm)
aluminum-wire
Hexcoil/Kapton
voice-coil in conjunction with dual
magnets. Woofer reflex-loaded at
30Hz, foam port plugs provided.
Crossover
frequencies:
400Hz,
2.3Hz. Crossover slopes: first-order,
6dB/octave. Frequency response:
28Hz-21kHz,
±3dB.
Sensitivity:
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3.0 loudspeakers earlier this year, at the
1998 International Consumer Electronics Show (ICES). They were being
driven by a Krell FPB 600 stereo
amplifier in asmall room at the Alexis
Park hotel. Even under the limitations
of show auditioning — small rooms,
talking, crowds walking in front of the
speakers — Iwas impressed by the
3.0s' rich imaging, firm bass line, and
natural-sounding male vocals. As
Stereophik had just published areview
by Wes Phillips of alarger Dynaudio
speaker, the Contour 33,2 Wes, who
doubles as the magazine's equipment
and review gatekeeper, blessed my
request to review the 3.0. 'Within the
month, Mike Manousselis, Dynaudio's
director of sales and marketing, had
shipped me the show pair — already
broken-in.
My wife spoke up within aminute of
my starting to play the Contour 3.0s.
"That's alovely clarinet," she called out
from the bedroom, referring to Ross
Powell's solo introduction on John
Rutter's "The Lord is My Light and My
Salvation" (from Requiem: Five Anthems,
Reference Recordings RR-57CD).
IPaula and Carole in the Magic Carden, CAP-1 (LP), CAP
Productions, Inc., Box 101, Scarsdale, NY 10583.
2 In January 1998, VoI21 No.l.

—JA

86dB/2.83V/m. Impedance: 4 ohms
nominal, 3.4 ohms minimum.
Minimum amplifier requirements:
>65W, medium-size rooms; >125W,
large rooms.
Dimensions: 46.7" (1168mm) H by
8.7" (218mm) W by 14.4" (360mm)
D. Weight: 75 lbs (34kg) each.
Finishes: cherry, rosewood, black
ash, or walnut real-wood veneers;
bird's-eye maple, add $750/pair.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
825351/ 52.
Price: 84999/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 51.
US distributor: Dynaudio North
America,
1144
Tower
Lane,
Bensenville, IL 60106. Tel: (630) 2384200. Fax: (630) 238-0112.

Dynaudio Contour 3.0 loudspeaker
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Dynaudio
Clarinet music is important to her; she
was concertmaster and first clarinet in
her high school band.
This got my attention. John Atkinson
agrees that these spontaneous comments are meaningful. "I usually do my
critical listening early in the morning,"
he said during the 1998 Stereophile
Writers' Conference, "but I'm good for
only about an hour." He reported that he
finds reviewing to be tough, solitary
work. Spontaneous comments from
unbiased family members —"strongly
disinterested" might be more accurate —
can lighten the load. Besides, I'm happier when my wife likes the product I'm
evaluating.
The object of her affection
The Contour 3.0 is athree-way reflexloaded system that in many ways resembles Dynaudio's $6999/pair Contour
3.3. In his January review, WP
described the bigger Dynaudio loudspeaker: "A narrow tower-style loudspeaker system in aplain if beautifully
veneered cabinet, the Contour 33 has a
straightforward driver array consisting
of two 8" woofers, asingle 525" midrange unit, and a1.1" soft-dome tweeter." But besides being $2000 cheaper,
how else does the Contour 3.0 compare
with the 3.3?
It has one less woofer than the 33, saving
5" in cabinet height. Its single 8" woofer
employs a3"-diameter voice-coil — 1"
smaller than the 33's —and adifferent,
simpler crossover. Dynaudio also rates it
3dB lower in voltage sensitivity.
That's it. In all other respects, it is identical. For this reason, Iwill briefly describe
the high points of the speaker's construction and refer the reader to Wes's excellent review for additional details.
•The Contour 3.0's build quality, fien'finish, and woodworking are superb —it's
one of the most beautiful high-fidelity
products I've ever reviewed. The bird'seye maple veneer is aknockout, and
clearly the work of master woodworkers. Each speaker pair is covered with
sections cut from a single sheet of
veneer; "assurances arc made that all
grain matches," states the product literature. The resulting cabinet is not only
beautiful but solid, dense, and hard,
implying an optimally braced, welldamped construction. Don't rap your
knuckles too hard on the cabinet —it's
like arock.
•The Contour 3.0 uses asophisticated
woofer. Its cone is compounded of a
magnesium silicate polymer (MSP)
material developed by the manufacturer
to minimize partial driver oscillations.
Stereophile, September 1998
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Associated Equipment
Vinyl was played on aLinn Sondek/
Lingo/Ittok/Sumiko setup. My digital source was an Adcom GDA-700
D/A processor driven by a Krell
MD-1 transport via a75 ohm Silver
Starlight digital coaxial cable. The
Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic,
Rotel RH-10, Magnum Dynalab
MD-108, and Fanfare FM-1 stereo
tuners provided music from WQXR,
our local New York classical FM station. Preamplification was provided
by along-discontinued Krell KBL for
CDs, and aMark Levinson ML-7A
with Duntech MX-10 head amplifier
for LPs. Power amplifiers included a
The rib of the woofer's die-cast driver
frame has been designed to eliminate reflections and tonal aberrations created by
the traditional driver basket. The cone is
controlled by alarge 3" voice-coil working with dual magnets. (Dynaudio's
Hexacoil voice-coils are constructed of
lightweight aluminum wire coated with
athermoplastic material, wound onto a
ICapton former, then treated to act as a
solid mass for optimal stability, durability,
density, and efficiency.)
•The tweeter uses a 1.1" soft-dome
diaphragm. Dynaudio notes that the
Contour's tweeter "features treated textile soft-dome diaphragms, Magnaflux(magnetic fluid) cooled, hexagonally
cut, pure aluminum wire voice-coils
and heat-treated bobbins, and extralarge magnet systems."
•The Contour 3.0's crossover features
first-order 6dB/oc-tave slopes — said "to
provide superb transient response and
excellent phase integration of the drivers" — plus metal-foil polypropylene
capacitors. Each driver is mounted in its
own enclosure, these in turn set into the
1"-thick, multilayered MDF cabinet.
The Contour's enclosure sits on agray,
1"-thick base.
Speaker cables connect to the
Contour 3.0 via two knurled brass binding posts at the lowest part of the cabinet's back panel, making it abit hard to
see the polarity markings on the terminals —unless you use aflashlight and get
down on your hands and knees. Them is
no provision for biwiring. Although the
3.0 is equipped with asingle jack for
OCOS speaker wire, eliminating the
need for terminating adaptors, my
biwired OCOS cables would have
required two jacks. As aresult, I
just used
the cable's twin spade lugs, leaving the

Bryston 4B-ST, apair of Bryston 7BST monoblocks, and aMark Levinson No331.
Interconnects were balanced Krell
Cogelco Yellow cables. Speaker
cables included a biwired set of
Sutniko OCOS or aset of biwired
QED Qudos Profile 8 cables. The
comparison loudspeakers included a
pair of Quad ESL-63 USA Monitors
hung in Arcici stands, and Chario
Academy 1s and Totem Acoustic
Model 1Signatures used on Sumiko
Franklin & Lowell stands. All amplifiers were plugged into a200A AC
outlet.
-Larry Greenhill
external OCOS adaptors in place.
Spikes are provided for leveling the
cabinets. These screw into threaded
sockets in the 3.0's separate base. I
used the rounded ends for coupling
the speaker to my living-room floor's
finished wood.
Setup
My listening room is large: 26' long, 13'
wide, and 12' high, with asemi-cathedral
ceiling. The back of the room opens into
a25' by 15' kitchen through an 8' by 4'
doorway. The Dynaudios were set up 5'
from the rear wall (faced with framed
watercolors 8' from the floor) and
approximately 30" from the side walls
(faced with sliding equipment shelves).
Ibegan my critical listening sessions
seated 8' away from the Contour 3.0s.
Then Imoved back to my favorite listening distance of 18', which Ifound
much more satisfactory. The Contour
3.0s were also auditioned in my 15' by
10' study, which is furnished with wallto-wall carpeting, an area rug, and a
couch. All listening tests were done
with the port plugs removed.
Although the speakers had been
broken-in at the CES, Ibroke them in
further by playing my favorite rock
selections — Fleetwood Mac's The
Dance (Reprise 46702-2), and David
Bowie singing "Putting Out Fire" from
the Cat People soundtrack (MCAD1498) — played for two hours at 104dB
peak levels.3
The Contour 3.0's average voltagesensitivity rating (86dB/2.83V/m), its
dipping impedance in the bass range, and
3 Imeasured the Contour 3.0s at In, with my
RadioShack Sound Level Meter set to its A-weighted,
fast-response mode.
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my large listening room meant that I
needed powerful solid-state amplifiers for
this very enjoyable "break-in" session.
Although the Contour 3.0 handled these
levels without distortion, my Bryston 4BST clipped whenever Mick Fleetwood
worked his kickdrum. This meant Iwas
using the 4B-ST's full output-more
than 250Wpc into 8ohms. Switching to
the bigger Bryston 7B-STs - the pair of

them capable of 613W into 8ohms and
954W into 4ohms, according to Thomas
J. Norton's tests (Vol.19 No.10, p291) ensured that the amplifiers weren't clipping, but now the sturdy Dynaudio
woofers were "thudding" instead of playing kidcdrum notes. Al Filippelli, director
of Dynaudio North America, explained
that the Contour 3.0's woofers "thud"
when pushed through their full excursion

because the pad on the inside of the cone
strikes the pad on the speaker magnet's
top plate. Iwas pushing them too hard something the reader should avoid doing!
Moving the 3.0s to the smaller listening
room, Iwas able to play the saine music
at the saine SPLs without clipping the
amp or "thudding" the woofers.
Even so, Ifound that the Contour
3.0/Bryston 7B-ST monoblock combo

over almost the entire audio band. The
saddle between the twin peaks in the bass
in this graph indicates that the 2"-diameter reflex port is tuned to alow 32Hz.
As Larry didn't audition the speakers
with the foam plug in the port -Wes
Phillips found the Contour 33 to sound
too lean this way - Imeasured the
speaker with the port unblocked, using
DRA Labs MLSSA system and aMitey
Mike II microphone. The result can be
seen on the left of fig2: the port's output is the well-defined bandpass cen-

tered on its tuning frequency of 32Hz,
and is free from organ-pipe resonances;
and the woofer output starts to roll off
an octave higher, while the complex
sum of the woofer and port outputs
(top trace) peaks alittle in the midbass.
There is some depression in the lower
midrange; partly this is due to the
nearfield technique Iuse to make these
low-frequency measurements, but it
also showed up in some farfield
responses.
Higher in frequency (and measured

Measurements

T

he Dynaudio Contour 3.0's voltage
sensitivity was to specification at
86dB(B)/2.83V/m; as LG notes, this is
below average for adynamic speaker.'
However, as atrue 4ohm rated design,
it draws more than usual current from
the partnering amplifier to achieve this
sensitivity, as can be seen from its plot of
impedance magnitude and phase against
frequency (fig.1), measured with an
Audio Precision System One. This
reaches aminimum value of 3.5 ohms
at 100Hz and remains below 8ohms
1When Ianalyzed the data Ihad collected on the
more than 350 loudspeakers Ihad measured up to
June 1997 to prepare a paper for the Audio
Engineering Society ("Loudspeakers: What Measurements Can Tell Us -And What They Can't Tell
Us," AES Preprint 4608, presented at the 103rd AES
Convention, New York, September 1997), the mean
fl-weighted sensitivity was 88dB(15)/2.83V/m, with a
median value of 85dB(B).
-JA
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Fig.3 Dynaudio Contour 3.0, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis
from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5*--90° off-axis.
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Dynaudio Contour 3.0, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Dynaudio Contour 3.0, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30 °
horizontal window and corrected for microphone response, with complex sum of the
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responses plotted below 300Hz,
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Fig.4 Dynaudio Contour 3.0, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 15°-5° above HF axis; reference response; differences
in response 5.-15° below HF axis.
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delivered the best sense of pace; the
deepest, best-defined bass notes; the
widest and deepest soundstaging; and
the strongest dynamic contrasts when
driving the Contour 3.0 in my large listening room. It was amatch made in
heaven! Of course, the Contour 3.0's
low distortion and lack of compression
meant that its woofer could be easily
overdriven by this 600Wpc amplifier. I

with acalibrated B&K 4006 microphone), the Dynaudio has aslight but
broad peak in the upper midrange.
Depending on the music, this might also
be perceived as slight lacks of energy in
the lower midrange and presence region.
However, as can be seen from the graph
showing the speaker's lateral dispersion
(fig3), the off-axis behavior goes along
way toward compensating for the on-axis
aberrations. In atypical room, the balance throughout the midrange and midtreble might well be perceived as flat.
However, the soft-dome tweeter does
have limited dispersion in its top octave;
as the on-axis response isn't exaggerated
in this region to compensate, the speaker
might sound too mellow in overdamped
or very large rooms.
The vertical dispersion plot (fig.4)
shows the changes in response as the
microphone is moved above or below
the tweeter axis. The slight sudcout in
the mid-treble can be seen to fill in for
listeners who sit with their ears slightly
below the tweeter's 37" height from the
ground. Conversely, the suckout deepens for standing listeners.
The Dynaudio's step response (fig.5)
is typical of aflat-baffle design in that it
is not time-coherent, despite the use of
first-order crossovers. And, in fact, closer inspection reveals that while the
tweeter and woofer are connected with
positive acoustic polarity, the midrange
unit inverts polarity. Not too much

Contour

3.0

Sound
Sweeping the Contour 3.0 with asignal
from asinewave generator revealed that
its bass response extended down to

35Hz in my large listening room, with
bass output rising at 40Hz. The speaker's
port was free of any chattering sounds
when driven hard by a40Hz signal.
Despite the implications of this test,
the Contour's reflex-loaded woofer
delivered tight, defined bass notes that
seemed to go at least 5Hz deeper while
playing music. This was shown by its
ability to handle the growling, sinister

should be made of this, but it does lead
me to suspect that the measured lack of
lower-midrange energy is crossoverrelated, and, in turn, that this lack will
be more audible in drier, smaller rooms.
The Contour 3.0's cumulative spectral-decay or waterfall plot (fig.6) is fundamentally clean, but aslight ridge of
delayed energy can be seen at the cursor
position, 1.5kHz. This is probably low
enough not to have any subjective consequences other than at very high levels,
when it might add abit of hardness to
the sound.
Finally, LG commented on the

Dynaudio's rocklike construction. I
used asimple plastic-tape accelerometer to examine the cabinets' vibrational
behavior. Despite its large panels, what
resonances there were had been pushed
up high in frequency by the rigid internal construction, minimizing their
audibility. For example, fig.7 shows a
waterfall plot calculated from the
accelerometer's output when it was fastened to the sidewall 8" from the top.
The only detectable mode is very high
in frequency, just under 500Hz, and is
low in level. This is excellent cabinet
design.
-John Atkinson

had to restrain myself and keep the Krell
KBL preamp's volume control set earlier
than 12 o'clock - hard to do, because
the sense of rhythmic pace got better
and better the louder Iplayed the 3.0.
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- Fig.7 Dynaudio Contour 3.0, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet back wall above crossover panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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synthesizer on the "Main Title" track
of the Clear and Present Danger soundtrack (Milan 35679-2), which reproduced as tight, well-defined, subterranean tones with no evidence of doubling. The organ-pedal notes at the
beginning of Rutter's "A Gaelic Blessing"
on Requiem: Five Anthems were full, dense,
and solid. Iused the rounded metal
spikes to further tighten and define the
Contour's bass response in my room.
Contrary to my expectations, the spikes
reduced the "trampoline" effect from the
3.0's baseplate sitting on my flexible
wood floor, which otherwise tended to
fatten the bass.
As good as it was, the Contour's bass
response had its limits. The speaker did
reproduce the church's "tremendous
sense of space" JA describes in the notes
to his recording of Elgar's The Dream of
Gerontius on Stereophile's Test CD 2, but
could not give the full weight to the
organ-pedal chords that "underpin the
work's tonal foundations." Inserting a
new Velodyne FSR-18BV servo subwoofer into the system reinstated the
full mass and heft of this lowest register,
but also caused asubde thickening in the
midbass that Icould not completely
tame. Overall, Ipreferred the more natural and involving sound of the Contour
3.0 on its own.
All of these previous experiences —
my wife's comments, the resolution of
fine background detail, the dead-on
reproduction of the male chorus in the
Rutter Requiem—led me to expect outstanding midrange performance when
playing vocal music over the Contour
3.0. Iwas not disappointed. Odetta's
close-miked vocal on "America the
Beautiful" (Strike aDeep Chord: Blues
Guitarsfor the Homeless, Justice JR 0003-2)
was particularly startling: the Contour
3.0s projected adear, three-dimensional
holographic image of the singer, slightly
forward and raised, and centered between the two loudspeakers. Her voice
had araw realism about it, with no compression or overload, and the accompaniment of piano, string bass, and
brushed drums could be dearly heard in
the background.
Similarly, the Contours caught all the
changes in tonality and timbre as Stevie
Nicks varied her closeness to the
microphone —sometimes too far away,
sometimes too close — when singing
"Landslide" on Fleetwood Mac's The
Dance. No sign of unruly midbass resonances were evident on Willie Nelson's
Across the Borderline (Columbia CK
52752). Bonnie Raitt's voice was very
involving on their duet, "Getting Over
132

You" — raspy, bittersweet, dark —
while Nelson's voice sounded clear,
nasal, and warm without being too
overblown or tubby.
Harry Connick, Jr.'s voice singing
"Don't Get Around Much Anymore" on
the When Harry Met
soundtrack
(Columbia CK 45319) was just right:
dose-miked, focused, and tight. In addition, the Contour 3.0s allowed me to
pick up asmall amount of reverberation

joyous abandon and vocal power in the
Duke's opening solo, "Questa oquella
per me pari sona." The Contour 3.0s
handled his final high note without
compression or distortion.
What about the upper midrange and
treble? Compared to the other dynamic
loudspeakers under test, the Contour
3.0s were best at rendering the sense of
the hall, soundstage, and depth of field
on Chabrier's España, from Classic Records' remastering of the Mercury Living
Presence LP of the same name
The Contours
(SR90212).4 The clarity and threecaught all the changes
dimensional realism of the three triangle notes that open the Pastorale selecin tonality and timbre
tion from that disc were so realistic that
they startled me. The Contours also did
as Stevie Nicks varied
better than the comparison speakers in
revealing the reverberation on Maggie
her closeness to the
Boyle's soprano on James Homer's
Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA 66051microphone.
2), and brought out the flute and deliadded to C,onnick's vocals —something cate plucked-string sequence over the
Ihad never heard before, even on much Joue
synthesizer notes. The bells
more expensive loudspeaker systems.
and percussion notes in the opening of
Vocals sounded completely natural and
Stevie Nicks' "Silver Springs," from
realistic. Take the recently closed Paul
Fleetwood Mac's The Dance, were transSimon musical The Capeman, aBroadway parent, lilting, and clean.
show that was widely regarded to be a
Finally, the Contour 3.0 was outmusical success but atheatrical failure.
standing in its ability to deliver the pace
Simon released the music on Songs from
and drive of music. Iheard it in highly
The Capeman (Warner Bros. 46814-2).
rhythmic orchestral pieces, such as
Having heard the music live at two preGlière's vivid, exciting Russian Sailors'
views, I've used this CD as atest. Good
Dance on Frederick Fennell's Beachsystems can capture the subtle differences
comber: Encores for Band album (Referbetween the two male vocal leads —
ence RR-62CD), and it was evident in
Ruben Blades' nasal, weary baritone and
recordings of opera vocals. Though I
Marc Anthony's clear, youthful tenor —
love the melody of "Gualtier Mal& ...
on the show-stopping "Time is an
Care nome," another aria from Rigoletto,
Ocean" duet. On lesser systems, the Joan Sutherland's scales in this piece
singers' voices blend, and it becomes diffiseemed excessively done on the comcult to determine who is singing. Not so parison loudspeakers. Over the Conwith the Contour 3.0s, which brought tour 3.0s, her wonderful rich soprano
out each singer's subtle vocal tonalities
was entrancing. This happened even
and timbre.
with rock music. The Contour 3.0 fully
Richard Thompson's instrumental
captured the slow, languorous, dreamy
finish to "Why Must IPlead," from his
introduction of David Bowie's "Putting
Rumor and Sigh (Capitol CDP 795713
Out Fire" on the Cat People soundtrack,
2), also benefited from the Contour then exploded into the pulsating driving
3.0s' holographic soundstage, which
force of kickdrum, synthesizer, and bass
positioned his electric guitar's sonic
guitar as Bowie began singing "Putting
image well to the right.
out fire with gasoline."
Like the PMC LB-1 minimonitor I
reviewed in the May '98 Stereophile, the
Conclusion
Contour 3.0 sounded so involving and
At $4999/pair, the Contour 3.0 will be
natural that Iwas swept into the music.
acarefully considered investment. It
Sherrill Milnes singing "Ah! Veglia, o should be auditioned against the other
donna, questo flore" in Act II of Verdi's
high-end, high-performance, beautiRigoletto (London 414 269-2) was spell- fully crafted, three-way loudspeakers
binding, as the Contour 3.0s reproduced his rich, lustrous baritone against
4 Classic Records' vinyl remasterings are available
the broad background of the orchestral
through Classic Music Distribution at (800) 457-2577,
soundstage. On the same recording,
or by writing to Classic Records, 1444 N. Highland
they transmitted the young Pavarotti's
Ave, Hollywood, CA 90028.
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that have made it into Stereophile's
"Recommended Components": the
Aerial Acoustics 8 ($5000/pair), the
NHT 3.3 ($4300/pair), the ProAc
Response 2.5 ($4500/pair), and the
Thiel CS3.6 ($4300/pair). Like most
of these systems — the Thiel CS3.6
and the ProAc 2.5 in particular—the
Contour 3.0 benefits greatly from careful matching with a very powerful
amplifier. Of course, this will add even
more to the cost of ownership.
As with all audio products, the
Contour 3.0 has its limitations. Its bass
response, while tight and solid, doesn't reach down to 20Hz. Though its
lack of coloration allows it to capture
the human voice better than most
speakers at any price point, it doesn't
have the sheer transparency of aQuad
ESL-63. Its average voltage sensitivity
and tendency to "thud" when driven
at high levels by a very powerful
amplifier in abig room means that a
larger loudspeaker system —like Dynaudio's Contour 3.3 —is better for such
applications.
All that said, Dynaudio's Contour
3.0 does so many things so well —
when driven by an amplifier with the
Bryston 7B-ST's power and control —
that it is the dynamic loudspeaker to
beat in the $5000/pair price range. Its
rhythmic drive, dynamic range, low
distortion, and bass definition inject
the listener with the energy of alive
rock concert. Its ability to involve the
listener in the music is simply awesome. The cabinet work, fit'n'finish,
and sturdiness are second to none.
The realism of spoken voice and
vocal music over the Contour has to
be heard to be appreciated — Iknow
of no better loudspeaker for such
material.
My wife was on to something spccial when she noticed the clarinet playing over the Dynaudio Contour 3.0,
and Ihave to thank her for it. This
loudspeaker does so many things right
that it has become my reference for a
floorstanding, full-range, three-way
dynamic system. I strongly recommend it for any high-end audio system,
for both the audiophile and his or her
spouse. Not only is it one of the most
beautifully made loudspeakers you can
buy, it just might do for you what it did
for me: reinvolve you with the music
in your CD or vinyl record collection.
That's what I've been doing for the last
few weeks, and it's been awonderful
experience.
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THE
WORLD'S
BEST SURGE
SUPPRESSOR...
does not use sacrificial/wear
components, has no joule rating or
surge current limitation, WILL
NEVER FAIL, does not divert surge
current to the ground wire, clamps
instantaneously and has the
industry's lowest let-through
voltage. It is also possibly THE
BEST LINE FILTER YOU CAN BUY.
Now consider this...no matter what
you paid for it, the odds are
OVERWHELMING that your
current surge protector does use
sacrificial/wear components
(MOV's), has ajoule/current
limitation, WILL EVENTUALLY FAIL,
and does divert surge current to
the ground wire (causing
ground hum and degenerative
equipment damage).

So... How Important
Is Your System?

BRICK WALL
SURGE FILTERS
Storting at the real world price

of

$199.
Available in:
•Eight receptacle, 15A, point-of-use.
•Eight receptacle, 15A, single unit
rack mount or modular power
distribution unit.
•12 receptacle, 20A, double unit rack
mount/power distribution unit.
NOW AVAILABLE WITH
ISOLATED RECEPTACLES.

1-800-528-0313
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BRICK WALL DIV.,
PRICE WHEELER CORP.

F.: 1-800-528-6623

E,Mail: info@brickwall.com
'Neb: www.brickwall.cor,

ELECT ROCOM PAN IET

Y

ou can find
Electrocompaniet's
full line of products
at the following dealers:
Alpha Sound &Vision
130 Highway 33
Manalapan, NJ 07726
(732) 431-5557
Alta Audio & Custom Cabinets
25 East Wallace
Driggs ID 83422
(307) 353-2501
Audio Essence
748 Old Highway 41
Adairsville, GA 30103
(770) 877-3074
Audio Heaven
3000 Crone Court
Raleigh, NC 27616
(919) 773-0666
Audio Video Installation & Repair
73-661 Hwy 111, Ste. F
Palm Desert, CA 92260
(760) 779-0881
Avalon Audio Video
212 Route 541 North
Medford, NJ 08055
(609) 654-7752
Glen Poor's Audio Video
114 West Church Street
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 356-5456
Holm Audio
450 Ogden Ave
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 663-1298
House of Stereo
4160 Southside Blvd.. Suite 7
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 642-6677
The Musical Alchemist, Inc.
299 Riverside Drive, Suite 3C
New York, NY 10025
(212) 865-0875
Primus Audio Pleasure
112 W. 9th, Suite 309
Kansas City. MO 64105
(816) 421-3655
Sound Illusions Audio
808 Michelle Drive
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
(916) 926-1746

Jason Scott
Distributing, Inc
8816 Patton Road •Wyndmoor, PA 19038
%DIM (215)836-9944 •FAX: (215)83622'3
E-MAIL sales@jason-Ncon.com
WEINTE.: www.1ason-scott.com
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PMC IB-1S loudspeaker
loudspeakers. From the humongous
(the BB5, or Big Box 5) to the petite
(the TB!, or Tiny Box 1), all PMC
speakers use transmission-line loading
for the low frequencies, and all the
three-way systems use alarge fabricdome driver to cover as much of the
audio spectrum as possible. Originally,
PMC used the well-known ATC
midrange dome, but they have now
developed their own unit, which is used
in the 1B-15 along with their new flatpanel woofer. Almost all PMC designs
are modular, with interchangeable passive and active/powered crossover operation. Since the company's founding,
PMC loudspeakers have enjoyed great
success in British studios, and are now
making anoise in the US, particularly in
film/video post-production monitoring.

PMC 113-1S loudspeaker

I

have asoft spot in my heart (some
say my head) for transmission-line
designs. I remember being entranced by the authoritative but effortless bass of John Wright's IMF and
TDL Monitors, and I have been
inspired to experiment by building my
own lines in various sizes. In addition, as
demonstrated by Bryston's Jim Tanner
at the 1997 WCES and at HI-FI '97,
PMC's IB-1S loudspeakers threw an
enormously deep soundstage. (I have a
soft spot for that as well.)
The Professional Monitor Company
(PMC) was founded eight years ago by
two BBC veterans, Adrian Loaderl and
Pete Thomas. In view of the BBC's
more recent divestiture of their speakerdevelopment operations, PMC's BBC
heritage and connection with BBC suppliers places them well to supply the
demand for awide range of monitor
1Sadly, Loader passed away in July. See this issue's
"Industry Update" for an appreciation by Paul
Messenger.
—JA
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Although much attention has been
paid to the stiffened carbon-fiber/
Nomex bass driver and its TL loading,
the most prominent feature of the front
panel is the large, centrally placed 3"
midrange dome. This covers arange of
more than three octaves, from the upper
bass to the lower treble. The burden falls
on this driver to reproduce most of the
musical fundamentals. The sharp
24dB/octave crossover allows for little
overlap of the woofer and tweeter into
the 380Hz-3.8kHz midrange bandwidth. The tweeter, aconventional-looking 1" silk-dome unit, is placed just above
the midrange so that all three drivers lie
on the panel's vertical line center.
The rear of the cabinet has alarge,
removable panel that bears the
crossover, and individual pairs of binding posts for each of the three drivers.
Design and technology
(The panel itself can be replaced with
The PMC 1B-15 uses aproprietary 10"
one bearing an active crossover and
bass driver with aflat front surface, a amplifiers to make the IB-1S into aselfproperty it shares with the KEF B139 powered speaker.) The 25-element
driver of the classic IMF TL speaker.
crossover employs air-cored inductors,
The mouth of the transmission line, on
low-loss capacitors, oxygen-free wiring,
the front baffle just below the woofer,
and silver-loaded solder at all joints.
has an area similar to that of the driver,
The rectangular cabinet is constructbut the cabinet size suggests that the
ed of black MDF (in 25mm and 18mm
tunnel cross-sectional area can't be
panels), with radiused edges and
much greater farther up the line. The
engraved lines and logos. Still, some
length of the line is 2.4m, or 8', suggestvibrations could be felt on cabinet suring that the IB-1S is designed for alow
faces (especially the crossover panel) at
cutoff below about 34Hz.
moderate to high sound levels.

Description: Three-way, trivvirable
transmission-line loudspeaker. Driveunits: 1" (27mm) silk-dome tweeter;
3" (75mm) doped-fabric dome
midrange driver; flat-surface, carbonfiber/Nomex 10" (250mm) woofer.
Crossover frequencies: 380Hz, 3.8kHz.
Crossover slopes: 4th-order, 24dB/
octave. Frequency range: 25Hz25kHz. Nominal impedance: 4ohms.
Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Peak SPL at
lm: >116dB. Recommended maximum amplification: 500W
Dimensions: 29.1" (640mm) H by
13" (330mm) W by 18.3" (465mm)
D. Weight: 80 lbs (36kg) each.
Finish: Matte black.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
001015/16.
Price: 84500/pair; 10" frame stands,
8499/pair. Approximate number of
dealers: 12.
Manufacturer: PMC, Unit 72,
Haslemere Ind. Est., Tewin Road,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts. AL7 1BD,
England, UK. Tel: (44) 1707-393002.
Fax: (44) 1707-393536. E-mail: sales@
promonitor.co.uk .North American
distributor: Bryston Limited, P.O. Box
2170, 677 Neal Drive, Peterborough,
Ontario K9.I 7Y4, Canada. Tel: (705)
742-5325. Fax: (705) 742-0882.
Web: www.bryston.ca
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PMC
Although more domestically desirable
veneer finishes are promised, the unobtrusive studio matte black was the only
finish available at time of writing.
Bryston also supplies matching steel
stands, but these are not particularly
graceful for living-room use.
Setup
Itried to place the IB-1Ses in my usual
spots, but found the bass abit lumpy
and the midrange unfocused. Remembering the extremely wide spacing used
at HI-FI '97, Iprogressively pushed the
IB-1Ses as far apart as Icould. At my
usual 12' listening distance, the IB-1Ses
might have enjoyed an even wider spacing than the 10' Ihad to settle for. Sitting
closer, narrower spacing was acceptable.
Indeed, Ifound that the IB-1Ses were
most transparent and balanced when
the listening triangle was obtuse; je,
when Isat abit closer to the speaker
plane than the speakers were to each
other. Minimal toe-in was needed. Alistening distance of about 3.5' with speaker spacing of 5' was extremely exciting
and involving, and suggested that placement atop amixing console would be
hospitable for the IB-1S.
The sturdy, spiked stands were
required to maintain the bass on my carpeted floor — as, indeed, they would be
even on hard surfaces. Moving about
the room — sitting, standing, lying on
the floor —it seemed to me that the IBIS was most integrated with the
midrange driver at ear level and would
benefit from even higher perches than
the 11" lift (10" stands plus 1" from the
adjustable spikes) the stands afforded.
This, too, is consistent with the speaker's use in recording/mixing studios.
Lacking taller stands, Ioften slouched
on the couch as Igot into the music.
The PMC was easily driven to great
loudness by all the amps Ihad on hand.
However, it had some tendency to bass
boom, which could make it sound all
bark and no bite. Not surprisingly, the
mighty Bryston 7B-ST monoblodcs were
champs at getting the best from their stablemates. A single McCormack DNA-1
was excellent as well, but it lacked the
Brystons' absolute authority at very high
output levels. With the Brystons, the bass
was tightened considerably. The otherwise liquid and transparent Sim Moon
W-5 amp seemed to have too tight agrip
on the IB-1S's bass, sapping it of LF
weight. The Sonic Frontiers Power-2
went the other way, offering an overripe
bottom end. These observations suggest
that, sensitivity apart, the IB-1S presents a
power amplifier with acomplex load.
Stereophile, September 1998

Making music
After all that jockeying for position and
partnering, the PMC IB-1S proved a
quite neutral and revealing transducer.
Driver integration was excellent, and
despite the steep crossover, all sounds
were represented precisely and uniquely
in space, even when Ilistened quite
close to the speakers. This integrity

The 3" dome midrange
and its associated
crossover were
responsible for the
superbly accurate and
detailed reproduction of
voices and instruments.
probably contributed to the depth of the
IB-1Ses' soundstage, which, unless one
listened from agreat distance, seemed to
begin just behind the speaker plane.
As alongtime microscopist, Ithink of
this in terms of an optical analogy: The
different drivers with their individual

IB-IS

frequency contributions can create an
integrated virtual source just behind
them in the same way that the parallel
light rays emerging from amicroscope
eyepiece can be focused by the eyes into
asharp virtual image that seems to be a
foot or so away. Amore forward presentation usually implies the existence of
response anomalies —as, in my analogy,
aberrations in the optical path always
seem closer than the viewed object.
The 3" dome midrange and its associated crossover were responsible for the
superbly accurate and detailed reproduction of voices and instruments.
Female voices, singing or speaking, had
uncanny natural presence, as was
demonstrated by Barbara Hendricks in
the last movement of Mahler's Symphony 4(Salonen/LAPO, Sony Classical SK 48380) — she was so present
she was almost palpable! From there I
went to Eugene Fodo?s new recital disc,
Witches Brew, on Clarity CCD-1017.
(Hey, guys, isn't that title getting tired?)
The sound of the violin was sweet and
grainless, with just the right undertone
of the friction of bow on string, especially in Ravel's Tzigane. The piano accompaniment was rich and resonant, and
both instruments sounded as if they

Transmission Lines
The use of transmission lines, or
TLs, for bass-driver loading has
blown in and out of favor for
decades, and, one must admit, the
physics behind it is not particularly
reassuring. In theory, the transmission line behind the bass driver is a
long tunnel that is damped, tapered,
and folded to absorb all the energy
from the rear radiation without
impeding the driver's movement.
Significant parameters in TL design
are the volume of the air-space
immediately behind the driver, the
cross-sectional area of the initial portion of the line, the tapering of the
area along the line to the mouth
where it opens to the outside world,
the balance between damping and
air-flow in the line, and the arrangement of the bends in the line (John
Wright, Hi-Fi News &Record Review,
August 1970).
In common practice, however,
TLs do not model what aphysicist
or radio engineer would a•11 aproper transmission line. Practical TLs do
not absorb all the energy, and asignificant amount of low bass is re-

radiated from the mouth of the tunnel to reinforce the system's low-frequency response. In addition, the TL
is not purely resistive; it loads the
bass driver with areactive mass of
air, thereby reducing its resonant frequency by afactor of 1414. Thus, the
line resonances and their distribution are arranged to reinforce the
low-frequency response.
There are many knowledgeable
audio people —Stereophile's Martin
C,olloms and John Atkinson among
them — who believe that the performance of atransmission line does
not justify its increased cost and
complexity over aported box of similar size. Nonetheless, with awelldesigned tunnel whose length is one
fourth the wavelength of the desired
low-frequency response, aTL can
achieve the measured performance
of the ported enclosure, along with
subjective properties that some of us
prize. My large, home-grown TLs
had an effortless bass power that I
have heard equaled only in speakers
too large for my digs.
—Kahnan Rubinson
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were in my room. The only clue to the
recording venue was the distantly rearward placement of the bell obbligato
played by Mrs. Fodor in an arrangement
of Paganini's concerto setting of "La
Campanella."
Ialluded above to the IB-1S's use as a
monitoring speaker; the honest and
revealing midrange is what eminently
justifies that application. In addition, the
IB-1S maintained its superb sound quality and coherence at volume levels
beyond any necessary in my home.
The upper treble was almost equally
good. The response just off-axis, in the
optimal arrangement, seemed smooth
and extended, and meshed well with the
upper response of the midrange. Even at
very high levels, the HF retained its
characteristic smoothness. But, unlike
my experience with the Artemis EOS

and the Ruark Equinox, the IB-1Ses
rarely fooled me by disappearing; somehow Ialways knew where the speakers
were. This lack of disappearing ability
had no effect on the harmonic structure,

but only on the localization of specific
instruments. For example, on the
Vaughan Brothers' "Hillbillies from
Outer Space" (Family Style, Epic ZK
46225), the instruments were well delineated and placed somewhat behind the

speaker plane. While the virtuoso finger-snapper was back there with the
instruments, the tissshh of the antiphonal
cymbal kept pulling my attention to the
tweeter itself. This, Isuspect, is related to
the tweeter's central placement on the
broad front panel, and is the reason that
most high-end domestic speakers present asmall frontal area in the region of
the HF driver.
Ifound the IB-1S's bass response
puzzling, and not what Iexpect from a
transmission line. The bass in general
was certainly extended, quite full, and
balanced with the midrange. On
"Hillbillies from Outer Space" there
was asatisfying kick to the percussion.
Taking on Dead Can Dance's Into the
Labyrinth (Virgin 45383-2) for system
fuel, the low, droning bass of"Yulunga"
was wonderfully resonant and superbly

measurement system was aDRA Labs
MLSSA with acalibrated B&K 4006
microphone.) The crossover frequencies
are basically as specified, with very steep
acoustic slopes apparent. The drivers all
roll out and in smoothly enough,
though the midrange dome looks abit
ragged at the top of its passband. The
tweeter looks to be balanced slightly
hot, at least on its axis.
The woofer extends down to 60Hz,
below which it rolls off quite quiddy to
reach a minimum-motion point at
30Hz. This is the frequency where the
back pressure from the internal resonance prevents the woofer cone from
moving, all the acoustic output coming
from the port in areflex design, or the
mouth in aTL. But you can see from
fig2 that the line's mouth output actually reaches amaximum alittle above that
frequency and extends almost two
octaves higher.

As shown in fig.3, the port output
reinforces that of the woofer throughout the 40-120Hz region, with avery
sharp rolloff below 40Hz and alack of
energy in the lower midrange before
the woofer crosses over to the midrange
dome. Isuspect that it is this relative
lack of energy in the frequency region
where orchestral sounds have much of
their power that bothered KR, as he
indeed hypothesized. And the broad
overlap between port and woofer will
contribute to the bass "boom" he noted
in his auditioning.
Moving further up in frequency in
fig.3, the IB-1S's balance is relatively
even throughout the rest of the audio
band, with aslight lack of on-axis energy in the upper midrange (or an excess
in the middle of the midrange, depending on how the listener perceives this)
and asmall amount of excess energy in
the top octave. However, as can be seen

Fig.2 PMC111-15, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50, corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield midrange,
woofer, and port responses plotted below
500Hz, 300Hz, and IkHz, respectively.

Fig.3 PMC 1B-15, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of the
nearfield midrange, woofer, and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.

Ifound the IB-1S's bass
response puzzling,
and not what Iexpect
from atransmission line.

Measurements

sing aB-weighted measurement, I
estimated the PMC's sensitivity as
U
areasonably high 88.5d13/2.83V/m,

which is to specification given the
usual margin of error in my measurement. The speaker's impedance (fig.1)
dropped to 4ohms in the upper bass
and 5ohms in the top audio octave, but
Iwould not have thought it would otherwise be aproblem load for the partnering amplifier. However, Inote that
KR did have some drive problems.
This could be due to the combination
of 5.3 ohms and —45° electrical phase
angle at 63Hz, which will be quite
demanding.
The double bump in the impedance
magnitude trace is typical of areflex
design. Though there is aslight discontinuity in the traces at 125Hz, there is no
major sign of the upper-bass tunnel resonance that often afflicts transmissionline designs.
The individual responses of the three
drive-units, along with that of the tunnel mouth, are shown in fig2. (The
S.reeter.
.000
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Fig.1
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PMCI13-15, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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PMC
defined, the sense of airy space exhilarating. However, the deeper, more percussive lows failed to make adequately
emphatic punctuation.
Similarly with the beefy Previn/LSO
recording of Rachmaninoffs Symphonic
Dances (EMI CDM 769025 2): the cellos and bass fiddles, even the timpani,
sounded clean and impressive, but the
bass-drum whacks seemed wimpy. Not
that the bottom-feeders weren't reproduced; they were. It was just that they
did not balance adequately with the rest
of the bass. Considering the bass performance and the previously noted box
vibrations, it's not surprising that the IBIS could add some weight to male voices. Still, this addition was very slight and
often attractive, and orchestral balances
were not significantly colored.

in fig.4, which plots the changes in the
response as the microphone moves to
the speaker's side in 5° increments up to

A little testing

appreciation of what
was happening, Idid alittle informal
testing with the Sound Check 2Audio
Test and Demonstration CD.2 The double-jewel-box set contains aCD and a
built-in microphone/LED sound pressure level meter. Although the LED
meter has only 3dB resolution (some
interpolation is possible) over a
+12/-15dB range, it's fairly consistent
and very convenient for quick testing.
The CD has various interesting demo
tracks and aselection of test signals, the
most useful of which are the low-freTo get a better

2Iobtained the complete kit for £76 from InterStudio
Limited at www.interstudio.co.uk/isl/ .The US distributor is Ultra Systems, IWalters Lane, Box 570,
Point Pleasant, PA 18950. Tel: (215) 297-0227. E-mail:
ultra@p3.net. Internet: www.fatwyre.com.

90°, the off-axis behavior will to alarge
extent compensate for the on-axis dip
and peak. In particular, the cursor in
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Fíg.4 PMC IB-15, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 9e-eoff-axis; reference response; differences in response
5°-90 ° off-axis.

IB-1S

quency warble tones. One major
advantage of warble tones over
sinewaves is that they permit you to
assess LE response with reduced interaction from standing waves. This makes
mike placement much less critical of LF
response under nonanechoic conditions.
With the IB-1S, Vs-octave warble
tones centered at 30Hz were at the
lkHz reference level and could shake
the room. Warble tones at 25Hz were
audible, but at 20Hz were inaudible
unless the gain was greatly increased.
Unfortunately, at those levels the
woofer was hitting its stops and complaining loudly, something it never did
with music. Strangely, Ifound the output at 40Hz to be 3dB lower than at
30Hz, with full recovery to reference
levels by 60Hz. My measurements may
not be duplicated in your listening room

fig.4 picks out the off-axis flare at
1.61cHz (or, looking at this another way,
the relative lack of off-axis energy in the
middle of the midrange). The tweeter's
output in the top audio octave can also
be seen to roll off quite quickly to the
sides, which in atypical room will compensate for the excess of on-axis energy
in this region. But sit close or in avery
lively room and the tweeter will call
attention to itself, as KR found in his
auditioning.
In the vertical plane (fig.5), the use of
steep-slope crossover filters results in very
little off-axis change in balance. As long as
the listener sits with his or her ears
between the top of the cabinet and the
bottom of the midrange dome, the perceived balance will not vary too much.
Only above or below that region does a
suckout appear at the upper crossover frequency (shown by the cursor).
The PMC's step response (fig.6) is
absolutely normal, revealing that all
three drive-units are connected with the
same positive acoustic polarity and that
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Fig.5 PMC 113-1S, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 15°-5* above HF axis; reference response; differences in response
5'1-15° below HF axis.
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Telenet.

Fig.6 PMCIB-15, step response on tweeter axis a
50" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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(or correlate with JA's measurements)
since the circa-30Hz response is probably specific to my listening room.
However, these results indicate that
there is no problem with the IB-1S's
bass extension.
Ican, therefore, only speculate as to
why the IB-1S lacks visceral impact at
the bottom end, the very area where a
TL should excel. One possible explanadon is that interaction with the output
of the midrange driver blunts the leading edges of bass transients, giving the
impression of "slow" bass at the very
bottom. ("Fast bass" is an oxymoron;
what makes awoofer sound "fast" is the
accurate reproduction of the rising edge
of acomplex musical tone by the higher-frequency drivers or by awider passband for the woofer.)
Another possibility relates to the
enclosure size. While certainly not a
minirnonitor, the IB-1S box is relatively

small for aTL with a10" driver, which
limits the critical volume directly behind
the woofer and the equally critical TL
tunnel area. (My old Ils, with asimilarsized woofer, had about three times the
internal volume.) Unless there is asufficient volume behind the woofer and the
beginning of the line is also suitably large,
the speaker can perform as if it were
loaded by that small volume, with a
resultant fairly high resonant frequency.

tions is as good as any. For comparison,
consider that the PMC is priced the
same as the Ruark Equinox that I
reviewed in February 1997 (Vol.20
No2), but is considerably larger and
more robust.
In the final movement of Sallinen's
Symphony 6(ICamu/Malmo SO, BIS
CD-511), the composer makes extensive use of apotent battery of percussion
to comment on and underline the
orchestral drama. Both the Ruarks and
Quickie comparison
the PMCs created a rich, detailed
Rereading my notes, Ifear that I've soundstage when playing this recording.
been less favorable to the PMC IB-1S While both speakers were quite satisfythan it may deserve. I may have ing, the Equinoxes dissolved into the
dwelled too much on its foibles acoustic space, but were not capable of
because of its general excellence. The generating the sheer mass of alarge
IB-1S's strengths are its superb har- symphony orchestra at realistic levels.
monic integration across the frequency Moreover, their reproduction of the
spectrum and its almost complete lack deep bass was avalid suggestion rather
of grain and blurring. In addition, its than aclear statement. Ifound Icould
rendering of fine dynamic modula- turn up the gain on the PMCs and revel

Measurements
the design is not time-coherent, as is to
be expected from its flat baffle and highorder crossover. The associated waterfall

or cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.7)
is basically clean, suggesting good presentation of recorded detail, but aslight
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ridge of resonant energy —probably
some kind of mode in the midrange
dome —can be seen at 4.4kHz.
Finally, KR noted that he felt some
vibrations on cabinet surfaces, "especially the crossover panel." Using asimple
PVDF plastic-tape accelerometer to
capture impulse responses for each of
the panels, Ifound the IB-1S's side panels to be quite dead. Avibrational mode
at 215Hz could be detected on the top
panel, however, and this mode was very
strong on the speaker's rear panel. This
can be seen in the waterfall plot calculated from the accelerometer's output
when it was fastened to the back wall
just above the crossover panel (fig.8).
Fortunately, this panel faces away from
the listener, so its subjective effect might
well be minimal.
The PMC's measured performance
in the midrange and treble are both
excellent, throwing into sharp relief its
relative lack of achievement in the bass.
As Kal notes in his sidebar on transmission lines, Iam somewhat skeptical of
the concept. Unfortunately, the PMC
IB-1S doesn't mitigate my prejudice
against the concept, its low-frequency
idiosyncrasies being due, in my opinion, to its TL design. Ifeel that amore
conventional reflex, or even sealedbox, alignment would have produced a
better all-around speaker design.
—John Atkinson

Fig.8 PMCIE1-15, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet back wall
above crossover panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Take the Challenge!

Associated Equipment

Protect and Dramatically

Analog source: Heybrook TT2
turntable, Rega RB300 tonearm,
Koetsu Black/Gold phono cartridge.
Digital source: Audio Alchemy
DDS•Pro, DTI•Pro32, DDE v3;
Sonic Frontiers SECD-1.
Preamplifiers: Klyne 6L3.3P,
Sins Moon P-5, Sonic Frontiers
Line-3.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 713ST monoblocks, McCormack
DNA-1, Sonic Frontiers Power-2,
Sim Moon W-5.
Loudspeakers: Apogee Duetta II,
Ruark Equinox.
Interconnects: Cardas Cross &
Golden Cross, Audio Magic I
2S,
Straight Wire Virtuoso.
Speaker cables: Straight Wire
Maestro.
—Kalman Rubinson

in the weight, color, and precise placement of all the instruments, including
the timpani and lower strings. Iwould
have preferred better definition in the
lowest tones and a bit more image
width, but, overall, the 113-1Ses were
simply capable of amore realistic recreation of afull orchestra.
Conclusions
Even though I've been quite critical, I
found the 1B-1S to be excellent. Under
appropriate conditions, it provided a
remarkably lucid and enjoyable view
of the recorded event. Never did it
obscure detail or flinch from reproducing lifelike, and sometimes fearsome,
sound levels. Its heritage and application as astudio monitor are fully justified, and can be appreciated in the listening room. If you think that atruly
pure midrange is the exclusive province of minimonitors and electrostatics,
you must hear the IB-1S.
Nonetheless, Irespected this speaker more than Iloved it. Perhaps the
powered version's active crossover
provides some effective compensation, but these superb components
simply deserve to be better housed.
I'd like to see them in astill bigger
enclosure that permits the woofer to
breathe through amore generous line,
places the midrange at the listener's
ear level, and presents a narrower
frontal area for better HF dispersion.
The IB-1S is pretty damn good, but I
think there's a truly great speaker
inside, just waiting to get out.
Stereophile, September 1998

Improve Any
Audio/ Video System

Power Bloch Power Conditioner
/16 Outlets On 5Individual Circuits
/2700 -4200 Watt Capacity
/Video Monitor Circuit
/6 Point Spike & Surge Protection
/World's Finest Power Conditioner

T

he Artemis Eos,
already renowned for its ability
to reproduce the pace, rhythm
and emotion of alive
performance, just got better!
Introducing the
Artemis Base Module!
The perfect integration of
engineering and the sheer love
of music make the Eos/
Base Module combination
amusical experience
not soon forgotten.
Audition the
Artemis Eos and NEW
Base Module at one of our
select Artemis dealers.

Balance, articulation and
coherence for anew level of
musical understanding
A RT EM IS

Elite 3Power Conditioner
/16 Outlets On 3Individual Circuits
/1875 Watt Capacity
/Front Panel System Control
/3 Point Spike & Surge Protection
/Exceptional System Improvements

Solo A V

Ltne Enhancer

Solo A/V Power Conditioner
/8 Outlets On 3Individual Circuits
/1875 Watt Capacity
/3 Point Spike & Surge Protection
/Outstanding Value And Quality
Solo Power Line Enhancer
/Enhances Detail, Clarity And Focus
/Enhances Video Resolution
/Use It With Any Power Conditioner

Solo nigh Current Power Conditioner
/Dedicated For Large Powerful
Amplifiers And Subwoofers
/Full 20 Amp. 2400 Watt Capacity
/3 Point Spike & Surge Protection
/Improves Performance Dramatically

Tice Audio
CALL FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU
ARTEMIS SYSTEMS
4352 JSpring Valley Rd. Dallas, TX 75244
T: 972-404-8132

F: 972-404-1806

1530 Cypress Drive, Suite C
Jupiter, Florida 33469
561 575-7577 Fax 561 575-0302
www.ticeaudio.corn
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Audio Physic Rhea powered subwoofer
n

y

ou can't get deep bass in your
room," areviewer from another magazine who'd never
visited my room insisted recently on
the phone. "Do you know how long a
20Hz bass wave is? It's 40 feet long, and
your room is tiny."
"Then I guess headphones can't
reproduce any frequency longer than
the length of the ear canal —which, of
course, is absurd," Iresponded. "That
would mean headphones can't reproduce midrange —not to mention bass.
And we all know they can."
The problem with small rooms isn't
that they can't do deep bass, it's that,
below the frequency of the smallest
standing wave (a wave/room interaction
that causes asonic "pileup" or reinforcement at certain frequencies in certain
locations within a room), the room
becomes pressurized. This results in lowfrequency gain ("room gain"), which
rises in amplitude as the frequency falls.
That's why many designers roll off a
speaker's deep-bass response at acontrolled rate. When it's measured in an
anechoic chamber, the rolloff occurs;
but in a"real world" setting, .che inroom response may actually measure
reasonably flat, depending on where
you place the speakers, the room's
dimensions, how "stiff" the walls are,
etc. The lower the speaker is designed
to go, the more difficult it is to get it
right —especially in asmall room.
That's why many audiophiles, especially those with "tiny" rooms, are willing to forgo the bottom octave or two
rather than deal with the serious, sometimes ineradicable colorations deep bass
can create.
There really isn't much musical information in the bottom few octaves anyway, many audiophiles argue, so why
open up that can of deep-bass worms
and risk polluting the rest of the presentation? In the less rigorous world of
home theater, subwoofers are considered mandatory, both because sonic
standards are lower (there's little that's
"real" on asoundtrack), and because
there's much more low-bass information, in the forms of explosions and
other "deep impact" sound effects.
Stereophile, September 1998

Audio Physic Rhea powered subwoofer

The Audio Physic Rhea powered
subwoofer (originally called the Terra;
the name was changed due to atrademark conflict) was designed to deal
with the problems of deep bass in realworld rooms. Intended to be placed in a
corner or against awall, the Rhea is big,
heavy, and not particularly attractive —

Description: Powered subwoofer.
Drive-units: two 10 1
e Vifa coatedpaper—cone woofers. Amplifier:
300W, with velocity feedback circuit
Frequency response: 10Hz-80Hz
±3dB, restrictable to 35Hz, 46Hz,
and 61Hz. Maximum SPL: 98dB at
10Hz, >110dB from 30Hz up. Input
impedance: 600 ohms. Suggested
room size: 125-1050 sq. ft. with
average ceiling height (around 2400
cubic feet).
Dimensions: 29" H by 18.5" W by

unless, as Ido, you like a'50s "retro"
kind of IClipschorn look. But despite its
fine veneer finish, with two big longthrow, stiff paper-cone 101e woofers in
front, no griliecloth, and heatsink and
controls on the side, the Rhea is not
going to be afashion statement in any
living-room setting I know of. At

18.5" D. Weight: 88 lbs.
Finishes: Cherry, white, black ash, or
custom.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
059.
Price: $5995. Approximate number
of dealers: 20. Warranty: 3 years
parts and labor.
Manufacturer:
Audio
Physic,
Germany. US distributor: lmmedia,
2443 Magnolia, Oakland, CA 94607.
Tel: (510) 893-2573. Fax: (510) 8932579.
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almost 30" tall and 18" square, the 80-lb
Rhea doesn't exactly blend into the
woodwork!
Speaking of blending, anyone who's
ever tried to seamlessly wed a subwoofer to asystem using acomplex
crossover network knows how difficult,
if not impossible, this can be. Passing a
signal through afrequency-dividing network almost always causes sonic deterioration, and then there's the extra
cabling and connectors involved in such
asetup. Getting the system to jell can be
adaunting task that leads many audiophiles to conclude that it's not worth
trading air, transparency, and coherency
to get that bottom octave.
To get around those problems, the
powered Rhea derives its signal from
the system power amplifier's output
taps. The sub's 600 ohm input impedance is designed to ensure that the connection has no sonic effect on the signals
reaching the L/R speakers. Iheard no
differences with the Rhea tapped in —
electrically, at least, the Rhea is as good
as not there. This arrangement also
means that you lose the benefits derived
from limiting bass to the main speakers.
In other words, the Rhea is best used
with robust speakers designed to "see" a
full-range signal.
Designer Bernd Theiss told me his
goal was to create a subwoofer that
would "extend the bass response of the
main speakers to the lowest perceivable
frequency without compromising the
coherency of the speakers when played
alone." Of course, that's evay subwoofer
designer's goal! Or should be.
Theiss set out to build aspeaker with
abandwidth of greater than two octaves
because, he told me, "electrical or
mechanical systems with less than two
Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Lyra Parnassus
D.C.t and Koetsu Urushi phono cartridges, VP! TNT Mk.IV turntable,
Graham 2.0 tonearm; Simon Yorke
Series 7 turntable/arm, Immedia
RPM arm.
CD players: Bow Technologies 72Eight, and Nairn CDX.
Prearnplification: Ayre K-3, Jadis
JP 80 Mk2, Stax SRM-T1W passive
line section.
Power amplifiers: VTL MB-450
and
Conrad-Johnson
Premier
Twelve tube monoblocks.
Loudspeakers:
Sonus
Faber
Concerto Grand Piano, NHT Super
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octaves [of bandwidth] will ring wildly if
stimulated." Since the upper-frequency
limit is variable (depending on the frequency response of the main speakers
and the room layout), Theiss chose to
extend the low-frequency cutoff point to
10Hz, rolling off 6dB/octave down to
5Hz in order to achieve his goal of more
than two octaves. That's why 'Theiss
designed the Rhea to be flat down to
10Hz into alarge room —not because
he thinks there's aworld of musical
sounds down there to reproduce. The
built-in, fully balanced amplifier is rated

back circuits can suffer instability problems above their working range (in the
150-2000Hz region). While the ringing
is suppressed by the high-frequency
attenuation built into the lowpass
crossover, he claims it can be audible, and
contributes to an "electronic" sound that
can reveal the subwoofe?s physical location even dies reproducing only omnidirectional frequencies. Theiss claims great
attention was paid to ensuring loop stability well above the working range.
The Rhea includes two controls to
deal with "room gain." One adjusts for
the amount of increase in level below
Audio Physic
the standing-wave mode, and the other
compensates for the frequency at which
would prefer you
the pressurization occurs in the room.
In other words, the first deals with
didn't mess with
"room stiffiress," the second with room
size. The "stiffer" the room — je, the less
these controls
the walls flex — the greater will be the
amplitude rise below the pressurization
once they're set.
frequency. The more the walls flex, the
at 300W, and of course is flat down to a more "leakage" of low bass into the outfew Hz. The Rhea's rated output is more
side world. The smaller the room, the
than 110dB at 30Hz in aIk7y large room
higher the frequency at which pressur(2400 cubic feet). In other words, the
ization occurs. Basically, one adjustment
thing's designed to be amonster.
controls the LE rolloff frequency, which
That kind of low-bass performance
should be set to the frequency at which
can be achieved with avery large driver
the room begins to pressurize. The
in an even larger enclosure (not really
other controls the LF rolloff slope, the
practical), or through the use of "feedseverity of which depends on the
forward" or "velocity feedback" circuits.
amount of leakage. In aperfectly stiff
Theiss claims that velocity feedback is the
room, according to Theiss, the gain
best choice, but rather than using acomwould be 12dB/octave. In actual rooms,
plex accelerometer circuit to measure
the gain varies from between 3dB and
cone movement, the Rhea uses a"bridge
9dB/octave.
circuit" that compares the output voltage
There's also afour-position high-freof the amplifier to the current through
quency rolloff control (35Hz, 46Hz,
the loudspeaker. The loop maintains the
61Hz, or 80 Hz) and an overall level potenproportionality of the velocity of the
tiometer. The cabinet walls are of two layspeaker to the input voltage.
ers of medium-density fiberboard with a
According to Theiss, velocity-feedpolymer layer in between. There's also a
diffuser board inside to discourage internal standing waves and to increase rigidity.
Hookup is easy via four banana-plug
inputs. Audio Physic claims that cable
One, Audio Physic Virgo.
quality is not an issue, given the high
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
input impedance and low frequencies
6000, Cardas Golden Cross, and
involved, and that any "decent" lowElectra-Glide interconnects; Yamacapacitance cable will suffice. Somemura speaker cables; Yamamura
what more difficult, as you might imagQuantum and Electra-Glide AC cords.
ine, is "dialing in" the subwoofer —
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
while this can be done by the purchaser,
Vibraplane active isolation stand,
it's best left to the dealer. Thus the
Zoethecus equipment stand, Yamaroom-size and room-stiffness controls
mura Millennium Bearing stands,
are left unmarked, and are accessible
A.R.T. Q dampers, D.J. Kasser Black
only through tiny holes drilled through
Diamond Racing cones, Harmonix
the heatsink backplate between two
tuning feet, Walker Valid Points,
fairly deep fins set close together. The
Symposium Acoustics and Bright Star
message is clear: Audio Physic would
isolation bases, ASC Tube Traps,
prefer you didn't mess with these conShakti Stones.
-Michael Freiner
trols once they're set, though they do
provide instructions should you wish to.
Stereophile, September 1998

Edge of the Art -The Ultimate Loudspeaker

AVALON'S EIDOLON

Simply the Best

1'rom the moment you hear the remarkable
nalon Eidolon ($19,500), you'll know you're hearing
he finest dynamic loudspeaker ever designed. The
nargin of performance offered by the Eidolon is not
;ubtle. You will know it the moment you hear it.
'he following comments by our customers are
ypical of the unprecedented response we've
-ward about this astonishing speaker.

"Music is an emotional experience. Great
'ecorded performances can only .be realized
e the listener when you become part of the
'vent. I've worked with and auditioned many
;real speakers. but none have invoked me in
he musical experience with realism, depth.
lynamics. and resolution like the Avalon
W OIon. Iwasn't just listening, Iwas participating!!'
.
ohn Vanore, Jazz Trumpet with Woody Herman
Jrchestra, Producer for Michael Crawford (Atlantic
lecords), and Producer for Angel/EMI Records.

The Eidolon: "I nasn't lust listening. Inits participating"

"I assumed you needed a big speaker to get a
lifesize image and soundstage. The Eidolon is
the most realistic speaker
heard. with a
huge 3 dimensional soundstage, stunning
dynamics and bass reproduction. yet is a normal
sized speaker. Its clarity and resolution go
well beyond anything
heard.
In retrospect my Genesis 300's were a blur. I
auditioned the Wall/Puppy's, X-1's, and the
Eggleston Indras before hearing the Eidolons.
The LidoIons are not

only better:

Richard Bromer M.D.
Former Genesis 300 Owner

but by abig margin."

For anyone auditioning speakers over
$10,000, hearing the Eidolon is a must. It
is a milestone in the industry. The Eidolon
sets new performance standards to such
a degree that it must be recognized as a
classic design that will for ever change
what we consider to be acceptable in edge
of the art performance.

Ava Lo N

ACOUSTICS
Designed 1), '.ell Marl hi,

ludo,' acoustics.
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In my room
My room is fairly small (about 12' by
16', with alonger L-shaped dimension),
and my walls could use adose of Viagra.
The floor is carpet over concrete (good),
the ceiling is dropped (bad). When I
moved in, Ifilled the space between the
ceiling and the floor above it with
Fiberglass insulation. (Never do this
yourself, unless you can't afford to pay
someone else to do it. If you can't, wear
agood respirator and cover every inch
of exposed skin. Idid.)
The room is crammed with LPs,
CDs, press kits, dog hair, etc., and looks
like asonic disaster. But as anyone who's
taken the time to actually sit here and
listen can attest, it works pretty well.
Like most of you, Ilive in the real
world, not the ideal one of dedicated listening-room bliss. Half the fun of this
hobby is getting great sound from a
seemingly impossible situation (or at
least that's my rationalization for not
having unlimited funds). As the Rhea is
designed to work in just such an
"impossible" room, what better test of
this subwoofer could there be?
Placement was simple: in one corner
behind the main speakers. It took afew
hours' worth of diddling with test discs
and music to get the room size'n'stiffness controls adjusted (done for me by
Audio Physic chief Joachim Gerhard
and importer Allen Perkins —the latter
trains all AP dealers) so that the sub didn't sound overbearing—or even audible, for that matter. But once set, those
controls didn't have to be touched again,
no matter what main speakers Iused.
Because the room's size and stiffness
never changed, whenever Ichanged
L/R speakers, only level and high-frequency rolloff needed adjusting.
Iused the Rhea with the Audio
Physic Virgos, the Sonus Faber Concert
Grand Pianos, and with apair of the
excellent and ridiculously inexpensive
NHT Super Ones. With all of these
speakers, the Rhea basically didn't
"sound." In fact, when it was first set up,
I was profoundly disappointed — I
heard nothing. Icouldn't understand
what the point was until Iwent up to
the attic to get something and found
that the windows there were rattling
from the bass three floors below!
Since AP's Virgos go down to about
30Hz (John Atkinson measured them as
flat to 31.5Hz) and there isn't much
musical information below that, what do
you get for your $6000? Well, unlike
many mere woofers that are marketed as
subwoofers, the Rhea is atrue subwoofer
—it went down as far as can be recorded.
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If you're interested in hearing the subway
that runs under ICingsway Hall, well, it
did that for me. Not musically important,
of course, but to get that kind of clean,
focused, ultradeep bass in asmall space,
and not have it excite the room or interfere with the music no matter how loud
you play it, is quite an accomplishment.
It's indicative of how precisely the Rhea
can be adjusted to work seamlessly in
your room, no matter how large, small,
boomy, or dry it might be.

Feat's Waiting for Columbus (MFSL2013), recorded live. It starts with the
Feat walking down along, narrow corridor under the stadium. As they
approach from way back, passing ajoint,
they begin their pre-show harmonizing. With the Rhea on, the confines of
the narrow corridor were precisely
delineated. With the Rhea off, the
space disappeared.
When the band entered the stadium,
that airy space expanded beyond the confines of my room. When Richie
Hayward hit his amplified drumkit, there
With the Rhea,
was an explosion of focused, impossibly
deep bass was not a
deep and dynamic bass —but the Rhea
wasn't there. When the band fired into
"sound effect" tacked
"Fat Man in the Bathtub," the walls disintegrated and Iwas sitting almost at the
onto the presentation.
stage's edge. When Iturned the Rhea
off the sound was still damn good, but
When the Rhea was properly dialed
not nearly as dynamic, effortless, and
in, it never thickened or slowed kickbig—or as convincing.
drums or acoustic bass. It didn't attach
With the Rhea, deep bass was not a
itself to baritone voices. Iwondered
"sound effect" tacked onto the presentawhether it was doing anything until I tion —not some runaway low-frequency
played some music that contains really
bump that popped into the picture at
deep, fundamental bass tones — like
unwelcome times and was in need of
"Can't You Hear Me Knocking" on
taming and manipulation from record to
Mobile Fidelity's LP of the Rolling
record. Once properly set up, the Rhea
Stones' Sticky Fingers (MFSL 1-060), or
didn't need to be touched. Ididn't find it
"Shape of Things" on Jeff Beck's Truth —
heavyhanded on one recording and not
especially an original British Columbia
effective enough on another. Instead,
pressing —or the Beatles' "Everybody's
thanks to its sonic "invisibility" and
Got Something to Hide Except Me and
adjustability, the Rhea fit the bottom
My Monkey," on aBritish Apple pressoctaves into the system like the final,
ing of The Beatles. Then the Rhea hit me
seamlessly fitting piece in acomplex jigwhere it hurt. Where Iwant to be hurt.
saw puzzle of sound. It did it with the
Check out any well-recorded version
Audio Physic Virgos, the Sonm Faber
of Saint-Saëns' "Organ" Symphony
Concert Grand Pianos, and even with the
(Paray/Detroit on Mercury SR 900012,
inexpensive NI-IT Super Ones. Inever
Munch/BSO on RCA LSC-2341,
knew it was working until Iturned it off.
Fremaux/City of Birmingham SO on
!Clavier KS 526). When the 32Hz organ
Conclusion
pedal kicked in in the finale, Iknew it!
At $6000, the Audio Physic Rhea is
Even in my tiny room.
expensive, but it is exquisitely designed
But more important than its ability
and built. Its flexible, room-friendly
to reproduce the deepest musical notes
adjustability allows it to be paired with
coherently and without added thickany number of bass-shy speakers to
ness or heaviness was the Rhea's ability
ensure placement flexibility, ideal
to create the illusion of alarge space in
soundstaging and imaging, and superb
asmall room. This is what impresses
deep-bass performance — even in
most listeners about the sound of my
"impossible" rooms. Audio Physic's
system. In my small room, the Rhea
$3000 Luna subwoofer, far smaller and
made the illusion of a large venue
less obtrusive than the Rhea, offers the
believable and effortless.
same basic design and 10Hz low-freWhen Ilistened to any well-record- quency performance, but doesn't play as
ed symphonic work or live album —
loud. Audio Physic and Immedia claim
like those recorded at Carnegie Hall —
it would be more than adequate for my
ahuge space was created before me.
listening room, and for most rooms of
The Rhea never gave away its presence.
normal size. Think of the pairing possiWhen Iturned it off, the sound closed
bilities — getting those bottom octaves
down and the venue dried up, but little
and getting them right is expensive and
else changed if there was no deep bass
tricky, but once you have them, doind
in the music. Itried MoFi's LPs of Little
without is not an option.
Stereophile, September 1998

eof the Art -The Ultimate Audio Components
The Spectral High Resolution Reference System
‘t Overture our goal is to go beyond mass
market high-end. Achieving that goal requires
constant evaluation of the world's finest
components. Only by hearing it all can the
ultimate be found. Spectral provides us with
what we are looking for; a level of performance that is in a class by itself. We knew

rjspectr

it the moment we heard it, and so will you.
Spectral SDR3000
The Spectral Digital Reference System
The result of a 10 year development program, the Spectral SDR 3000 Reference CD Transport and
renowned SOR 2000 Professional Processor achieve a level of performance that sets a new standard.
Spectral's Dr. Keith Johnson developed the unique Spectralink digital interface system for unpresidented digital accuracy between the SDR 3000 and the SDR 2000. It is this no compromise approach
that so impressed us, and you'll find it in every Spectral component. An industry milestone, the
SDR 3000 and SOR 2000 achieve the highest level of musical performance available in digital audio.

The DMC 20 Series II Reference
Pre-Amplifier
The heart of the remarkable Spectral reference
system, the DCM 20 Series il preamplifier establishes
a performance standard unequaled in the industry.
Spectral DMC 20 Series II
Its stunning resolution, tonal purity and sound staging
make it our reference pre-amp. It's the ultimate way to start your Spectral high resolution system.
The DMA 150 high Resolution Amplifier

Spectral DMA 150

Like all Spectral designs, the DMA 150 is the result of
years of research, development and involvement with live
recording sessions.
The final link in the Spectral reference system, the DMA
150 is the highest resolution amplifier we have ever heard.
Its stunning clarity and realism results in large part from
the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio power
amplifier. Its holographic presentation is simply unequalled.
Both powerful and detailed, the DMA 150 estabilishes a new
level of musical realism in audio power amplifiers.
Just In. the world's most powerful, high-speed amplifier, the Spectral
DMA 360 Reference Monoblocks. Hear them now at Overture.

Rarely do you find a company so totally dedicated to excellence as Spectral. When you do.you've found
something ‘ery special. Please call or isit us to experience what makes Spectral the BEST in the world.

OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.corn
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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Philips CDR880 CD-Recordable/
Rewritable CD player/recorder

Philips CDR880 CD-R and CD-RW recorder

B

ack when the CD was apup, I
used to hear people say, "I refuse
to buy aCD player until they
can record." Ha ha, Ithought, smart-ass
audiophile that Iwas, they're gonna wait
for along time— that's never,qottna happen.
Iwas half right —it has been along time
coming. But Iwas also, as my football
coach used to insist, half-fast. "Never"
has arrived.
Of course, CD-P. "burners" are de
n:queur these days in the PC power user
community, and there have been other
standalone CD recorders —Stereophile
reviewed the Meridian CDR (way back
in Vol.15 No.11 and Vol.16 No.11) and,

Description: CD-R recorder with
CD-rewrite capabilities and digital
S/PDIF inputs/outputs (coaxial and
optical). Recording: S/N ratio:
90dB. Dynamic range: 95dB. THD:
85dB. Record sample rate: 44.1kHz
for line input/output; 32-48kHz for
coaxial or optical digital inputs
(automatic sample rate conversion). Maximum analog input:
700mV RMS. Analog input impedance:
50k
ohms.
Playback:
Frequency range: 20Hz-20kHz. S/N
ratio: 105dB. Dynamic range: 98dB.
Line output voltage: 2V RMS. Power
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more recently, the Pioneer PDR-99
(Vol.19 Nos.! and 4). The high prices of
these machines kept them out of the
hands of average-Joe audiophiles, however. By contrast, the Philips CDR880,
priced at $695, is aimed solidly at the
consumer market. Is this, as one Philips
official claimed, the final step in the
evolution of the CD?
We stand at the edge
of anew frontier
The Philips CDR880 is aconsumer CD
recorder. That means it will recognize
and record only on "consumer audio"
—grade CD blanks. These are somewhat

consumption: 15W. Operating temperature: 5-35°C.
Dimensions: 17" (435mm) W by
3.5" (75mm) H by 12" (310mm) D.
Weight: 8.8 lbs (4kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
78893735.
Price: $649. Approximate number of
dealers: 50.
Manufactured: Philips Electronics,
64 Perimeter Center East, Atlanta,
GA 30346-6401. Tel: (770) 5310039. Fax: (800) 535-3500. Internet:
www.philipsmagnavox.com

more expensive than the computergrade CD blanks available at most stationery stores, since their price includes
aroyalty designed to reimburse musicians, composers, lyricists, et al for the lost
revenues that recording CDs is supposed
to cost them. How much more expensive? Well, Philips quotes consumer
audio-grade discs at between $5 and $7
each, whereas Office Depot sells 10packs of computer discs for $19.99, and
I've seen them in computer catalogs for
as little as $0.99 each, after rebate. As a
consumer machine, the '880 also
includes the Serial Copy Management
System (SCMS) —a system that "allows"
users to make first-generation copies
from original copyright-protected CDs,
but prevents them from making digital
copies of copies.
The CDR880 also includes CDrewritable (CD-RW) capability, which
requires special discs with an alloy recording layer that can be recorded and erased
(see sidebar, "Two Types of Discs"). CDRW blanks cost alot more — between
$25 and $30 each — but, according to
Philips, they can be recorded and rerecorded thousands of times.
The '880 is the second-generation consumer CD recorder that Philips has
released. Their first attempt, the CDR870,
performed an unnecessary sample-rate
conversion when recording 44.1kHzsampled digital signals,' which created
high enough jitter levels that Martin
Colloms found the difference between
recorded discs and the originals puzzlingly audible when he reviewed the
unit in Hi-Fi News & Record Review in
January 1998 —a subjective finding that
Paul Miller's measurements, also in that
issue, supported. The '880 corrects that
flaw through its Direct Line Recording
(DLR) feature, which recognizes the
44.1kHz sampling rate of aCD source
and bypasses the sampling-rate converter. For analog sources, or digital sources
recorded at different sampling rates, the
sampling-rate converter is used.
1Presumably anod of the head to the concerns of the
recording industry, this sample-rate conversion would
emure copyright owners that -the numbers were de
terent, - that aCD-R made on the '870 would not be a
bit-Mr-bit clone of the Cl) being copied.
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Edge of The Art -The Ultimate Audio System

The 2C3D System
Phase III

111=111

In 1996, Overture stunned the audio world by winning "Best Sound" at the Stereophile 11111 Show with our 2C31) Phase
II System. Now vie introduce our 2C30 Phase Ill System. which offers even more dramatic performance. This new system takes component matching to a new level by addressing all aspects of performance. including AC line treatment
and the listening room itself. The result is asystem with qualities that are unique in the industry — true three-dimensional holographic imaging, unsurpassed resolution, and ultra-linear response.

Spectral-In this system. Spectral's ultra-linear high speed design is fully exploited. Their
uncompromising design achieves the highest level of resolution we have ever heard, with
remarkable holographic imaging. This level of performance is made possible in large part
from the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio component. New to the 2C3D
Phase Ill system is the SDR 3000 Reference CD transport, the final link in the Spectral
Reference System. To achieve the highest level of performance available. Spectral cornponentry is an absolute must. Just in, the ultimate amplitiet. I
he Spectral DM% 360
SpectilliSDR 3000

monobloclus. Hear them now at Overture!

MIT Shotgun FAO/SA- NIIT's original Shotgun - Interfaces established astandard of performance unmatched by any other company's products, even today. Now MIT has revived the
legendary Shotgun name for breakthrough new interfaces. The MH-850 Shotgun EVO'"/SA
Speaker Interfaces and MI-350 Shotgun EVO -/SA Component Interfaces deliver unsurpassed accuracy. Integrity, and musicality. This new level of performance allows the 2C3D
Phase III System to reveal every instrument and voice in its proper location, independent of
playback level, so that the sources of sound seem to be the performers themselves.
Behind it all, MIT's Z-Series" Power Line Treatment products provide the ultra-clean AC
power that is the foundation of this remarkable system. The level of sonic improvement
these MIT reference-level components bring to the Phase Ill System will amaze even the
most experienced listener.
ASC-World-renowned acoustic engineer Art Noxon has designed aremarkably flexible acoustic tuning system
for this system's listening environment. ASC's unmatched Tubetrap technology allows the Phase Ill System to
reveal its full potential in any room, including yours.
ivalon-Avalon's newest speaker, designed by Neil Patel for Avalon Acoustics.
Inc., the Eidolon. features the fastest signal response of any dynamic speaker, and it enables the Phase Ill System to provide the lowest noise floor we
have yet heard. The Eidolon offers pinpoint dimensional staging, incredible
dynamic contrast, holographic soundstaging with remarkable detail, nuance
and resolution. The Eidolon fully reveals the unique qualities of this stunning
Tube
Traps

system. With their beautiful design and compact size (43-1/2" tall). the
Eidolon delivers flat response from 20 Hz to 35 kHz, and provides great flexibility in complementing any room decor.

If you are seeking a unique level of musical realism. the 2C3D Phase III System is a
revelation. Please call us to audition this musical masterpiece.

¿OVERTURE'
THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE

Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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New occasions teach new duties
Compared to the Meridian CDR and
the Pioneer PDR-99, the CDR880 is a
lightweight, weighing in at well under
10 lbs. At first glance it looks like just
another mass-market CD player — only
the recording-level knob to the right of
the display hints at any unusual capabilities. But acloser examination reveals that
alot of thought has gone into making
the recorder easy to use. The controls are
kept to aminimum; other than the necessary Play, Pause, Stop, Scan Forward,
Reverse, and drawer Open/Close buttons, the '880 sports amere seven buttons dedicated to the recording process:
Auto/Manual track allocation, Display,

Input select, Record, Finalize, Erase, and
CDSYNC. Some of these are not obvious, but they're simple to use.
Auto/Manual track allocation allows
you to set the machine to create anew
track every time it senses athree-second
pause; or, if you're recording from an
analog source, to manually mark the
beginning of each track by pressing the
Record button. Input select allows you
to choose between optical or coax digital inputs, or analog. Record is selfexplanatory, except that pressing it puts
the machine into Record standby —you
must then press Play to start recording.
Finalize performs the "cleanup" function once you've recorded all the data

Two Types of Discs
When CD was first developed, its
protocols were codified in the Philips
"Red Book," the book of specifications sent to CD licensees. CD-R
and another technique, MO-R, were
codified in the "Orange Book,"
which ensured compatibility with
the Red Book standard. Therefore,
CD-R and CD-RW discs have
similar structures; the difference is in
the details.
CD-R discs have arecording layer
based on deformable dye with a
reflectivity of 40-70%, while CDRW discs have aphase-change recording layer boasting areflectivity
of 15-25%. Both types have an additional reflecting layer beneath the
recording layer.
Both also have a track spiral,
formed during manufacture, that
serves as atemplate onto which the
recording data are laid. This guarantees that the recorder traces the same
spiral pattern that prerecorded CDs
possess — and also that the information conforms to the Red Book standard width of 0.6p.m and pitch of
•
1.6pm. In addition to the spiral, each
disc is also fitted with asuperimposed sinusoidal excursion of
±0.3prn at afrequency of 22.05kHz.
The recorder employs the
22.05kHz sinusoidal excursion to
control the disc's speed of rotation.
The frequency read-out is monitored — and adjusted — as necessary.
In addition, a ±1kHz frequency
modulation provides the recorder
with an absolute time reference.
With CD-Rs, information is
burned onto the disc by alaser beam
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operating at between 4and 11mW.
•I's heats the substrate and the
recording layer to approximately
250°C. The recording layer melts,
reducing its volume, while the substrate expands into the space it used
to occupy. Constant switching between writing and reading power
produces the disc's pit pattern.
In the CD-RW disc, the recording layer is made of an alloy of silver,
indium, antimony, and tellurium
that has apolycrystalline structure. In
the recording mode, the laser heats
portions of the recording layer to
temperatures of 500-700°C (in CDRW writing, the laser power is in the
range of 8-14mW). This melts the
crystals into anoncrystalline amorphous phase, which has lower
reflectance than the surrounding
crystalline areas. Once burned in,
the amorphous-phase "pits" are as
permanent as astandard CD's.
Except that CD-RW discs can be
rewritten time and time again. You
"erase" aCD-RW by changing the
amorphous area back to its crystalline state by an annealing process,
which heats the layer to about
200°C and maintains that temperature for aspecified time. An entire
disc takes about 37 minutes to return
to its original state.
You can also "overwrite" the CDRW disc. New pits are written into
the recording layer using pulsed laserbeam energy, just as in the standard
writing procedure. However, in the
areas between the pits, alower-energy nonpulsed beam is used to forge
new crystalline lands.
—Wes Phillips

onto your disc—it writes the ToC
(Table of Contents) so that other CD
players can recognize and play the disc.
CDSYNC is aconvenient function that
allows the consumer to copy whole
CDs, DATs, or DCCs down to including track markers.
The '880 has gold-plated RCA jacks
for coaxial S/PDIF input and output, as
well as inputs and outputs for analog
signals. TosLink input and output are
also available. The mains connection is
not the larger three-pin IEC type, but
rather the smaller two-wire plug-in sort
sometimes found on home appliances
such as electric mixers.
The CDR880 utilizes anew Philips
laser pickup/drive mechanism, the
CDM36, which employs aheavy diecast chassis, complete with suspension.
It also has a high-density magnetic
clamping mechanism and alow-noise,
high-torque motor. Philips' TDA1305
D/A chip converts digital data to analog
signal. S/PDIF input and output chores
are handled by aTDA1315 chipset. If
necessary, the signal is sample-rate converted by aTDA1373 chip.
Teach us delight in simple things
Recording couldn't be simpler. Pop in a
consumer-audio CD-R or CD-RW disc
and close the drawer — then wait. The
player reads the disc to determine
whether it is aconventional CD, CD-R,
or CD-RW, and, when it recognizes a
blank of either type, performs an
Optimal Power Calibration (OPC).
During the OPC, the '880 calculates the
required laser-energy level by performing atrial recording. 'This is made necessary by the number of different materials
that can be used for the recording layer of
aCD-R disc —each, of course, requires a
different recording laser-beam power.
After the OPC, the machine is ready:
Choose your input, press Record, then
press Play, and you're in business. Before
you can play the CD-R on another
machine, however, you must finalize it.
This, too, is simple —just press Finalize,
followed by Record within two seconds,
and the '880 will write aToC. The
process takes about two minutes.
Be warned, however, that some older
CD players will not recognize finalized
CD-Rs. Iwent to New York recently
and played my CD-R ofJolui Atkinson's
1997 recording of the Marc Copland
Quartet on the systems of several
Stereophile reviewers without incident,
but when Itried to play it on my pal
Ruben's CAL Icon II, the machine
wouldn't acknowledge the disc's existence. Like other older CD players, it
Stereophile, September 1998

Edge of The Art -The Ultimate Powerline Treatment System

The MIT Z-Series
Powerline Treatment System

HOLOGRAM

- In

an audio or home theater system, ultimate smtem performance can oni be as good as the power
driving that
stem. At Overture we find the Nirr Z-Series powerline treatment system is absolutely

essential for high-end audio/video performance."
"The Z-Series from NIIT is an integral part of all of our reference systems."
Terry Nlenacker—President of Merture
The MIT Z-Serles- MIT Z-Series components have drawn critical acclaim for delivering remarkable improvements in sound system clarity, transparency and dynamics. These patented Powerline Treatment Components
offer unmatched performance and flexibility in delivering pure, clean power to stereo music systems and home
theater systems.
The NIIT Z-Center
The Z-Center is the heart of the Z-Series Powerline
Treatment System, with eight outlets providing power factor correction and filtering for amplifiers, preamps and
source components. As well as two isolated, super-filtered
power outlets for sensitive and digital source components,
such as CD. DVD and 1)/A's. Combined with complete overvoltage protection the Z-Center is aperfect all-in-one powerline component for most standard sized systems. For
more elaborate systems the Z-Center can be combined with
the Z-Series Z-ISO-DUO for additional component isolation
or Z-ISO-HC for components with extreme power demands.
NOT Z-Center

$149%

The MIT Z-Controller
Like the Z-Center the Z-Controller is agreat all-in-one unit.
The Z-Controller provides all the features of the Z-Center
plus: remote switching, current sensing, sequential turn-on
and video band filtering. Great for custom installation and
home theater systems, the Z-Controller sets a new standard in functionality and performance.
The MIT Z-Cord II
The final link in the powerline chain the Z-Cord Il prevents
any electromagnetic or radio frequency radiation from
entering your system through the power cables. The Z-Cord
ll is double shielded and quad-filtered to ensure the clean-

MIT Z-Conti oiler (RP $2495)

est power to your system.
Please call us to audition these remarkable products.
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Why Spend Thousands
When You Can Upgrade
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Your System For Under $500?
Introducing three new HIGHLY RATED low price audio upgrades for
CD players and digital-to-analog converters from Musical Fidelity of England
"XIO-D may be the most cost
effective CD upgrade ever," raves
Sam Tellig in Stereophile October,
1996. "It takes the roo Marantz
CD63SE and makes it sound more
like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player"
"A knock-out!" raves Alvin Gold in
Hi-Fi News éê Record Review.
We thought we'd seen just about
every CD player add-on possible.
Then we discovered the "Missing
Link" X10-D, made by British
manufacturer Muscial Fidelity.
The XIO-D connects between the
CD player and preamp or receiver
to dramatically improve CD
sound. Features two 6922 vacuum
tubes in an ultra-low distortion
pure Class Aanalog output stage
and outboard power supply.

"The one to buy ifyou just want
more of the music...Its' abargain"
raves WHAT HI-Fl? in September.
199Z "Easy. inexpensive means of
enhancing your system." says
Anthony C,hiarella in Home Theater.
Add more excitement to your CDs
and laser discs with X-ACT, the
new digital-to-analog-converter
(DAC) from Musical Fidelity. Plug
in X-ACT and you'll immediately
notice asweeter, clearer treble.
WINNER:
"Best Buy Accessory 1997"
—WHAT HI-FI?

"XIO-D transformed the sound,
especially in those areas where
the (CD player) itself was weak,"
sums up Stereophile's Sam Tellig.

4114 1k,

0

Musical Fidelity XIO-D CD player
upgrade, regular $249, now 199.95
($8.95 shipping in US)
cleaner midrange and firmer bass.
Features the advanced LC7&835
18-bit, 8x oversampling DAC and
pure Class Aoutput stage. Easyto-use! Accepts coaxial or Toslink
digital outputs. The outboard
power supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-ACT digital-toanalog convertor, was $399, while
supplies last only $199.95 ($8.95
shipping in US)

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES! In the US, Musical Fidelity
"X" products are available exclusively through Audio Advisor—
the world's largest seller of high-end audio gear by direct mail.
Audio Advisor, Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E., Kentwood,
MI, 49512, Phone: (616) 975-6100. Fax: (616) 975-6111.
O Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor, Inc.
Web Site: http://www.audioadvisor.com
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MUSICAL FIDELITY

"Top of my list," rams Robert
Harley in May 1997 Stereophile.
"Excellent sound quality. HDCD
decoding, and price tag have earned
it my enthusiastic recommendation." Summary: "competitive
with the Best $1,000 processors."
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Not only is the X-DAC the only
HDCD-compatible D/A convertor
available under $500, it's also the
best sounding in its price calss.
The X-DAC brings improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass,
and smoother treble to standrd
CDs, HDCD-compatible CDs, laser
discs, and more! Plus X-DAC is a
cinch to use. Connect it to the
digital output of aCD player, DAT,
or laser disc player and X-DAC
automatically figures out the sampling rate, processing method, and
more! Accepts coaxial and Toslink
digital inputs. The outboard power
supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCDcompatible digital-to-analog convertor, regular $595, now $499.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason, return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
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Philips
requires greater contrast between the
land and the pits than the 40-70% reflectivity of CD-Rs. It also appears that DVD
players that use asingle-beam, multifocus laser will not recognize them either.
Philips is being cautious about making claims for compatibility for CDRWs, but when Itried afinalized disc in
an Arcam Alpha 9, it played. Iwalked
from room to room trying the CD-RW
in other players Ihad in the house —
neither the Meridian 508.24 nor the

CDR 8 8 0

Audio Research CD2 recognized it.
Intrigued, Iwent door-to-door around
my neighborhood, trying it in players
wherever they'd let me in. (Would you?)
A Sony CDP-0535 played it, but a
Denon DCM-360 and DCM-30 did
not. Given the high price of the discs in
the first place, Ican't imagine anyone
just handing them out like the mythical
five-cent seegar, but I recommend
checking playback compatibility before
making any CD-RWs for friends.

To ask the hard question is simple
How well did the CDR880 perform?
"As what?" Iask.
As aCD player, I'd call the '880 competent but not too ambitious. It sounded like alot of other mid-priced players:
better than some, but not the pick of the
litter. It had good, punchy bass, although
truly deep bass seemed MIA, and it got
the midrange essentially right. Voices
and guitars sounded natural and focused.
Further up the frequency band it ran

than lmm of missing data.
The top trace in fig.1 is the replayonly frequency response at OdBFS. The
low frequencies start to roll off below
30Hz, reaching -0.4dB at 10Hz, and
there is a very slight lift (0.2dB) at
20kHz. Neither should be audible.
Below that response is the record/
replay (analog in to analog out) response
at -1dBFS; it has less top-octave rise but a
greater LF rolloff, reaching -0.8dB at
10Hz. The bottom traces in fig.1 are the
responses with de-emphasis, which show
amaximum -0.65dB error at 41cHz. The
replay-only crosstalk is shown in fig2. It
is very low, reaching -100dB at 1kHz
and rising to just below -90dB at 20kHz.
Fig3 shows the auchoband spectrum
of adithered lkHz tone played back at
-90dBFS. There is avery slight negative-level error and atrace of secondharmonic distortion, but the plot is otherwise clean at high frequencies. Note,
however, the peaks at low frequencies,
due to the 60Hz AC line frequency and
its harmonics. The CDR880 did seem
quite fussy over how it was grounded to
the Audio Precision System One test
setup, and this and the other spectral
analyses were taken with the grounding
that gave the lowest level of power-supply noise. These artifacts are too low to
be heard as hum, however.
Extending the measurement band-

width to 2001cHz and driving the player
with data representing digital silence
gave the spectrum shown in fig.4. The
power-supply harmonics can again be
seen, and there is an increase in noise
apparent above the 20kHz edge of the
previous graph. This is due to the noiseshaping algorithm used by the Bitstream
D/A converter.
With its record-level control all the
way up, the Philips CDR880's analog
input clips (1% THD+noise) at 850mV
at 1lcHz. The meter's "OdB" lights were
flickering at this level, though the
"Over" lights remained dark. Backing
off the level to 825mV dropped the distortion to 0.07%, meaning that the
recorder's A/D converters overload
quite abruptly. Dropping the input level
by 12dB, to 740mV, turned off the
"OdB" lights, leaving the "-3dB" lights
illuminated. (I would have preferred
more resolution at the top of the meter's
dynamic range window.) Ithen fed the
CDR880 with an analog lkHz tone at
82.511V (-80dB ref. the overload level).
The resultant playback spectrum, again
measured with awide 200kHz bandwidth, is shown in fig.5. The powersupply components can be seen, as can
the ultrasonic noise, but the trace is basically free from distortion products.
Fig.6 shows the CDR880's replaylevel error plotted against absolute level.
The DAC is obviously very linear down

Measurements

Iperformed afull set of measurements
on the CDR880 as aCD player, followed by aselection of recorder tests,
from both analog and digital inputs.
The CDR880's maximum output was
1.9V RMS, almost 0.5dB below the
standard 2V, sourced from alow output
impedance of 200 ohms in the
midrange and treble. Below 20Hz the
source impedance rose to 622 ohms,
which is still low. The output polarity
was absolute-phase correct.
The CDR880 featured superb errorcorrection/concealment, playing through
all the standard missing-data tracks on
the Pierre Verany test CD without muting. It stumbled only on track 46, which
features two successive 0.5trun data gaps.
The only clue that the player was working hard on the tracks with alarge gap in
the data spiral was aslight increase in the
measured distortion figure with more
1000
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Fig.1

Philips CDR880, replay frequency response
at OdBFS (top), record/replay frequency
response at —1dBFS (middle), and
de-emphasis response (bottom). (Right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Philips CDR880, crosstalk (10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Philips CDR880, replay spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at —90.31dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, right
channel dashed).
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Fig.4 Philips CDR880, replay spectrum of digital
silence, with noise and spuriae (16-bit data,
1
4-octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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into some hard going, however, as Ifelt
string overtones and other HF information was slightly lackluster - not
screechy, certainly, but not particularly
sweet or extended either. Nor was it a
soundstaging champ. But once I'd gotten used to its somewhat flattened perspective, Icould distinguish layers of
information from the front to the somewhat farther back. Good performance,
but certainly not up to the best affordable CD players I've heard - like the

Maranta CD63SE, for instance.
But then, most people who buy a
CDR880 will already own another CD
player. The real question is, How did it
perform as arecorder?
Pretty well, overall, but it was apuzzling machine in some ways. If bits is
bits, and all we do when we record
from adigital source to the copy is
transfer the ones and zeros, then there
should be no difference between the
copy and the original -or between

copies made on different machines.
That much seems obvious.
But there's apair of overalls in the
chowder: I could consistently hear
minor differences between the original
and the copies made on the CDR880,
and Icould hear differences between
copies made on the '880 and copies
made on Stereophile's sample of the
Meridian CDR. Big differences? Not
really. They were relatively small, but
they were there.

down from from level. Recording a
61Hz tone from the analog input at
-1dBFS gave an identical spectrum,
suggesting that the '880's ADCs do not
add significant distortion.
Intermodulation was also very low.
Fig.9 shows aspectral analysis of the
'880s' analog output while it replayed
data representing 19kHz and 20kHz
tones, each at -6dBFS. There is no
appreciable lkHz difference component visible, while the second-order
components are all at or below -85dB.
This is excellent performance.
Iused the Miller Audio Research jitter analyzer to analyze jitter on both the
Test CD-R provided by MAR, and on a
digital clone of that disc made at
44.11cHz on the Philips. One peculiarity
of the jitter tests was that the results
were more variable/less repeatable than
is usually the case. Ialso did not get any
statistically significant differences in jitter from the original disc, or from a
clone made with the CDR880.
But atypical result is shown in fig.10.
The absolute jitter level was 1130 picoseconds peak-peak, which is quite high.
(The grayed-out trace in fig.10 is the
Meridian 50824's jitter, measured on the
same basis, which is avery low 1442ps.)
Though alarge number of higher-frequency sidebands can be seen, these are
realtively low in level; most of the

CDR880's jitter is present in the form of
low-frequency sidebands, which can be
seen clustered around the center tone and
are marked with purple numerical indicators. Note also the strongly asymmetric
sidebands, marked with apurple "30."
These are all unknown in origin, but the
low-frequency components may well
contribute to the quality of the bass noted
by WP in his auditioning, and which I
heard in my own listening sessions.
Finally, the conjecture in the UK
press that the earlier CDR870's samplerate converter gave rise to audible problems led me to check out the '880's
behavior when fed the same data but
with different sample rates. Iused the
Audio Precision System One to generate alow-distortion 11kHz sinewave
which Idigitized with adCS 902 professional A/D converter set to 16-bit
resolution. The peak level was -6c1BFS,
the average level the same -10dBFS as
the Miller test signal. Ifed the dCS's
digital output to the CDR880's coaxial
digital input and recorded acouple of
minutes of data with the dCS first set to
a48kHz sample rate, then to a44.11cHz
sample rate. For the former, the '880's
sample-rate converter is in circuit,
rewriting the data at the CD's standard
44.1kHz rate; for the latter, it is
switched out, the recorded data being
bit-for-bit identical with the original.

Measurements
to well below -100dBFS. Spot-checking the level error for tones fed to the
analog inputs revealed that the A/D
converters also offered good linearity.
Fig.7 shows the waveform of an
undithered 11cHz tone at -9031dBFS.
The expected three distinct voltage leveh can be easily made out, but note that
there is some low-frequency noise present that makes the graph slope from
right to left. This is the 60Hz-supply
noise noted earlier. There is also avery
small DC offset noticeable in this graph.
As far as steady-state distortion is
concerned, the CDR880's analog stages
were very linear. Fig.8 shows the spectrum of amaximum-level low-frequency tone, 61Hz, played back from the
CBS Test CD. The distortion components are all very low in level, with the
highest in level -the second and third
harmonics - both more than 90dB
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spuriae (16-bit data, right channel dashed).
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Fig.7

Philips CDR880, replay waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at -90.31d8F5
(16-bit data).

Fig.8 Philips CDR880, replay spectrum.
DC-1 kHz, 61Hz at OdBFS (linear
frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Philips

To begin with, Imade multiple copies
of Buddy Miller's Poison Love (Hightone
HCD 8084). Imade one copy straight to
consumer audio-grade CD-R and
another on CD-RW. Ithen made acopy
using the Meridian onto adata-grade
CD-R and, to discount differences
between media, another onto aPhilips
consumer-grade CD-R. (If you want to
use the costlier consumer-grade discs on
pro machines, there's nothing stopping
you.) Finally, Ifigured out away to

Using the Miller analyzer to perform a
narrow-band, high-resolution analysis
of the player's noise floor around the
tone's fundamental while the '880
played back both versions of the 11IcHz
tone, Igenerated the traces shown in
fig.11. (Thirty two readings, each with a
32,768-point FFT size, were averaged
for each spectrum to reduce the contribution of random noise.)
The foreground spectrum is with the
44.1kHz sampled data cloned directly.
The same low-frequency sidebands can
be seen as in fig.10; these have afundamental frequency of 22.5Hz — to what
this is related, Ihave no idea. The central peak also has "skirts" added by the
presence of low-frequency, noiselike jitter. The grayed-out spectrum in the
background is of the same tone but
sample-rate converted from 48kHz to
44.1kHz by the CDR880. The noise
level is basically the same, but note how
the skirts have spread either side of the
central peak, covering the lowest-frequency sidebands. According to Paul
Miller, such spreading tends to be perceived subjectively as asmearing of
stereo images, and possibly as a"slowing" of the bass. Certainly, the switching
out of the sample-rate converter for
44.1kHz-sampled clones appears to be a
step in the right direction, measurement-wise.
—John Atkinson

Pro.. C01.00 •••>0.•

record adata-grade disc on the '880 (see
the sidebar, "Sneaky People"). Ilabeled
them all using a fine-point Sanford
Sharpee, because it was getting confusing.
Let's get the easy one out of the way
first: Iheard very little difference between
the CD-R and the CD-RW recorded on
the '880. Perhaps the CD-RW sounded a
smidge smoother — Icertainly thought
so some of the time. But the differences
bordered on the insignificant.
Another easy one to dismiss: The

CDR880

differences between the consumergrade CD-R and the data-grade CD-Rs
made on each player were also next to
nonexistent. Let's leave media out of
this — the differences seemed to stem
from the players.
Comparing consumer-grade discs
made on the two different recorders
revealed consistent differences between
them. The Philips disc, again, had great
bass: tuneful, punchy, and well articulated. Buddy Miller's voice sounded nat-

Fig.10 Philips CDR880, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at —10dBFS with
LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, IlkHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out
spectrum is that of the Meridian 508.24.
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Fig.9 Philips CDR880, replay HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.11 Philips CDR880, high-resolution noise-floor spectral analysis of analog output signal with
sinewave at —10dBFS, cloned from 44.1kHz sample-rate original via coaxial digital input. Grayed out spectrum is of identical signal cloned from 48kHz sample-rate original via coaxial digital input
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PATRICIA BARBER: MODERN COOL

LPs 7 WE GOT YOUR LPs!
The following domestic and import
asampling of what we carry We have one or the
largest selections of new vinyl in the country!
Tori Amos: From the Choirgirls Hotel
Erykah Badu: Live/Baduizm
Beck: ()delay
Johnny Cash: Unchained; American Recordings

Radiohead: OK Computer'
Rolling Stones: Bridges to Babylon
Simply Red .Blue'
Son Volt: Straightaways IStereophile ROTM)
Sonic Youth: AThousand Leaves
Trey: Angels with Dirty Faces*
Cassandra Wilson: New Moon Daughter* IROTMI
The Yardbirds: BBC Sessions*
Neil Young: Year of the Horse

After the wild success of Patricia

Why "Modern Cool"? Barber

Barber's Café Blue (Record to Die

says she told her friends that she

For —available on Music Direct LP

would "leave the 20th century

or CD), the dreamy chanteuse fol-

kicking and screaming." Millions,

lows with Modern Cool. The chal-

she says, died fighting for their

lenge, says Barber, is "trying to dis-

ideals, and now "the dominant

cover how the brilliance and

ideology [is) an empty materialism."

brutality of 'modernism' left us in

It's Barber's clear-headed reduc-

this particularly eclectic, frag-

tionism at its finest.

mented and possibly dangerous

Now, at last, one of the world's

'post-modern' era." Not only one

great modern jazz artists will see

of the most anticipated and im-

simultaneous LP and CD releases!

portant jazz releases of the year

If you read Michael Fremer's

—with the same Chicago quartet

comments about Barber's last

from Café Blue (plus trumpet) —but

album, you already know that the

another arresting sonic triumph as

LP creams the (excellent) CD. On

well. "People need music now,"

this contemporaneous release,

says Barber. "They need music that

from an analogue master (!) you

speaks to their souls, not just their

won't have to wait for the LP! 180-

heads."

gram vinyl, $29.99. CD, $14.99.

0039
0040
0041
0042
0043

JVC XRCD
These are the best sounding CDs on the market.
period! $2599 each.
0037
0038
0040
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
0050
0051
0052

Chemical Brothers .Dig Your Own Hole
Eric Clapton: Pilgrim'
Sam Cooke: At the Copa
The Cure Galore
Bob Dylan: Time out of Mind/Blonde on Blonde
Enya: Watermark'
Garbage: Version 2'
Marvin Gaye: Midnight love
Jimi Hendrix: BBC Sessions
The Jayhawks: Tomorrow the Green Grass
Madonna Ray of Light'
Alanis Morissette .Jagged Little Pill'
Paul McCartney .Flaming Pie/Standing Sione•
Oasis: Be Here Now
Pearl Jam: Yield

GRADO PLATINUM
PHONO CARTRIDGE
You've probably seen the ni,
,,ewsl Grados
new series features wooden braes, resulting in
avery musical sound with Grado's characteristic deep, tight bass This cartridge has afuller sound
than most others at the pece, and in aperfect choice
for those with solid state electronics or anyone
who wants the Grado "house sound." High rated
output of 45mV This cartridge is in very short
supply, so please call to reserve one Retail $300.
(Other Grado models in stock as well, including
the grant-killer Reference, highly recommended
in The Absolute Sound issue 112 Retail $1200 )
SIMPLY VINYL TITLES

John Coltrane: Giant Steps
0. Coleman. Shape of Jazz to Come
Mingus Pithecanthropus Erectos
Aretha: INever Loved aMan.
Otis Redding: Otis Blue

Carmey Lundy: Old Devil Moon
Sarah Vaughn: How Long Has This
Been Going On?
Zoos SIMS. Quietly There
Steve Miller Band. The Joker
Tina Turner: Private Dancer
Ernie Watts Long Road Home
Miles Davis. Bags' Groove
Miles Davis Quintet Walkin'
Kenny Durham: Quiet Kenny
Wynton Kelly Kelly Blue
Bill Evans: Sunday at the VIg. Vgrd.
Horoko Kokubo: Bridge

THE FINE

John Barry The Best of John Barry
Steely Dam. Aja
Dylan: Times They are A-Changin'
The Byrds: Mr. Tambourine Man
Iggy and the Stooges: Raw Power
Crosby Stills &Nash
Grateful Dead: Grateful Dead
Neil Young: Harvest

.NC XRCD II —the next step in XRCD!
201
XRCD II Sampler
202
John Coltrane: Settin' the Pace
203
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concorde
204 . Sarah Vaughn: Crazy and Mixed Up
206
Basie/Peterson: The Timekeepers

PRINT

We're open Monday to Friday, trot central time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave
your name and address on our voice mail. There is a$5 charge for catalogs mailed outside North America, refundable on your first order.
In addition to those items featured here, we carry aone of the country's largest inventories of domestic and import vinyl, and other products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest, Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos, Deutsche
Gramophone, DMP, Dorian, Fantasy, Harmonia Mundi, King Super Analogue, Mapleshade, John Marks Records, MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, OJC,
Pope Music, Proprius, RCA Living Stereo, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Sony
Legacy, SteepleChase, Telarc, Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson.
Music Direct also features accessories and hardware from: Apature, Arcic r, Audient, API, Audio Prism, Audioquest, Benz Micro, Bright Star Audio, Creek, Ensemble,
German Acoustics, Lightspeed, Mango, McCormack, Mod Squad, Monster Cable,
Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, llega, RingMat, Roomtune, Solidsteel, Sound Anchor,
Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Versalab.

Britains' Simply Vinyl continues their run with an
uncanny ability to nail the best titles! 180-gram
LPs. $26.99 each.
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0037
0038

0054 . Ernie Watts Classic Moods
0055
Sonny Rollins Quintet Plays for Bird

long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories

musicdirect

800 449-8333
Illinois 312 433-020
fax 312 433-0011
http://www.amusicdirect.com
e-mail: mdeamusiarect.com

Philips
ural and had good body. But the upper
frequencies were ashade spitchy in
comparison to both the original and the
Meridian copy. The Meridian disc did
not have bass as forceful or as taut as
either the Philips disc or the original,
but the acoustic guitar sounded rounder
than on the disc recorded on the
CDR880 — and the splash cymbals
sounded brassier and had a longer
decay. And there was one other difference that was less definable: The
Meridian disc seemed to hold together
better musically. If Ilistened to the disc
made on the '880 for long periods of
time, Igrew restless, less interested in
the music. Iknow that sounds maddeningly "unscientific" — there's no measurement for "holding my musical
interest" —but there you have it. It's a
symptom that might indicate something
that is quantifiable, such as jitter. I'll be
interested to see JA's measurements.
Iwondered if the differences had
anything to do with the compatibility of
each disc with the machine that made it,
so Iperformed the same tests with a
third machine: an Arcam Alpha 9. No
significant variation.
In case Iseem to make too much of
these relatively minor differences, I
should note that they are exactly that:
minor. I
just find it frustrating that they're
there at all —I keep picking at them, the
way Ican't leave asore tooth alone. It
would be better to just forget about it,
but Ikeep worrying and worrying it.

CDR880

tracks from one another, you have to sit
at the recorder and press Record every
time you want anew track marking.
Theoretically, if you select Auto track
allocation, the '880 will mark anew
track whenever it senses three seconds
of silence. However, Idiscovered that
you can look long and hard for an LP
that has three seconds of silence after
every song. If it's important to you, do it
manually.
Iwasn't terribly impressed with the
'880's analog recording capabilities. You
I
wasn't terribly impressed can put your LPs on CD, but that won't
make you Bernie Grundman or Steve
with the '880's analog
Hoffman. The sound is adequate, but
reminiscent of the kind of digital sound
recording capabilities.
that Michael Fremer rails against: everything gets flattened out — including
Here's where the recording-level dynamics. Even so, I'll probably use this
control comes in — it isn't needed for feature quite abit when Iput together
direct transfer of digital data. The con- "theme" compilations encompassing
trol, an Alps pot, is for both channels; many different artists and songs — it's
individual tweaking of each channel is gonna be along time before I've duplinot offered. The analog signal is con- cated my entire record collection on
verted to digital 16-bit resolution by a CD. ("You should live so long," my wife
Stereo BitStream SAA 7366 AID con- snorts.) One more thing: There's agenverter. It is then sample-rate converted uine cognitive disconnect when you
hear surface noise, or pops, while listenby aPhilips TDA1373.
One minor annoyance in analog ing to aCD.
recording was the teensy little recording
Moved to delight by the melody
meter. It's hard to read and, therefore, it's
easy to clip. With digital, you get no peri- Taken as awhole, is the Philips CDR880
CD-Recordable/Re-Writable deck betod of grace: overload is instantaneous.
Recording analog was almost as ter than acassette deck? Well, it certainstraightforward as recording digital, ly doesn't have the speed-stability probexcept that if you want to differentiate lems that such machines are prone to.

Ana who?
Ialso recorded some LPs to test the
CDR880's performance when converting analog to digital. Ipresume that
most buyers will be interested primarily
in recording from CDs, but alot of people, myself definitely included, have
material on LP that has never been reissued on CD. It would be nice to record
your own for travel, commuting, or taking to the office.

Sneaky People
Idoubt that SCMS is at all effective
against piracy. For one thing, there are
lots of professional CD recorders out
there without SCMS; for another,
pirates don't really care much about
sound quality. By now, everyone
knows someone who has bought a
bootleg videotape of Thank Were any
of them even watchable? (New York
magazine reported that 30% of the
pirated copies of Titanic that have been
seized by the NYPD were blank.)
Nah, SCMS penalizes ordinary
folks who want to record their own,
legally purchased CDs for their personal reuse.
Phooey, Isay.
Iwould never do anything illegal,
and it is certainly not my intention to
encourage others to do so. But Ihave
heard — heard, mind you — that some

stereophile, September

1998

of the devices that reclock digital data
to eliminate jitter will strip the SCMS
subcode out of the signal as the
unwanted artifact that it is. Remember, Idon't actually recommend
that you use such atool, but as apurely theoretical exercise, it would work.
And just to set the record straight,
so to speak, when Iwas trying to eliminate the differences in data storage
from the equation, Idiscovered that it
is possible to record data-grade CDRs by "tricking" the Philips CDR880.
Irecount this only to show how Iwas
able to do so — it would be wrong,
wrong, for you to do likewise.
If you place aconsumer-audio disc
in the '880 and let the player run the
OPC function, you can then pry the
drawer open by pulling on its bottom.
Replace the consumer disc with a

data-grade disc and you can record —
but only if you record all the way
through. Stop or pause the disc and
the '880 will try to update the data —
unsuccessfully.
Record
straight
through and finalize the disc before
removing it from the drawer and you
have adisc that (almost) any CD player will recognize —that is, if you were
the sort of person who would do such
athing. Since you read Stereophile,
however, we all know that you wouldn't dream of it. It would be wrong.
Besides, the CDR880 has the
Recorder Unique Identifier (RID)
function. This 97-bit code is recorded
onto the disc every 100 frames and
uniquely identifies the recorder on
which any specific disc was made. In
other words, you'll be signing every
copy you make.
-Wes Phillips
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800-782-347'
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* A Sampling of the Latest & Hottest Hardware & Accessories For Summer 98! * * *

BENZ MICRO SWITZERLAND

ANALOG SALE!!!
HW-19.IR Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': $949.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:
THE GLIDER
RUBY II (NEWD
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
REFERENCE
SCALl W/ Trade SCALL
Factory
MC H20; MO.9; L0.4 SCALL WI Trade SCALL
Authorized
MC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade SCALE
MC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 WI Trade $CALL Trade-in Sale!
MC-20EII
$150
$750 Or
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
SCALL
Benz/Aestbetix Cartridge Demagnetizer SCALL -With Trade
Esenonc uhos into analog is SALEM
mix to uent one of the cute
battery-powered canridge
oCall
demagnettrers from Aesthetm."•
For

rinutsfigurtztion:

1.0 &
2.0mv
Output
freebie

The Glider Never Sounded So Good for So lintel
This is akiller vanndge....more lifelike.
room holographic, more involving.... more musical.
the Glider is way recommended." •
Lonnie Hunt nell Stereophile. Aug. '96. Vol.1998

Temper Cartrice
stetzetith k
:Spi
Cartn ge

From Immutable Music.
That quality or a coherent bubble id ultimate transparency. the presets-1mm of the harmonic
cm clop,: around ruer> tourunient and musical evem. and Mt astonishing purity of tone are chat set the Temper apart frum
iiher anntiges •C heard and make asound more like live music to mc,' •itf f"
Sfr, I,191,- fuji v 1,•119

SHAKTI STONE:

.$199 99/0-Lines $99.99
nSre
offers a worthwhile and n
cost
effective boost in sound quality.... Focus.
transparency, clarity, and speed were better,
as was the sense of space & pace.' Jonathon
Scull. Sterenphile, 21%, Vol.19 #2

S U \I Ih () CARTRIDGE & TURNTABLE SALE !!!

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge
Pearl Cartridge

taTTY GRFTTY J

.ttECORD CARE PRODUCTS

Black Pearl Cartridge
SCALL ITURNTABLES:
SCALL 1Pro-Ject 6.1 Turntable
$79.99 IPro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

$49.99
SCALL
SCALL

"Eve tried better tables, arrns,“rtridges, premier, cables, and isolation schemes,
...none havre, er given nie the kinds of imprinements in noise reduction, chit,
fly. and elimination of mid-to-treble ringing that these record•cleaning machines
hate....11you listen to records, vou need a record-cleaning machine. Period." •
Cam Greenberg, Stereophile, May '94. VoLI7 .5

MODEL 1.0 -- Manual application offluid,
hrushin & rotating chile vacuuming.
•'quill

•AC.Oft
MODEL 1.5

Vinyl
oodgroin Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.0....$0111.
MODEL 1.$ - Auto scrubbing. &
AI rearlais um oho umilabie
rotanon, slide-out waste fluid tray.
in Stolid Oak Coiner
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.5....11CALL
er Mu version.
MODEL 1.111 - Auto fluid application, scrubbing. & mullion. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
t
nr r
.14111.
• - "
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
NALL
MOD L MINI-PRO 1 - Wet scrubs & vacuums both sides simultaneously.
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
$CALL
NITTY MINTY CD MASTER (CO Cleaner)
$39.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
$18.99
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 18.2 .... 20.1111 Acrylic -all models)
ERWIN
Record Cleaning Brush.
Yoe Sweep IQ: (4 Vac-Sweeps)
Cowen le: (4 Capstans)

$13 99 RECOELL_CD_CLEANINaiLUIDS $13.99 Purifier 2
16 as.
$15.99
$13.99 (for all LPs) 1/2 gol.-$36.99/1 gol. $59.99

THE LIFTTm

Protect your stylus! Lifts
any toneann automatically!
Gold
stefecphile
$99.99
Chrome

Ultra Clarifier:$114.99

palpal9e.
1199•190191•••
.4,
maned & sun,. Ihe Os.

"

lomøcn Scan Srrnropi,j

briller:
99

TURNTABLES:

Audio

Enhancer Disc

SCALL
SCALL
$CALL
$29.99
$14.99
$49.99
$26.99
$49.99

NOW ONLY $129.99

Gruv-Glide II eepirs
'
Improves sound, removes static , improves tracking, records and styk lest longer

$21.99

GEO•DISCIM By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
Precision cartridge alignment system, achieve critical alignment wfin .003 inch in moments.

RECORD SLEEVES -

mu(

.tepsese Reseelables - 40e ea $30/100

-40c ea $30/100
MBE -.20e ea $15/100
MoF Rice Peper - 88/10 pack $70/100

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisagiaol.com
FOR INFO (765) 778-2715
"ALL

SCALL

HIN-1911ARK Pi -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb, acrylic platter.
SCALL
SCALL

TNULIN10.1 -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
igniettit
TNT SERIES 2.5, 3 8: 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology.

SCALL
Scam.

TONEARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL -WI has designed an all-out affordable toneorm reference that .s
extraordinary in its ability to extract information from on LP's grooves. Soundstage is wide & deep
with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version for TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106! SCALL
GRAHAM 2.0 BASIC_UVEW) -Award-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeoble. .$CALL
We offer all models of Graham Tonearms and Accessoriesll Call for details.
SME Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the market!
!MALL
We offer all models of SME Toneorms, Turntables 8 Accessoriesll Call for details.
AUD1OQULST P/-0; PT,7_ (Emerald /C4_ Cable 11: _PT,8_ (Pro Sable) Adjustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
$CALL
NEW WI MED.-MASS -VPI's newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!
$CALL
CIBORIUM MACHINES: 67114111

,

"...have found the 11W-16.5 to he an outstanding
performer. The record surfaces are microscopically clean & are so pristine they look nee!" Audio Maga:ine

Features: Self-contained liquid pump; Applies
liquid and scrubs record at seine time: Bidirectional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
most deluxe record cleaner on the market!"

1.4W-16.9 •
inV-17F -$899.99

Semi-Automatic

Fully automatic!!
Cooling fan increases
life of motor!!

SCALIA!!
Ltd. Time Offer!!!
ACCESSORIES:

KJUL SpoodStrobo Digital Phonograph Speed Readout:

In -Stock orders

Jrocy,, In

accessory for vinyl junkies! Ms

Lwg• ISO savIou
16.5 lbs. Per Globe Retire
(3 pock)
$74.
Sawn ISO Ileming
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pock)
ROM
'.. and these link guys WORK! „Sot keeping
them under all my gear." -Corey Greenberg.
Su, niphile, Apr. '92 Vol. 15. #4
e
jaMMCD

STOPLIGHT' é
"The improvement was astonishing Stereophile. Mar. '9(1. Fri/. 13. #3
$14.95 /3 OR MORE $12.95
amen

Diu •.(

03

Ho”esi

$84.99

AudloPr

S

NEW CD BLACKLIGHT 2 Mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
N cm. &
-411111e.
'
electrostatic charges &
Ing)n
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
--for '.."1111.011,
music sounding more
natural,
& dynamic
with significantly less
glare & edge. $39.99
With Trade- $29.911
"The mat works in abig way. Idid not have to strain
to hear the improvement. Improved definition, detail, dynamics, amore analog-like soundstage. To
tell you the truth.l...begged Victor for amat on iht
spot." Sam Tellig Stereophile Apr.96 Vol 19 9.1

150+pagel$3" U.S.A. /$5" INTL.
CATALOG J FRELWITH ORDER!!
VISA

WEB: www.elusivedisc.com

PENDLETON, IN 46064

SCALL

6122320
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 sizel Requires only a 22" x 16' space,
TNT 3 platter & bearing.

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.

Source!!

MAI JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustccwer.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mork N ($1199)
19B1,19_MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor 8. armboord, block acrylic
platter and spring suspension

•

RCA Interconnects: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal & Midnight. All lengths available
Emerald X4 Tonearrn Coble (Nitro $129.99 Pro Toneorm Coble: MVO
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors:
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -'Improves CD sound!'
Sorbothane Lilt!. Feet: (Pock of 4) .... $32.99 Sorbothone Big Feet: (Pock of 4)
Purist
System
The ultimate burn -in and clennetization Disc! InarRefle

u.s.a.

made

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. GREAT UPGRADElf .... $399.99
HW -19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL STROBE DISC - Set turntable speed
$17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE
$14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL $5.99

'Iron menu sure

=

HW -19.IR Turntable w/ New VPI Med. Mass Arm': SCALL
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt, Special'. SCALL
FREE exp,-•
•Add Benz -Micro Glider': SCALL
cortrldge
Add The LIFT 8 get it installed for FREE!
nstollotIon upon
'OTHER CA-'''.
TONEARMS AVAILABLE ,
request
Piirrne ask about our Pori urp P,r.j, ALL

our Ultimate
•

artkporent.
9, 97. Vol. 2e •

shipped in 24 hrs!"

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Pnorrty Moil: 1-4 Items: $5 (add. items .50e ea.)
/3-Doy Select: 1-3 Items $7 (add. Items $I ea.)/
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items. $8 (adtl. Items Si 25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX'
CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items SI '")

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 turntable
with Naim Armageddon Power
Supply, Naim ARO toneann, van den
Hut Frog phono cartridge; and Linn
LP12, Lingo, Cirkus, Elcos, Arkiv.
CD playback: Arcam Alpha 9,
Meridian 50824.
Phono preamplifiers: ConradJohnson Premier Fifteen, Sutherland
PH-2000, Naim Prefix.
Power amplifier: Audio Research
VT200.
Integrated amplifiers: Arcam
Alpha 10, Creek 4330R.
And, while there are analog superdecks,
such as the Arcam Delta 100 and the
Revox B-215, they are the exception
rather than the rule. So yeah, the Philips
'880 is better than acassette deck —
hell, it makes CDs, for Pete's sake. Ihave
agreat cassette deck, but I'm not even
sure which part of the garage it's buried
in. No, when I want to shift data
around, Iwant it in aform Ican use at
work, in my car, at 32,000 feet, around
the house —I want my CD!

Loudspeakers: B&V/ Silver Signatures, REL Studio II subwoofer.
Cables: Siltech and WireWorld
Gold Eclipse HI interconnects, and
speaker cables.
Accessories: CinePro PowerPro 20
line conditioner, Magro Stereo Display Stand, Sound Organisation twotier rack.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps; RPG
Abffusors; hirsutely caducitous cat.

New ens AIV solutions
The Eye of the
Storm

he Ear
of the
Storm...
Din
Clear
Series
Audio
Cable

—Wes Phillips

I've been hard on the Philips
CDR880, but its faults are quite minor.
The '880 is affordable, and it couldn't be
simpler to use. And it has one feature
nobody can quibble about: it's ahell of a
lot of fun to make your own CDs. As I
write this, there are only ten CDR880s
in the country, but as soon as Philips fills
the dealer pipeline, I'm going to order
one. Remember, if the red light over my
door is on, don't disturb me — I'll be
recording.

%LIU

doe
*%%-ii•e*
Connect with us at

www.twisted-pair-design.com
Phone/Fax. 518.828.2060
Email: tpd©epix.net

Rendition

o

OSIRIS

All sizes available

UDIOLAB

Where music comes to life
TL-2.5
TL5.5
ST-85

ITi

MB-185

0

Mon—Fri 10-9 Sat 10-7 and Sun 12-5
Call us 215-295-8795 Fax 215-295-2997
800-513-8555 for out of state customers
e-mail Audiolabpa©aol.com
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www.audiolab.com

Parasoun
Nomad 10

2way outdoor speaker.
6-112" woofer with carbon
fiber reinforced cone. 2'
voice coil. huge 3.25 pound

visit our new

showrooms for a
great sight and
sound experence.
Adcom Arcam AR
Atlantic Technology
Atlantis Furniture
Audio Access
Audiolab
Audioquest /truth
Ayre B&K B&W
B D ICal Audio Lab
Cambridge Audio
HK Jamo concert
JBL JMLab Jolida
Lexicon Lovan M&K
Marantz MIT NAD
NHT Niles Nova
Onkyo Ortofon
Osiris Parasound
Plateau PSB Rega

Rotel R u n co
Salamander SCE
Sharpvision Solid
magnet, Polyurethane
Speaker craft
rubber surround.
Straightwire Sunfire
1" soft dome tweeter with
Tannoy Toshiba
ferrofluid damping.
Vandersteen
89 dB sensitivity.
Velodyne VTL
Available in white.
Yamaha and more
Some products are not available thru mail order
comming soon!

o

492 Lincoln Highway in Fairless Hills PA

e.

,410:

Dealer
Inquiries
Invited

Come

Yew Arrivals

44,

cn
rn

please support your local dealer on those items
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Hey! AirHead!
Introducing the newest HeadRoom
headphone amplifier, "The AirHeacJ."
We've been making portable headphone amps for o while
now, and we get two complaints: it's too big, and it's too
expensive.

Well, here's the solution: The RirHeod runs for

over 10 hours on two RR batteries; it's the size of ocassette
tope box; it drives high quality headphones with ease and
precision; and it's got our well loved HeodRoom audio image
processing which makes the headphone audio image seem
more natural. $179

Check out the RirBog. The RirHead amp is in the
lid. The portable CD player is inside Velcroed
to o flop under which you con store up to ten
CD's in 5Cose Logic sleeves included. Additional
features ore storage for four RR batteries and
detachable shoulder strop. Optionally available
Extreme Suspension Harness enables radical
activities while listening. $49 ($39 w/FlirHead
purchase).

The Brick is ohandy-dandy little bag for aportable tope player,
RirHead amp, and three topes. There ore loops in the bock
to attach to a belt, or you con use the comfortable shoulder
strap included. $39

Head(loom Corporation
521
East Peach St.
Bozeman, MT 59715
phone (406) 587 9466
fax (406) 587 9484

Order direct by phone or fax, and you'll get
our nifty 30-Day Satisfaction Guaranty.
Call today for our famously informative and
absolutely FREE 48-page headphone catalog.

You con hove high-end
tunes while you ...
jump off cliffs.
We spent the winter testing
prototype RirHeod systems at
ski areas like Whistler, Bridger
Bowl (our local hill), and at the
Winter X-Gomes in Crested
Butte, CO. Miserable job, ehh?
But now, thanks to all that
sacrifice, you shredders and
general yahoo types have the
perfect bog full of extreme
tunes.

sweat it off.
If you really wont to sweat, you've
just got to have some motive
power. Great tunes can give
you just that. So pump up your

Headphones
Koss Porto Pro Jr.
Koss KSC35
Grado
Grado
Grado
Grado

$69.00
$95.00
$149.00

SR60
SR80
SR125
SR225

Grado RS2
Grado RS1
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser

MX4
MX5
HD265
HD433

Sennheiser HD435
Sennheiser HD445
Sennheiser HD455
Sennheiser HD465
Sennheiser HD475
Sennheiser HD525
Sennheiser HD535
Sennheiser HD545
Sennheiser HD565
Sennheiser HD580
Sennheiser HD600
Sennheiser HD25 SP
Sennheiser HDC451
Sennheiser RS6
Sennheiser RS8
Sennheiser HE60/70
Sennheiser Orpheus
Etymotic EFI4S
Beyerdynomic DT48
Beyerdynamic DT220
Beyerdynomic D1250

portable cossette player with on
%Head and Obic tune belt.

Beyerdynomic DT311
Beyerdynomic DT331
Beyerdynomic DT411

enjoy traveling.
Ever hear someone soy, "Cool,
you travel on planes for work?"
Well, we know what agrind it
con be, so we've mode plane
travel decidedly more pleasurable. Just get on RirHeod
system and seal up your ears
with o pair of Etymotic ER4S
headphones, and you'll hardly
notice the trials of your travels.

www.heodphone.com

1-800-828-8184

Beyerdynomic DT431
Beyerdynomic DT511
Beyerdynomic
Beyerdynamic
Beyerdynamic
Beyerdynomic
Beyerdynamic
Beyerdynomic

$39.95
$34.95

DT531
DT770
DT801
DT811
DT831
DT931

MB Quart OP 160
MB Quart OP 220
MB Quart OP 240

$195.00
$495.00
$699.00
$24.95
$39.95
$199.00
$34.95
$59.95
$69.95
$89.95
$109.00
$129.00
$109.00
$149.00
$159.00
$239.00
$279.00
$349.00
$129.00
$229.00
$249.00
$329.00
$1499.00
$14999.00
$299.00
$359.00
$159.00
$179.00
$69.00
$89.00
$99.00
$119.00
$139.00
$159.00
$149.00
$169.00
$179.00
$199.00
$269.00
$69.00
$99.00
$119.00

MB Quart OP 250
MB Quart OP 400

$139.00

RKG K240M
AKG K401
RKG K501

$149.00
$169.00
$199.00

$259.00

RKG K1000
HeadRoom Amplifiers

$1299.00

The Rirheod
The Little
The Little More Power

$179.00
$249.00
$449.00
$299.00
$449.00
$599.00
$599.00

The Bose Station 1
The Supreme
The Cosmic
The Home
The Moxed-Out Home
The Max
Coll about other stuff.

$999.00
$1333.00

Your nearest high-end shop is
...right at home.
lhe Cable Company offers the only "Library" of
broken-in samples of nearly every cable for
you to try at home. We also do this for

bit

dozens of powerline filters, and
,many components. This
many

Service

illililL

for our customers

is cost-free and guilt-free

HIFI '98 in LA:
50% -80% off

(5-10% deposit required—
call for details).

'USED CABLE

As you can see

1
7
we have the smartest

BLowour

+One time extreme specials on

customers in the business!

all products in this ad!

THE
e CANE
%COMMAS'

Good people. Good advice.
Great systems, one customer at a time.

We also specialize
Racks

rrr

Resonance Control

Room Acoustics

Signal Guard:
Comprehensive Component Isolation

Components

lielvCrvNial
Resonance Technology
making music sound better!

Genesis Digital Lens
Try before you buy!

From

RoomLens

to Roomtune to EchoBusters,
ASC 61 more!

Everyday low prices and ¡read specials.
THE CABLE COMPANY
PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950
1•800•FA1WYRE •215.297.8824 •Fax: 215.297.8661• Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com •Website: www.fatwyre.com
All major credit cards •FREE consultation •FREE Newsletter •Most orders ship FREE!
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e have a new saying
around here," Albert
Imperato said at the
beginning of an interview one Friday
morning from his office in New York.
"It's CHAOS, which is short for Classical
Has Another Optimistic Scenario."
It's the kind of remark you'd expect
from Imperato, who is one of the most
passionate personalities in the classical
music business. Passion is sorely lacking in
much of the music business today. Not
passion for money — there's plenty of
that—but passion for the music.
Although he began as a publicist,
Imperato's attitude and drive have
enabled him to rise to become VP of
Deutsche Grammophon's (DG) US
operations. Like him or hate him, the guy
believes in what he sells. While he's
upper-echelon management at amajor
label — abreed not known for its ability
to speak without spin — Imperato is genuinely enthusiastic.
Earlier this summer, after a stressfueled brush over who was going to pay
for aFedex package (the edge of passion
sometimes cuts both ways), Imperato and
Ihad aconversation about the classical
music biz. Ostensibly, the reason was the
recent reorganization of the classical
labels in the PolyGram Classics and Jazz
division (PC&J) of the Mercury Record
Group. Ihoped it might also give me a
reason to write something positive about
the dassical music world, which, considering its recent history, would be a
refreshing change.
In early July it was announced that the
classical operations of PC&J, which
include Philips Music Group, DG, and
London, would undergo areorganization
in which all traditional "classical" music
product, no matter which of the above
labels it was on, would become Imperato's responsibility in his position as senior
VP of the Core Classical Department.
The crossover projects — headed by those
of Italian heartthrob Andrea Bocelli, the
object of the August issue's less than affectionate "Aural Robert" — will, no matter
what label they appear on, be overseen by
Crossover Department senior VP Lisa
Altman. Philip Glass's Point Music label
and the Imaginary Road label will also be
part of Altman's responsibilities.
Stereophile, September 1998

On the face of it, the announcement of
these changes looked like yet another
black eye for the classical music business.
Some aspects of the reorganization have
been strangely self-destructive. For example, instead of having three in-house publicists, the publicity for the PC&J labels is
now being done by one indic publicist
who's working out of his house. This is
not running lean, this is starvation.
The official notice of the PC&J
changes came the same week that a
rumor (later confirmed as untrue) was
circulating about Angel/ EMI slashing
their back classical catalog to the bone.
Again, before you begin rushing out to
stock up on EMI titles, that information
is, at least for the moment, incorrect.
According to Imperato, the changes at
PC&J are positive moves. He feels the
new arrangement leaves him free to concentrate on larger issues within the group
instead of being forced into protecting the
turf of his former label, DG.
Given Irnperato's ardent nature, it's no
surprise that this lifelong New Yorker has
very definite ideas about marketing classical music and fighting to retain or possibly regain shrinking audience share.
When discussing marketing he characteristically resorts to using quotes from
famous conductors and composers, in this
case Pierre Boulez: "Fm not against tradition, Fm against laziness." Imperato also
talks alot about marketing "with the
grain of the music" rather than against it.
I'd read the "with the grain ..." quote in a
recent Billboard article but still had no idea
what it meant.
"Composers and the traditions of classical music su •
Iest certain ideas," he
begins. "They suggest what's made it
endure, and that's what the marketing
should reflect. Even the worst marketing
can't stamp out quality, however. There
have been several notable abuses in classical music marketing. Fm no priss, but I
didn't like the Sensual Classics," he says,
referring to a series of compilations
released by Atlantic Classics' Teldec label.
"By the time they got to the lesbian edition with the nude photos, it wasn't selling anyway."
On the ever-present issue of stars and
how the dassiml music business is hurting
because it lacks apersonal and artistic

Baird

presence of the magnitude of aBernstein
or avon Karajan, Imperato spins, then
makes agood point.
"My own larger sense of what astar is
has evolved. Itry to listen to what the
artist is saying and try not to measure
them against any previous standard.
"Von Karajan and Lenny were enormous stars. Lenny in particular was abig
motivator for me. But you have to be
careful. While it's not as obvious, and
easier to miss, someone like Boulez is a
star. He's not as outspoken or as ebullient
as Bernstein, but the knowledge of music
in him is incredible. It's just adifferent
aesthetic.
"I also have to say I've pulled my hair
out a lot because some of the really
charismatic artists on our labels are based
in Europe. We don't have much access to
them. They don't spend time here learning how this country works, working
their way in."
Famous in classical music circles for his
undying belief in the works of French
composer Messiaen —"I would like to
sell millions of Messiaen recordings, that
would be the best thing in the world," he
says first when asked about goals —
Imperato can also be unflinching about
what needs to be done.
"This is the old battle for hearts and
minds. When CDs replaced LPs and
everyone ran out and replaced their collections, we [the classical music labels]
were so drunk with it all. When that ship
was sailing fast, initiatives [to grow the
audience] should have been set in
motion.
"Now we need to go through aperiod
of remembering and asking, 'What is this
audience doing and how do we reach
them?' When [president of Sony Classics]
Peter Gelb says he wants to shake the
cobwebs off classical music, Iunderstand
what he's saying, but Ithink you have to
be careful when you use expressions
about classical music being dead.
"It drives me crazy when Ihave aconversation with these so-called record people and Fm asking 'Who are you listening
to, who do you believe in?' and all they
can talk about is money.
"If you believe in classical music, it's
only acertain amount of time before
others do too."
111
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FULFILL
YOUR
WILDEST
HIGH
END
DREAMS.
AT
LYRIC.
ACURUS
ADCOM
ARAGON
AUDIO
ACCESS
AUDIO

GOLDEN TUBE
GRADO
ILLUMINATI
JVC
KENWOOD
LEXICON

PROCEED
PROTON
PSB
REGA
REVEL
ROCKUSTICS

RESEARCH
BENZ MICRO
BURMESTER

MAGNEPLANAR
MAGNUM
DYNALAB

RONCO
SENNHEISER
SME

CALIFORNIA
AUDIO LABS
CELESTION

CLEARAUDIO
CREEK
DA-LITE

MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON
MELOS
MIT
M&K
MONSTER
NAD

SONANCE
SONY ES
SOVTEK
STEWART
SUMIKO
SUNFIRE
TARGET

cICS
DISCOVERY
DWIN
FANFARE

NACRA
NAKAMICHI
NBS
NILES

TERK
THIEL
TRIAD
VANDERSTEEN

FAROUDJA
FORSELL
GENESIS

PIONEER ELITE
PREMIER
STANDS

VPI
AND OTHERS
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MANHATTAN
1221 LEXINGTON AVE
NYC. NY 10028
21 2-439.1900

VII,

The Choice Of
Home Entertainment
Connoisseurs
Since 1959

rl

arge-'

MON. WED. FRI. SAT 106
TUES. THURS 10-7
SUN 12-5 (OCT-MAY)
WHITE PLAINS
146 EAST POST RD
WHITE PLAINS NY 10601
914 -949-7500
MON.SAT 10-6
SUN 12.5 (OCT.MAY)

First Impression Music
HDCD

CZ
D
proprius

tIle .
Angels Are.
• Singing

Hush! The Angels Are Singing
CD -CFIM 001 $25.00

Sound

Great Romantic movie Themes
CD =CFIM 002 $25.00

Antiphone Blues
CD =CFIM 003 $25.00

The Proprius Sound
CD CFIM 004 $25.00

Audiophile Reference (Popular)
CD - CFIM 007 $25.00

IHDCD

r

Christmas Party
CD =CFIM 008 $25.00

I—CCD

Silent Night, Beautiful Night
CD -CFIM 005 $25.00

Audiophile Reference (Classical)
CD =CFIM 006 $25.00

Songs My Dad Taught Me
CD CAM 009 $25.00

Jazz At The Pawnshop
Complete 2CD Set
CD CFIM 012
CD = CFIM 013 $60.00

(rçd

Same as above but in super HDCD
CD =CFIM 014
I—CCD
CD =CFIM 015 $50.00
Patricia Barber -Cafe Blue
CD - CFIM 010 $25.00

A World of Love
CD CFIM 011 $30.00

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
Exclusive US Distributer
P.O. BOX 1905, SALINA, KS 67402-1905 •USA

TO ORDER CALL:

Shipping: $4.95 UPS Ground -$7.95 Airbor
Any size order in continental USA.

PHONE: (785) 825-8609 •FAX: (785) 825-0156

1-800-716-3553 ri—lisite

Building
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Revenant Records

T

there's aproblem between us, it's having
he record business often makes Fahey's management and booking.
for strange bedfellows. Take the
"He had managers who were old- to be organized for him. It's not amatter
odd couple of John Fahey and school folkies, and they weren't really of getting him to put things in his calenDean Blackwood, for example. A few interested in exposing him to the dar —he doesn't have acalendat He's not
years ago, Fahey's father died and left younger, more underground crowd ruled by the hours of the work week."
Fahey, of course, has been in the
that's interested in his music today."
him an inheritance.
As for Fahey's notorious reputation record business before, courtesy of his
"I suddenly noticed that Iwas blowing it very quickly," Fahey says from the for being difficult, Blackwood says some own Takoma label, which lasted from
1959 to 1981. That catalog, which conof it depends on who's doing the talking.
hotel where he lives in Oregon.
"He's abig teddy bear," he says with tains many gems from the Fahey canon,
"Instead of doing something sensible
with that money," Blackwood finishes chuckle. "But he's also not big on is now owned by Berkeley, California-based Fantasy Records.
the thought in aseparate inter"I dissolved Takoma because
view, "he wanted to open a e
everyone there started taking
record label."
cocaine," Fahey says in his own
Of all the independent record
off-handedly incredulous way. "I
labels to sprout up in recent
know Dean alot better. I've never
years, none has made abigger
gotten along with anyone as well
initial impression among record
in my life."
collectors and devotees of eclecA question about the philosotic music than Revenant Records.
phy behind Revenant sends
From the choices of new music
Fahey into paroxysms of laughter.
and reissues that they've chosen
"You can write, 'Ha ha ha, he
to release —everything from free
had ahard time stopping laughjazz to rockabilly — to the sine
ing,'" Fahey says. "If it's anything,
iar look of their packaging,
it's to try and keep away from the
Revenant has served notice right
mainstream. There's alot of great
from the start that they're aserialternative stuff out there."
ous if quirky venture. In fewer
When Fahey says "alternative,"
than adozen releases, Revenant Label exec John Fahey: Would you buy aless-than-mainstream
he's not talking about the nownow has one of the more interest- disc from this man?
meaningless marketing term that
ing catalogs in the business.
But how did asuccessful Nashville smarm, not big on posing. Ithink some refers to white kids with guitars gettin'
lawyer, loaded down with the responsi- of his bad reputation comes from the serious about rock stardom. No, by
bilities of afamily and career, get tan- people in the folk movement. In inter- "alternative" he still means "not the
gled up with one of the most legendari- views he's been asked alot of dumb mainstream." Take, for example, the
disc many consider to be Revenant's
ly strange and talented guitar players to
How did asuccessful
most intriguing release so far: American
ever mangle aRobert Johnson classic?
Primitive, VoLl: Raw Pre-War Gospel
Although he projects the straightNashville lawyer get
(1926-36) (Revenant 206). An incredilaced veneer of an attorney, Dean
bly evocative, voice-from-beyond-theBlackwood is a not-so-secret music
tangled up with one of
grave collection of remastered 78s,
fanatic from way back. In 1994 he
many of them literally one-of-a-kind
opened his own label, Perfect Records,
the most talented guitar
artifacts, the disc's 26 tracks include
which was and (intermittently) still is
such astonishing performances as
players to ever mangle a
devoted to reissuing less-than-main"Honey in the Rock" by Blind Mamie
stream music on new 78s. The Sun City
Robert Johnson classic?
Forehand, "This Time Another Year
Girls, the duo of rockabilly pioneer
You May Be Gone" by Rev. Edward
Charlie Feathers and recently deceased
delta bluesman Junior Kimbrough, and questions, asked to rehash his life. Claybom (The Guitar Evangelist), and
country wildman Hasil Adkins have all Besides which, he's never wanted to be "You Better Quit Drinking Shine" by
lumped in with that crowd, with the the Rev. LB. Ware with Wife and Son.
been subjects of Perfect 78s. In 1995
Blackwood decided to do adouble-78 folk Nazis. For John, they came to sym- There are also two cuts by "Elder J.J.
set of John Fahey's music, and in the bolize all the problems with Pete Seeger Hadley," an alias forced on Delta bluesman Charlie Patton by his record label.
process artist and entrepreneur struck and his ilk.
"When it comes to Revenant, we Like Patton, many of the artists on this
up an unlikely yet enduring friendship.
Soon Blackwood began taking over don't do anything we don't agree on. If disc also made secular blues records.
Stereophile, September 1998
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Only aselect few
of the thousands
of new music and
video products will
become classics.
Finding them is no
easy task, but you will
at Woodbridge Stereo/Video,

Hales Revelation 3

the audio/video technology expert. You'll get the guidance
you need to create the kind of entertainment experience
you've always wanted.
An excellent example of modern day classics are the Hales
Revelation Speakers. Exceptionally accurate and coherent with
an inviting smoothness, the Revelation may be the best value
in high performance speakers today. Starting at less than
$1,000 per pair.
Audio and video products, plus the highest levels of
customer satisfaction, for over twenty-five years.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

WOODIRIDGE
STEREO/VIDEO
751
Amboy Ave.
Woodbridge NJ • 732
1103 Bloomfield Ave. W. Caldwell NJ • 973
www.woodbridgestereo.com

636-7777
575-8264

Adcom •Aerial •Angstrom •Audio Research •Audioquest •Benz •Bryston •CAL •Chang •Classé
Definitive •Golden Tube •Graham •Hales •Lexicon •Lyra •Marantz •Marigo •Martin-Logan •Meridian
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Many of the tracks on this disc are so
fervent, they're scary; so vehement, you're
not sure if they're the work of the devil or
that othet more benevolent deity.
The CD booklet includes a long
essay, "American Quick-Fix Religion,"
in which Fahey discusses that dichotomy, then goes on to lay out his problems
with religion and, yes, with this record.
"It's fun to attack the record you're
putting out," he says
without alaugh. "Some
of that stuff (the gospel
tunes) is so phony. It's
pure emotion with some
structure but no logic.
"I hardly like anything
anyway," he says, affecting his best anarchist
tone. "I'm such asnob. I
don't like most of the
stuff on the label."
That last comment
draws aknowing laugh
from Dean Blackwood.
"Yeah, he's told me that
before too. Whatever I
say, he usually says the
opposite. He makes my
life easier. That's John."
It's easy for Fahey to
teasingly disparage Revenant discs, because it's
been Blackwood, not
Fahey, who's been the
moving force behind most
of the Revenant releases, particularly those
featuring new music and free jazz. In his
choice of acts, Blackwood can be almost as
cantankerous as Fahey.
Take Jim O'Rourke. A prolific musical force of many facets, O'Rourke has
worked with anumber of Chicago-area
bands — including
Red
Krayola,
Tortoise, and Gastr Del Sol — as aproducer, engineer, remixer, songwriter,
and player. Fahey counts him as afriend.
O'Rourke's Revenant disc, Happy Days
(Revenant 101), contains just the single
long title track, recorded in 1996 in his
Chicago studio, The Steam Room.
O'Rourke plays simple figures and
melodies on an acoustic guitar while an
army of hurdy-gurdys join in one by
one to build atowering drone behind
him. Depending on your tastes, it's
dreadfully annoying or bold and fascinating. Either way, it's definitely different from O'Rourke's more electronicbased work with Gastr Del Sol and others. It's also music for those who enjoy
listening on the edge.
Another disc that has "a limited audience" is Revenant's 1996 reissue of
Derek Bailey's Music and Dance
Stereophite, September 1998

(Revenant 201). A collaboration between
improvisational British jazz guitarist
Bailey and Japanese dancer Min Tanaka,
who can be heard moving in the foreground, this disc contains two pieces,
"Rain Dance" and "Saturday Dance."
Recorded in Paris in an abandoned forge
on July 4, 1980, "Rain Dance" is
enlivened by the rain that can be heard
pouring in through the leaking roof and

splattering on the floor. By any standard,
Bailey's playing is difficult and forbidding. Individualistic to afault —pitch and
meter are often indeterminate —this disc
is even less accessible than his duo work
with American saxophonist Anthony
Braxton. Music and Dance is the most
abstruse disc in the Revenant catalog.
Slightly less challenging is the next
Revenant release, Nefertiti, The Beautiful
One Has Come (Revenant 201). This 2CD 1962 live set by Cecil Taylor and his
trio of drummer Sunny Murray and
simpatico altoist Jimmy Lyons was originally released on Arista/Freedom and
later reissued by DA/Black Lion.
Although Omette Coleman gets all the
ink when it comes to "free jazz," Taylor
may truly be... well, freer. With eight
cuts — three of which clock in at over
10 minutes apiece — these discs contain
generous dollops of Taylor's patented
flights of innovation. But these, too, are
only for the adventurous.
Every record label, no matter how
large or small, eventually resorts to
some form of hype, and in most cases
hype is just hype. When it comes to The
Sun City Girls, however, it would be
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hard to exaggerate. One of Revenant's
quantum leaps forward came with the
release earlier this year of Salvador Kali
(Revenant 102), the new solo disc from
Sun City "Girl" Rick Bishop. It also gave
the label the opportunity to write
hyperbolic but true label copy like this:
"Relentlessly faceless these many years as
afounding member of mystery-cloaked
ethno-improv pioneers Sun City Girls,
Rick Bishop steps out
from behind the veil in
django-ized high style
with 9mostly improvised
solo paeans to the glories
of knighthood."
I've always considered
these world-music terrorists/amateur pharmacists
to be some of the most
rewarding, muddled, and
occasionally brilliant purveyors of astyle all their
own. Tunes like "Your
Bible Set Off My Smoke
Alarm," from the Girls'
1984 eponymous debut,
and albums like Dawn of
the Devi, remain classics of
an exterrestrial breed.
Here one of the Bishop
boys, guitar- and pianoplaying Rick (brother
Alan is the Girls' vocalist/
ranter), cuts loose on a
clutch of well-played,
often very accessible, all-instrumental
improvisations, most of which are
tinged by such world-music flavors as
flamenco ("Cadaques") and what
sounds like African highlife mixed with
over-amped balalaika ("Burning Caravan"). On the 14-minute-plus piano
piece "Al-Darazi," Rick Bishop mixes a
North African feel with melodies and
rhythms that would have been at home
as the soundtrack to a Rudolph
Valentino silent film. Jazz of the raccoon coat/porkpie hat variety informs
the short "Rose Room," while the closer, "Morelia," is soft and dreamy in a
"Sleepwalk" sort of way. Overall, avery
listenable disc.
When it comes to crossing gutbucket
blues and deliberately ragged, distorto
garage rock, few bands (I use the term
loosely) have ever hit the sleazy lowwater mark as well as Columbus,
Ohio's Gibson Bros. Words like "bent,"
"demented," "twisted," and "semi-competent" all apply here. The stuff is primitive for sure, but it's also real in agoodnaturedly obnoxious way. After the
demise of the Gibsons in 1993 (the
quartet had already become aduo by
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only copy in existence, or there are three
copies extant and all are in the same condition," Dean Blackwood says. "And no
matter what the condition, the original
recordings weren't high-fidelity anyway.
"Airshow are the guys who did the
PHOTO COURTESY MIKE SEEGER

1990), guitarist Don Howland formed
the Bassholes, who released two albums
on In The Red Records, the first of
which was this disc, Blues Roots
(Revenant 204). Joined by drummer
Rich Lillash, Howland howls and furiously strums an electric guitar through a
disc full of cracked, bluesy dementia,
but hits an easy, likeable groove in tunes
like "It's So Easy" and "Stack O'Lee and
Billy Lyons." In "Missing Linkster," an
instrumental filled with sharps and flats,
he's almost too grungy and down'n'out
for his own good. Some audiophile sensibilities may also be offended by this
disc's deliberately lo-fi recording quality.
As interesting as their few new
releases (and reissues of recent vintage
material) have been, the guts of the
Revenant label is its increasingly interesting collection of obscure blues and
country reissues. The first to gain notoriety, and the disc that virtually put the
label on the map, was Revenant's collaboration with Rich-R-Tone Records
of Gallatin, Tennessee to re-release in
their original form the earliest recordings of bluegrass icons Ralph and
Carter Stanley, also known as the
Stanley Brothers. The sudden interest
around this disc developed partly
because its release coincided with the
rediscovery and canonization of Ralph
Stanley, aprocess that recently culminated in Clinch Mountain Country, anew
2-CD set on Rebel Records featuring
Stanley and ahuge cast of special guests.
Although they always admitted that
they copied the sound and style of both
the Monroe Brothers and the Carter
Family, the pure, high harmonies of the
Virginia-born Stanley Brothers have a
unique timbre that's made them one of
bluegrass music's all-time most influential acts. Their first recordings were
made in four sessions for Rich-R-Tone:
three recorded between 1947 and 1948
in aradio station in Bristol, Virginia, and
the last in 1952 at astation in Pikeville,
Kentucky. For the Revenant reissue,
Stanley Brother's Earliest Recordings (Revenant 203), those 14 tracks — which
include their first hit, "The Little Glass
of Wine" — were taken from rare 78s
borrowed from collectors.
The remastering efforts are an integral part of the Rich-R-Tone story. After
the 78s are transferred straight to DAT
—many by Bruce Nemerov at Middle
Tennessee State University's Center for
Popular Music — the new DAT masters
are shipped to Airshow Inc. of
Springfield, Virginia and Boulder,
Colorado for remastering.
"With the 78s, many times it's the
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Country Blues, Jenks "Tex" Carmen's
Chippeha!, and Charlie Feathers' just
released Get With It.
The best-selling Revenant disc so far
(Blackwood estimates that they'll have
sold 10,000 by year's end) is the Dock
Boggs collection (Revenant 205). A
bootlegger, aviolent man who boasted
of murder, atormented soul who struggled mightily with his wife's strict
Baptist religion, Boggs was a white
Kentucky/West Virginia coal miner
who, in the 1920s, turned to playing
blues on the banjo. After cutting a
dozen 78s, Boggs gave in to his wife and
hung up his musical ambitions in the
early 1930s. He was rediscovered during the '60s folk boom, then faded back
into obscurity before his death in 1971.
In tunes like "Sugar Baby," "Down
South Blues," and "Pretty Polly,"
Boggs's earnest yet limited voice —
which does have an appealing twang —
and banjo picking create amusic like
no other. Unfortunately, several of the
78s, particularly "Will Sweethearts
Know Each Other?," were obviously in
bad shape; the sonics get alittle rough.
In addition to five alternate takes, here
issued for the first time, the package
Dock Boggs, ca. 1927
also includes four tracks by Boggs conrecent reissue of Harry Smith's American
temporaries Bill and Hayes Shepard.
Anthology ofFolk Music. They're real good The liner notes feature along essay by
at walking the line between leaving as
Greil Marcus.
"Package" is the right word for this
much music as possible while also
release —it's the only bound, book pack
extracting as much audio detail as can
in the Revenant catalog. But, like all the
be gleaned. The best part is, Idon't have
to tell them, 'Now, don't run it through
other releases, it was conceived by
Atlanta designer Jeff Hunt and executed
NoNoise.'"
by Susan Archie. The Revenant releases'
stark, distinctive look has given the label
A bootlegger,
avisual element that, at least on the surface, unifies their catalog no matter how
aviolent man who
different the music that's inside. Like
boasted of murder,
the rest of the Revenant story, the label's
"look" is the result of acollaboration by
atormented soul who
its owners.
"Fahey and Ihad some general ideas
struggled mightily with
about the look," Blackwood says. "We
wanted the look of books on ashelf
his wife's strict Baptist
from the same publisher — something
more interesting to hold in your hand
religion—Dock Boggs
than ajewelbox. Lots of negative space
was awhite coal miner
and very little writing."
The negative-space concept is never
who, in the 1920s,
more apparent than on the bare white
cover of Chippeha!, acollection of mateturned to playing blues
rial by West Coast singing cowboy
Jenks "Tex" Carmen (Revenant 207).
on the banjo.
Born in North Carolina of Cherokee
heritage, Carmen moved to California
Remastering by Airshow has been a after 'WW H, where he made adozen
big factor in the latest trio of Revenant recordings for Hollywood-based 4Star
Records. He also landed apermanent
releases, which rescue very obscure
spot on Town Hall Party, acountry-music
American originals: Dock Boggs'
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Feeding Your System From The Sewer?

The folks at Lightspeed said it best... "If AC power were

water, your components would be drinking from asewer".
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television show, and in the early '50s tinctive rockabilly artists ever. Tunes
briefly recorded for Capitol. Both the 4 like "Defrost Your Heart" (his first Sun
Star and Capitol recordings are includ- single), the hit-that-shoulda-been:
ed on Chippehai, as are three tracks "Tongue-Tied Jill" (Sun chief Sam
Phillips thought it made fun of adisCarmen cut for a1957 US Air Force
ability!), and the definitive, reverbradio show.
Like Boggs, Carmen had both an drenched classics he later recorded for
idiosyncratic voice and an uncommon King ("One Hand Loose," "Can't
instrument: the Hawaiian steel guitar, Hardly Stand It"), show ol' Charlie to
or aregular guitar slung horizontally be the archetypal rockabilly cat.
No one's ever done the rockabilly
and played Hawaiian-style. Universally
CHARLIE FEATHERS
GET WITH IT
ESSENTIAL RECOIDIN GS 'IOLA AA

branded by friends and foes alike as a
less than stellar musician and singer —
the liner notes are full of hilarious
quotes — Carmen had acharisma that
outshone his many faults as amusician.
In tunes like "The Artillery Song" (aka
"When the Caissons Go Rolling
Along"), "Hillbilly Hula" (which he
sings in Cherokee), and "Dixie Cannonball," Carmen's voice and playing
slip in and out of tune with unnerving
regularity. He had little or no sense of
time or rhythm, and the concept of
structure was practically foreign to
him. Still, like alot of Revenant discs,
this is music like you'll never hear anywhere else.
The latest Revenant release is the
label's most ambitious project so far: a
two-disc set devoted to the music of
overlooked Sun Record star and
singer/songwriter/guitarist Charlie
Feathers. Get With It (Revenant 209)
features one disc of music previously
released on Sun, King, Meteor, and
other labels, asecond CD of 21 unreleased tracks from many different
sources, plus written tributes from a
quartet of distinguished writers: Nick
Tosches, Peter Guralnick, Jim Dickinson, and Colin Escott.
Whether or not Feathers should
have been the star that Elvis became is
still up for debate. However, this collection clearly shows that the man was
there in the very beginning, and that he
remains one of the first and most disStereophile, September 1998

hiccup better than Feathers. Tunes like
"When You Come Around" invite the
inevitable Elvis comparisons, yet
Feathers holds his own. The disc of
unreleased material includes Sun outtakes, a number of obscure homerecorded demos, and two cuts from
Feathers' late-'60s cross-cultural duets
with bluesman Junior Kimbrough.
Except for some of the demos, the
sound on this set is as resolute and
dimensional as any of the Revenant
releases so far.
So far? According to Dean Blackwood,
there are plans to release anew disc of
Fahey's own work as well as reissues by
Captain Beeflieart (a boxed set), Roscoe
Holcolm, and possibly the eerie pre-war
steel-guitar duo of Tom Darby and
Jimmy Tarlton. Asked about his expectations for the future, Blackwood laughs.
"Realistic to none. The idea is to
keep the label afloat and find new projects without losing too much money.
I'm more acollector of music than a
record collector. Iwant to find the best
sound quality for the material that we
want to put out."
As for Fahey, well, deep thinking is
not part of the equation. His motivations are predictably ...looser.
"We're going to put out anew John
Fahey record soon," the guitarist says,
growing audibly antsy. "It's avant garde,
cutting edge, castration edge. I'm forming anew band called The Oklahoma
City Experience. Igotta go..."

The people 1
with the
best sound
systems
in the world
listen to
Steve Davis.
Why? Because he listens to them. Gets
to know them. Learns their musical
tastes, their priorities, their budgets.
So when Steve makes recommendations, his customers trust
his advice. They
know they're
getting the best
equipment for
their needs. Sound
good? You bet it
does. And your system
will, too. Just
listen to
Steve.
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Type 1.1 Interconnect
"Neutral. detailed. very fast, alive, exciting.
with areally big solimIstage. plenty of wellcontrolled Amp bass. ahumpless midbass. and
asomewhat leaner midrange than sonic cables.
and airy. open highs."
-Jonathan Scull. Stereophile, April 1996
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Only $625/meter pair
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Tye 5.1 Speaker Cable

...The entire bass range was as close to perfect
"There was also that as expected XL0 sense of
as I've ever hears froni acable...The upper
immediacy and those lightening quick leadingmidrange and treble...were completed grainless
edge transients-hallmarks of Roger Skoffs
cables. The X1.0 Signature is an exciting cable..." and free of brightness or other artifacts."
-Jonathan Seuil, Stereophile. April 1996
-Jonathan Scull, Stereophi/e, April 1996
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Building on ihe
'I1Sely popular Referent eseries. Referent e 2 sets a new st
lard entirely! Smoother. more extended
highs, increased bass authority. impact and control. improved imaging. focus and so tttt dstaging are all hallmarks of
Reference 2. These sonic inprorements hare resulted from adv
•ements in co,inemtor design and winding geometry for
interconnects and improved teems 'formers" for speaker cable amongst other things. Radical
"•improvements at a
very modest cost increase -Excellence that users of XL0 hare conic to expect
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Lab-grade copper, "Humbuck" winding and all
teflon insulation & dielectrics are all hallmarks
of Reference 1A. Superb for all analog
connections where maximum transparency
is apriority.
S:1:10/meger pair

Reference 4A Coax Digüal

Hard to believe, but Reference 4A actually
improves upon the legendary Type 4. Ideal for all
digital audio (CD transports, DACs. LD, DVD, etc)
and (14.dtal video (Component Video) connections
where speed, resolution and dynamics are key.
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Reference 5A Speaker Cable

Performance improvements and enhanced
flexibility over the renowned Type 5, at avery
modest price increase ($10/0). Arguably the
world's finest value in ahigh performance
speaker cable.
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XL4rs AMAZING ULTRA SERIES
XLO Ilea is quite possibly the finest series if
lionhile-grade affinylable cables in the world.
Utilizing virtually the same geometry, insulators and dielectrics as the world famous Reference
and Signature series. Ultra maximizes the (imam of 99.994% copper and teflon. Compare them
to any other
firchwers cables at up to three tittles the price and prepare to be
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neutrality at an affordable price.
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Identical to the critically acclaimed Type 4
except that it uses 4N copper instead of 6N.
Great choice for all high-tech digital connections.
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Sound City is excited to announce the arrival of the incredible PT
Series, an affordable line of audiophile-caliber speakers. The CES
debut of the PT Series was met with jaw-dropping amazement as
consumers could not believe that this level ofperformance was
attainable for under $2000/pair. At less than $8U0/pair for any
model, Platinum PT Series sets anew standard in the industry.
Audition these today and prepare to be astounded!
Platüttun PT-801
Bookshelf7Rear Surround Speakers

The smallest of the PT Series, but only in size, not sound quality. The PT-801 is ashorter
version of the PT-806 utilizing one 7" midbass driver and retaining the front port. It is a
perfect mini-monitor or rear surround speaker and also deceptively heavy (and well
braced) at 22 tbs. each. (Stands optional. Call for inicing)
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Malin:an PT-806
BookshelfiCenter Speakers

No room for afloor standing speaker? No Problem! Using the same driver compliment
as the PT-808, the PT-806 provides akiller alternative for those with limited floor space.
Magnetically shielded for (lose placement to aTV monitor or for horizontal orientation
as arenter channel speaker. Additionally. the PT-806 is front ported to allow near wall
or shelf placement. (Stands optional. Call for pricing)

Only $599/pair
oi• $299 each

Platinum PT-808
Floorstanding Speakers

2.5-Way tri-ported speaker utilizing 2-7" midbass drivers and a1" titanitun dome. With
incredible transparency and impressive bass capability, the PT-808 makes agreat stereo
pair for musicarreleroduction and its magnetic shielding makes it perfect for home theater.
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Sovereign Hi Fi 4
1
-Shelf modular component rack.
Audiophile grade rack combining
heavy gauge 2- sq. steel tubing with
.5" New Zealato ILake Pine NMI'
shelves. The ultimate expression of
Lovan's trisolation ,) ',tens provides
damping. support & durability.
DIMENSIONS:
36H x24.25"W x20.5D
Internal Clearance:
7"H x20"W x18.5"D

Orig. $549

NOW $179

4-Shelf taller, modular rack with
identically sized shelves. Design
and construction are the same as
the Sovereign Hi-Fi except for the
taller shelves (10" usable height).
The ultimate rack for tithe-based
systems or any situation where
maximum space is essential.
DIMENSIONS:
48"H x24.25"W x20.5"D
Internal Clearance:
1011 x20"W x18.5"D

«mum

Orig. $439

NOW $379

4-Shelf taller. modular rack with
identically sized shelves. Design
and construction are the same
as the Classic II except for the
taller shelves (10" usable height).
Great for tubed amplification
or any other tall components or
tho ,srequiring extra ventilation.
DIM ENSIONS:
5011 x23.7"W x19.5"D
Internal Clearance:
10"H x23.7"W a19.5"D

*All Models are
Available in Satin
Black and Rosewood

Reference A/V Rack
Orig. 9649

NOW $519

Orig. $5-19

NOW $179

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE. PLEASE CALL!
Call 1..80004321,0007 To Order
othe.- Inquiries Call 973•627•0083
S411Mil• itrands Available In Store ONLY

Only $799/pair

Harmony has brought the
Itcaut) and durability of titanium
anti rir•ewood to alevel that's
affordable to everyone. Shelves
available in rosewood or dark grey.
DIMENSIONS:
39.5"H x21"W x16"D
Clearance:
NOW
6.75"H x17.5"W x16"D
$179

Sovereign THi Fi

esznimei

4-Shelf modular rack with
individually spiked shelves and
Lovan's paiented -tri•olation"
system. Triangular i•sslation
coupled with welded •teel
construction and MIll dielves
results in arack ails •uperior
damping. Available with black
or 18 Kt. gold plated accents and
tillable for improved damping.
DIMENSIONS:
32.5"H x23.7"W x19.5"D
Internal Clearance:
6" or 7.8"H x20.25"W x17.25"D
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Combines the flexibility of
an Audio/Video rack with
the quality and finish of the
audiophile Reference Rack.
Height: 21" •Weight: 105 lbs
ONLY $475
Top shelf: 42"W x22.5"D
Available in
Middle Shelf: 35.5"W x21.5"D
rosewood or high
Spacing under middle shelf: 10" Ow. !dark lacquer
Reference Hark
't he Reference Hack consisI ,
of 70 lbs of heavy metal tul 'I
decouplin« for (-itch shelf.
sandfillabre pillars, abull's eye
spirit level and an exquisite
rosewood or black lacquer fmi,11
Available in a5shelf version.
DIMENSIONS:
34"H x26"W x19"D
Top shelf: 26"W x19"D
25
Middle shelf: 19"W x17"DS5 -1-Slielt
Space htwn shelves: 7"-13.75" 5-Shelf $625
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David Lewis Audio

We Specialize in
2Channel Music Systems
includes Analog (10 turntables on display)
and Vacuum Tubes (20 tubed amps on display).
including Single Ended & Triode types.

KICK ASS SOUND REQUIRES A
KICK ASS SPEAKER
PRESENTING THE NEW MONTANA KAS
Frequency Range:
X-over Points:
Power Handling:
Efficiency:
Size:
Weight:

20Hz -22000Hz
80Hz/500Hz/4000Hz
900 Watts Continuous, 2700 Watts Peak
94db
67 1
/"h x 19"w x21 1
2
/"d
2
420 lbs/ea. (Shipping wt. 1000 lbs/pair)

MSRP $27,500 pr

New Arrivals

6Montana models from
$2000 to $55,000.
We have them all!

•Acoustic Energy AE-5
•Basis 1400
•Cary CAD-2A3SE
•JM Lab Utopia
•Koetsu Urushi
•Monitor Audio Studio 60
•Pass Labs DAC

LOUDSPEAKERS

T
HE P
ERFECT O
LENO OF A
RT ANO S
CIENCE

•VPI TNT 4
•Wadia 830 & 27i/270

Plus LS3/5A Subwoofer
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

• FANFARE FM
•GRAAF

•AIR TIGHT
•ALTIS
•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

•GRADO
•GRAHAM
•JADIS

•AUDIOLAB

•JM LAB

• BASIS
• BEL CANTO
• BENZ-MICRO

•KIMBER KABLE
• KIMBER SELECT
• KLYNE

•CARY

• KOETSU

•MAGNUM AUDIO
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
• MICHELL
• MICROMEGA
• MONITOR AUDIO
• MONTANA

•NITTY GRITTY
•PASS LABS
• PLATINUM
•PLINIUS
• PROMETHEAN

•SPENDOR
•STAX
•SYNERGISITC
•TRANSFIGURATION
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL

•MORDAUNT SHORT

•REGA RESEARCH
• ROGERS
•ROGUE AUDIO

• MUSE
• NAD

•SILTECH

•WAVELENGTH

•SONUS FABER

•YBA

• MORCH

David Lewis Audio

•VPI
•WADIA DIGITAL

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
JIMMY D. LANE: Legacy
APO 2005 (CD). 1998. MD. Tr: 60:02
HUBERT SUMUN: IKnow You
APO 2034 (CD). 1998. AAD. TT: 56:50
Both: Joe Hadey, Chad Kassem, prods.; Michael C.
Ross, eng.

ast year, Chad Kassem invited
Stereophile's Music Editor, Robert
Baird, and me to Chicago to witness these two recording sessions.
"We're going to record some really good
stuff," he claimed. "You'll kick yourself if
you miss it." Unfortunately, the scheduling necessities of amonthly magazine
prevented either of us from making it,
but Chad was right—they recorded
some really good stuff. I've been kicking
myself for missing it ever since.
Hubert Sumlin was Howlin' Wolfs
guitar player — he joined the Wolf for
his (Wolf's) first Chicago recording session for Chess Records, and Sumlin's
slashing guitar was integral to the power
and menace of the Wolfs best recordings. On IKnow You, Sumlin himself
sings, and, while obviously abluesman
to his soul, he's no Howlin' Wolf. But
he is Hubert Sumlin, and he delivers the
goods guitaristically in song after song.
This is the real deal, and, as their
AudioQuest recordings have led us to
expect from producer Joe Harley and
engineer Michael C. Ross, it's beautifully recorded.
To begin with, there's asense of real
space surrounding all the players, and
the sound is crisp and articulate, but
never too close in. There's alot of lowend growl here — ranging from Sumlin's throaty guitar tones to the burble of
David Krull's organ — but the sound is
balanced and natural, with a good
amount of brassy cymbal and sharp
string overtones as well.
Sumlin shares guitar duties with
Jimmy D. Lane, and the guitars dominate the proceedings but not the mix—
this is arecording of aband. Veteran
blues drummer Sam Lay and harpist
Carey Bell turn in performances of a
lifetime on this disc —never grandstanding, but delivering all the structure and
support that Sumlin needs to turn on
that hoodoo magic. The standout track is
Stereophile, September 1998

"I've Been Hurt," in which asmoky
blues stretches out while Sumlin shreds
the air with acouple of truly fine solos,
and then, after another verse, goes back
to the well for still more. Tasty indeed.
Even though Jimmy D. Lane's Legacy
was recorded in the same studio as I
Know You, with the same production
crew and most of the same musicians
(Per Hanson replaces Sam Lay on
drums), it couldn't sound more different.
"Little Jimmy" (Lane is the late Jimmy
Rogers' son, hence the nickname) is a
very different guitarist and favors alouder, more modern style —Legacy has the
sound of an album recorded at levels
close to the microphone meltdown
stage. But good, though.

Phillips

bass and aremarkable U-R-There presence. You can practically hear the air
pressure in the studio change when the
band cranks it up another notch. Damn,
Iwish I'd been there — but at least we
have these records.

CHESKY
THE SUPER AUDIO COLLECTION & PROFESSIONAL
TEST DISC
CHDVD171 (DVD-Video). 1998. David Chesky,
Norman Chesky, prods.; Nick Prout, music editing/mastering; Kevin Halverson, creation & production of test material. DDD. Tr: 60:55 (plus test

tones)

here's nothing else quite like The
Super Audio Collection &Professional
Test Disc. Of course, since there
are, at present, so few music-only 24bit/961(Hz DVD-Videos, that's apretty
safe statement. But even among the
new "Super Audio Discs," as Chesky
calls them, the SACPTD is unique: It is
both amusic sampler disc of more than
60 minutes of selections from Chesky's
catalog, and an industry tool containing
test tones aimed at digital product
manufacturers (the tones are recorded
with both 48kHz and 96kHz sample
rates). Afew of the test tones — for reference level and channel identification,
for example — would be of use to conLane has the blues in his blood—he sumers as well. But most are based on
grew up with cats like Sumlin, Johnny what manufacturers will need in the
Littlejohn, Robert Junior Lockwood, designing of hardware — like the imMuddy Waters, and Howlin' Wolf jam- pulse trains, which will essentially be
ming in his living room. But he owes his of use only to filter designers. [Be mindallegiance to younger players such as ful that these tones are only accessible via an
Buddy Guy, Albert Collins, and, above on-screen menu on aTV— you can't play
them using aDVD player's track advance
all, Jimi Hendrix. He plays the blues, all
right, but his brand is amped up and all- controls.— Ed)
Muse's Kevin Halverson, who
out. Fortunately, he has enough taste to
pull it off—and where he doesn't, he's designed and authored the test-tone
got the chops to make it work. This is a section of the disc, said, "Some of the
great record to accompany your air guitar. signals were provided at the request of
It also has acouple of very touching Chesky, the others are there because I
moments, as Lane's dad joins him on thought they should be. Idon't necestwo cuts —not only the last recordings sarily consider it afull complement of
Rogers made, but the last times he held test signals, but it's all the ones Iconsidaguitar. Lane is also joined by Sumlin er necessary as astarting point — and
on Wolfs classic "Big House," another since it's apretty complex navigation
task and it's also expensive to do, Isusmagic moment.
The sound is close and up-front, but pect it will be the only tool of this sort
remarkably clear, with deep, impactful for some time to come."
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Even if you don't intend to be designing DVD players, the SACPTD is worth
having, if only to be exposed to the 60
minutes of 24/96 music the Cheskys
have selected.' In my opinion, the difference between the 16-bit/44.1kHz
CDs and the Super Audio Disc is dramatic. Samplers like this one give everyone achance to hear this new format
with awide range of music. (While two
channels of 24/96 are written into the
DVD-Video standard, many players
downsample to 48kHz before conversion. A few — a couple of Pioneers,
Denons, and several others — do not.)
The disc starts with Sarah K's stone
funk cover of the Commodores' "Brick
House." It pretty much presages what's
to come on the rest of the cuts: There's
more sense of space and far more presence than was apparent on the CD, the
bass is far better (both in quality and
quantity), K's voice has a real body
behind it, and the guitar is most palpably in the listening room, not somewhere else. If listening to your hi-fi is
akin to having awindow on the original
event, then 24/96 playback brings a
breath of fresh air to that analogy by getting rid of the glass separating you from
that event — it's not that there's more
there, you're more there.
Or the musicians are more here—as
the next track, Livingston Taylor's rendition of Stevie Wonder's "Isn't She
Lovely," brought home with disconcerting emphasis. After laying down an
instrumental intro, Taylor begins to
whistle — a sound that, on the Super
1It is important to remember that while aD/A converter may be specified as accepting 24-bit data words,
the actual resolution is currently limited by the device's
noise floor to around 18-20 bits, depending on the circuit implementation, which in turn will depend on
how much money the design engineer has been
allowed to throw at the player. However, my own listening tests, in which Iexperimented with nuncating
high-resolution data to the CD standard's 16 bits, left
me convinced that even 18 -20 true bits of definition
are well worth having. Add the improvements in image
palpability brought by the doubling of the sample rate
to 96kHz (see the June '98 issue's "As We See It,"
VoI21 No.6, p3), and you have an intrinsic digital quality that leaves Cl) standing in the dust.
Stereophile, September 1998

Audio Disc, was so without artifice, I
nearly fell off my sofa as my fight-orflight impulse kicked in, screaming
"Danger! Intruder!"
Icould tell similar stories about most
of the other tracks —one each from Jon
Faddis, Babatunde Olatunji, Dave's True
Story, the Jon Basile Quartet, and David
Chesky, as well as an additional Sara K
and two from Rebecca Pidgeon — but
I'd mostly be covering the same territory: better acoustics, realer instruments,
far more presence. Instead, I'm just
going to say that if you have a96k-capable DVD-Video player and any interest
in what a superior recorded standard
can sound like, pick up this sampler.
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CLASSIC

Jill

JOHN LEE HOOKER: Mr. Lucky
Pointblank/Charisma/Classic DAD 1007 (DAD).
1991, 1998. Roy Rogers, prod.; Allen Sides, eng.
ADD. TT: 47:28
SAM PHILLIPS: The Indescribable Wow
Virgin/Classic DAD 1009 (DAD). 1988, 1998. TBone
Burnett, prod.; Rik Pekkonen, eng. ADD. TT: 34:36
ZOOT SIMS & AL COHN: Either Way
Zoot Sims, Al Cohn, tenor sax; Mose Allison, piano;
Bill Crow, bass; Gus Johnson, drums; Cecil "Kid
Halley" Collier, vocals
Classic DAD 1008 (DAD). 1961, 1998. No prod., eng.
credited. ADD. TT: 36:16
CHRIS WHITLEY: Dirt Floor
Messenger/Classic DAD 1010 (DAD). 1997, 1998.
Craig Street, prod.; Danny Kadar, eng. ADD. TI":
27:28
All four: Kevin Halverson, digital preparation.

hough originally recorded in analog, these four discs are two-channel 24-bit/96kHz recordings on
DVD, converted to digital at that rate —
and Classic calls them DADs (Digital
Audio Discs) rather than the SAD used
by Chesky. Confused? You ain't seen
nothin' yet!
Mr. Lucky, from 1991, teams John Lee
Hooker up with around sampling of his
friends and admirers — Robert Cray,
Carlos Santana, Ry Cooder, Van
Morrison, John Hammond, Keith
Richards, and Johnny Winter — each
joining the grand old man for asong
(except for Hammond, who gets two).
In one sense, it's kind of amixed bag,
but Hooker is no shrinking violet; his
personality dominates each variation.
Hooker, in my opinion, is best solo
or, at the most, with minimal accompaniment — as he is on Rhino's 1991 The
Ultimate Collection: 1948-1990 (Rhino
R2 70572). Despite playing electric guitar, Hooker — even in 1948, when he
made his first records—has always
been athrowback to an earlier kind of
blues. He specializes in single-chord
(well, sometimes two chords) droning
blues based on those of his mentor,

Notes

Charlie Patton, and has what they call
an "unorthodox" sense of rhythm.
Adding other musicians has always
tended to dilute the full dose.
That's true to some extent on Mr.
Lucky—the record would have been
darker and fiercer had producer Roy
Rogers (the slide guitarist, not the late
cowboy) just set Hooker down in front
of the microphones and turned him
loose. But that might have been too raw
for mass audience appeal, and to some
extent, Isuspect that Mr. Lucky, like the
similarly structured The Healer, was
intended as apension-generator by the
famous fans who participated on it. If
they felt beholden to Hooker, there's
good reason — his boogie shuffle blues
cut the template for an awful lot of
rock'n'roll.
This disc has good sound —it's cleanly (some might say slickly) recorded,
with Hooker's voice and guitar prominent in the mix, although it is multimiked, with little apparent sense of
depth. The DAD sounds more open
and less claustrophobic than the original

CD, with spectacularly vivid bass. Ihesitate to make too much of this, but Mr.
Lucky, like the other DADs and
Chesky's demo disc, exhibits a"rightness" in terms of pitch that Ihaven't
ever experienced on CD or even LP,
and which, Ireckon, leads to my sense
that they sound "real-er" — or, at least,
more like the master tape. And, Ishould
add, timing seems better too, more certain and less hesitant. The sample of
DADs is still too small, and my time
with such discs is still somewhat limited,
but Ilook forward to testing this feeling
as more become available. Kevin Halverson says there will be another 40 or
so DADs in the works by the time you
read these words.
The Indescribable Wow was Sam
Phillips' first secular record (she'd
recorded The Turning for Myrrh Records
as Leslie Phillips), and it was produced
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Quarter
by her husband, T Bone Burnett.
Burnett and Phillips hark back instrumentally to classic girl-group rock, but
Phillips' songs, sung in a Blossom
Dearie-ish little-girl voice, aren't just
doggerel — they're complex and involved. The sound here is close-miked
and up-front, with more than ahint of
brightness, but Iseem to recall the original release sounding that way too. Even
so, the instruments sound stunningly
real and—memory may be playing
tricks on me here, as Ihaven't heard the
original since it was released in 1988 —
Phillips' voice sounds less cloying and
disembodied than it did on the CD. If I
seem ambivalent, it's because I'm not a
fan. If you are, this one should tell you a
lot about the viability of the DAD on
"ordinary" (read: nonaudiophile) releases.
Zoot Sims and Al Cohn's Either Way
has just about the most spectacularly
realistic-sounding tenor saxes I've ever
heard, although too much of it is devoted to the undistinguished singing of
Cecil Collier. However, where Collier
isn't present we have some classic tenor
battles, such as "The Thing" and "I'm
Tellin' Ya"— that's the crux of the biscuit,
and the reason to return to this one time
and again. That, and the relatively novel
experience of hearing Mose Allison as an
accompanist in a band setting. Instrumental textures are scarily spot-on, especially the cymbals, which have the shimmer and sizzle of real brass.
Chris Whitley writes songs that seem
bluesy-rootsy on first acquaintance, but
on closer examination are just alittle
more studied and calculated. You could
consider this asign of his art, as most
critics did when reviewing his debut
disc, Living With the Law (Columbia KC
46966). Itend to think it's artifice. These
songs have the air of received wisdom
rather than the lived-in variety —sort of
like the difference between Springsteen
singing about Tom Joad and singing
about growing up in New Jersey.
Whitley has aweathered voice that's
been seared by way too many cigarettes
and too much straight whiskey — it's
rough, chesty, and deep. He accompanies himself on a'31 National steel guitar, or banjo in places, while stomping
on the floor for rhythmic effect. He's a
solid, if never flashy, guitarist, employing unusual tunings and interesting
intervals.
Din Floor was recorded in one day, live
to two-track on astereo ribbon microphone. It's audio vérité in the thrilling
way it captures Whitley's voice and the
resonance of his National steel, but it also
has aslightly muted quality — there's a
Stereophile, September 1998

lot less air and resonance than Iwould
have expected from apurist approach.
Perhaps that's afunction of the microphone, or it could be the mike's placement. Whatever, rm less jazzed about
this disc than the other three, but Idon't
think that has anything to do with it
being aDAD —and .750 is one helluva
batting average in any league.
Please, sirs, may we have some more?

THE DOORS: The Doors
Elektra/DCC Compact Classics LPZ-2046 (LP), GZS1023 (gold CD). 1966, 1998. AAA/AAD. TF: 44:30
THE DOORS: Strange Days
Elektra/DCC Compact Classics LPZ-2045 (LP), GZS1026 (gold CD). 1967, 1998. MA/MD. Tr: 35:15
THE DOORS: Waiting for the Sun
Elektra/DCC Compact Classics LPZ-2049 (LP), GIS1045 (gold CD). 1968, 1998. AAA/MD. TT: 33:24
All three above: Paul A. Rothchild, prod.; Bruce
Botnick, eng.
THE DOORS: L.A. Woman
Elektra/DCC Compact Classics LPZ-2050 (LP), GZS1034 (gold CD). 1971, 1998. Bruce Botnick, prod.,
eng. AAA/AAD. TT: 49:02
Al. GREEN: Greatest Hits
Hi/The Right Stuff/DCC Compact Classics GZS-1125
(gold CD). 1977, 1998. Al Green, prod.; Willie
Mitchell, prod., eng. MD. TT: 56:25
JONI MITCHELL: Court and Spark
Asylum/DCC Compact Classics LPZ-2044 (LP). 1974,
1998. No prod. credited; Henry Lewie, eng. AAA.
TT: 36:58
All six: Steve Hoffman, remastering eng.
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ersonal confession time: The
Doors were my coming-of-age
soundtrack. Their first album
wasn't my first LP, but it was among my
first, and when Ilook back on the kid I
was then, sometimes Iconfuse my own
immaturity with the band's —and vice
versa. At 15, Ifound the Oedipal psychodrama of "The End" profound; now
it seems contrived and obvious. And at
15, someone actually had to point out
the corollaries between the building
tension of the organ solo in "Light My
Fire," with its mellow guitar interlude,
and the spasm and release of the sexual
act and its afterglow state. (Actual quote:
"I thought it might be about that!")
Nowadays, Ican only shake my head

Notes

and mirror John Atkinson's puzzlement
that all Jim Morrison could think of to
rhyme with "fire" (as in "C'mon baby,
light my fire") was, urn, "fire" (as in "try
to set the night on fire"). Ahh, the best
minds of my generation... and all that.
But my 45-year-old self's embarrassed intellectual response to the songs
of his youth went out the window the
moment Ibegan playing DCCs reissues, which — as music is wont to do —
bypassed my intellect and plugged
straight into my emotions. Even if Inow
"know" better, this music can still move
me. Does still move me.
Is The Doors the best-sounding of the
bunch, as Michael Fremer claims?
Could be, although L.A. Woman is pretty hard to beat. The band's first album,
at any rate, is well-served here by both
CD and LP. The sound is bold, natural,
and very, very dynamic —quiet, too, for
atape over 30 years old. How does it
compare with the original? Pretty well.
My original LP got most of its playing
years before Iwas an audiophile, and
probably shows its wear most in the
high frequencies —both the gold CD
and the reissued LP have better, and
much more extended, highs than my
gold-label EKS-74007. In most other
respects, the original pressing has held
up very well; but DCCs CD and LP are
System
The recordings reviewed in this
installment of "Quarter Notes"
were auditioned on the following
system:
LP playback: Linn LP12/Lingo/
Cirkus/Ekos/Arkiv.
CD playback: Audio Research
CD2/DAC3.
DDVD player: Denon DVD3000.
Preamplification: Linn Linto
phono section, Conrad-Johnson
ART preamplifier.
Power amplifier: Audio Research VT200.
Loudspeakers: B&W John
Bowers Silver Signature.
Cables: Siltech interconnects,
Black Orpheus speaker cables.
Accessories: CinePro PowerPro
20 line conditioner, Salamander
Synergy Stand, Sound Organisation two-tiered rack.
Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; chasmophilous
cat.
-Wes Phillips
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so quiet, my old Elektra vinyl won't be
getting much play now.
Strange Days never had quite the natural luster that the first album did; in
keeping with the theme of strangeness
all around us, it sounded much more
processed, and the songs were weaker.
The reissued LP has it all over my original — actually, the CD sounds alot better than the old LP as well. Have Ibeen
listening to a lemon all these years?
Could be: both DCCs have better
highs, far more silent backgrounds, and
beefier bass than the old 'un.
Ialways thought Waiting for the Sun
sucked. If, as an adult, I'm sometimes
embarrassed by Morrison's lyrics, I
knew — even at the age of 16 — that
lyrics like "Practice while the news is
read /Television children dead, unborn
living, living dead / bullet strikes the
helmet's head" were inane. Nor was the
sound satisfying — hard, hard, hard, and
cardboardy. DCC's re-mastered CD
hasn't improved matters much, although
it sounds somewhat fuller than my old
pressing. But the newly mastered LP is
awinner — at least sonically. The songs
still disappoint.
Ah, but L.A. Woman is the cherries!
DCC has pulled out all the stops in
packaging both the CD and the LP by
faithfully replicating the original cover
and inner sleeve, down to the clear plastic tipped-in window on the jacket and
the yellow inner sleeve with the band's
portrait. (The CD "booklet" is ascaleddown miniature of the album jacket—
very slick.) Morrison was at the height of
his powers, both as vocalist and lyricist:
The music is hypnotic, trancelike, and
Morrison was in the best voice of his
career. The sound is among the best of
all the reissues, if not the best: assertive,
dynamically rich, and possessing deep
bass. If you're going to buy only one,
make it L.A. Woman—or if you have
fewer doubts about your youthful indiscretions than Ido, buy 'em all. DCC has
certainly done right by the originals.
Speaking of the originals, these have
been previously reissued on CD by
Elektra, but don't go there. Those pale
imitations of the LPs' sound are nothing
at all like these reissues.
Al Green's voice is like liquid sex: It
can flow around any objection and
insinuate itself deep down into your
consciousness. All of his records on Hi
were worth hearing, but Greatest Hits is
flawless — an old roommate of mine
once said that the man who couldn't
score to Greatest Hits might as well buy a
white collar and join the priesthood.
Hoffman has once again done asuperlaStereophile, September 1998

tive job of mastering, although he
couldn't overcome the faults on the
master tape: the vocals are cut atrace
too hot, and compression was used to
even the whole tape our, there's the
occasional tape overload; and there are a
few other rough patches as well.
But none of that matters much to me.
Green's voice is so smooth — so personal — that my spirit just soars along with
it as he sings of love and... well, that's
about it, really. Green's passion here is
mighty akin to that in gospel music:
transformative and all-encompassing. A
few years after this record came out,
Green stopped singing secular music —
on The Belle Album, he'd sung "It's you
that Iwant, but it's Him that Ineed."
You need this CD.
Icame to Joni Mitchell late — Court
and Spark was the first of her albums that
made an impact on me, and I've always
loved the loping sound of the accompaniment Tom Scott, the Crusaders, and all
those other California jazz cats set
behind her songs. The sound on the reissue is extremely natural and unforced,
with marvelous bass extension and alot
of ait Appropriately, the vocals are rich
and luscious. Drums and percussion
really stand out here too — very crisp
and clean. And who couldn't love
Mitchell's homage to Lambert,
Hendricks, and Ross's "Twisted" — ably
backed by Cheech and Chong, to boot?
Court and Spark, too, gets aclassy DCC
packaging job: the reissue is faithful to
the first LP edition, down to the
embossing and expensive cover stock.
Another winner from Steve Hoffman,
and another must-have for the vinylloving Mitchell fan.

AUDIO/VIDEO
CABLES
&
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
L A T International, Inc has years of
experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands
Sonic equivalents of the high priced
brands at afraction of their price. LA T
demystifyies wire technology Ask for
explanation literature
8, MORE

COMPONENTS
CD players -solid state and tube
Pre-amplifiers -solid state and tube
Amplifiers solid -state and tube
Integrated amplifiers
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges
Speakers
& MORE

HOME THEATER
Video & Audio wire and cable

UNN
LS. BACH: Suites for Solo Cello, BWV 1007-1009

Transcribed for lute by Nigel North

Nigel North, lute
CRD 049 (CD). 1998. Lindsey Pell, Nigel North,
prods.; Philip Hobbs, eng. DOD. Tr: 63:50

II

ttakes aspecial talent to transcribe a
work for adifferent instrument or
group of instruments; even in skilled
hands, some works just don't travel well.
However, Nigel North has done amarvelous job of making Bach's Suites for
Solo Cello sound colloquially correct on
the lute without squandering any of the
charm they have as cello pieces. This is
apparently the fourth CD of Bach transcriptions that North has recorded for
Linn (VolA preceded VoI3, for some
reason), but it's the first I've heard.
Based on this disc, I'm going to have to

Speakers -free standing
Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands
& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for afree complete catalog of all
our Audio/video products that also
includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day. Fax 609 428 1832
AUDIO..'VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS A SUBSIDIARY OF

LATINTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC
317 PROV1NCETOWN ROAD CHERRY HILL NJ 08034
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PROUDLY PRESENTS...

VIRTUAL REALITY

by Von Schweikert Research, bringing to your home the true breadth,
space, and clarity of the live performance
Now Von Schweikert Research has combined years of loudspeaker design experience with revolutionary and evolutionary concepts in acoustics and electronics to create anew line of products for pure audio and audio/home theater applications. Starting with the now famous VR-4 and VR-4.5 and followed shortly thereafter by the VR-3 and VR-8, VR speakers
feature:
✓ Tweeters and midranges that operate in minimum baffle enclosures for maximum clarity and smoothness. The sound
is boxless and wide open.
✓ A woven, carbon fiber midrange main driver that minimizes colorations in the most vital part of the musical spectrum.
✓ Point-to-point, hand-wired crossover networks that harmonically blend all drivers to sound like asingle-element
speaker. The resulting sound is seamless.
✓ A new concept in loudspeaker design, the Global Axis Integrator Network, (GAIN) that optimizes the performance,
dispersion, and integration of all drivers in awide, 180 ° global axis. This dispersion pattern mimics the pickup pattern
of the recording microphone and launches the sound into your room in afashion that closely resembles the original
live performance. The result is aholographic image that really does justify the name Virtual Reality.
✓ Distributed Resonance Integration (DRI) that optimizes the performance of the two woofers in the upper end of their
response. This eliminates the resonances and muddy sound that mar the performance of so many other speakers. The
result is deep, powerful, clear bass that lets you hear the harmonic nature of each instrument.
Now VR has combined these advanced concepts with the special demands of home
theater speakers to create abrand new line of 10 A-V products. Choose from three
center channels, 3front speakers, and three surround speakers, and compliment
them, if desired, with an extraordinarily powerful and clear subwoofer to create
home theater that is, quite simply, the most stunning available.

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In very short
order, their tube and solid state designs have established BAT
as leaders in high end electronics design. Now their marvelous amps and preamps are joined by the brand new VKD5, aremarkable CD player featuring fully-balanced digital and
analog sections. Its music will flow into your ears.
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves
the impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power
for $980! A miracle!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of
much larger designs.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the longawaited Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-1 center channel and
VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.
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MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive
speakers, just as it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel,
Shear-water, and Heron have now been joined by acenter channel,
and asmall monitor. Starting at $895 per pair, the Meadowlark
speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theater
products. (Sorry, no mail order on Rotel.)
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN Their new line of three
home theater processors comes with Dolby AC-3, DTS, touch
screen remote, and that fabulous EAD sound, starting at the
unbelievable price of only $2,495. What adeal!
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at
affordable prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any
price. Come hear the new Kimber Select series, and prepare to be
stunned!

AMC •Arcici •Audioguest •Balanced Audio Technology •Black Diamond •CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste •Chang Lightspeed •[AD
Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kable •Lyra
Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •Melos •Monarchy •NAD •Nitty Gritty •Odyssey •Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB
Rotel •Runco •SME •Stewart Screens •Tannoy •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI
* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333

NIGEL NORTH, i
BACH ON THE Let

search out the others.
North, playing areplica of aGerman
baroque lute, manages to envision these
pieces as though they were written by
Sylvius Weiss, acontemporary of Bach's
and, arguably, the greatest lutenist of
that age. While surprising, this approach
is far more successful than more strictly
Bachian readings might have been.
These swing abit more for their distance from the originals.
The sound is quite good. The recording perspective is close, but there's a
goodly amount of room informing the
sound of the lute. The string tone is rich
and mellow, with just enough rapidly
decaying harmonics to sound real. This
one was even more of atreat for being
so unexpected.

ulary. Now Reich has returned to that
groundbreaking piece with long-time
partner and producer Judy Sherman —
and with stunning results. The new
recording reveals the work to be even
richer, deeper, gentler than the original
hinted at.
It's difficult to describe Music for 18
Musicians because, while it is highly
structured, it sounds free-flowing, almost as though it is unfolding in front of
you for the first time. Many people (my
wife among them) perceive it as mindnumbingly repetitive, but what startles
me each time Ilisten to it is how much
variety Reich has packed into adeliberately limited harmonic language. To me,
it sounds as natural as breathing.
Ithink that breath is integral to the
piece's appeal — like breathing, apulse

is at the core of the work, yet it is ebb
and flow, not merely mechanical repetiNONESUCH
tion, that moves the work along. But
even if breath isn't the motivic force
STEVE REICH: Music for 18 Musicians
Rebecca Armstrong, Marion Beckenstein, Cheryl
behind the work, it's safe to say that
Bensman Rowe, sopranos; Jay Clayton, alto, piano;
contradiction is. It seems repetitive,
Russell Hartenberger, Bob Becker, 11m Ferchen,
marimbas, xylophones; James Preiss, vibraphone,
even while it is constantly evolving; it
piano; Garry Kvistad, marimba, xylophone, piano;
sounds, to some, as though it is elecSteve Reich, marimba, piano; Thad Wheeler,
marimba, maracas; Nurit Titles, Edmund Niemann,
tronic, while using nothing but acoustic
pianos; Philip Bush, piano, maracas; Elizabeth Lim,
instruments; it appears simple, but is
violin; Jeanne LeBlanc, cello; Leslie Scott, Evan
quite complex. And in the new recordZiporyn, clarinets, bass clarinets
Nonesuch 79448-2 (CD). 1997, 1998. Judith
ing, it sounds, as it does in concert, stunSherman, prod.; John Kilgore, eng. ODD. Tr: 67:42
ningly beautiful.
Engineer John Kilgore has manusic for 18 Musicians was first aged to give 18 Musicians the (literal)
recorded almost 20 years ago breathing room it needs. Gone is the
on ECM. The music was parched sound of the ECM recording,
undeniably beautiful —defiantly tonal, and in its place is awork that blooms
lush, and startlingly gentle — but that into the space in which it was peroriginal recording was close and dry as a formed. (The Hit Factory? Really?)
bone. Having memorized that record- And that makes all the difference. The
ing, Iwas startled when Ifinally heard percussion instruments blossom now
Steve Reich and Musicians perform in rather than tinkle. The singers have
the large hall at the Brooklyn Academy bodies. The pianos ring and clang.
of Music in 1982: All those overtones The humanity has been restored to
made his music sound much richer than one of the most sumptuous composiits recordings —so much so that famil- tions of the last 30 years. Thank you,
iar pieces were transformed into newer Nonesuch; thank you, Ms. Sherman:
ones with afar greater harmonic vocab- thank you, Mr. Reich.
Stereophile, September 1998
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Marantz LV520
$595
$895
Acurus 200x3
$895 McCormack SST1
DAC1
S3E6
A100
5435
SCall
Adcom GFA 545 $295 Metronome
ARC VT150's
$5195 Parasound DAC 1000 $449
VT150 SE's
$8495 Proceed CDT/POP $1095
$995
Bedini 25-25
$395 Wadia WT3200
Analog

BAT VK-1000's
Bell 1001 MkIll
C-J MF-2200
Dynaco ST-70
410

$6995
$1495 AHT Non•Signature SCall
$1195 Basis Debut Gold $3995
Krell Phono
$495
$325
Ref. Phono
$795
$.
155
Linn LP-12
Kinergetics 202's $1495Kali
Krell MDA 300s $4495 Magnum-Dynalab $Call
$1695
Levinson 332
$4995 McIntosh MR 78
$269
Marantz SR880
$995 Music Hall MMF2
Nakamichi
RX202
$395
MBL 9010
$12995
NAD 614 NIB!
McIntosh MC 40's $1495$295
$95
MC225
$1055 Scott 3110 Stereo
T
$995
3001A
N.E.W. DCA-66 $1795andberg

Quicksilver 8417's $795 Teac A 4300
Rowland M5 Bal. $3495
X-3°°
Symphnc Lee Stratos $1295 Thorens TD160 Mk11
VAC Williamson
$995
TD166 Mk11
VTL 225 Dix w/Blue
Tri-Planar IVi or V
Bottle Tesla's! $2795 Walker Procenium
van den Hut
Pre Amps
Acurus RL-11
Adcom GTP-500
Audible Mod. 3A
Aragon Aurum
Aranov LS-9000
ARC LS-22
BAT VKSL
British Fidelity 2A
Bryston 11B
CAT SL1 Sig Mk11
SL1 Sig MkIll
C-J PF-2
PV-10A-L
Coda 02

$895 1=1
$3e Aton It
$1695 Apogee Caliper Sig.
Duetta Signature
$1095
$895 Audio Artistry Dvorak
$2295 S&W P-4
$3195 Dalquist D010
$195
$495

$3195
$Call
$895

$5$5
$995

Dennesen JC80 $1495
Electro-Comp EC-1 $795
Fosgate 4
$825
3A
$1395
Krell KRC
$3195
KRC -HR
$4195
MBL 4004

$1349

$395
$349
$149
$149
$Call
$Call
SCall
$1195
$1495
$1095
$4095
$795
$575

EPOS 25
$1395
Janis Sub w/1A
$795
KEF Reference 2 $1295
Klipsh 4.5
$549
Lumley 3.5
$995
Meadowlark Kestral $895
Sheousater
$1895
NHT 1.5 demo's
$449
Stax SRX-44 wiSRM-7 $195
Totem Tabu
$2395
Von Schweikert 4.5 $4195
Cables nthings
Audio0uest variety SCall
Kimber
$Call
Lovan
$Call
Marizo Pwr Station $395
MIT large vanety just in SCall
ZCenter
$1495
MusicMeter Sig 6' Bi SCall

McCormack TLC1 $625
Odyssey Tempest $1195
Parasoune P SP 1000 $449
Sonic Front.SFL-2 $1695
Diqit.11
NBS Master 5m XLR $3995
ArA DDE plus
$195 Puristmleus RaeSzéa $Call
A/A VRE V1.0
$395
Maxhus gm xl_FI
$395
DDS 1.1
$475 Transparent ReferenceXL
Adcom GOA 600 $449
1.5 m RCA
$1295
Allis Audio
SCall
l0.
sor
$Call
Aragon D2A2
$495
Ultra 8' spade $1195
CAL Delta
$495
Tice MBF 3
$549
Sigma
$325 UHOR Telarc etc.
$Call
Tempest
$
795 Valid Pts. Kit
$Call
Cambridge Audio $Call XLO 1.0 $m XLR
$125
C-J DR-1/DA-3 $1795
Sig 2.1 2m XLR
$595
THE TFTA PLEDGE
We promise you one of our caring and knowledgeable sonic holographers will take the time to help
you down your upgrade path or help you to locate
your dream piece. Weather you're looking to buy,
sell, or consign us your equipment, our staff of over
50 years combined experience will help you with
either analog or digital, tube or solid state, dynamic
or electrostatic: either on the phone, in our space.
or in cyberspace. Toys From The Attic, apleasant,
enlightening and professional experience.
And remember You're never too old to play with toys!
Sales Management position avail -please inquire.
Trades and
-; Consignments welcome gia. fia
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ELECTRONICS
"The PH-1 had incredible bass extension and
was capable of sorting out details íd never
heard in 20 years ofplaying this record."
"...its' packed with high-quality components."
"The PH-1 threw atight and tangible
soundstage filled with living, breathing space."
"The AcousTech was awinner when it came to
reproducing dynamic shadings."
— Wes Phillips, Stereophile, June 1998

"I have heard nothing better at less than
$4,000. In fact it is up there with the best at
any price."
Larry Kay -Fi Magazine
"Your Phono stage is brilliant! My most
humble respects to you both, RS c$ CK".
Jagdeep Singh -Singapore

"SonicalIv the unit is exceptional"
"This is the kind ofproduct that makes me feel
proud of the high end."
"...the PH-I is aSpartan-looking, intelligently
engineered, and very well built piece of
equipment..."
Wayne Garcia, Fi Magazine, May 1998

ww.acousticsounds.cont — To Order Call Acoustic Sounds at 1-800-716-3553

MCA
HEAVY

Wilson LPs & CDs Clearance Sal
tan—

VINYL

"Music erupts out of total silence from these
thick, 180-gram virgin vinyl discs with a velvety
smoothness, spaciousness and ultra-high resolution
that stuns even the most committed CD diehard..."
— Michael Fremer of Stereophile and The Tracking Angle
BUDDY HOLLY—Buddy Holly THE WHO — Who's Next

'War
DVO/IÁK

C mat
and
Pia»

jinaise

e

e

•Ss
•

1/001.011

Debussy &Brahma
Sonatas
LP=AWIL 8722 $8.99
CD=CWIL 8722 $8.99

Pieces For Clarinet and
Plano Schumann/
Brahms
CD=CWIL 9128 $6.99

111/INC11+1C0 TIll0
ohm.
11.1,11.11,
euemert....

11.4.0 1100

Roger Drinkall/ Dian
Baker Duo/ "Fantasies
&Finesse"
LP=AWIL 9432 $10
CD=CWIL 9432 $6.99

Francesco Trio/ Dvoral
Piano Trio Op. 90/
Dumky
CD=CWIL 8416 $6.9

ciucJioquest
Pick any 5LPs for
AMCA-11161

$30

BUDDY GUY — IWas
Walking Through The Woods

AMCA-11165

$11.99

AMCA-11164

$40

DAVE MASON —
Alone Together

AMCA-11319

$11.99

The following AudioQuest albums are pressed
on 180 gram virgin vinyl at RTI and mastered
by Bernie Grundman. All have great sound.
AADQ 1019 Les Arbuckle Quartet /No More No Les

$7.50

AADQ 1020 Rob Mullins Band /One Night in Houston

$7.50

AADQ 1022 Larry Willis Sextet /ATribute To Someone

$7.50

AADQ 1023 James Newton Octet /Suite for Frida Kahlo

$7.50

AADQ 1024 Mokave /Afrique

$7.50

AADQ 1025 The Edward Simon Group /Beauty Within

$7.50

AADQ 1026 Bruce Katz Band /Transformation

$7.50

AADQ 1028 Kei Akagi /Mirror Puzzle

$7.50

'net° vtioy

The Riverside Tenor Sessions

Limited Edition Box Set rom Analogue Productions
I
°us

MON K

EILAcK HAwi(

Despite various reissue formats over several decades, the
seven original LPs contained in THELONIOUS MONK —
THE RIVERSIDE TENOR SESSIONS stood perfectly well on
their own at the time of initial release and remain among the
highest achievements of atruly golden age. Recorded and
released between 1956 and 1961 these seven Monk combo
albums were critical in Monks emergence from adecade of
ridicule and neglect to his status at the pinnacle of the jazz
pantheon. In addition to some of his best recorded piano
performances and more than two dozen of his profoundly
personal compositions, these albums provide an overview
of the era's major tenor saxophonists. with contributions by
Sonny Rollins. Coleman Hawkins. John Coltrane. Johnny
Griffin. Charlie Rouse and Harold Land. Max Roach, Art
Blakey, Roy Haynes and Thad Jones are among the other
jazz immortals featured on the essential Brilliant Corners.
Monks Music, Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane.
Thelonious in Action. Misterioso. 5by Monk by 5and
Quartet Plus Two at the Blackhawk ... Like the Miles Davis
quintet records contained in Analogue Productions' MILES
DAVIS QUINTET: THE GREAT PRESTIGE RECORDINGS.
these Monk albums are among the pinnacle of the LP art —
and they have never sounded better
LP

AAPJ 037 (7LPs) S250.00IMR!'":11
peo'

CD =CAPJG 037 (7CDs) $250.00

Li

Also available on CD
.4•q•À4aike.abik>.;ireirimi:,

Get an earful of the blues!
Two

tasty recordings from Analogue Productions Originals
Hubert Sumlin

JintilLane

Over a25 year span, Hubert and
Howlin' Wolf recorded aslew of
acknowledged blues classics.
Surrounded by old friends such a
fellow Wolf bandmate Sam Lay and the
great Carey Bell, IKnow You is 100%
pure, unadulterated wild and wooley
Hubert.
"The Guitarists' Guitarist!" —
Living Blues

Luyaby
Jimmy D. Lane's
incendiary guitar prowess
and powerful vocals are
backed by an all star group
featuring Carey Bell, Hubert
Sumlin, Per Hanson and
Sam Lay. Jimmy D.'s
father, Jimmy Rogers, also
loins his son and plays in
what were to be his very
last recorded performances.

LP =AAPO 2004 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2004 $16 00

"Jimmy D. Lane moves directly to the front ranks of those who will
take the /,lues into the next century." —Living Blues

.1«llis
t =sidings
i

Jimmy D.
Lane

LP = AAPO 2005 $25.00

CD = CAPO 2005 $16.00

of Jimmie Lee Robinson and Little Hatch soon to be released

Order from these 2 pages by calling

800-716-3553!
SHIPPING: $4.95 — UPS Ground
$7.95 — 2-Day Airborne
Any size order In the continental U.S.

I t

I
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 1905, SALINA, KS 67402-1905
PHONE 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156
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PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO

Adcom
AMX
Aragon
ASC/T
a
itiludi

Traps
search

Audioquest
Avalon

PROUDLY PRESENTS
an EVENING with

Basis

SPECTRAL

Benz
Clearaudio
Faroudj

September 18, 1998

Grado
Graham
Krell

Richard Fryer, Founder and President of
Spectral Incorporated and Keith Johnson,
Director of Engineering, Co-Inventor of HDCD
and world renown recording engineer.

Lexicon
Magnum Dynaite
Martin Logan
McCormack
MIT
Phast
Pioneer Elite

Our reference SDR 3000, SDR 2000,
DMC 20 Series 2and DMA 360 Showroom

ProAc
Proton

4

PSB
Runco
Sharpvision
Spectral
Sunfire
Theta Digital
Thiel
VAC
Vandersteen
Velodyne
New DMA 360 Monaural
Reference Amplifiers

Vidikron
VP'
Wilson Audio
Zoethecus

Please call in advance for seminar information and reservations.
(614) 299-0565

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO

Get to know us

on the

/-

http://www. rogressiveaudio.com

1764 N. High Street• Columbus, Ohio 43201

© (614) 299-0565

Record

Reviews

Recording of the Vonth
BILLY BRAGG &WILCO
Mermaid Avenue
Elektra 62204-2 (CD). 1998. Billy Bragg,
Wilco, Grant Showbiz, prods.; Jerry
Boys, eng.; Nora Guthrie, exec. prod.
MD? Tr: 49:42
Performance ****1/2
Sonics

****

y

ou gotta give Billy
Bragg and Wilco credit. Not only did they
interrupt their respective careers for this admittedly intriguing side project, they also
dissected and shoved their
hands deep into the guts of one
of this country's more contradictory musical personalities:
Woody Guthrie. The idea was to hit ahorribly difficult trifecta: pay homage to Guthrie's spirit, create their own particular musical statements, and ultimately find away to
collaborate with adead man.
Mermaid Avenue—named for the street Guthrie lived on
in Coney Island —was engendered by Woody's daughter
Nora, who brought atrove of his unpublished lyrics to
English political balladeer Bragg (above, far right), who in
turn enlisted the support of alt-country rockers Wilco, particularly the band's songwriters, Jeff Tweedy and Jay
Bennett But how to write music for Guthrie's words and
reinvigorate his complex legacy? Which Guthrie, for example, do you emphasize: the socially conscious balladeer who
painted 'This Machine Kills Fascists" on his guitar and wrote
"'This Land is Your Land," or the misfit who ran afoul of the
law for amateur pornography and who, by many accounts,
was aless than charming personality? Even more vexing is
the problem of envisioning Guthrie backed by arock band.
Fortunately, the result of this unlikely seance is adisc
that stands alone as awork unto itself, not beholden to
Guthrie's memory or the ongoing careers of either Bragg
or Wilco. Instead of anoble flop, which seemed the most
likely outcome, Mermaid Avenue is one of the best things
that Bra 141 ,Wilco — and, yes, even Guthrie — has ever
recorded. Engineered by Jerry Boys, who's also responsible
for the equally true- and deep-sounding Buena Vista Social
Club project,' the sound here is uniformly excellent.
From the opener, the Bragg-sung "Walt Whitman's
Niece," which details the escapades of two proverbially
drunken sailors, it's clear that, at least in the Bragg-penned
tunes, Guthrie's darker side will be abig part of what's to
come. The graphic "Ingrid Bergman," in which her beauty makes amountain "quiver" as fire flies from its crater
and it yearns for the actress "to touch its hardrodc," is
Guthrie at his most nakedly erotic. A more wistful side of
1And sonic well-engineered albums featuring Stamp/site's JA on bass guitar that
sank without atrace in the mid-'70s.

Stereophile, September 1998

his character appears in ánother Bragg tune, one of this disc's
minor masterpieces, "Way
Over Yonder in the Minor
Key," in which Guthrie offers
pointed self-criticism as well as
a bittersweet glance back at
youth. Natalie Merchant, aless
than compelling solo artist,
adds adistinct vocal presence
to "Minor Key" and Bragg's
"Birds and Ships"
Tweedy and Bennett seem
to have been able to lose themselves more effectively here, stretching further as songwriters, trying to anticipate Guthrie. Bragg, when unsure
(as in "I Guess IPlanted"), slips into asongwriting mode
quite obviously his own. The Wilco-penned tunes tend to
be more upbeat and more evocative of the dustbowl/
Americana ethic that was such an integral part of Guthrie's
art. The gentle, dreamy "California Stars" has just the right
amount of plunk and shuffle. The cartoonish "Hoodoo
Voodoo," in which Guthrie steps through the looking glass
to write jabberwockery, is set to aloopy tempo and goofy
melody that seem indelibly right from the first bars. And
Tweedy's dry, near-hoarse vocals are dead-on throughout.
The process of trying to write music to fit an idol's longtuneless lyrics — it's assumed by everyone involved that
Guthrie took with him to the grave whatever melodies
he'd planned for these words — also opened up some
unexpected songwriting directions. Composed by Bragg
and sung by Tweedy, the short "Another Man's Done
Gone" is so like Randy Newman it's uncanny. The most
polished and thoughtful of Guthrie's lyrics is the closer,
"The Unwelcome Guest." With music by Billy Bragg and
vocals by Bragg and Tweedy, the song revisits Guthrie at
the height of his 1930s heyday, when he was arail-riding
hobo whose songs about social injustice inflamed not only
the US government (who branded him ared), but, years
later, ignited the passions of the young Bob Dylan. One listen to the lyrics and it's obvious that here was aGuthrie
hit-in-waiting, the kind of anthem he desperately needed
in the last two decades of his life, when his fame was sinking and his health steadily declining.
The question of whether Bragg and Wilco have brought
this tune to fruition is just asmaller version of the shadow
that hangs over the entire project: Have they done Guthrie
justice? Have they caught some of his lightning-bug spirit
in ajar? For me, the fact that they've created such adistinct
record, whether or not it fulfills whatever expectations anyone had, is tribute enough to this American original.
—Robert Baird
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¿PS e CD'S AT
GREAT PRICES!

eef-

40% ,

ORDER OR INFO
BY E-MAIL:

ElusDisc@aol.com
VISIT OUR

41111Ig

WEBSITE:
elusivedisc.com

ORDER
TOLL FREE
800-782-3472

* * A Sampling of the Latest & Hottest LP's & CD's For Summer 98! * *

Vivante Productions 180g LPs
PRESENTS: Al DiMeola, John McLaughin & PacoDeLucia/
Friday Night In San Francisco Live!

Ltd. Edition $29.99

(Finest Guitar LP Ever!!! Take your system & ears for the ride of their life!)

three blind mice'

SALE:$29.99

WAS $34.99
25th Anniversa Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 18
LP
SI ft/ill' k
TBM-6
•: Horn section, ;Nano, bass, drums, guitar & xylophone.
TBM-2
Nowl: Bluenote bebop at its bestl Piano, boss, drums & sox.
TBM-19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
TOM-63
Block Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
TOM-25
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, argon, boss, drums.
TBM-39
Green Caterpillar: Masoru Imoda Trio + 2(guitar & congas).
TBM-35
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuko Piano Trio plays standards.
TBM-24
Blue City: Isoo Suzuki Quartet + Kozurn, Watanabe (gutter).
TBM-43
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & boss).
TBM-30
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Lote night piano trio jazz at its finest!
TBM-15
Blow Upl: Isoo Suzuki Quartet Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
TOM-23
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
TBM-1005 Scandonovian Suite: Big band jazz like you have never heard before!
LP
2051
2043
2044
2045
2046
2050
2048
2049
2042
2047

/
/1039
/ 1024
/ 1025
/1026
/ 1023
/1034
/ 1040
/1045
/1118
/ 1119

CD
180g LPs $23.99' / Gold CD's $82.99*
The Eagles: Greatest Hits
The Eagles: Hotel California
Joni Mitchell: Court & Spark
The Doors: Strange boys
The Doors: The Doors
The Doors: L.A. Woman
Linda Ronstadt: Greatest Hits
The Doors: Waiting For The Sun
Roy Orbison: All Time Greatest Hits
ljoubSe CO, & LP. ndduov c.
Nat King Cole: The Very Thought Of You

The follawing_DCC.Gold CD titles are soon to be OUT-OF-PRINTI

This is your last chance to order these great titles at a low price! Order novel))
GZS-1031
CCR: Cosmos Factory
GZS-1062
Blondie, Parallel Lines
GZS-1038
CCR: Bayou Country
GZS-1064
CCR: Green River
GZS-1056
Pot Benatar In The Hear Of The... GZS•1070
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys

aucloquest
LP's: $17.99
CD's: $12.99

•

LP's ARE IN SHORT SUPPLY! O RDER Now!!!
1045 Ro en Lucas /Completely Blue
T
ce
o
rry
ug E
m
vacrao&
d Ry
un
Coodzd/RC
00
0ndle to the River
1047 Bruce Katz Bond: Mississippi Moon
1042 Mighty Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Downhome Blues

RR-80CD Ports Of Call
PCD's/LP's: 1813g LP's:
RR-81CD Bruckner: Symphony #9
'$18.99'
l
018.99*
RR-77CD Vivaldi: For Diverse Instruments
I
«D,, ,
eir, acId.tro ,col,
RR-79CD Mussorgsky: Pictures At An Exhibition
REFERENCE RR-68CD Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
RECORDINGS RX-1000 RR & XLO: Stereo Test & Bum-In GOLD HDCD -$27.99

mzewucnims

ANALOGUE
LP'S & GOLD CD'S: $29.99
APLP/CD 027 Janis Ion: Breaking Silence (Stereophile Recording Of The Month)
APLP/CD 037 Thelonius Monk: The Riverside Sessions (7 LP or CD Deluxe Box Set $249.99)
APLP 032
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for '24" on Gecko & Alum. CD
APLP/CD 036 Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (Le Gold & Aluminum CD available)
APLP 038
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
I AMU" 038/9 Combines These 1New
APLP 039
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods .1
LP's Into One (,real Gold CO!!

SOPIYMASTERSOUND GOLD COS
64413
66226
64368
64408
64426
64274
64425
64401
64407
66404
66817
64767
57184
64646
64415

23.99

All titles now OUT-OF-PRINT! — Order Before The re Gone!!
Janis Joplin: Pearl
64212 Santana: Santana
CALL FOR
Carole King: Tapestry
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
LIST
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
53814 Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Roger Waters: Amused To Death (40.00) 64411 Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Dulce Ellington: Block, Brown & Beige
64405 Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We... 52944 Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues...
Aerosmith: Toys In The Attic
66224 Indigo Girls: Indigo Girls
Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
64412 Billy Joel: 52nd Street
Boston: Don't Look Back
64418 Wynton Marsolis: Same
Dances With Wolves: Soundtrack
64404 Meatloof: Bat Out Of Hell
Paul Desmond: Pure Desmond
66220 Van Morrison: Blowin' Your Mind
ELO: Face The Music
66219 Roy Orbison: Sings Lonely & Blue
ELO: Discovery
64421 Simon & Garfunkel: Bridge Oyer...
James Taylor: JT
64427 Weather Report: Heavy Weather

PREMONITION RECORDS -CD: $14.99 &LP: $27.99
PREM-1919

Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) «WM (1ST ALBUM )

PREM-737

Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) STEREOPNILE R2D4

MOBILE FIDELITY
697
710
711
712
, 13
714

715

716
718
719

Blue Oyster Cult: Agents Of Fortune
Louis Armstrong: Masters Of Jazz
Guns & Roses: Use Your Illusion I
Guns & Roses: Use Your Illusion II
Jimmy Buffett: Son Of A Son Of A Sailor
Steppenwolf: Steppenwolf
Edgar Winter: White Trash
Saturday Night Fever. Soundtrack
The Moody Blues: Seventh Sojourn
Duke Ellington: Jazz Parry In Stereo

E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN

46064

512
515
519
521
522
526
532
551
522
553
562
563
564
572
574

Moody Blues: Days Of Future Past
Steely Dan: Ajo
Cat Stevens: Teo For The Tillermon
Beach Boys: Surfer Girl & Surfin' USA
John Klemmer: Touch
Elton John: Goodbye Yellowbrick Rd.
Rod Stewart: Every Picture Tells A Story
Tom Petty: Damn The Torpedoes
Santana: Abraxas
Eric Clanton: Slowhand
Cream: Disraeli Gears
Cannonball Adderly: Somethin' Else
Robert Cray: Strong Persuader
Traffic: Mr. Fantasy
Aretho Franklin: INever Loved A Man...

World's
Lar9est
Selection Of

CAT STEVENS
liar And Thc Rm.

Out of

Print
Vz-Sp eed &
D20 LP's!!

New &
Used!! .2 & 3CD/LP Sets & Out-ofPrint Items Additional Cog

535
536
539
543
545
547
548
555
557
559
565
568
570
577
579

Boz Scaggs: Silk Degrees
Elton John: Hanky Chateau
Joe Jackson: Night & Doy
Elton John: Tumbleweed Connection
Steely Dan: Gaucho
John Coltrane: Blue Train
8.0. King: Live At THe Regal
Roy Orbison: Mystery Girl
Keith Richards: Talk Is Cheap
8,5 & T: Blood, Sweat & Tears
Tom Petty: Hord Promises
Queen: A Night At The Opera
Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Albert King: Born Under A Bad Sign
Steve Winwood: Arc Of A Diver

MFSL Out-elf-Print 200G LP Blowout We!!!
Ltd Time Offer! Were $SLOO Now Only 534.99
202
205
206
210
211
213
214
215
217
218
220
221
223

Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother
MX): Modern Jazz Quartet
MJC): Blues At Carnegie Hall
John Hiatt: Bring The Family
Queen: The Game
Allman Brothers: Brothers & Sisters
Duke Ellington: Anotomy Of A Murder
Moody Blues: Threshold Of A Dream
Albert Collins, R.Cray •Showdown
Emerson, Lake & Palmer: Trilogy
Eric Clanton: Eric Clanton
Bob Marley: Exodus
Joe Cocker: Sheffield Steel

235
236
237
238
241
244
249
250
253
256
257
261
263

B.B King: Lucille
Bob Marley: Catch A Fire
Count Base: April In Paris
Joan Baez: Diamonds & Rust
G.Mulligan & P.Desmond: Blues In...
Cat Stevens: Teaser & The Firecat
Boston: Boston
Toto: Tato IV
Moody Blues: To Our Childrens....
Queen: A Day At The Races
Sonic Youth: Goo
REM: Reckoning
The Bee Gees: Trafalgar

European 180g LP's IWEA. EMI & More $24.99 to $29.99
Pink Floyd: Dark Side Of The Moon
Ry C
er: Pans Texas Soundtrack
Ricky Lee Jones: Ricky Lee Jones
Queen: A Night At The Opera
Talking Hoods: Remain In The Light
Randy Newman: Little Criminals
Oscar Peterson: We Get Requests
Jimi Hendrix: Ave You E rienced

Jethro Tull: Stand Up
Paul Simon: Gracelond
Miles Davis: Tutu
Ricky lee Jones: Pop Pop
Prince: Purple Rain
Eric Clanton: Journeyma
Joni Mitchell: Blue
Doobie Bros.: Stampede

Von Mormon: Moondance
Donald Fagan: The Nightfly
Bob James: Double Vision
Quincy Jones: Back On The B...
Americo: Greatest Hits
James Taylor: Greatest Hits
Littlefeat: Waiting For Colum...
Phil Collins: Face Value

Men e s on: A MI
a
oo
ym.
ussion
CSCD6006 Argento: Espana
LSC2323 Tchoikovsky: Capriccio Italien...
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
LSC2336 Sibelius: Finlandia
CSCD6049 Greig: Peer Gynt
LSC2364 Mahler: Symphony #4 in G
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
LSC2398 Kobalevsky: The Comedians...
LSPCD1773 Bob & Ray: Throw A Stereo Spectacular LSC2405 Sibelius: Sym.#5/Kore/io Suite
LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
LSC2419 Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
LSPCD2533 Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods
LSC2423 Festival Reiner
LSC2134 Overature: Overoture
LSC2450 Schumann: Carnival....
LSC2135 Prokofieff: Cinderella Suites
LSC2456 Lolo: Symphonie Espagnole
LSC2465 Prokofieff: Piano Concerto #2....
LSC2500 Strauss: Wall,:
0001 The NC XRCD Sampler: Selections from 1st 10 )02CD Titles
0012 Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM)
0034 Art Tatum/Ben Webster: Tatum Group
0036 The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
0027 Doug MacLeod: You Cant Take My Blues
0035 Coleman Hawkins: Good Old Broadway
D's
0033 Gene Ammons: Boss Tenor
Buy 4or more: $2599
0014 Terry Evans: Pullin' It Down (SROM)
0046 Miles Davis: Bogs Groove
0032 Mulligan Meets Monk
0023 Doug MacLeod: Come to Find
0043 Steve Miller: The Joker
0038 Sorah Vaughan: How Long Has This,..
030 Yamamoto Trio: Misty
0026 Mighty Som McClain: Keep on Movin'
0031 Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
0044 Tina Turner: Private Dancer
0039 Johnny Griffin: Little Giant

JVC
xr

d

150+page ls3°° U.S.A. /s5°° INTL.
CATALOG J FREE WITH ORDER!!
VISA

FOR INFO : (765) 778-2715
ALL

*

MFSL Out-Of-Print Gold CD Blowout Sole!!!
Ltd Time Offer! Were $507.00 Now Only $29.99

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669

Gold CD's:$22.99

Anadisq 200g LP's Out-of-Print! $22.99 & Up!
Call For List. Buy Before They're Gone!

In -Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (odtl. items .50c ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (odtl. Items Si ea.) /
2nd Day Air 1-3 Items: $8 (add. Items $1.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX!
CANADA: let Item $7.00 (odtl. items $1 ")

Record

classical
JOHN ADAMS
Gnarly Buttons &
John's Book of Alleged Dances
Kronos Quartet with Michael Collins, clarinet;
London Sinfonietta, John Adams
Nonesuch 79465-2 (CD). 1998. Philip Waldway,
prod.; Geoff Foster, eng. DOD. Tr: 60:56
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

ohn Adams' John's Book of Alleged
Dances, an 11-movement suite for
string quartet with tape (interlocking loops of sampled prepared piano as
click tracks) shows the composer of
Nixon in China and the Grawemeyer
Award-winning Violin Concerto up to
some prankish fun — on the listening
end, at least. From the perspective of the
Kronos Quartet, Adams' wit translates
to complex music-making. They rise to
the occasion.
Drawing on apotpourri of musical
streams — from David Byrne-like pop
to blues, folk, jazz, and the spectrum of
modern classical music — Adams has
concocted ascore that reads in avernacular way, yet evolves toward something very distinct, and largely unlike
his prior output.
A common characteristic in most of
the movements is the frequent shifting
of rhythmic reference points. While the
clear pulsation that has been akey feature in Adams' mature work remains,
here the string players are called upon to
accent all around the beat, and to find
the most unpredictable ways to do so.
The opening movement, "Judah to
Ocean," calls up the image of"Shortnin'
Bread" on slippery ice. On its heels
comes "Toot Nipple," avibrant, busy
piece with heroic chord changes and
unstoppable velocity.
Things settle back down in the beautiful "Pavane: She's So Fine," with lovely
swaying group progressions supporting
cellist Joan Jeanrenaud's high-voiced
leads. Even in this gentle groove, there is
atendency to find aslightly different
footing throughout the movement.
Episodic in character, it moves through
gruffer segments and beautiful reprises
while maintaining its sense of innocence.
The "Habanera" section is ashowcase
for first violinist David Harrington's
smoldering sensuality, but "Alligator
Escalator" is in many ways the most
challenging. Eerie but oddly funky, it
has Kronos working its f/autando and sui
tasto colors on top ofjaunty rhythms and
an overall sense of galloping motion.
Stereophile, September 1998
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MEYER & ROREM
String Quintet &String Quartet

4

MEYER: String Quintet
ROREM: String Quartet 4
Emerson Quartet; Edgar Meyer, double bass
DG 453 506-2 (CD). 1998. Max IMIcox, prod., eng.
ODD. Ti: 53:11
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

hough you'd be justified in
expecting great things from 38year-old double bassist Edgar
Meyer, with his varied career ranging
from albums with James Taylor to collaborating with Yo-Yo Ma on
Appalachia Waltz, his Quintet for String
Quartet and Double Bass may eclipse
all expectations. He has pulled off
Don't worry -- be happy: In Gnarly Buttons &
what previously seemed anear-imposJohns Book of Alleged Dances, composer John
sible stylistic fusion of Americana,
Adams and his baton get daffy.
hypnotically repetitive minimalism,
and traditional classical thematic
In adifferent way, Gnarly Buttons is as development. The basic building
witty, personal, and forward pointing as blocks in the first movement are simAlleged Dances. The work is basically a ple, folklike melodies that are echoed
three-movement concerto for clarinet frequently in minimalist style but bro(Adams' first instrument) and astylized ken down and dissected much in the
chamber orchestra of banjo, mandolin, spirit of Beethoven. In his album note,
guitar, two samplers, trombone, English Meyer calls it "a cross between themehorn, bassoon, and strings. What and-variation and variations on a
emerges is something as distinctly ground bass."
American in character as it is difficult to
Formal triumphs aside, it's awonderfully engaging work, with all of
pigeonhole what that means.
The opening movement, "The the emotional range one would hope
Perilous Shore," uses the solo instru- for from any classical work in this
ment almost in the manner of Scottish medium. Underneath the mellifluor Irish instrumental folk music, with ousness is agreat variety of gesture
curious, snapping accents enlivening the and expression. The second movewalking-paced work. The orchestration ment is bluesy and humorous, with a
throughout is subtle. As the movement busy bass amid woozy glissandi. The
progresses, it grows more animated and third movement easily accommodates
virtuosic, but the emphasis is as much introspective melancholy, even catharon control of breath and phrasing as on sis, while the final movement returns
speed and articulation. Clarinetist to high-spirited, minimalist-style
Michael Collins' performance is noth- rhythmic chugging.
After so much freshness, Rorem iniing shy of stunning.
The middle movement, "Hoe-Down tially seems to be aspoiler, generating
(Mad Cow)," is an animated comic false tension with the kind of dissonances
waltz. Brimming with wry syncopa- that went out of style in the 1970s. But
tions, it keeps the clarinetist tooting this turns out to be atemporary bit of
almost nonstop. The work's "orchestral" Ivesian humor in the first of 10 short
interludes, too, are daffy and fun, and in movements inspired by alike number of
combination the forces generate an air Picasso paintings. The movements have
descriptive titles like "Child Holding a
of zesty buffoonery.
The final movement, "Put Your Dove" and "Seated Harlequin."
The Quartet is best heard as pure
Loving Arms Around Me," begins lyrical and lovely, then grows more intense music — vital and delightfully picand dark, yet still songful, as it heads turesque, rivaling Samuel Barber in its
utter songfulness. One would expect
toward an unsettled close.
These deceptively rich works are nothing less from the doyen of
imbued with lighthearted spirit. Isus- American songwriters. But there's a
pect that, five years from now, they may sense of purpose here that hasn't often
be looked back on as pivotal composi- been present in Rorem's work of recent
tions in Adams' constantly evolving years. Undoubtedly, this is one of his
-David Patrick Stearns
canon.
-Daniel Buckley best.
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Record
atad more personality on some of the
others. Inert is not agood thing to be.
But, as you can see, this is astrong
four-star review of a beautiful (and
beautifully produced, if just abit softfocused) CD. Irecommend it to anyone
who appreciates superb singing and a
"beautiful voice."
—Robert Levine
ZEMLINSKY
Operas &Orchestral Music

REN E FLEMING
The Beautiful Voice
Renée Fleming, soprano; Jeffrey Tate, English
Chamber Orchestra
Arias by Cano, Canteloube, Charpentier, Dyorák,
Flotow, Gounod, Korngold, Lehin, Massenet, Orff,
Puccini, Rachmaninoff, J. Strauss II, R. Strauss
London 289 458 858-2 (CD). 1998. Michael Haas,
prod. DDD. Tr: 69:27
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2

T

he title of this CD is not misleading — Renée Fleming has avoice
of unmatchable beauty, a voice
that furthermore has afullness of tone
in all registers that puts into evidence
the fact that her parents were voice
teachers. The production is effortless,
the legato flawless, and she always sings
off the words. Why, then, am Ivaguely
bored by this release?
Idon't mean to sound ungrateful for
such riches, but try though Ihave, Ican't
get through this whole CD without
feeling an undertow, or as if I'm being
lulled into submission. My eyelids get
heavy as Istru 14:,le to remain alert—not
after Louise's ruminations, here rightly
sung as in awaking dream, and not
without feeling after Marguerite's wonder-loving "Jewel Song" or Manon's
saucy "Gavotte." And the run of
Martha's "Last Rose of Summer," the
divine "Bel sogno di Doretta,"
Marietta's Song (from Die Tote Stadt),
and the soprano solo from Carmina
Burana make me forget the terrible
weather and my lower-back pain—not
altogether bad things to forget.
But there are more down-tempo,
laid-back, pianissimo, incredibly sweet
arias to follow, and by the time the CD
closes with one of Canteloube's gorgeous songs, Ifeel as if I've been counting backward from 100, waiting to wake
up in astrange place, probably without
agall bladder.
Yes, Iknow — Idon't have to listen to
the whole thing at once. In bits, it's
divine. But Ialso feel that Fleming
might have given abit more energy to
the few up-tempo selections, and placed
Stereophile, September 1998

A florentine ltagedy
With: Six songs by Alma Mahler
Albert Dohmen, Guido Bardi; Heinz Kruse, Simone;
Iris Vermillion, Bianca; Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Riccardo Chailly
London 455 112-2 (CD). 1997. Michael Haas, prod.;
Duncan Mitchell, eng. DDD. TT: 70:33
Performance ****1/2
Sonics *****
A Florentine Tragedy
David Kuebler, Guido Bardi; Donnie Ray Albert,
Simone; Deborah Voigt, Bianca; GurzenichOrchester Miner Philharmoniker, James Conlon
EMI Classics 5 56472 2 (CD). 1998. Daniel Zalay,
prod.; Hartwig Paulsen, Hilmar Kerp, engs. DDD.
11: 55:43
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Symphonies 1à 2
James
Conlon,
Gurzenich-Orchester
Kener
Philharmoniker
EMI Classics 5 56473 2 (CD). 1998. Daniel Zalay,
prod.; Hartwig Paulsen, Hilmar Kerp, engs. DDD.
TT: 75:36
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Die Seejungfrau; Sinfonietta, Op.23
James
Conlon,
Gurzenich-Orchester
Kálner
Philharmoniker
EMI Classics 555515 2(CD). 1997. Gerd Berg, prod.;
Hartwig Paulsen, eng. DDD. TT: 67:07
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Die Seejungbau; Sinfonietta, Op.23; Surma
Overture
Thomas Dausgaard, Danish National Radio
Symphony Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 9601 (CD). 1998. Claus Due, prod.;
Lars S. Christensen, om Jacobsen, engs. DDD. TT:
69:10
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
Cymbeline Suite, Ein Tanzpoem, Frühlings—
begrabnis
Deborah Voigt, soprano; Donnie Ray Albert, baritone; David Kuebler, tenor; Chor des Stadtischen
Musikvereins zu Dusseldorf; Gurzenich-Orchester
Uhler Philharmoniker, James Conlon
EMI Classics 5 56474 2 (CD). 1998. Daniel Zalay,
prod.; Hartwig Paulsen, Hilmar Kerp, engs. DDD.
TT: 77:04
Performance ****
Sonics ****

I

fthere's one thing the classical-music
world wants as much as a new
superstar conductor like Leonard
Bernstein, it's another Gustav Mahler.
The want ad might read something like
this: "NEEDED: Composer, Viennese by
birth or outlook, belonging to aspecial
interest group harassed by Hitler. Music
should be lush, passionate, and able to
make conductors and orchestra seem
fabulous. Preferably dead, so as to facilitate romantic eulogization."
The most likely man for the job is
Alexander Zemlinsky (1871-1942),

Reviews

who was unknown in America outside
of musicological circles until the early
1980s, when the LaSalle Quartet
recorded his String Quartet 2. That
masterpiece served notice that asleeping giant had begun to stir.
More accurately, aminiature giant:
The composer, slight of stature, chinless,
with professorial mien, apparently had a
lifelong complex about his looks. He
was rejected by the beautiful Alma
Schindler, who became Gustav Mahler's
wife, and wrote his finest opera, Der
Zwerg, about adwarf from the forest who
is presented in court to ayoung princess
and is laughed at for falling in love with
her. Though ahighly respected composer, conductor, and educator in the three
cities he lived in during his maturity —
Prague, Berlin, and Vienna —Zernlinsky
was hounded out of Europe prior to
World War II and died in upstate New
York, poor and forgotten.
Zemlinsky is now being feverishly
championed by such conductors as
Riccardo Chailly and especially James
Conlon, the latter having released aseries
of recordings on EMI that go deeper into
the composer's output than ever before
(and do so with responsible editions).
Though his music lacks the heroism of
Mahler and thus fails to create asimilar
sense of occasion, even as one nears the
bottom of the Zemlinsky barrel, it often
turns out to be extraordinary stuff. His
lack of aconsistently strong melodic profile can make his highly chromatic works
tough to absorb at first, but one is drawn
to their purely sensual characteristics, if
not their fashionability, aided by the current international obsession with Oscar
Wilde, on whose work Der Zwerg was
based. Also, the play Wilde was working
on during his infirnous arrest, AFlorentine
Tragedy, was adapted for Zemlinsky's
other great opera.
Recorded by both Chailly and
Conlon, A Florentine Tragedy is awork
that, dramatically speaking, resembles
Wilde's Salome in its use of rhapsodic,
florid language as aprelude to murder.
The merchant Simone returns home to
find his wife Bianca being romanced by
alocal nobleman, and pretends to play
dumb as he attempts to interest his rival
in his wares. Because Simone is such a
clear-cut underdog, he doesn't inspire
the theatrically riveting love/hate
dichotomy of Salome. Still, Zemlinsky
went all out orchestrally, creating aglittering, elemental salt sea of orchestration on which the voices bob and float
with chromatic unpredictability. Star
presence is needed for the baritone role
of Simone; neither recording fully sup191
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-John Atkinson, Stereaphile June 1998

'The 95/24 OVO is full of ambience and life...Livingston Taylor sings
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acteristic of all. Taken from aballet written in collaboration with Hugo von
Hofmannsthal, this rhythmically vigorous music shows that Zemlinsky could
be buoyant. After the essential
Zemlinsky works (the two Wilde
operas, String Quartet 2, the Lyric
Symphony), this disc may prove to be the
least dispensable. But then, aside from
some of the early operas, most of his
output ought to be in the standard
repertoire.
Arnold Schoenberg always claimed
that the whole purpose of his radical
compositional system was to preserve
the German heritage. He didn't succeed. Zemlinsky —with his multifaceted personality, from contemporary of
Dvorák to "missing link" between
Mahler and Schoenberg — could have
made that claim much more sensibly.
— David Patrick Stearns

rock
plies it, though Chailly's Heinz Kruse
brings greater variety of shading to the
text. Conlon's Donnie Ray Albert
seems to be singing in alive performance: he's loud and broad. In general,
Chailly has the superior forces — the
Royal Concertgebouw of Amsterdam,
for example — and includes as well six
Alma Mahler songs, some of which are
very lovely. Conlon has astronger sense
of dramatic contour.
Working toward the chronological
extremes of Zemlinksky's output, one
finds the tone poem Die Seun..&au (The
Mermaid, 1903-04) and the Sinfonietta,
Op23 (1934) paired on two discs: one
conducted by Conlon, the other by
Thomas Dausgaard. One hears influences of Mahler and Strauss in the
incredibly sumptuous earlier work
(which was partially lost until 1984),
Hindemith in the leaner, tougher, and
more satisfying Sinfonietta.
The two conductors take extremely
different approaches. Conlon "sells"
Seutigfrau more passionately, approaching it more programatically and with a
greater sense of repose, as if attempting
to engage the ear by emphasizing the
work's sensuousness. Dausgaard, who
was recently assistant conductor of the
Boston Symphony but is heard here
with the Danish National RSO, is more
emotionally cool but delivers amore
architecturally cogent reading, particularly of the first movement.
Similarly, the Sinfonietta — asplendid, searching, eventful work —is leanStereophile, September 1998

er and more swift under Dausgaard,
though the typically reverberant Chandos acoustic is a slight disadvantage.
Nonetheless, the sound is still richer than
that given Conlon's affectionate reading.
For all of Conlon's good work, his
discs sometimes have aprovisional feel:
good for now, but likely to be superseded. His Gurzenich Orchestra isn't
quite world-class, and, aside from
Deborah Voigt (who makes appearances on anything here requiring a
soprano), his singers can be workmanlike. However, two of Conlon's discs are
likely to hold the catalog for years to
come. One features Zemlinsky's
Symphonies 1and 2, both excellent,
mature pieces written when the composer was in his early and mid-20s.
Though Zemlinsky is said to have been
under the spell of Brahms, Ihear lots of
Dvorák in these works' mellifluous,
long-breathed, easygoing lyricism, and a
passionate, open-hearted manner that
can be breathtaking.
The final disc is aZemlinsky miscellany that shows distinctively different
sides of the composer. The Cymbeline
Suite (1914), taken from incidental music
for the Shakespeare play, constantly
tickles the ear's expectations of functional harmony by seeming to digress
into Schoenbergian atonality and then,
with harmonic sleight of hand, coming
back to tonality. The cantata Burial of
Spring finds Zemlinsky in his most lush
mode, using the added colors of achorus. A Dance Poem is perhaps least char-

GARBAGE
Version 2.0
Almo Sounds AMSD-80018 (CD). 1998. Garbage,
prods.; Billy Bush, eng. MD? TT: 4940
Performance ****
Sonics ***

ou're not supposed to think of
Garbage as "Butch Vig's band,"
and, thanks to Shirley Manson,
it's safe to say that no one does. But let's
give Vig his due — he's either got great
taste or good timing. Vig has played a
key creative role in three distinct phases
of post-punk history. In his early days as
aproducer/engineer, Vig and his Smart
Studios colleagues shared a certain
Midwestern raw-power aesthetic with
bands like Killdozer and the Laughing
Hyenas. Then he fell in with aChicago
group the hipsters hated, as well as some
Seattle band Geffen snatched up at the
urging of Sonic Youth. The resulting
albums — Smashing Pumpkins' Gish
and Nirvana's Nevennind— established
Vig as the chief sonic architect of the
grunge/alternative era: an empty title
at best, especially after Bush and
Candlebox came along.
Vig then quickly left-turned into the
sample/loop/noise-infused world of
remixes. He and fellow Smarties Duke
Erikson and Steve Marker deconstructed
tracks for the likes of U2, Nine Inch
Nails, and House of Pain; when they
began building their own soundscapes
from scratch, all they needed was acherry on top. The rest is legend: with
Manson gleefully providing both star
193
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power and point of view, Garbage
became the very picture of The
Modern Pop Band, a commercially
viable, creatively adventurous creature
of the digital age, post-techno rather
than post-punk.
Still, what makes Garbage great has
only partially to do with innovation or
technology. Sure, if you took away the
post-metallic sci-fi studio geekery — the
garbage — it's possible you'd be left
with the Primitives (or, sans female vox,
Firetown: Erikson's and Vig's jangly '80s
incarnation). But at their core, Garbage's fabulous pop songs are pure
propagations of the pleasure principle: If
it sounds good, it is good.
Version 2.0 picks right up where 1994's
self-tided debut left off. It's half retro
new-wave ear candy and half aural hallof-mirrors, ranging from the ba-ba-babop bubblegum of "When IGrow Up"
to the diamond-cut construction of "I
Think I'm Paranoid" to the danceably
spastic industrial disease of "Dumb" and
"Hammering in My Head." It also overflows with pastiche — rather than sample everything, the band flaunts aseries
of judicious thefts and tributes à la
Oasis. Forget the Brian Wilson quote
on "Push It" — check out the kaleidoscope of breathy Pet Sounds harmonies
on "Special," atough, teary nose-thumber that is itself an ode to Chrissie
Hynde. As for cool effects, well, just
what the heck is that patch of creepy
infant-alien gurgling punctuating "The
Trick is to Keep Breathing"?
'Whatever it is, "Trick" might be the
album's most stunning song, asimple
Stereophile, September 1998
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years— as a devoted Hendrixphik, I
cherished my cassette recording from an
early bootleg twofer LP —soit was with
akeen sense of anticipation that Igreeted the initial CD release of Radio One on
Rykodisc back in 1988. But there, alas,
the Dardi Vader-like touch of caretaker
Alan Douglas pervaded yet another halfassed, maybe-we'll-get-it-right-in-20years Hendrix project. For all my joy at
having apristine CD of these sessions,
the inexplicable absence of several
superb performances — such as Jirni's
coy, rocking cover of Dylan's "Can You
Please Crawl Out Your Window" —
and apredilection for the weaker of
multiple takes queered the deal.
Sonically .... well, that was another
thing. Isn't it curious how transported
many of us were with the signal/noise
ratio and apparent gain of early CDs?
Imagine the chagrin some 10 years later
when we encounter the same discs in
light of refined technology and authentic
interpretive insights. Today, Joe Gastsoufflé of lullaby bass, stuttered break- wires original Rykodisc masters seem
beats, and old-fashioned string parts del- flat, grainy, sibilant, and compressed as
icately supported by Manson's breath- hell compared to the complete BBC
taking balladry. Manson sings and writes Sessions of Eddie Kramer and Sterling
her heart out, coming off as both an Sound's George Marino. The new digital
überwoman and awounded girl. If some soundstne is deep, fat, open; without all
lyrics ("Happy hours, golden showers / that high-frequency hotrodding and gobs
on acruise to freak you out") sound of tube compression, you can hear the
more like the work of an actual rather true tonal balance of the trio, and readily
than former goth teenager, she's mostly make out the stable image of Noel
on target the rest of the time, pointedly Redding's bass lines amid aswelter of
evoking self-hatred and self-assurance, crashing chords and cymbals.
Still, despite the seat-of-the-pants
loneliness and laceration, sensuality and
strength. "You look so fine," she sings on quality of these radio broadcasts (culled
the song of the same name, "I'd like to from all four seasons of 1967), there's a
break your heart /and give you mine." collective sense of danger and possibiliWho could resist such acome-on?
ty that can be overwhelming, as on the
What makes Garbage tick, finally, is trio's definitive performance of "Killing
the tension between light (the catchy Floor" from March 28 — or on the
songs), dark (the soundscapes), and feel- botched "Manic Depression" from BBC
ing. By providing the latter, Manson's Television amonth later. Their October
voice and vision make Version 2.0 atruly 6 session for the Top Gear show produced some righteous blues jams on
affecting emotional experience as well
as afabulist Pop Tart.
—Jason Cohen
"Catfish Blues" and two takes of
"Driving South," as well as asurprising
JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE
journey into funk with drummer Stevie
Wonder sitting in for Mitch Mitchell.
BBC Sessions
Rather than go for astrict chronologExperience Hendrix/MCA MCA3-11742 (6 LPs),
ical rehash, producers Kramer, John
MCAD2-11742 (2 CDs). 1967-69, 1998. Janie
McDermott, and sister Janie Hendrix
Hendrix, John McDermott, prods.; Eddie Kramer,
prod., remastering eng.; George Marino, re-mashave opted for awell-paced, concerttering eng. MD? TT: 107:31
style sequence. The result speaks volPerformance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2
umes about the consistency and power
he BBC Sessions are like the ulti- the Experience could deliver nightly
mate Jimi Hendrix club date: too during the summer of love.
It's especially interesting to hear
big for the room, too loud for the
house PA, too raw to worry about studio material destined for Axis: Bold as Love
niceties, too slammin' for anyone to give and Electric Ladyland portrayed in such a
a hot damn. These raw performance stark, black-and-white manner — and
tapes have been floating around for the sudden jump to Technicolor on
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impossible to resist. And when they ride
the guitars and get heavy in atune like
"Andy Warhol (3:59 of Fame)," they
convince. They could well be aone-shot
wonder, but it's gloriously indulgent so
far.
-Robert Baird
JOSH ROUSE
Dressed Up Like Nebraska
Slow River SRRCD 36 (CD). 1998. Josh Rouse, prod.;
David Henry, prod., eng. AAD? TT: 41:43
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***

The kind of quiet, rootsy singer/songwriter disc that can easily get lost in the
ever-present avalanche of product,
Dressed Up Like Nebraska is a strong,
tuneful collection filled mostly with
alternative ballads that wrestle with the
vagaries of love. When the beat picks up
and the drums kick in, as in "Late Night
Conversation" or "A Simple Thing,"
Rouse becomes an admirable if low-key
frontman. Those with alow tolerance
for dark, slow, and acoustic may want to
steer clear.
-Robert Baird

jazz
RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK
Aces Back to Back
Ron Burton, Hilton Ruiz and others, piano; Frank
Wess, woodwinds; Vernon Martin, Harry Pearson,
others, bass; Benny Powell, bass trombone; Dick
Griffin, trombone; Richard Williams, others, trumpet; Pepper Adams, baritone sax; Alice Coltrane,
harp; and acast of many other musicians.
32 Jazz 32060 (4 CDs). 1998. Joel Dom, prod.; Bruce
Tergesen, Lewis Hahn, Phil lehle, Geoffrey Haslam,
Bob Liftin, engs. MD. IT: 2:51:40.
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2
Dog Years in the Fourth Ring
George Grunt., Hilton Ruiz, others piano; NeilsHenning Orsted Pederson, Henry "Metathias"
Pearson, bass; Daniel Humair, Alex Riel, others,
drums.
32 Jazz 32032 (3 CDs). 1997. Joel Dom, John Kruth,
prods.; Lewis Hahn, Bob Liftin, engs. MD. TT:
2:12:35.
Performance ****
Sonics ***

R

ahsaan Roland Kirk is aunique
figure in American musical history. Though his overall approach puts him directly in the jazz tradition, he was clearly beyond any stylistic niche as aplayer. Like other blind
musical innovators, from Blind Lemon
Jefferson to Ray Charles and Stevie
Wonder, Kirk's affliction was the blessing in disguise that gave him the "second sight" of avisionary.
Kirk's choice of instruments was the
first indicator of his thoroughgoing
originality. His two main horns—the
soprano saxlike manzello and altoStereophile, September 1998

esque stritch — produced strikingly
unusual tones, especially when Kirk
played them together and reveled in the
resultant harmonic eccentricities. In
fact, Kirk played a wide variety of
instruments, including some of his own
design. He developed atechnique that
allowed him to play three instruments at
once. He played a variety of flutes,
including nose flute, combined with a
breathy vocalization that proved to be
influential as well as novel, providing
Jethro Tull's Ian Anderson with asignature style.
Kirk's discipline of circular breathing
allowed him to play for hours without
stopping for breath. He saw his art as
encompassing political discourse as
much if not more than entertainment.
Late in the 1970s, he fought back from
acrippling stroke, at first playing with
one hand until he regained his strength.
Part trickster, part griot, Kirk was
always ateacher whose mastery at commanding an audience was unsurpassed.
Joel Dorn, astaff producer at Atlantic
during one of Kirk's most fertile periods
in the 1960s and 1970s, has released several long-unavailable gems from Kirk's
catalog on his own 32 Jazz label. Aces
Back to Back collects four albums that
helped to solidify Kirk's legend and
were long overdue for reissue.
The first, Lefi &Right (1969), is atour
de force for Kirk, aconceptual work
keyed by the opener, "Black Mystery
Has Been Revealed," apiece with a

string arrangement wherein Kirk
embarks on "the search for the mystery
black notes that have been stolen and
camouflaged for years." There follows
a stirring nine-movement suite,
"Expansions," that ranges from intense
passages from Kirk on manzello, stritch,
flute, tenor, celeste, thumb piano, and
other small instruments to full-band
arrangements with Alice Coltrane on
harp, Dick Griffin on trombone, Benny
Powell on bass trombone, Richard
Williams on trumpet, Pepper Adams on
baritone sax, Daniel Jones on bassoon,
Ron Burton on piano, Vernon Martin
on bass, Jimmy Hopps on drums, and
Gerald Brown and Warren Smith on
percussion. At different points the
music references the work of and offers
tribute to Charles Mingus, Duke
Ellington, and Igor Stravinsky.
The mood changes dramatically for
the rest of the record, beginning with the
flute-against-strings of "Lady's Blues," a
beautiful ballad dedicated to Billie
Holiday. Gil Fuller is responsible for the
expressive string charts. Kirk switches to
tenor for the atmospheric "IX Love," a
Charles Mingus composition that finds
Kirk laying soft, luscious lines over
swooning string accompaniment. A rollicking "Hot Cha," taken from Junior
Wallcer, is next up, appropriately punctuated with cries and whistles. Quincy
Jones's contemplative ballad "Quintessence" is followed by the Fuller/Dizzy
Gillespie tune "I Waited for You," graced
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Alone in traffic: The late Rahsaan Roland Kirk was ahorn player who stood out among his peers.

by Fuller's exquisite chart.
Billy Strayhorn's "A Flower is a
Lovesome Thing" closes out a ballad
sequence that challenges those who
characterized Kirk as a wild, onedimensional player who couldn't handle
traditional material. He plays with quietly poetic beauty here, evoking as
much emotion as he calls down in his
freest moments.
Rahsaan Rahsaan (1970) marked the
first appearance of Kirk's chosen name
"Rahsaan," which, like so many of his
ideas, came to him in adream. "The
Seeker" is an inspired 17:21 suite
recorded on Christmas night, 1969, on
which Kirk plays some beautiful
Coltrane-inspired tenor. Later he pays
tribute to Charlie Parker (and Eric
Dolphy) on "Thank You Bird" before
finishing off with areturn to the roots of
jazz with "New Orleans." The whole
proceeding provides akind of inverse
history of jazz as only Kirk could envision it.
Prepare Thyself to Deal with aMirade
(1973) is one of Kirk's most ambitious
undertakings, atrip through his imagination that begins with his otherwordly
exchange with vocalist Jeanne Lee on
"Salvation and Reminiscing," and proceeding through ominous, hypnotic
drum patterns before Kirk breaks into
the pastoral flute intro to "Seasons," the
intensity building through multi-reed
droning on "Celestial Bliss" until the
miracle is produced: asustained solo on
the 21-minute "Saxophone Concerto"
that highlights Kirk's circular breathing
technique.
Other Folks' Music from 1975, opens
with "Water for Robeson and WilStereophde, September 1998

hams," astunning duet between Kirk
on harmonica and Gloria Agostini on
harp. This record features Kirk playing
in small-group settings, but he still can
offer unusual approaches to the material, such as the use of the reed trumpet
on "That's All." Parker's "Donna Lee"
features more terrific flute work,
"Simone" and "Anysha" display Kirk's
intuitive bond with Coltrane, and Kirk
grooves on the Afro-Brazilian "Samba
Kwa Mwanamke Mweusi."
Kirk's genius was best appreciated in
concert. Dorn has gone to some lengths
to provide the world with abetter look
at Kirk's live material on Dog Years in the
Fourth Ring, acompendium of such material recorded by John Kruth between
1963 and 1975, mostly in Europe.
Much of the material is from the
1963 and 1964 recordings made with a
group including bassist Niels-Henning;Orsted Pederson playing material
recorded for Mercury around the same
time. "Domino" showcases Kirk's virtuosic flute playing, and already flaunts his
ability to sustain single notes over
lengthy passages. These quartet dates
are in the hard-bop blowing-session
mode, and Kirk responds individually to
every player on the stand, slamming a
call-and-response with George Gruntz
on piano in Bremen, Germany during
Parker's "Blues for Alice," or reveling in
"Freddie Freeloader" with pianist Tete
Montiliu at the Jazzhus Montmartre in
Copenhagen, aperformance in which
Kirk simultaneously drones and blows
what sounds like aScottish bagpipe reel.
The 1970s material from Europe
sounds far more relaxed, particularly
the full-throated reading of "Lester

Reviews

Leaps In" from a1972 Paris date. In a
1970 Paris performance of "Petite
Fleur," Kirk shows his appreciation of
another jazz innovator, Sidney Bechet,
who could make even the unwieldy
sarrusophone do his bidding.
Two 1995 cuts document Kirk's
appearances at major jazz festivals —
"Untitled Blues," from Montreux,
Switzerland, and a version of Coltrane's "Giant Steps" from that year's
Pori Jazz Festival in Finland.
The most remarkable piece in the
1970s material is the only nonEuropean track on the set: an insanely
brilliant
deconstruction
of the
Bacharach melody "I Say a Little
Prayer," from a1972 recording made in
Boston.
The third disc reissues one of Kirk's
hardest-to-find recordings, Natural
Black Inventions: Root Strata (1971), on
which he plays all instruments except
percussion and, on one track, Sonelius
Smith's piano. The music is richly
evocative of mindscapes and Kirk's
imagination from his Coltrane tribute
"Something for Trane that Trane Could
Have Said," through the West Indian
vision of "Island Cry" and "Black Root,"
performed on "black mystery pipes."
Joel Dorn was responsible for documenting some of Rahsaan Roland
Kirk's brightest moments during his
life; it's fitting that his record company
has revived much of this music in his
memory.
—John Swenson
JOE LOVANO
Trio Fascination, Edition One
Joe Lovano tenor 8. soprano sax straight alto sax,
alto clarinet, Dave Holland bass Elvin Jones
drums
Blue Note COP 8 33114 2 (CD). 1998. Joe Lovano,
prod.; lames Farber, eng. DOD? Tr: 66:10
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

T

here's only one down side to Joe
Lovano's well-deserved position
of preeminence among current
reed players: His reputation permits
him to record as often as he wants with
whomever he wants. Sometimes, perhaps in asearch for new wrinldes, or
perhaps due to poor advice, he has
recorded in less than ideal settings. The
way to hear Lovano is in atrio, where
his creativity stands stark and pure.
Nine of the ten starting points on Trio
Fascination, Edition One are Lovano's own
songs. Performances like "New York
Fascination," "Impressionistic," and
"Days of Yore" are riveting, but not
because of how Lovano can fly over the
changes, up and down his registers —
lots of post-Coltrane saxophonists can
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reap the whirlwind. Lovano controls
dynamics and tonal color even in the
midst of his wildest maelstroms, nearly
all of which have form. One of the
exhilarations of his playing is that, even
on relatively sedate pieces like "Sanctuary Park," he is always working the
edge, crossing over and back between
the figurative and the abstract.
The only standard, "Ghost of a
Chance," makes you wish for more. It is
beautiful and strange, Lovano barely
whispering the theme, then retaining
the song's lyric essence as he reimagines
its harmonic shape.
The rhythm section is as good as it
gets. Dave Holland's bass is both the
energy and the central intelligence
woven through this music, and sometimes it steps out as an eloquent solo
voice. Elvin Jones, at the age of 71,
would be forgiven if he could provide
only an impression of Elvin Jones. But
he's still the real deal, still simmering
and erupting in an album-long drum
solo, still layering cross-rhythms, still
"thrashing and cursing" (as LeRoi Jones
described him 30 years ago).
Lovano's previous album, Flying
Olors, had the dry, disembodied sound
typical of recordings engineered by
Mark Levinson. Trio Fascination was
recorded by James Farber, who comes
in close and brings to life all three voices of atrio as imposing and diverse as
any orchestra.
So that's Edition One More editions,
please.
-Thomas Conrad

clarity and street-wise lyricism that
made aplace for him in the art form.
His reputation came from the six
years he spent with Horace Silver
between 1958 and 1964. He was also a
popular sideman on dozens of recordings by the primary voices of hard bop
(Jackie McLean, Jimmy Smith, Stanley
BLUE MITCHELL
Turrentine, Bobby Timmons, Lou
The Complete Blue Note
Donaldson, et al). Mitchell first recorded
Blue Mitchell Sessions (1963-1967)
under his own name for Riverside.
Blue Mitchell, trumpet; Julian Priester, trombone; Joe
Then he switched labels and went into
Henderson, Junior Cook, tenor sax; Leo VVright,
Rudy Van Gelder's famous studio in
alto sax; Jerry Dodgion, alto sax, flute; Pepper
Adams, baritone sax; Herbie Hancock, Chick
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey six times
Corea, Harold Mabern, Cedar Walton, McCoy
for Blue Note. Mitchell's six sessions
Tyner, piano; Gene Taylor, bass; Roy Brooks, Al
Foster, Billy Higgins, Mickey Roker, drums; Duke
produced six complete LPs: &LT Lightly,
Pearson, Melba Liston, Jimmy Heath, Don Pickett,
The Thing to Do, Down With It!, Bring It
arrangers
Home to Me, Boss Hong, and Heads Up! To
Mosaic MD4-178 (4 CDs). 1963-67, 1998. Alfred
Lion, Francis Wolff, prods.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.;
return to them now is to visit aplace
Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Ron McMaster,
that feels further away than 35 years,
remastering eng. AAD. TT: 4:06:37
Mail-order only: Mosaic Records, 35 Melrose Place,
where truths were less ambivalent, and
Stamford, CT 06902.
where soulful romanticism could still be
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2
unselfconscious.
Mitchell's sound was one of the clashere were so many trumpet playsic hard-bop trumpet signatures: bright
ers back then, and Blue Mitchell
was just one of the cats. He was a and crisp and clean. He could sass and
strut and hammer it home (how else do
stranger to the status enjoyed by major
you get hired by Horace Silver?), but his
figures like Davis and Gillespie. He did
not possess the harmonic originality of greatest gift was as amelodist. On these
Booker Little or the seductive charm of sessions he takes solo after solo, and
each is a model of lyrical continuity.
Chet Baker or the chops of Freddie
"Cry Me aRiver," from Step bghtly (disc
Hubbard and Lee Morgan. But Blue
1), is representative: the theme statehad alittle thing of his own, acertain
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ment contains deep feeling held closely
within its hip reserve, and the pacing of
the solo chorus feels flawless. (The
trumpet work is very fine throughout
this album. Yet Blue Note chose not to
release it until 1980, after Mitchell's
death, probably because of alto saxophonist Leo Parker's intonation problems.) Other examples of Mitchell's distinctive balance of passion and poise
come on "Mona's Mood" (one of
Jimmy Heath's most permanent lines),
"Portrait ofJenny," and "I Should Care."
Every ensemble here except the one
on the first session features the tenor
sax of Junior Cook. Cook is in greater
danger of disappearing into history
than Mitchell, despite the fact that he
and Mitchell made one of the tightest
front lines in the history of jazz. They
perfected their joined-at-the-hip
unisons over 10 years, first with
Horace Silver's quintet and then in
Mitchell's own bands. Cook is huge in
this collection, riding like aroad warrior through such testosteronedrenched pieces as "Perception,"
"Chick's Tune," and "Fungii Mama."
The rest of Mitchell's sidemen are stalwarts of the Blue Note stable — worldclass players like Billy Higgins, Joe
Henderson, Pepper Adams, Herbie
Hancock, Chick Corea, and Al Foster
203
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Record
(the last three at the very beginnings of
their careers).
For 15 years, the Mosaic label has set
the standard by which jazz reissue programs are judged. This boxed set contains afull-size 12-page booklet with
scholarly liner notes by Bob Blumenthal, comprehensive discographical
information, and evocative black-andwhite photographs from the recording
sessions by Francis Wolff. While many
earlier Mosaic sets have provided conscientious digital transfers from original
Blue Note master tapes, the sonic
restoration here is on another level. The
classic "Van Gelder sound" — relatively
dean horns but cottony pianos, onenote basses, and dim drums — is transformed. Mitchell's trumpet is fierce
with bristling harmonics, and Junior
Cook's tenor is clarion clear. Even the
rhythm sections are lit with new light.
No explanation is offered for this stunning improvement other than the notation that Ron McMaster used 20-bit
Super Bit Mapping in the mastering
process. He has delivered the bestsounding Blue Notes ever brought back
from the '60s.
Blue Mitchell was one of the cats,
and Mosaic could not have taken better
care of his precious legacy.
—Thomas Conrad

etc.
LOUIS PRIMA WITH
GIA MAIONE
Let's Fly with Mary Poppins
Walt Disney 60406-7 (CD). 1998. Randy Thornton,
reissue prod. AAD? Tr: 27:33
Performance***
Sonics ***

very once in awhile adisc comes
along that defines the concept
behind adding an "Etc." category
to Stereophile's record-review section;
this crazy curio is certainly one of those
indescribable gems.
Louis Prima's own words in the liner
notes describe it best: "When Ifirst
heard these tunes, Iflipped and immediately recorded 'Stay Awake' and
`Spoonful of Sugar.' "Impressed as well
by the rest of the Mary Poppins soundtrack, Prima then brought in his wife,
singer Gia Maione, and cut eight more
tunes in English and two —"Stiamo
Svegli (Stay Awake)" and "Supercalifragilistic-Espiralidoso" —in Italian.
Anyone familiar with Prima's inimitable (to say the least) style and energy
will immediately grasp the potential for
Stereophile, September 1998
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most breathtakingly inept films ever
made, Valley has spawned aTV-movie
remake, an off-Broadway show, and
countless drag-queen imitations.
Like all great bad movies, Valley is
oddly comforting. The hilariously grim
script, the '60s pop-art camera techniques, the clothes, the hair —most of
all the music — are as rewarding on the
19th viewing as they are on the first.
Right now, a Valley of the Dolls party
must be happening somewhere.
For most of his career, Mark Robson
had afairly solid reputation as aprofiLET'S FLY WITH
cient Hollywood craftsman. Valley of the
Dolls changed all that. It's amovie that
seems more likely the work of Ed
Wood on abig budget. Nowhere, for
example, is there any indication that the
story unfolds over aperiod of roughly
20 years: at the movie's beginning and at
its end, we're blissfully stuck in 1967.
And it's the peculiar triumph of the
film's score, by Dory and André Previn,
that it brings 1967 back alive. Thanks to
GIA
LOUIS
Philips, the music is now available for
PRIMA
MAIONE
the first time on CD. But there's acatch:
Sing
the CD cover reads "Music from the
dewle.m.
Smash Hit
motion picture soundtrack" — and
that's different from the real thing.
Of the songs, the only one to sucPrima cuts loose by himself: the jazzy,
uptempo rendition of 'Chim Chim ceed as asingle was the film's main
Cher-ce," where he gets in abit of his theme. It's sung over the main titles by
trademark scatting; and the two rocking Dionne Warwick, but on this CD the
takes (one each in Italian and English) of voice isn't Warwick's. Later on, there's
"Stay Awake" and "Jolly Holiday," asimilar switch on "I'll Plant My Own
where he tweaks the chorus into "It's a Tree," the number sung in the film by
jolly holiday with Gia." This is aclassic the hard-as-nails Broadway star Helen
example of a recording project that Lawson (Susan Hayward). In the
couldn't miss on paper, but couldn't movie, Margaret Whiting dubbed
quite find agroove or aspirit once it hit Hayward's singing; here, it's someone
else. (Whiting's pitch is always deadthe studio.
Lees Fly is one of the first five releases on; this woman's is anything but.) But
in Walt Disney Records' ambitious and even with an indifferent singer, "I'll
Plant My Own Tree" remains asubeclectic new Archive Collection. The
others are Burl Ives' Chim Chim Cher-ee: limely bad song, and contains my
Children's Choices, Ukulele Ike Sings Again, favorite example of Dory Previn's tin
Rex Allen Sings 16 Favorite Songs, and Let's ear for lyrics: "It's my yard /So Iwill
Get Together with Hayley Milk Given the try hard /To welcome friends Ihave
wealth of material in the Disney vaults, yet to know!" Was there aproblem
this is one reissue series to keep an eye with the rights?
Indeed, all the selections may have
on.
-Robert Baird
been revamped, although the two numbers performed by the volatile star
VALLEY OF THE DOLLS
Neely O'Hara (Patty Duke), "It's
Music from the
Impossible" and "Give aLittle More,"
Motion Picture Soundtrack
sound like much closer matches.
Philips 314 536 876-2 (CD). 1998. No prod., eng.
Connoisseurs of the movie probably
listed. AAD7 TT: 28:75
won't care about the switch anyhow.
Performance **
Sonics ***
The important thing is that the CD
here's no getting around it: Valley brings back the film's wonderfully tacky
the Dolls, director Mark Rob- spirit. But it's too bad that, given Valleys
II son's 1967 film version of the popularity, Philips couldn't have
Jacqueline Susana best seller, has earned splurged for aCD booklet recountin£
-Brian Kellow
its place in movie history. One of the the film's history.

wonderfully appealing craziness this
project could have inspired. Unfortunately, the match of crazy man and
crazy material did not quite jell. This
disc sounds as if Prima dashed it off in
about an hour.
Although the end result is not nearly
as wild as it might have been — losing
the insipid Mrs. Prima entirely would
have been ahuge improvement — there
are still afew fun moments, all of which
occur in the handful of tracks in which

4111)
MARY POPPINS
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Creek 4330R
Editor:
As Iwas given no time to respond to the
Creek 4330R review by Wes Phillips in
the August '98 issue of Stertyphile, Iwasn't
sure if Ishould respond at all. After all, it is
afantastic review and was written before I
had dinner with Wes and Bob Reina at
Valentino's in Los Angeles. (If it wasn't a
bribe, could it have been a payoff?)
Anyway, Ihighly recommend Valentino's:
incredible wine (chosen by Bob, who does
know his wine) and marvelous food. It
was worth doing HI-FI '98 just for that.
But Idigress.
Iguess the only thing Idisagree with in
Wes's review is his statement that the
4330R didn't quite sound as good as his
$20,000 reference system. Ihave found in
many cases that the $595 Creek 4330R
sounds better than the majority of $20,000plus systems. 'This is not an idle statement
but an absolute point of fact. (My facts, I
should add.) It amazes me just how much
expensive gear sounds bad. Don't these
guys listen to live music?
The "elegant" simplicity of the Creek
4330R that Wes refers to is an accumulation of many years' experience from
the design team at Creek. Their mandate
to produce the best design without any
unnecessary frills has paid off.
As Wes said, "It's small and not terribly
expensive, but it is superbly well made, brilliantly thought out, and sounds great..."
What else could Iadd to that?
Roy Hall
Music Hall
P.S. Who the hell is "Little Feat"?
Boulder 2050
Editor:
All of us at Boulder give our thanks to
Jonathan Scull and the Stereophik staff for
their effort in reviewing the Boulder 2050
mono power amplifiers. Mr. Scull was
most gracious to let us bring in 600 lbs of
electronic equipment, thus rearranging his
world for amere visit.
One feature of the 2050 power amplifier is its adaptability to various levels of
mains power without changing sonic
character. The owner is able to immediately connect the amplifier to atypical
110-120V outlet and enjoy music, as Mr.
Scull did. As long as the clip indicator does
not illuminate, one is assured of perfect
performance.
Depending on the actual speaker im206

Comments

pedance
frequency, which is always
quite different from the classic laboratory
8ohm resistor, full peak voltage output
might even be obtained.
For very power-hungry loudspeakers,
two 220-240V, 20 ampere house circuits,
one for each 2050, will allow maximum
amplifier power capacity. These two combined are roughly the same maximum
current as for atypical clothes dryer, but
sound much more musical.
To Mr. Norton's comments: Our "intelligent" class-A biasing circuit measures
peak loudspeaker current demands and
instantaneously raises the bias to the
required level. This circuit then very slowly reduces the bias until another peak
comes along. Without this, a thousand
watts of class-A power certainly would
run hot all the time. By using variable
class-A biasing, an enormous electric bill is
avoided, for both the amplifiers and the air
conditioning required to stay in the same
room with them.
In regard to wide-bandwidth S/N
measurements, one must remember that
noise (hiss) generators in electronics are
directly related to impedances, in this case
the source or preamplifier impedance.
The lower the impedance, the lower the
noise voltage.
Our S/N specification is written with a
shorted input. Results within 1
dB of that
will be obtained for source impedances up
to 1k ohm, typical of the vast majority of
preamplifiers.
We have chosen ahigh input impedance of 200k ohms to purposely not load
the preamplifier and therefore not cause it
to distort. S/N measurements taken without any input connection will be higher
because the source is effectively 200k
ohms. We found that the Audio Precision
System One S/N test capability was not
adequate to make this measurement, and
that amore manual method must be used.
To our customers who have graduated to
the 2000 series, thank you. For those who
cannot afford it, please rest assured that
Boulder will continue to provide product to
meet your needs.
Jtj Nelson, president
Bruce Van Allen
North American marketing director
Boulder Amplyiers
Immedia/Audio Physic Rhea
Lditor:
First of all, let me say thank you to
Michael Fremer for the enthusiastic
review, and to Stereophile for providing the

platform for this review. It was ajoy to
read, and it explains the thinking behind
our Rhea subwoofer with the same clarity
Iam trying to achieve when designing
new speakers.
When we started designing the Rhea
subwoofer, our main goal was to improve
soundstaging, because we already knew
what asubwoofer can do to this aspect of
reproduction. And we are soundstage
freaks, since it is basic to our sensory experience. For example, if somebody enters
an unknown and dark room, she/he will
immediately be aware of the size of the
room. Low frequencies play an important
role in this evaluation process. If they arc
missing, it sounds like adoll's house.
Even with an inexpensive subwoofer,
the sensation of listening to music performed in amuch larger space than the listening room can be experienced. Our aim
was to achieve this experience without
compromising any other aspect of the performance. As Michael Fremer pointed
out, we have succeeded to apoint where
he didn't hear anything when first listening to the Rhea. This reflects the experience many of our customers have had.
Initially, it may seem that the Rhea is not
working since the main speakers' performance has not changed. After listening to
aproperly set-up Rhea, one immediately
recognizes the spaciousness and effortless
performance missing when the Rhea is
switched off.
Concerning the attractiveness of the
Rhea, my private subwoofer fires toward
the wall and has abig plant sitting on top
of it. (I hope this does not disqualify me as
an audiophile.) Most people don't even
recognize it as being a piece of stereo
equipment. In fact, this was the first component my wife ever wanted for our home
system, because she loves to feel the music.
What else can I add to Michael
Fremer's excellently written review? The
Rhea subwoofer can add aflexibility to a
high-end system that can't be achieved
otherwise. No matter whether the room
is boomy or bass-shy, the main loudspeakers can be chosen for focus, mid- to
high-range qualities, and their soundstaging delicacy. The bass is dialed in with
the Rhea afterward. Even room modes are
better controlled if there is athird sound
source radiating from adifferent point in
space. And, last but not least, the Rhea can
be regarded as along-term investment.
Bend 'Miss
R&D, Audio Physic
Stereophile, September 1998

Immedia/Audio Physic Rhea
Editor:
As MF pointed out, the Luna offers the
same performance as the Rhea but with
half the output for half the price. Two differences between the Rhea and Luna
crossover arc that the Luna also has a
105Hz crossover point, and a crossover
defeat point for people wishing to run the
subwoofer output from asurround-sound
processor directly to the Luna RCA input.
The Luna also has abutton for polarity
reversal.
For audiophiles with main speakers that
do not have very deep extension, apair of
Lunas for the same price as asingle Rhea
may improve stereo imaging.
Allot Perkins
kninedia
Dynaudio Contour 3.0
Limn:
We at Dynaudio would like to express
our gratitude to Dr. Larry Greenhill and
Stereophile for the outstanding review of
our Contour 3.0 loudspeaker. It is truly
rewarding to receive unbiased confirmation that the goals and expectations pertaining to the design and development of
this product were achieved.
Iwould like to commend Dr. Greenhill
for paying such close attention to detail, as
the build quality, fit and finish, and quality workmanship of loudspeakers are all
too often overlooked. Dynaudio loudspeakers intend to offer the most
advanced transducer technologies and
performance available in atimeless design.
Dr. Greenhill's comments on the appearance as well as the performance of our
Contour 3.0 serve as further confirmation
that this goal has also been met.
Eventually it is the listening test that
will reinforce the true merit of any loudspeaker, and Dr. Greenhill states that the
Contours "reinvolved" him with the
music, and that he was "swept into" the
music's peak volumes. Dr. Greenhill proclaims that the Contour 3.0 "is the dynamic loudspeaker to beat in the $5000/pair
price range." This would confirm that the
3.0 delivers exceptional performance as
well as value. Ultimately, this is the goal
for each and every Dynaudio product at its
particular price point.
In closing, Iwant to thank Stereophile for
providing us this platform to showcase our
products, and to Dr. Larry Greenhill and
John Atkinson for athorough and enlightening review.
Mike Manousselis
director of sales & marketing
Dynaudio North America
PMCI13-15
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to view
the draft review of our IB-1$ monitors. It
is avery thorough and informative report,
and I am pleased that your reviewer,
Stereophile,
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Kalman Rubinson, found them so enjoyable. Ido feel the need to comment on
some observations made indicating that
he was not hearing them at their best.
My main surprise from the review was
the comment regarding the unimpressive
low-frequency performance. It is the area
that our monitors usually excel in, considering their size. As was commented on, if
this was a30-year-old transmission-line
design, the cabinet would have been three
times the volume! PMC has spent the last
10 years perfecting and improving this
principle for studio and home use. This
has allowed us to reduce the size of the
cabinet and increase the "speed" and definition of the bass while retaining the lowfrequency response. No reflex or infinitebaffle cabinet of the same size can compete with this new transmission-line type.
With monitor systems that extend
down to the subsonic frequencies, positioning is naturally more critical than it is
with a lightweight performer. Transmission lines load the air in the listening
room. This is how they produce that
breathy, box-free bass that no other loading principle offers. The demands on the
room are greater, but the rewards from
spending extra time on positioning are
much greater also. Furthermore, because
the bass drive-unit and the line work
together for two octaves, as noted by John
Atkinson, their interaction with the room

is more complex.
Iappreciate and wholeheartedly support your position on reviews without the
possibility of "manufacturer intervention," but in this case Iwould have liked
the opportunity to help in setting the
monitors up in the room. All the comments I read relate to room/speaker
interface problems. If the amount of warble-tone level made the low-frequency
units hit their end stop, there was alot of
energy going somewhere ... but not into
the listening space!
With regard to the technical measurements:
As correctly commented upon in the
review text, the design is centered on the
midrange axis. On this axis, the integration of the three drive-units is optimized.
However, the use of 24dB/octave
Linkwitz-Riley filters does allow awider
vertical listening window than lowerorder filter networks.
Iwas rather puzzled, therefore, that
many of the measurements referred to
the tweeter axis as your reference mike
position. This, as you will appreciate, will
render not-so-favorable responses or
polar plots, as this is already off-axis to the
reference. With larger three-way monitors, where distances between drive-units
is significant, measurements under 2m
(78") will accentuate arrival-time differences from each drive-unit to the mea-
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surement mike. In three-way monitors,
therefore, it naturally makes good sense
to center the crossover design around the
midrange unit. This is the philosophy of
this design.
This review was prompted by the
excellent sound Kalman Rubinson heard
at the Stereophile HI-FI Show in San
Francisco. Iwould like the opportunity to
show how that may be repeated in the
reviewer's room.
Peter Thomas
PMC
Silverline Audio at HI-FI '98
Editor:
We must congratulate you on yet another highly successful HI-FI Show, and
Silverline Audio is proud to have been a
participant.
We must also thank two of the
Stereophile stag Wes Phillips and Robert J.
Reina, who spent aconsiderable amount
of time listening to our products and
showed lots of interest.
We must apologize to Robert that the
room was overcrowded when he came in.
In fact, as many as six people had to sit on
the floor at that time. He might not have
had the proper environment to concentrate his listening.
During this Show, we experienced
overwhelmingly enthusiastic responses
from Show attendees and the frequent
overcrowding of our room. It looks like
we have to plan for alarger room for HIFI '99 in Chicago.
Alan Yun,
president
Silverline Audio Technology
Correction
In the August 1988 issue's "Analog
Corner" (p.59), Michael Fremer referred
to Benz Micro Reference (not "Micro
Benz") as costing $2700. Garth Leerer of
US distributor Musical Surroundings
informs us that the correct price of the
Reference is $2500. The price of re-tipping aBenz Micro Gilder was quoted as
being $300. The correct price of the retipping is $400. Though we published
these prices, which had been given to Mr.
Fremer by a representative of Musical
Surroundings, in good faith, we apologize
to Musical Surroundings for the misreâ
resentations.
—John Atkinson
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(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800

COLORADO
Boulder
Eads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900

Sacramento
Audio PX
(916) 929-2100

Listen Up 03
(719) 633-2600

Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bernadino
Video Mart
(909) 885-3191
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Convoy TV Audio 8Video Sales
(619) 279-3825
I.P.D. Distribution Services
(619) 481-5928
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
S. San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771

Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Audio Visionaries
(719) 532-1518

Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up *2
(303) 444-0479
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202

Buy

Stereophile

Boca Raton
Better Sound
(561) 338-8898
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Daytona Beach
Crystell Clear Sounds
(904) 767-0022
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018

Margate

(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakenvorld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Atlanta
Electronic Home Consultants
(404) 231-0504
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Circuitronix
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 642-5557
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770

Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500

Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505

Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Avant Garde Home
Entertainment
(773) 248-1104

Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793'3399
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
Slidell
Home Theater Concepts
(800) 357-6684
MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Sounchvorks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Rockville
Needle Express
(301) 279-5511
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras
(781) 648-8111
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111

Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3561 Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. US National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.
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Cambridge
Audio lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Lawrence
Malc° Electronics
(508) 685-4383
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 7694400
Pittsfield
H.135. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage &Sons
(313) 186-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737'0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
MISSOURI
Cool Valley
Pirtles Custom Sound
(314) 504-0760
Gladstone
Buzzz's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 483-4511
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NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
DuneIlen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Jersey City
Worldwide Distribution Services
(201) 332-7100
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen 's
(201) 744-2199
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand 8
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
1.S .C. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade AV Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400

Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(115) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home &Car
(503) 363-3633

Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002

Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960

Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177

Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
Look and listen
(937) 438-4330
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoflman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
St. Marys
Fowler's Magnavox Home
Theater
(419) 194-5316
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove
Sounder
(215) 659-8815
Wyomissing
Stereo Barn
(610) 376-7122
RHODE ISLAND
Portsmouth
Paul's Ultimate Audio/Video
(401) 683-4400
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Johnson City
Mr. Toad's Stereo
(423) 929-1121
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio 8Video
(901) 682-6557

TEXAS
Arlington
Pioneer Television 8Audio
(817) 640-3018
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667

Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wausau
Electronics World #1
(715) 845-4504

High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(972) 247-1487

WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 731-1000

Audio Partners
(972) 930-9862
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust DOD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
18011 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

CANADA

Audition Audio
(8011 467-5918
Broad
(8011 484-1110
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(8021 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 781-7047
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Classic Audio
(206) 706-1561
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN

Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001

ALBERTA
Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay I
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9914 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second SI SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #MI63
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No .3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #10I
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

NEW BRUNSWICK
Monkton
Ernie sNewsstand
(902) 454-8381

Opus 2Audio 8Video
(901) 684-5461

Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464

NOVA SCOTIA

Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818

Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
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ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Menvale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave

De Hifivonkel
Tel 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax: 31 (0) 24 684 2602
BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax (047) 322-0305
BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Fax: (011) 024-48841
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231

Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W

CROATIA
National Distributor

Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd

Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376

Richmond Hill
Arriencan Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Barnes
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd

CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax: 42-2-90001181
DENMARK

Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St

Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel (459) 722-4941

Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E

FINLAND

Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
L'Atelier Gngonan
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 703
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S
QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul Deane
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Laieunesse
Quebec
C.O.RA
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
RJ. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel (617) 3368 3566
Fax (617) 3368-3813
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
A Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

r

BENELUX
National Distributor
Dumb Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax: 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hifiwinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax: 31 (0) 40 211 7734
The Heap
Tel: 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 580 1529
De Flifistudio
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612345

Turku
11rfiMesta Oy
Tel: (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-2504-808
FRANCE
Paris
Rensaissance Sad
TeVFax: (331) 6004-6006
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328
INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel 6221-692-7840
Fax 6221-625-1133
IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Clancy Audio
Tel (353) 1-288-8477
Far (353) 1-283-4887
ISRAEL
MRS Home Entertainment
Tel: 972-9-9575-596
Fax: 972-9957-7060
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound IS Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

MACEDONIA
Skopje
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fan' (389) 91 11 83 66

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel (60) 3-717-6969
Fax (60) 3-719-4038

MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tell (596) 42 71 00
Far (596) 57 96 39

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
National Distributor
Music World Co.
Tel: (662) 276-5190
Fax (662) 276-2456

ecet
AudioNideo Systems
Electronics &
$urround Processors
Krell. Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Acurus •Rega
Adcom •Jolida •Angstrom •Ayre •Sony ES
Pioneer Elite •Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab
Mafia
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Verity Audio
Celestino •Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics
Turntables & Cartridges
Basis •Rega •Immedia •Project
Benz •Grado •Sumiko •Shure

TRINIDAD
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton
Tel (64) 4-5688-066
Fax (64) 4-5688-065

NORWAY
National Distributor
sv alinaeset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93

POLAND
Warsaw
Hill Sound Studio
Tel/Fax: (48) 22-774-8154

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Apsom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367

Curepe
Sanch Electronics
Tel (868) 663-1384
Fax: (868) 645-2205

Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673
UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: 01895 433 800
Fax: 01895 433 801
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel: 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625
Berkshire
Audio T
Tel 01734 585 463
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel 0131 555 3963
London
Kamla Hill
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel 01P 403 2255

Moscow
RG Sound
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742

Milton Keynes
Audio Insightfiechnosound
Tel 01908 604 949

ATTrade
Tel: (310) 271-9191
Fax: (095) 291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (095) 196-9931
Fax: (095) 917-8762
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (095) 233-1442
Fax (095) 248-3352

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
HiEi House
Fax: (99) 62-68-24-098

Meg
Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer Elite •Sony
Proton •Sony DSS
Accessories
Transparent Audio •Synergistic Research •Tributaries
Goertz •Ocos •Audioquest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamax •Sumiko •Tice

L

Eunilmm
Zoethecus •Contemporary Product Design
Billy Bags •Sanos •Lovan •Plateau

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106
Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail hifi@digitalear.com
www.digitalear.com

Krell
K AV- 300

Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel 0115 958 4404
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel 01284 724 337
West Thurrock (Lakeside)
Rayleigh-Dansk
Tel: 01708 680551
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel/Fax' 848651868
YUGOSLAVIA

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
Te/Fax: 6533 42 106

Subwoolers
Rd l•Velodyne •Definitive Technology
Audio Physics

TURKEY

RUSSIA
National Distributor

Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel (381) 11-222-4322
Fax. (381) 11-140-689

•Atlantis •Audio Power Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology. Dunlavy •EAD
•Grado • HK •)olida •Krell • Losan •Magnan
•Martin Logan •Magro •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •NBS• Panama •ProAc •PS8
•Rega •Sanus •Sound Anchors •Standesign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research •Thiel

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Excellence
Tel: (27) 1l
-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

•Van den hul cartridges

•VPI •Wadia •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
L•0•G•leC

The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store

JAPAN
National Distributor

SPAIN
National Distributor

Tokyo
Axiss Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622

Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
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SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

3702
Des

Beaver

Moines,

Ave.
IA

50310

515-255-2134
Specials an our Website: http://vowaautho-logiccurn
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nains. Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Rolcsan, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVox,
JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Revolver, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acums, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem, Vandersteen,
Von Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, PowerWedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Limpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEtc/Disawer.
AUDIO ARTISTRY BEETHOVENS, mint, Class A
recommended (Stereophile. April 1998), ($28,000)
$18,500. Ron, (847) 236-9114.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE v12 DAC, ($550) $325;
Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0, ($599) $325; Velodyne F1500R subwoofer, new, ($1600) $950; Adcom GFA555 II, new, ($999) $585; Adcom GDA-700, new and
demo, ($949) $600. C.all John, (717) 532-7373, 9-5 EST
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, ICinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list (718) 423-0400, or visit our
showrooms at 251-11 Mahan Blvd, Little Node NY 11363.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, CE.C.,
Densen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303)
399-5031, MST
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/
ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofcr systems available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy, QS&D,
33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406. (540)
372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Superoc Producu,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sonde
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphasc, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetiic, Air Tight, Avalon Acoustics,
Audio Artistry, Audio Craft, Audio Note, Basis, BenzMicro, Chang, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare, Graaf,
Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT, Magnum Dynalab,
Meret, Micromega, Micro-Seiki, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Rega, Samadhi Acoustics,
Spendor, Symphonic Line, Systemdek, Tammy, Totem,
Transfiguration, Wheaton Triplanar, XLO, YBA,
Zoethecus, and more. Call/fax John Barnes at (303) 691340Z 2341 W Yale Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.
JMLAI3 UTOPIAS —Brand-new in box, ($29,900)
$19,500. (972) 404-8334.
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FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
web site at http://wwwfanfarecom .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-8637, also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to info@fartlarecom ,or write to Fanfare FM, Box
455, Brea NY 14225-0455.
ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for bi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DeCoutuy Engineering Lab, 11828 WJefferson Blvd, Culver
City, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, fax (310) 397-8498,
impchurch@aolcom
SIGNAL GUARD RESONANCE-ATTENUATION PLATFORM. Dimensions, 19" by 16" by 3";
weight, 27 lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation, 14Hz-55khz, $349. Shannon Dickson's review
upcoming in Sterrophile. Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you,
or order factory-direct to open areas. (914) 496-1067
Dealer inquiries invited.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. 7ice Audio
Products, tel. (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"Those lucky folks
with really high-end FM tuners should throw away any
lesser antenna.., and install an APS-14 immediately."
www.wb2vvv.com. APS-14, smaller brother APS-9, for
attic or rooftop mount; and the elegant indoor FM Intenna —the finest FM-reception products on the planet. Sec Srereophile, "Recommended Components," April
1998. APS, (860)643-2733, e-mail: antperf@rupbenet, web
site rvwukantennaperfomrancecom.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/meter
pair, speaker cable, $100/running meter. Money-back
guarantee. Don't pay more! (770)457-8748 before 10pm EST
dCS ELGAR 24-bit/961cHz DAC/preamp, new, the ultimate digital processor, ($12,000) $9500. (310)659-7599.

RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial.
$415 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with apace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 983-6327.
Online: classifieds@stereophile.com .DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of
the month, two months in advance of the issue
in which your ad will appear. For example, if
you want your ad to run in the November 1998
Stetrophile, you must submit it by September 1,
1998. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFD Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203)929-0876.
PLACETE AUDIO PREAMPS. The most transparent
available today. Uses only the finest Vishay® S-102
resistors in all signal paths, including the 128-step volume control. Full IR remote control. Passive or
buffered. Five line inputs plus two tape decks. Custombuilt for your system. From $2000. No-risk trial. Call
(208) 342-6141 for details.
PLACETE AUDIO: available now, 126-step remotecontrolled dual-mono line-level attenuators that use only
Vishay* S-102 resistors. From $1000. (208) 342-6141 or
Placete@aolcom
AUDIO ART EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300.
WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL, Cary, Diapason, JtvUab, MS,
ProAc, Townshend, Wilson Benesch, WireWorld,
more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter! Arizona Tube
Audio, (602) 921-9961. www.tubeaudio.wm
DIGIFLEX DVD CABLE KIT, featuring the Digiflex
Gold I, "... my first choice in adigital cable at any
price." —Corey Greenberg, Stereophile, Vol.16 No.Z
July 1993. And Vidiflex Gold-S professional S-video
cable. Special price for both, $114.95. Also: Plus Series
analog interconnects, video projector and speaker
cables, and more. Free catalog from your Canare
source: Sound & Video, (518) 822-8800.
NEW AGE AUDIO—offering the best in high-end
audio for Georgia and the Southeast. Accuphase,
Audire, AudioPrism, Musical Design, Music Reference,
Presence, Muse, Rogue, Quicksilver, Sim Moon Series,
Altis, Musical Concepts. Timbre, G&D Transforms,
Rep. EAD, Alón, Clements, ESP, Fuselier, Green
Mountain, Merlin, Quintessence, Totem, Music Metre,
Synergistic Research, TARA Labs, XL0, Osiris,
Chang, Audio Magic. (770) 487-0103.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Anna-Sphere, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson,
Gerslunan Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, Martin-Logan,
mbl, MIT, NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia,
and many more high-end components. Call for inventory list, or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 St,
Flushing, NY 11358. Tel. (718) 961-8842, fax (718) 8869530. High End Audio.
COUNTERPOINT NPS 200, silver amp, $1200; HC
818 preamp, $500. Both brand-new or best offer. Call
(619) 695-0548.
THRESHOLD ?ET-Teak and DAC-le, mint, boxes
and manuals, black, low hours, ($3200 each) both
$1900; Forte SIX and F45, Denon DCD-I520, a/d/s/
SAT7, boxes and manuals, low hours, ($4835 system)
all for $2500; free Lsvan stands, shipping included.
(419) 470-3970 days, (734) 495-0963 evenings, or
gonteetmdinccom
INFINITY IRS V. ($60,000) $23,000. Worldwide
delivery available. Brian, (805) 527-9739, five (805) 5279808, southern California, US. E-mail: hellohifi@aolcom
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CLIO, 5-disc, $1200;
MIT 350 Terminator, 1m, RCA, $600. Call Dennis,
(352) 854-9545.
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VTL M13-250 SIGNATURE mono amps with MIT
upgrades, ($7250) $4495; CAT Signature Mk.III,
($6000) $3720; Basis 2500, ($5500) $3300; Graham
2.0. ($3000) $1975; C.E.C. 2transport, ($3000) $1600;
Srereophile, Vol3 to Vo120 (1972-1997), 185 magazines.
$325. All items new in box with warranty. Bob, (810)
254-6671.
KRELL KSA-200S, $3450; Mark Levinson No28,
$1400; Dunlavy SC-1Vs, $3400; Sonic Frontiers SFD2,51775; ARC CI)T1, $1000; Transparent Ultra speaker cable, 10', $1275; balanced interconnect, 10m, $925;
lm, $550. (978) 683-6099.
VPI ARIES TURNTABLE with 12" JMW toncarm,
new with warranty, ($5000) $3295. Benz Ruby 2cartridge, new, $2295. (706) 638-0577
DEMO EQUIPMENT, AS NEW: Mark Levinson
No3I transport, $4700; BAT VK60 monoblocks,
$5500; Sonic Frontiers SF L-2 prcamp, $2100; SFD-2
DAC, $2350; Audio Research LS2, $1200; Hales
Concept V, $3100; miscellaneous high-end interconnects. Callibe (602) 371-4641 x206, (602) 572-9302.
MARK LEVINSON No333 or No.332, No.380 or
No380s, and No39 or Nos.37/36. EgglestonWorks
Andras, matching balanced interconnect and 10' biwire
cables, original owner, mint-condition equipment only,
prefer East Coast. Fax: (45) 75 68 38 66.
KRELL AUDIO VIDEO STANDARD, perfect,
$6000. (248) 634-6619, Michigan.
AVALON EIDOLON SPEAKERS in quilted cherry,
brand new!, ($19,500) $14,000; Synergistic Research
Designer's Reference speaker cables, 10', brand new!,
($4000) $2400; FMS Zero Signature interconnect,
$1150; Zero speaker cables, 10', ($1310) $850; Zero-1
digital, 1.5m, RCA, ($840) $540; Sinewave 62 power
cord, 7', ($600) $360; Nordost Quattro Fil Reference
interconnect, lm, RCA ($1400) $900; Acrotec eightnines-purity copper interconnect. 1m, RCA, (1850)
5550. (949) 362-5050.

2—/ e)

ASTONISHINGLY NATURAL Signature mods
with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgate caps. and more. Add
Hyperfasts and Blackgatcs to any component!
Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy, B&K,
Dyna (tubes too!), and Haller! Single-ended PA-3
front-end for Haller amps—unbelievable sound! Cl)
players: Enigma, Epoch, and highly rated CDT-4 transport. Get our pithy quarterly newsletter. Musical
C,onaprs, 49 Jason Gnat, Sr. Charles, MO 63304, (314)
447-0040, jhillig@primarymet

MISSION ARGONAUTS, ($1500) $400; Parasound
HCA-1000, ($575) $300; Sony DTC-A6 digital
recorder, ($995) $500. (801) 785-4693.
APOGEE I)UETTA SIGNATURES with DAX 3
crossover, original owner. $2800 (2); Classé 25s, black,
518(10 each; Classé l)R8, original owner, $900; Eagle
400 mono amps, $1100. Ed, (519) 756-3163, Canada.
SONY XA7ES Cl), $1750. (973) 628-8141.

USEI) & DEMO SALE: Adcom GDA-600; 136:W
Signature 30,801s, CDM-7, P-4; Classa;e CP-45, Cl'35, CI'-60; Convergent Audio JL-1; Hales Concept 2,
Revelation 3; Infinity IRS Beta; Krell SDP-32; Mark
Levinson No.332; McIntosh MC7300; Proceed PD!' 3,
PCD 2; Sonic Frontiers SF L-2 Mk2, 5E1)-2 Mk2;
Symphonic-Line Kraft 400; Vandersteen 5; Velodyne
UL1)-18; Wadia 8, 15; Wilson Audio X-1 Mk.2,
WATT/Puppy 3/2; more. Audition Audio, (801) 4675918,Jax (801) 467-0290.
CARY 300 SE Signature, $2950; 98 SLP, 51800; 845
SE!, $6500. (864) 487-4985.
ECHO BUSTERS Decorative Acoustical Treannents!!!
Your room is acomponent too. Upgrade the only component that works with any equipment — your room!
Absorption, Diffusion and Bass Control packages tame
acoustical problems attractively! For best results. "Echo
Bust" your room. (888) Ed10-BliSt, EillOBIlgerglaC0111 ,
WWW.CAMILWIS.COM .

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

Mart

NEW 1998 CATALOG. Vacuum-tube preamplifiers
and power-amplifier kits, passive line-stages, phono
stages, power conditioners, and more. 1)IY components from Hovland MusiCaps, MultiCaps, Jensen oils,
Kimber Kap, Solen, Winia, Elna Cerafines; Caddock,
Holco, Mills, Resista; KR Enterprise, Svetlana, Sovtek,
Western Electric; Cardas, Neutrik, 1)H Labs, Kimber
Kahle, Vampire; Alps, Noble, Grayhill. We also have
enclosures, books, software, and circuits. Order our
200-page catalog, SI2 (US/Canada). $18 (international). Visa/MasterCard. Call IFelbome Labs, (303) 4706585, fax (303) 791-5783, e-mail wlabs@ix.nercont.com ,
web .41C hIlp://1111 WIVelbOrlitlabS.00111 .
,

KEF 107 SPEAKERS, black, equalizer, mint, ($5000)
$2200; KEF Reference 4, one year old, black, mint,
boxes, ($5200) $OM. Dave, (203) 855-6009 days.
CLASSÉ DAC-1, $2400; Illuminati Orchid, $300. Both
mint condition. Free shipping. Pen; (281) 218-6711
REFERENCE LINE ONE B PREEMINENCE balanced, remote control, passive preamp, like new, 1895.
(773) 975-0608.
CAREFULLY CARED FOR and in MINT condition: Theta Generation Va balanced processor with
remote, fresh from most recent factory upgrade and
never used since, ($5995) $2500; Theta Data II with
remote, ($1995) $1000; David Berning TF12 all-tube
preamplifier with remote, ($3245) $2000; Fosgate
Model Illa surround-sound processor with remote,
$500. All items in mint condition with original instruction manuals. Call (512) 374-0686 &fore 10pros EST

J
JJJJJJ

Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital' audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need to Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Source Code: SF9811'

How to Get Your FREE copy Of the High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek so
call anytime. Why not call now? Cal11-800-451-5445
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Established in 1980, Audio Advisor, Inc.. is the world's
largest seller of high-end audio products by direct mail.
Address: 4549 Danvers Drive S.E. Kentwood, MI 48512
Phone: 616-9756100 Fax: 616-975-6110
Copyright 1996 Audio Advisor. Inc.
hI
tp://www.audioadvisor.com
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FM ACOUSTICS PRECISION INTERFACE
cables, new; Air Tight ATC-2 preamp, Audio Logic
Converter, Yankee Model 72 speakers. (973) 746-2794.

CLASSÉ CP60 PREAMP with built-in phono stage,
silver face, remote, 18 months old, excellent condition,
(MOO) $2650 OBO. (508) 877-7015 after 8pm EST

MARK LEVINSON No20.5 mono amps, excellent,
($14,500) $5500. (209) 626-4547

COUNTERPOINT SA-5000A PREAMP with
phono, silver, mint with two-year transferrable warranty. ($3599) $1499; Vandersteen Model 3 with Sound

DUNLAVY Ils, OAK, $1650; Magnepan MG 3As,
$850; Theta Pro Prime DIA, $550. (425) 742-0657
ORACLE RECORD BRUSH with ground wire,
French. Fred (513) 983-0856 orfswround@aol.com .
NAIC.A/v1ICHI 1000ZXL cassette deck, $1400;
Bryston .5b preamp, 1300; Magnum-Dynalab FT101
tuner, $425; Rotel system including RC995 preamp,
RP900 turntable, RCD 97IDBX CD player, RB970BX
amp, RD960BX cassette deck. FtLC 900 line conditioner, $1750 for all; Standesign 5-Tall shelf, $250;
Standesign 32V AV cart, $125; RCA LDP600 laserdisc,
$250; 150 70s and '80s pop and rock records, extremely well taken care of $150. All items mint with boxes.
Mark, (248) 366-9881, no later than lOpm EST
TANDBERG TD20A, 71/2ips and 33/4ips, 1/4-track,
101/2", carry case, excellent condition, $695; AKG
D224E 2-way dynamic mikes, Canare cables, etc,
$395/pair. All for $995. Box 92, Bel Air, MD 21014.
KRELL KSA-250 AMP, MINT, ($6900) $2900;
Vandersteen 2Ci speakers with stands, $499. (606)
442-9981.
PASS ALEPH 1.2, $8300; Aleph P remote, $2800;
Aleph 5, $2600; Cary 300SE Signature, latest, Western
tubes, $3150; 805C, latest, $5900; Voce Divina Tenore
floorstanding monitors, ($8350) $4200. (801) 226-1018.
MAGNEPLANAR MG20, $4800; crossover, $40;
Mark Levinson No333, $5300; Audiorransparent
Reference Musicwave, 12, $2950; balanced, 1m, $2300.
All mint. Plus shipping. (904) 398-5450, 5-9pm EST
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 14 with NOS
Mullards, $2650; Magnan Type Si interconnects, 2m,
$395. Lany, (954) 921-1408.

Anchor stands, mint. ($3599) $1199; Theta Pro Basic
IIIA, black, mint, ($2599) $1299; MIT 330 interconnect, 10', mint, ($399) $250. All plus shipping. This,
(630) 208-6012.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV12L preamplifier, mint,
boxes and manuals, ($1895) $995. (301) 907-6629.
AMPS: BOULDER 500, $2800; Classé CA 400, 6
months, $3900; Conrad-Johnson Premier 11A, 9
months, $2300; Krell KSA-2005, ($7500) $4000;
McCormack DNA-1 Deluxe, $1600; Sonic Frontiers
Power 3, 2months, $6500. Preamps: Audible Illusions
Modulus 3, $750; Audio Research LS2B, $1300; SP9 II,
phono, $900; Boulder L3AE, phono, $1600;
Counterpoint SA-5000, phono, $1800; Krell KSL,
$900; Onkyo P388F, phono, remote, $550. Processors:
Adcom GDA-700, $550; Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0,
$360; Parasound 1100 HD, $525; Proceed PDP, $400;
PDP 2, 5500; Theta Pro Prime II, $750; DS Pro Basic
II, balanced, $900; VAC 22.1, $1150; Wadia Digimaster
64, Sledgehammer, $1200. Transports: Forsell
Reference III, $4300; VAC 23.1, $1000. Players: CAL
CL5, $800; Proceed PCD, $600. Analog: Goldmund
Studio IV, 'DF, Gold, ($15,900) $5200; VPI HW19,
new Well Tempered Classic, III upgrade, ($2700)
$1200. Speakers: ICinergetics SW200 subwoofers,
$750; Soundwave Grand Soliloquy, $1000; Thiel CS2,
$825; Von Schweikert VR4, Silver, $2700; Wilson
WATT 1, $1500. Many more items and cables, list
available, condition guaranteed. Trevor, (302) 737-2606,
oales@voicenetcom
CARY SL150, $1400; CAL ALPHA and Delta, $1200;
B&W 804, 51400. Absolutely like new. (703)243-6189.

Straight lalk

HARMONIC RECOVERY SYSTEM: Ye musidr
lovers, harken! You must hear the HRS in your audio
or headphone system: the most exciting musical
improvement offered in the last 20 years. Call us for an
audition and customers' comments! Also EarMax,
EarMax Pro, Etymotic, March, Panasonic, Sennheiser,
Sony, Top Hats, Verdier, European LPs/CDs! Audio
Advancements, Box 100, Lincoln Park, ny 07035. (973) 6331151. Order toll-free: (888) 59-Musik. unvutaudioadvancements.com. E-mail: audadv@eanhlinknet.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CL10, 5-disc, $1200;
MIT 350 Terminator, 1m, RCA, MOO; Max 1000, 5120;
MIT MI330 CVT Shotgun, $400. Call (352) 854-9545.
BecW 802 SERIES 3SPEAKERS, $4000; with North
Creek crossovers ($1500) and Sound Anchors ($350).
All for $2900. (650) 948-0286.
APOGEE DIVA, $3500; Duetta Signature, $1700;
Forsell AirForce 1 turntable, ($23,000) $7800;
Counterpoint Natural Progression monos, ($9000)
$3800; SA20, $995; Infinity Beta, mint, $5600; Wadia
20 transport, (14500) $2200; Krell ICSA-250, $2900;
Gryphon Bel Canto, $2950; PS Audio Lambda II transport, $850; Theta Gen.Va, $2600; Muse 1 preamp,
$1100; Jadis JPL, ($6300) $2900; Mission 767, rosewood, ($6000) $2700. (909) 627-3869.
CALL FREE (888) 427-8124 for special$, brand$:
Krell:, Vivas, YBAs, Gershmans, Gallos, Pliniuses
(SA100, $2495), Golden Tubes, Akins, Brystons,
Velodynes, Fanfare FM, Tices, Meridians, Jadises,
B8cWs, Cabasses, Passes (A5, $2595), Dynaudios
(C3.3, $4995), Nordosts (SPM, $750/4, Celestions,
Missions, and dozens more... just call.
KUZMA TURNTABLE ac ARM, ($3600) $2200;
HGP Electron* Speakers, $4400 OBO; Muse transport, ($1800) $1100. (714) 878-6055.
MUSE DAC, ($2200) $1250; preamp ($1950) $1200;
Model 100 amp, ($1350) $725; 160 amp, ($1900)
51150. (714) 775-6900.

1,39

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
We stock 106 Brands of Audio,
Video and Car Stereo. Only afew
stores in America can make
statement and
virtually all of us
are located in college towns
adjacent to hi-tech Universities.
AUTHORIZED DEALER
for
Floor Tower Speakers
Ctr Channel Speakers
Subwoofer Speakers
Bookshelf Speakers

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT — System
(since 1984)
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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Receivers /Audio
Video /TVs /VCRs
Projection TVs /DV D
CD Players /Changers
Laser Disc /Tape Decks
Home Theater Systems
Visit Our 14 Showrooms
Featuring 106 Quality Manufacturers
K1EF'S AUDIO/VIDEO
2429 Iowa SL, Lawrence, KS 66046
ro-T-W-T 10am-8pm.
F-S 10arn-Opm

http://vvvvvv.kiefsay.com/
Al11)1()/N
7S5-842- 18'11
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AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
ROGUE AUDIO'
GRAAF•
ATMA-SPHERE•
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT*
DISC DOCTOR
ACCUPHASE'
VERITY AUDIO'
SOUND LAB
CONRAD-JOHNSON
AUDIO LAB'
GALLO ACOUSTICS —
NIRVANA'
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'
KOETSU•
NORDOST FLATLINE••
E.A.R
MEADOWLARK AUDIO**

MASSACHUSETTS
HIGH-END CHOICE
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE WE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (508) 636.4731:
ROGERS'
TOTEM
BEDINI
J.A.MICHE

SOUND IMAGES CABLES'
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
MESA ENGINEERING
••
MONITOR AUDIO'

GRADO
ART AUDI
ODEON'
,

CROTEC CABLES'
SPECTRON"
REGA
FURNITURE BY'
TARGET. CONTOURS. OSAR', AND SALAMANDER
MANY MORE PI .F.ASE CAI I

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
" MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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AMPLIFIER: ARC CLASSIC 60, $1450; Classé
$1695; YBA 2HC, ($3750) $1995; Pass Aleph 3,
$1595; Classé CA-100, $985. Preamplifier: ARC 1.53,
$850; Audible Illusions L-1, $875; Mclos SHA-Gold,
$1075; Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 transport, $1350;
Meridian 506, $895; Sony CDP-X707ES, $850. (408)
245-4054.

MENISCUS MA-1 system in homemade cabinets
with two 12" subs, Scanspeak tweeter and midbass.
Carbonncau woofers, excellent soundstaging, pickup
only, $650 OBO. (734) 525-0820.

CAT SIGNATURE Mk.II with phono stage, $3475;
Cary 300 SE monoblocks, $2575; Thiel CS2 2speakers, $1575; TARA Gen2 speaker cable, 18', 5675;
TARA Decade, lm, $375. (606) 581-3763.

AYRE K1 PREA/v1P WITH REMOTE and phono
section, mint, $3900 OBO; Krell MD-10R transport,
mint, $3000; Krell Reference 64 D/A converter, mint,
$4800; Krell KPS-20i CD player with HDCD!, mint,
$5600; Transparent Reference balanced interconnect,
mint, $1900. Call (610) 868-7618.

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS L-1 PREAMP with integral
headphone amp; Conrad-Johnson PF-2L preamp.
Mint condition, original boxes, must sacrifice, $700
each. Call Ira, (516)489-3205.
THIEL CS3.6, ($4300) $2600; Von Schweikert VR4,
($4000) $2400; ARC LS7, new tubes, ($1500) $800;
ARC VT100, ($4500) $3000; Camelot Dragon PRO2,
($1500) $800; Camelot Dragon Usher v2.0 Mk.II,
($3000) $2200. All mint with original boxes, manuals.
Best reasonable offers. Johnny, (504) 767-2842 or
jbory@ix.nercom.rom
VON SCHWEIKERT VR-4 Silver Edition speakers,
mint, dark cherry, ($6000) $2950 OBO, split shipping.
4@markity.com, (310)785-3446.
PS AUDIO SUPERLINK D/A converter with cables,
$350 OBO; Acoustic Research ES-1 turntable, AQ PT5toneami, needs cartridge, $300 OBO. Both excellent
condition, local pickup only. (734) 525-0820,
HLeese@juno.rom
AUDIO RESEARCH VT200 amp, $5500. Marty, (718)
746-3655.
SYMPHONIC-LINE KRAFT 400 monoblock
amplifiers, ($36,000) $12,500; Accuphasc 91 D/A converter, mint, ($13,500) $5500; Transparent Reference
XL interconnect, 10', RCA, for solid-state, ($5000)
$2000. Ken, (212) 691-2641.

GENESIS 500, MINT/A-1 condition, only 4months
old, ($11,500) $7500 plus shipping. Bryan, bsteiv@minelspritecom, (919) 266-4088, EST

HOME-THEATER SYSTEM, based on Rotel and
PSB speakers, 18 months old with boxes and manuals,
less than 60% of original price, negotiable. Call (201)
656-6615 after 6pm EST
MART1N-LOGAN MONOLITHS, excellent condition, $3500. Call Dane, (502) 684-4128, after 4pm.
LEVINSON No.331 AMP, $3500; Levinson No380
preamp, $3250; both like new! J4 (248) 583-5305.
KLIPSCHORNS, oak clear/cane cloth, mint, $3900
plus shipping. (978) 343-3128.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 11A-XS triode,
($3750) $2000; Conrad-Johnson PV12 with phono,
($2400) $1300; VAC Renaissance 30/30 II, ($5500)
$2800; Renaissance 70/70 II, ($10,000) $5500; Audio
Logic 34 D/A, latest, ($6000) $2500; Cary CAD-805B
with NOS GE 211, ($8500) $3900; Cary SLP-98-P, oil
caps, ($3450) $2000; Harbeth Compact 7, teak with
stands, ($2700) $1200. All truly mint. Prices plus shipping. (888) 551-3535 x7510, or shawstep@aolarm
VERITY AUDIO PARSIFAL SPEAKERS, perfect,
($10,000) $6400! Seek Avaritgarde speakers. Mark, (310)
474-6372, Los Amkleu.
SNELL C/IV SPEAKERS, excellent condition, $950
OBO, (303) 538-1307.
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then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of products like
raw loudspeaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel,
Dynaudio, Vifa, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!
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Audio

Mart

PLINIUS SA250 Mk.I power amp, Stereophile Class A
(April 1998), 3years old, $1950; Plinius Model 12 preamp, $1750. (541)388-1922.
EAD DSP 7000 Mk.III, HDCD, AT&T, black, perfect,
boxes, manuals, etc., ($2400) $795 firm, plus shipping.
(212) 564-1961, office hours, EST
MEDICAL DOCTORS, PROFESSORS, DENTISTS, attorneys, executives, entrepreneurs, other professionals: Free monthly newsletter by/for members of
your profession. Send name, address, phone, profession:
Professionals Audiophile Newsletters, University of Michigan
Union, 528 South State #523, Ann Arbor, MI 48104-2421.
SPEAKERS — ATC SCM-100, active with 350W
built-in niamps, black, 115dB continuous SPL, ($9000)
$4500; original Klipsdiorns, beautiful, rare, teak, excellent condition, ($5200) $1850. (609) 263-8268.
WILSON WATT 3/PUPPY 2.1 with Paws, new .1
Tails, and Mango VTS treatment, $5900. Larry, (206)
729-8397 or lanyci@sprynet.corn .
JBL SYNTHESIS SP Mk.II processor, $900 or will
trade for JBL L-222 Discos. (801) 886-9254 or (801)
698-0909.

TWO GREAT NEW BUY/SELL SERVICES! 1)
Transparent Audio Pre-Owned Hotline (33-70%
below retail). 2) King of Konsignment: preowned/demo at great savings. Virtually every high-end
audio brand available. Both: (517) 351-0390, noon-10pm
EST Must leave message
SMALL SIGNAL TUBE CHECKER, $549 plus
$15 shipping (review in Stereophile. June 1994).
Repairs/mods for Moscodes, any OTLs, most
other tube gear Moscode or tube designs available for licensed manufacturing. George Kaye
Audio Labs, Inc. (212) 779-3713, 8 Broadway Alley,
New York, NY 10016.
ICRELL FPB 200, as new, 6months old, with full warranty, ($6500) $4875. 71m, (806)756-4425 before lOpm csr
B&W 801 ANNIVERSARY series, walnut, with
Arcici stands, North Creek crossovers, and two Krell
bass-alignment filters (for balanced operation),
($10,150) $6150 0130; separate Krell bass-alignment
filters for B&W speakers, ($1200) $600; Black
Diamond cones, ($20) $10. Everything in pristine
condition and in original boxes. (619) 442-2822.

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $L25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. Aword is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone
and fax numbers, e-mail and WWV,
/addresses count as one worcL) PAYMENT: All ads muss be prepaid
with order. MasterCard, Visa, or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the
first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the November 1998 Stereophile, you must submit it with payment by
September 1, 1998. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue. No
refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
0 Enclosed is payment in the amount of i

for

My card 4> is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
0 CDs/LPs/Tapes

CDs, LPs, Tapes
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
Tel/fax (888) 872-6929.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London ffss bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Dccca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th Sr, Apt. 1B, New York,
NY 10023.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OToole PO. Box 138, Bearsville NY 12409, tel./fax (914)
679-1054.
CDs BY MARK BONILLA: Double E Ticket, American
Matador. (310) 454-3363.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CI) and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock,
alternative, audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASD). 150,000
titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record Exchange,
20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542, USA. (609) 921-0881,
httpWwww.prevrom
BUY THE FINEST BRITISH CLASSICAL records
direct from the UK. We sell EMI, Decca, Columbia,
and other collectable labels in superb condition. All
items are guaranteed. Our regular-price catalog can be
obtained by faxing Classical33 at (44) 1159222946.
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LABS: New, sealed,
out-of-print CDs. SASE: Schultz, 3049 Biber Sr, #T6,
East Lansing MI 48823. No calls.

Wanted

0 Iprefer to pay by 0 Visa 0 MasterCard

D General

AYRE K-1 PREAMP with remote and phono, $4500.
Jo (973)762-2157

words.

0 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

Category heading:

CLEANING HOUSE, selling my personal stash of
audio gear and parts. Send SASE or your fax number
for list: George Kayg 368 Third Ave, New York, NY 10016.

D Wanted

D Employment

Copy (Please type or prinr, attach separate sheet if necessary):

WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Alter, ElectroVoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane Midwest
Cite OK 73110. (405)737-3312, fax (405)737-3355.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not,
mono/stereo): Tannoy, JBL, Altec, old tube Marantz.
McIntosh, Leak, Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Alec
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson,
ARC, turntables, arms, etc. Also, used wristwatches:
Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts
and tools). Traveling often, midwest and east coast.
Trade welcome. (718) 387-7316.
WANTED: AUDIO RESEARCH and Marantz tube
equipment. Sequerra tuners. Top prices paid. (818) 2413344, fax (818) 242-4433.
WANTED: CELESTION DLP 600. (610) 650-0199,
swampspanow@msn.com
WANTED: MOBILE FIDELITY AUDIOPHILE
Japanese LPs, boxed sets and UHQRs, mint condition
or sealed. (416) 488-0153 evenings; fax (416) 485-5337
WANTED: AUFtELLE DYNAMICS interconnects.
(504) 288-5451, Mts417@aolcom
WANTED: TECHNICS SU-A4, SU-A6 preamplifiers; SU-V98, SU-G90 integrateds. (916) 354-1990, email: recycled@pacbellnet

Name

Company

Street
State
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WANTED: NAKAMICHI TA-4A. Turntables, mastering lathes, tube processors: Luxman, Oracle, TX1000, Fairchild 670, Neumann, Weser's, Pultec, Urei,
etc. (612) 869-4963.
City

Zip

Tel.

WANTED: CABLE JACICET. (703) 243-6189.
Fax

WANTED: JBL L-222 DISCOS or JBL 25071 loudspeakers. (801) 886-9254 or (801)698-0909
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A

The

Final

Larry

Archibald

bout eight years ago Ipenned a
"Final Word" worrying about what
might happen to the great names
of High End being acquired by more profitable, larger companies. "Will high-end
consumers eventually see even better
product offerings from these famous
names whose reputations have been
painfully built over the long term by their
brilliant, dedicated founders?" Iasked.
That was then, this is now —just two
months after Stereophile itself underwent a
similar corporate changeover, having been
acquired by Motor Trend and Teen publisher the Petersen Companies. Ithought it
would be interesting to ay to answer my
eight-year-old question.
The most interesting part of looking
back is how differently everything has
turned out. My editorial was written just as
Polk Audio announced its intended purchase of AGI Electronics, which at the
time owned KEF and Meridian. That purchase never went through. Instead,
Meridian was sold back to one of its
founders, Bob Stuart; KEF, joined by
Celestion, was sold to Kinergetics Holding, a partnership primarily owned by
Hong Kong-based Gold Peak. AGI's principal, Peter Gaslcarth, is now aVP at Polk.
Meridian has done fabulously since
reverting to original ownership. An active
loudspeaker pioneer (drivers in cabinets
plus the electronics to drive them),
Meridian's time has come in the last few
years with the advent of high-end custominstalled and home-theater systems. Bob
Stuart's digital genius hasn't hurt, either.
KH's brands, however, muddled about
for years from a marketing standpoint.
C,elestion discontinued its world-famous
SL line (SL6, SL600, SL700) and tried for
amore mass-market position. KEF and
B&W had been locked in a longtime
"Clash of the British Titans" battle for
imported-loudspeaker supremacy, but
Equity International's purchase of B&W
resulted in superb marketing combined
with excellent products, while KEF
seemed to lose its way. B&W has overwhelmed KEF in the marketplace, and in
the past five years has grabbed market
share from virtually every other specialty
loudspeaker brand.
B&W just recently made its most dramatic product launch in 20 years. (See
"Industry Update" in August, as well as
this issue's HI-FI '98 report.) KH, on the
other hand, has called on Rob Ain and
Alec Chanin, the marketing and distribu218

Word

tion experts at Adcom, to forge the way
for the KEF and C,elestion brands.
Will they succeed in restoring the luster
to these venerable names? Only time will
tell — but I've been repeatedly impressed
by the resilience shown by brands long
abused and mismarketed. Excellence of
product and consistency of presentation (a
code word for distribution choices and

I've been repeatedly
impressed by
the resilience
shown by brands
long abused
and mismarketed.
advertising) will restore abrand's marketplace position, given enough time.
One of the other brands Imentioned in
1990 was Madrigal, who had announced
their upcoming acquisition by Harman
International in May, then unannounced
it in September. A couple of years later it
happened anyway. The result? Nonstop
introduction of great product, just as
before the acquisition.
Even better, Madrigal+Harman has
given birth to awhole new high-end speaker division, Revel. Sandy Berlin, the man
who engineered Madrigal's birth from the
ashes of Mark Levinson Audio Systems,
and who negotiated the divestiture to
Harman, worked with Sidney Harman and
designer Kevin Voedcs to create Revel.
Finally, what of McIntosh's acquisition
by Clarion, on the tip of every tongue
back in 1990? The next several years saw
an unprecedented revival of the product
line: fine new speaker designs from David
Smith (now president of Boston Acousticsacquired Snell), some of the earliest complete home-theater systems (raved about
by TJN in Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater), and even some revivals of vintage
McIntosh tube product.
Nevertheless, McIntosh has seen much
0 1998 by Petersen Publishing Company, LLC—VoL21
No.9, &rumba 1998, Issue Number 224. Stcreophile
(ISSN 00585-2544) is published monthly, $35 per yearfor
US n5idans, by Petersen Publishire »npany, LLC, 6420
141Teltin• Bled, Los ibeelts, CA 90048. Pniodicals postage
paid at Ls Angeles, CA and additional mauli, offices. Gouda
arA GST-ng. no. R12468-3855. POSTMASTER: Send
address changes to Stereophile, RO. Box 53117 Boulder, CO
80322-3117
Printed in the U.S.A.

turmoil since the Clarion acquisition. Ron
Fone, who presided over those great product introductions and simultaneously reinforced McIntosh's distribution, was ousted
after several years. His replacement, Tom
Shaeffer, lasted only ayear. Current fee
David Black, formerly of Alpine, is working to combine great product, effective
distribution, and profitability. One thing's
been clear: Clarion has not held back from
heavy investment to restore McIntosh's
viability in a1990s marketplace.
Acquisition is ongoing. We reported
back in June that Sonic Frontiers would be
acquired by Lenbrook (which also owns
PSB), but HI-FI '98 saw the announcement of the deal falling through. Two
great companies, but with philosophies
too different to reconcile (though both
sides emphasized the amicability of the
parting — sincerely, Ifelt). Authoritative
rumor has it that an acquisition will still
take place, the acquirer this time described
as a"highly profitable Canadian company
with experience in digital design."
On July 10, Conrad-Johnson acquired
the assets of McCormack Audio by way of
abank foreclosure sale. While we regret
the financial pain that such an event
undoubtedly represents for former McCormack owners Joyce Fleming and Steve
McCormack, it's great to know that their
exemplary products will be once again
available to world high-end consumers.
Few companies have compiled adossier of
Stereophile reviews as positive as McCormack's. Conrad-Johnson is one of
their rivals in this respect — asign that the
record might well continue.
In 1990 I
joined much of the high-end
world in expressing dismay and wariness at
all the changing of hands. As we look at the
examples cited here, it would appear that
the reality is complex. The success of companies is determined by many factors: the
excellence of their designs, their capital
adequacy their marketing decisions, the
quality of people driving them forward
strategically, and sometimes just dumb
luck. In atakeover, some things c
and
many do not. The failure of somebrands
rands
after an acquisition would seem tied to
things that didn't change after the acquisition, as well as to things that did. And the
success of some acquisitions seems to be
tied to advantages brought by the acquirer.
It is true that nothing in the future is
certain. But my guess is that it's just as
uncertain for those who haven't changed
hands as for those who have.
Stereophile, September 1998
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